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CRUSTS AX D CRUMBS.
tBy Albert Ernest Stafford.)
Three volumes of poetry have reached
IIle from the discriminating and enterprising publishing house of McClelland,
(;'>O<!child & Stewart, Limited, whose
lIame is beginning to he associated with
the finest fruit of native Canadian literature. These volumes belong, as all true
poetry does, to the timeless. In only
one of them is the great war made a
theme.
and human nature, the
eternal studies of the poet, supply all that
1, needed for immortal song.
Yet no
one can read these volumes and not be
ill better spirit to face the problems of
war and of day-by-day existence.
Ihe first thing that the occultist has to
learn is to distinguish between the things
that endure and those that perish, and
fhen to live for the everlasting. Until
this distinction is made and put in praclice no progress of a real kind can he
llIade. From the earliest Vedanta down
through the ages, the poets and the myslies tell us that the world and the fashion thereof passes away, and they set up
for us the quest of the .eternal beauty.
Perhaps in Canada it has not heen so
evident, so insistent, but there have heen
enough who .....ere conscious of ami faithiulto the quest to make a tradition. :\0
"nc can read Mr. John Garvin's "Cana,han Poets" (from the same publishing
house) without feeling that many of
those ha\'e been touched on the lips with
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coals from the true altar. Isabella Crawford, Archibald Lampman, Charles Roberts, Bliss Carman, are outstanding
names, and in these three poets we have
evidence of the same high calling the
I
no t e 0 I' rap t ure, th e unquenc h a bl e (evotion, the eye of vision, the lyric melody
and the word of power. I have nut
space to say a tenth part of the things
I would like to say of these volumes, nor
to quote the splendid passages I have
marked. hut I can at least call attention
to some of the more notable of their contents. and in the order in which I have
received them :-"Lundy's Lane and
Other Poems," by Duncan Campbell
Scott, $1.25: "The Piper and the Reed,"
hv Robert r\orwood, $1.25; and "Heart
of the Hills," hy Robert Durrant Watson, $1.25.
In Mr. Scott's volumc there are three
poems which come very near to what I
take to be the essential spirit of Canadian poetry. It is the note of mysticism,
not so sure of itself in Mr. Scott's verse
as in Bliss Carman's "Low Tide in Grand
Pre:'
shadowed with the agnosticism of a generation ago, and still constrained hy conventional thcology to look
elscwhere for the dh·ine things that arc
now and here. But the icc is hreaking.
the st reams arc running more freely, the
are springing. the hirds are sing
ing. The finest poem to l11y minel is the
"Lines in
of Edmund :Morris,"
This poetry is Canadian and can not he
mistaken for the
any lother
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MEDICAL INSPECTION.
The people of Santa Ana, California,
:lre to he congratulated on their protest
against the medical control of their
schools. Such control is a violation of
American principles and of democracy.
It is an affront to the rights of parents
and a physical injury to the children
themselves, who are thereby taught to be
hypochondriacs. Unless this tyranny is
speedily checked we shall have in our
midst an inquisition more hateful than
the religious oppression from which we
have partially escaped. Indeed we have
It already.
Does the modern doctor know what
constitutes sub-normality? Of course he
does not. He can recognize the mentally commonplace because he is himself
an example of it. And whatever is not
commonplace-that is to say like himself
-he regards as a disease, and as a fit
subject for serums and operations. Dr.
Crutcher, who addressed the mass meeting at Santa Ana, said that Abraham
Lincoln and Napoleon Bonaparte would
have been classed as sub-normals. Indeed nearly every genius that the world
has ever knov\<11 would have been banned
hy the modem physician. Joan of Arc
had visions and would have been fortunate to escape the asylum. The Apostle
Paul would probably have been trepanned. So would Mahomet. Martin
Luther would have been found guilty of
paresis, and St. Francis, if he had tried
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to land in America, would have gone
straight to the psychopathic \\ ard. The
mental "tests" that are applied to children are a' piece of solemn humbug and
the doctors know it. Very few doctors,
or bankers, or clergymen, could pass the
fourteen-year-old test.
But the real danger of these absurdities is the resulting concentration of the
minds of children and parents on the
things of the body. It is an elaborate
system of auto-suggestion, immeasurably
mischievous, and certain to lead to neu·
rosis and hypochondria. It should be
stopped.
SECRECY.
Why should there be any thing secret
or esoteric about religion? Secrecy is
repugnant to the IIlOdern spirit. It suggests the charlatan.
Such a criticism may come weIl from
the agnostic, but 110t from the Christian,
whose own faith seems to be founded on
esotericism. Jesus spoke to the people
in parables with the avowed intention
that they should not understand him.
Even to his disciples he says that he has
other things to tell them, but that they
could not bear them then. Paul speaks
of having a knowledge that it is not
lawful for man to utter, and some of the
early church fathers laid extraordinary
emphasis upon the exoteric teachings for
the multhude and the esoteric or secret
teachings for the few.
No one can speak of the nature of this
Digitized by
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MYSTERIOUS FORCES.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found
a quotation from Current OpiniolJ in relation to an article on psychic phenomena
contributed by Professor Whately-Smith
to the London
The phenomena
in question are those commonly known
to psychic research, and more particularly "those cases in which ponderable
hodie, are set in motion in the presence
of a medium in a manner which can not
be accounted for by the known laws of
science." Translated into the vernacular,
this means table turning and table levitation.
With such matters we are not at the
moment concerned, interesting and imp<Jrtant as they undoubtedly are. But we
arc concerned with the assertion of C14rmIt Opi"iou that "Sir William Crookes
testified to their occurrence in the presence of D. D. Home more than forty
years ago. the circumstances and the nature of the investigation into them being
,uch as to preclude all reasonable possibility of error."
science began to pay serious attention to these matters about ten years
ago. Cntil then it was wholly impervious
to facts. stupidly and contemptuously
silent before proof and demonstration.
The evidence in support of these phenomena was advanced, not by
creduI?us or the superstitious. but by Sir Wilham Crookes. who even at that time
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was among the most eminent of living
scientists. He asked for a hearing, and
it was denied him. He wrote books, and
they were ignored. He asked for the cooperation of his confreres in the work
of research, amI the only reply was a
covert and derisive sneer. Huxley, invited by Wallace to see for himself tht!
inexplicable moving of ponderable bodies,
replied curtly that he was not interested
-not interested in facts so vitally related to his own peculiar department of
knowledge!
interested! He was
immensely interested in the number of
hairs on the leg of a spider, but that a
table should move without physical contact left him cold and unconcerned. He
did not wish even to see it. And this
enlightened attitude on the part of
science in general persisted for at least
thirty years. To a lesser extent it exists
still.
It is well to remember these things
at a time when science is blatantly assertive of its eagerness to study all facts
and to possess all knowledge. There was
a time when religion was supposed to be
the enemy of the progressive mind, but
not even the spectacle of Galileo before
the Holy Inquisition \vas quite so repellant a one as that of Sir \Villiam
Crookes pleading for a hearing from
the science of the nineteenth century,
and pleading in vain for thirty years.
Galileo was advancing a theory not easily
understood by untutored
inOds not
Digitized by
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that tbe imprl,ssilon
and due to
It
to

We may put on one side the loose
about
and
ask our
;;elves if 1h. Hadfield's
can exthe facts. Can it
for
the
that the
exact manappearance
ner of
details
that could
the victim himself?
ior
relates the
of a
young man who had
same
moment from
administered.
of the "wraith"

world
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and with the world of matter thr'oue:h unages? How does it
that
of the world-soul" sometimes
manifest as the
of
sometimes as the exaltations of saintAnd if
the
may incarnate once in a hIlor a
a second
None the less we may
:r.lr. Hadfield. Like Gileearth, c pur muot'/!. It is no small
that so
a scientist
of prehave reached the
existence. It
a milestone on the road
reincarnut ion,
Other parts of this remarkable volume
the
be noticed in the next isue
Outlook.
By
authors.
: The Macmillan Co:mp:any; $2.25.

IMMORTAI.lTY,

New

To any
may come at
a consciousness that there blows, tl"''''HO'h
all the articulations
his
of a
not
; that his mimi
him and carries
rebels; that another
him whither
not.-StCtICI/SOII.
In

SOME MYSTERIOUS FORCES.
It is not

observes Professor
that the past two
years have witnessed a corisiderable inprclble:ms of what

tance

of
this may be
pul)licity
to the
dealwhereand relecturer on
at the nlu.nic:ip:'l.1
Belfast, is very
The latter are of immense
an interest in the
this
deal with
to call
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and the movetnent of a
without
contact. The salient features of his reare thus
Professor
in the London World:
table
raised to a height of
or nlore, feet from
ground,
in contact with
or
m,lteri;ll object of any
does
occur in a
or erratic manner,
almost
be produced on de\\:ben the table is thus "levitated" the
"eight
the medium is increased
an
amount practically equal to the weight
the
Experiment has
Crawford to
infer the existence of
structure conthe medium to
inferin the opinion of the writer, is
ine"itable.
This structure
however, in·
,isible and
rod can be
p..ssed freely
medium and
durle...-itation--or all round the
'-,ut effect.
4. The forces concerned are under inlelli;:em control of some kind.

This
a very condensed summary,
and Professor
says
has himself witnessed the phlenonleIla under conditions favorable
observation
and
are
The
interest of
he
-avs, lies in their pr.oximate rather
in- their ultimate cause. The nature of
the
is in no
estahlished
the
that a table
affected
forces of an unknown nature.
The
is that we have here
case of
what kind
movements in
matter without
intermediaries
nerve, and muscle. The conlink between consciousness on
one hand and matter on the other
here to be "exteriorized"
which it is norm,,, Illv

post-mortem ex:ist:ence,
prove of "t1nprl"ti"p i,nH1,orb'lt'"
who takes a "p,rin""II" itltellil;erlt
in these matters can afford to
them,"-Currclit V I"'" 'U''',
This is the doctrine he was wont to teach,
How divers
witness in
man,
Three souls
make up one soul:
first.

And has the

and ends the

the

its turn,
into
uses
the
assist or no.
is what Ismakes it
up,
Ilolds.
man

and ends the
dread

of illterreturns to Him,
what Is; three

deeds
m'ade

The ThleOS()phical
which was founded
at New
three well-defined
viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlnu:anity,
caste, or color.
without distinction of
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
relilgiclfls, phiiloSioplhies, and
the
of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent
man.
The
is
to enforce or
THs\N TRUTH. Hence
of
restriction is
mental pninciplle--Urnivelrsal
reSj(>oI1lsible for the OpillliOilS

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
to its one fundato be held
to hold their
fellovV-lll1elnb,ers the
This
is believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
dOI!;"malism wherever
melubers an unflim:hitlg
feed or propa-

found
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.
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LILY DOUGALL AND
THEOSOPHY.
:\1 rs. Annie Besant once remarked to
the writer that the objections urged by
a skeptical public against the theo:>ophical lecturer need not be feared, as
the)' were always the same. They could
be foreseen.
But while a certain monotony of this
sort might be expected from the casual
audience of the public lecture hall it is
with some surprise that we encOlffiter it
in the scholarly writings of Lily Dougall,
who contributes a chapter on "Reincarnation. Karma, and Theosophy" to the
"olume on Immortality that has just been
published by the Macmillan Company.
For example, we find the author urging
the old objection that where there is no
conscious connection between earth lives
there can be no preservation of identity,
and that "a continuance of memory is
necessary to personality." But what
does she; mean by memory? Does she
mean a persisting a'wareness! The actor
who is playing the part of Hamlet may
he so immersed in his personation as to
"forget" that last week he played Macbeth. But has he thereby lost his personality? On the contrary, is not his
Hamlet all the better for the energy and
industr)' that he gave to his study of
.\Iacbeth? Are not the two performances in a sense continuous and
tial ? Have I lost my identity because
the events of my early life have nearly

Price Five Cents

completely faded from my mind? Do I
lose my identity when I go to sleep at
night merely because I can not remember the states of my sleep consciousness? Modern psychology shows that
there is no event, however trivial, however fully its record may seem to be
effaced, that may not be recalled from
the depths of the subconscious. It is evident that such events are still the subject
of memory; otherwise they could not be
recalled. But they are not the subject
of a1.l!arcness. In the same way it may
be urged that the events of past incarnations lie buried in the memory, but they
do not enter the field of awareness.
None the less there are many who have
fetched them forth into awareness.
But why should a soul return to this
earth, asks the author, when there are
so many other worlds to which it might
go? She says: "All these worlds may.
for aught we know. be stages in the destiny of each human person. He may
pass from world to world with memory
intact and without physical rebirth:'
But what a curious idea-a universe
of innumerable worlds, all peopled by
ghosts, phantoms, or disembodied souls
-except this one. The author does not
seem to sec that physical worlds demand
inhabitants with physical bodies. just as
water implies fish. and air implies hirds.
But presumably there must be some law
of causation governing the choice by the
soul of the new world 'f\, which1it is thlls
Digitized by

oog e
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to function without
should
it choose one
and not another
Is
not reasonable
suppose that
would
so
the
that is to

that any stick will do to
or she has not troubled to aceven the surface

offense. We do
a
devours her
but we do
ish a human
who even
her children. How can karma
a
if the sufferer has
the offense that invoked its

an

pUl:lIslilcs a
COll1(Il:t!ClIl

Karma is
human
sense that
Karma the
of fatc and fortune
have led

seems
It
innumerable
in
dOllhtless ad-

were
habitual acts of some
matter whether
the acts.
I have
character
from those
and
induced an
refornilat,ory suiellaracteracts-that led
character is
the

Z7
\'\that has

to offer us in

under
to distrance and the
obtainable therefrom with an
author
does not know the difference between trance and
and who
supposes that :::>a:madhi
None
some satisfaction
from
Christian aplol!Dgist
toward
ance and tel.epatllY.
hayc

at
now combats
truths which
eluded in the range
and hailed as
But
stil I.
a new
is a

,FEAR.

must have sat
Nothing had
calculated and, as he
watched the tr".nsform<l,tio!n in
trenches,
he must have realized that the game was lost.
"We went into the
said a British
officer not long
education,
ill
what the
we know
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made safe also those whom they had gone
fight.

as the writer says, difficult to exin a few
or in words at aiL
But we may note for reflection the emthat the
of the world
laid upon fear. "He
dear unto
me." says
"who has no fear of
men, and of
men are not afraid.
And in the New Testament we read that
__• love casteth out tear." It
be hard to defend the assertion
courage and a
heart will protect
but none the
less there are those who know
true and who need
CRUSTS AND CRUMBS.
Albert Ernest St'l,ff(lrd.
I am
convinced that all
sacred
that are of any value to the
their
have shown that value
derive their value from their direct bearuniversal
and not on historical
It is true that there is
a historical
to their intefJlre·tat:ions.
no one "nrl..
but for the
Hence the
made in
"beast" of
tion whose number is
before
table of numbers
SQ111al·es. and indicates
It evicritical state when
of the animal passes over
the
stage of transmutation.
I have never seen in anv orthodox
allusion to 'the

in
to drive reasonable men
reI have
in these columns
of sermons on the
of
mustard
and of the
pa.ssaLge
in which the Lord said that if
had faith "as a
of mustard
could move mountains. All
the sermons I have heard
on

the passage missed the
of
as a
mustard
seed has
but sug'gesited
faith the size of a
faith could
m
is
an
interior
or form of wisdom.
which is common to all life. If we have
faith as the mustard seed has faith we
seize our
and grow,
and
necessary remove mountains in
the process.
one seems able to exthe assertion about the mustard
seed as
"indeed the least of all
seeds.
with lobelia seed,
for
Cristadelph:ian or a
Brother to get
over this
The
like the
and
the philo:soJlhy of the New Testament in
harmonizes
with the ancient mystery
the four worlds
into every
or less definite syrublo!i!lm.
with their
the
the
and the
the
the
and
before Chrisltiarlity

or

and
sofour
the alchemists and
for the same
and fire indiof the four
other fourth
dimension
of the
can not be understood without a kn.ovvlof these four
it will
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he
earth. but

which as phlysic,lI
consciousness in the
fined to this lowest
glunp!iCS or
incoherent, of the next
in the dreamstate. The other two are pr;lctlcaJly
dosed to the consciousness
the average
man. The whole aim of realthough this has been almost forgotten, is to attain to the consciousness
,)f these
levels.
order to do
suitable vehicles or
must be
The
has been
and
as St.
from
and
conevolved to the
transformed into a <lni ..it"" I

but to the end of the aeon or age,
and the events which
the
of the new aeon or age,
the
new
or Master of the new
All the great
teach these
and record them in their
tures, hut it
heen
aim of a section of the Christian
to conceal
them from the
and many of the
accredited ministers even
them.
But
is free to
for
''''''''':::'1, and he
the OPI)OrtUIllity
he can not expect to have his igJl01"an:ce
excused. As
some
quote the text (Matthe'w
that
and hour knoweth no
which as far as I know is
I f the text had
"Of that
and
" the
have
warrant
their
would quote another
fication

the

the main
event,
is
the fact
our
and immorThe
in
the world occur in
the chief of
which are marked
zodiac whose
\'ear of
of the
revolution of the sun
and the
zodiacal month of 2155 years. mark the
term of
terrestrial events. We are
at the
one of these months
now.
sun enters the
man
a
xiv.. 13·
These months
aeons or
in the New Testament and the
sion, "the end of the age,
translated "the end of the world.
delusion
will

I have mentioned
The sph'itu;al
strives to redeem the
man from the lower world. The
of which is
ten the
between the
lower
nature and the
itual nature.
tends to concentrate
its forces and attention on the
world the whole character may
so
and
that the new birth
become
This
not a process of the
but of the heart,
tery associated with the "secret
of
oc(:ultism, It is the birth of Christ withon which Paul dwells so
All
are
evolution
Some are
more advanced than others, as is indicated in the
of the talents. Each
effort,
him in the
his op-
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of what he had. If man lets his fachebe dormant it dies out in
Others
opso there is taken away from
and
him even that which he
to those
have.
terialistic
can
abIes be
as reasonable or
As statements of natural
are sci'clltifi(:ally accurate. The
the tcn
is
the
represent
you and me and the rcst
wise and some are foolish. With
terialistic
it is imlPossible
who would
to
the others. As
not share
kilrlg"!10111 it is an accua
The
of
rate
presence
the
the
the
the oil

Overcome

EASTER ISLAND.
The

of all oceans, holds pergreatest clues to that
civilization which
old when
Of Mexico and Peru much
much spl:culation
many
coveries.
yet,
museums, and
eXJ)loits of
little
after
Still
scattered
so many
a tale too old
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a continual exodus
and influx of strange
and the
mixture of
marred
what must have been once a fine and

SONG.
that follow the vision
Of the world's
Have
met
the
Yet the thunder
not hurt you,
the battle-storms
Tho' the
in heaven desert
find
the way.

you,

before
o'er
the way."

The Thleosllphlcal
which was founded
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htllu:anity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern litl:ratul"eS,
deltnonstrat:e the im:nm"t"'H"P of that
laws

and the

therefore
with no creed or
enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
pr;lfe:ss()rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental prlinciple--U:ni,"Vel'sal Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
resiponsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This
and
is asked from all member::. as a
since it
believed that
dOlgmatism and intolerm.ce have
been
to human
The
therefore
all
of
dOjgmatisll1 wherever
found
and
an unillinching
and of all that tends to feed or propacondemnation of vice
gate it.
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ADRENATION.
Professor G. T. W. Patrick. Ph. D.,
on "Courage and Fear in the
Great \Var" in the December "ssue of
and Surgery. War: says- PIlOfessor Patrick, seems to result in a
ing of the soldier's personality into that
<Ii the organization to which he belongs.
He thinks thenceforth with the larger
social unit. He thinks collectively
he becomes to that extent unselfish.
Fear he will probably have, but it, will
:lOt lead him to do al1ything unworthy:
,

'

Fear indeed ii most ..aluable to a soldier.
Without great emotional, -exclteme"t he will
001 attain his maximum power.
In fact, pSYtbologisu have recently shown through laboraexperiments the mechanism of fear and
:1> effects upon the body, Dr. Walter B. CanllOtI'S experiments are- well known to us.
He
bas diiCo\"ered a number of interesting inter, cal changes which take place in Ihe body as
• re5u.t of fear or other strong emotions, and
which are exceedingly useful in preparing Ihe
ondi..idual for movements of defense or tighting. The most important of these changes is
the effect upon the adrenal glands. Under the
:nIIuence of any strong emotion, such as fear
.)f anger. Ihex glands secrete and pour into
rae circulating blood a
called adrenalin, The effect of this, circulating through
the Llood, is instantly to ,prepare the body for
>iolent action. The pupils of the eyes are dilaud, the acti\;ties of - the stomach are
checked. the heart is stimulated, and sugar is
liberated from the liver. The-- increase of
ItIpr'in' the blood means an instant increase
ill MU5CUlar energy. The blood is drawn away
, &om Ihe stomach and the digestive system,
for a time it is not needed, and pours
til the muscles of the legs and arms and to
tile lungs and heart. where it is required for

i

I
I

Price Five Centa

sudden action, while the influences of fatigue
are, greatly diminished.

Dr. Cannon's experiments, if we remember
rightly, showed that the
secretion_ of adrenalin, while fitting the
body for sudden' and unwonted exertion,
would also induce diabetes and Bright's
disease, if long continued, But these experiments show more than that if we
may be allowed to use what we may call
an inferential imagination. If fear induces a secretion of adrenal in we may
reasonably suppose that all emotions
have some corresponding effect for good
or evil upon the bodily organs, In thisparticular instance Dr, Cannon has identified the influence of fear on the adrenal
glands. But what is the influence of
hope, for example? Or greed? It is
reasonable to suppose that there is such
an influence and that it awaits only to
be detected.
THE KILLED IN BATTLE.

Mr.

Harold \Y. Percival, editor of the

IVord, has written an interesting little

pamphlet on ''The \Vorld War, the
Killed in Battle, and Reincarnation,"
Mr. Percival does not believe that death
on the battlefield must necessarily imply
a quicker reincarnation than under other
t-ircumstances. He reminds us that
"after death a man must pass through
certain stages hefore he can reincarnate.
These stages arc hastened or retarded
hy his attitude of mind at the moment of
death. That attitude is IHt a matter of
Die"t j hy
oog C
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Of the
my view

but is
the sum and
result of all his
thouglltS. It is
his
his
Mr.
Percival believes that death in battle is
factor and
never alone a
increase of
that the
of
male births after a war must be
elsewhere. But the
read in its
can be obtained
from the
West
5 cents.
New
PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.
Those who
on the interJllret:ations of
nomena that are offered to us
must be not a little
that these interl?retat:iollS are so
variance.
there are
many
as there are
is offered with the
do,:nultic certai:nty that was once the peThus we
the
find that some of the
authors of "ImmClrt,ilit:y" are inclined to
their faith
and to
vision.
believes
he can
the voices of a true
inclivi:dualilty from other voices of
qUlestlionablie nature.
his
the
be said that
'with Dr.
liberal
Devil.
Dr.
He says:

of the arm-chair scientist
with that of Dr.
conclusions are
uneX:DeI'iellce is often evident

is at least

I

vfOl..." ...d

obsession as a result
of course,
nor should we admi
me:dililmshi:p necessaril

3S
Ral1pel1:, can never
communi-

CRUSTS AND CRUMBS.
Albert Ernest
In the Belfast Witness of November
30th there is
a sermon on "Theand
Rev. David
D.
Elmwood
Church on November 18th.
For one who has
made a sUI>erllicial
examination of
it seems to
me to be an
fair statement, and in marked contrast to some
of the assertions made about TIlleo:soll.hy
men who
to know
had
rec:entlv in

Dr.
thec»)0I1cal conten1tion:l, it
We need not trouble ourabout it.

God can as little do without us as we
without Him.-Bc.lrJwwt.

is
is not calculated
form of Chrisltiarlity
reliigic)n
who are
God and
truth
When we know or
the devil is the
of
we should
be
careful not to mi!ireJlresent or
as far as he was
aPliiarenltly. Dr. Purves has been
not to do. There are some
in his sermon about which I am sure
he would be
to be set
I am
not at all sure that the W it"t'11 would
accept a
so I take this 0PllOrtul1lity
of
some comments.
text was from 1.
the Wisdom of
the Greek
Theou
Kai Tl>eou
or
of God and
wisdom of
"
Purves
the claim that
all
and
of
that it
a
and that it is able to
teni)rel:at1c>n of the unl'lI'er!le.
cornplllJ1Y with materialistic science.
is
of course.
to endorse
this.
Dr. Purves admits that there is an esoas well as an exoteric knli>wledlle.
"Paul is
to
of a
which is
from
vealed to
he
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the
is simof course,
the distinction between those who
are more or less advanced in
and,
in knowlThis would
kn'owJledlle that
orrlina'rv Christieln:>, and
he has much
ambiguolls pas-

of the Bible
statement. He knows
not the nel>hesh, the ne:;chamah,
mach of

intellectual prosufthink Dr. Purves has
considered this distinction,
in connection with such
as
Moses.
or such
or Masters
But
admits
rnato the
a life
Th,eosollhists have done
us service, and not harm. If he would
bear in mind with this the statement of
W,
will take a man to
than mere
" he will
the real difference between
gerluirle T'heiosclphy and the false'

the Universe, he
cerned. and
the constitution

Them;ophic one
the
have met.
The Bible doctrine of man,
Purves. dividcs him
Dr. Purves is not

btl

nee.

an
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Dr. Purves says the Bible silent
Statements like this from
sumed Bible readers
students
astonish me. Has he read
or II. Peter
9; or Revelation
or Matthew
28 or Titus iii,
presume
Purves reads
how he can peruse these
there is
the
renews my wonder.
are
of
what
:Master's statement that
the
a reincarnation
?
Dr. Purves
of those unwilllin:2"
heve
as the Master
would be
Dr. Purves
the
for re-creation.

about
pre12;

5?
and
and
about
Per-

Dr.
diThe

THIS TATTERED CATECHISM.

and it
form to Dr.
lake the New Testament UUU""Il.
for that matter, and
he will find that all reare one. and that there are
manv, but one Lord. "the first born
• brethren." The divine
after many trials
we become one
him
truth because Christ
as Dr. Purves quotes in
resurrection is a reincarnaChristian church understood this its members would
as
read in Micah v., 2, about
Bethwhich has heen
much
us of late, whence there was
Ol1e to come forth to
a ruler in Israel, "whose
forth arc from of
old, from
not this reinform; the
carnation in its most

the
"Vho deemed her fie(lglllng
defiled
a candle-flame
hell,
She pra,:tic,:d
that would still
rehel
flinch from fire. Forsooth not all
mother
ran,
and come
He can
Then at that

Puritan

tlla,
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ETERNAL RECURRENCE.
Mackintire
referred to the
Nietzsche had
view that under the
constellation of the bellve:nly
same
would
on
he
that it savored
and did not take it seriiou:sly.
for the
of error
him is a
certain
Zarathustra-at least
this. In this
I can
the
who attend the
""'1"1'<;', and who are im,fu.llv welcl);ming
to life after an
divine
melmirlg of the illness and exclaitn,
and
over, 0
heal
soul with new songs, that thou
mayest endure
which was
that of no one
animals
know
0
thou art
and must
thou art the
teacher of eternal recurrence-that
now
That thou must be the
first to
doctrine-how should
this
not be also
greatand
The natural inis here that Zarathustra is
the first of a line to
that
dOl:trine, with then the
and risks
rather of
than of
in relation
But if "first" be taken otherwhat the critics assume,
whether in the form in
Nietzsche
the
it is
not new. For to him it is bound up with
the idea of
to
cOlme·-onIV in this
would he have
unrel:ieved. unrelated in this
way. he
have allowed it
to remain in
chambers of
own mind. Zarathustra is made to
"I come
with this sun, with
this
with this serpentnot to a new life
a better life or a
similar life:
this identical and
life, in
greatest and also in its smallest. to teach
the eternal return of all tnlnl!'S--to
announce to man the superman.
two
return and
man-are interwoven in
mind; and no one. I imagine. will claim
that this full-orbed view
ever been
before.
however. it is dif·
another
ficult to
Ni,etz:scllc of error, and

l!:reate:st benefit
But that the
af·
to

He

would have
do not
Between the last
moment
consciousness and the first
pearance of the new
'no time'
tervenes-it is as
as a
even if
creatures meas·
billions of
or can not
measure
at all.
the mind is
away, timelessness and succession are
cOllupatilble with one another.
He even
that the mass
look
on his doctrine at
start,
it means
of
certain kind
and the most
of selfn ..""'....'v::ll'inn will respol1ld
sus:pec:ts, the finer, nobler
and in
as he had
leavless sensitive nature
to survive-a prc)!>al!:liliity
reverse of
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the ,·jew first stated.
likelier. He
thus not
certain as
to what the
effect of his doctrine
will be---i1ow he suspects one consequence and now another. The
lie or he can
with real assurance
about is its effect on himself-for to him
the doctrine became
like a
relJlgll[)n,,-·j< l"'OI"l "Niet::sche the
Holt & Co.

to
or mind wtlatevler name be
was made half a
upon which the
(,pinh"·,, ago, eXUlts
indepeltldeliltly of
and
does
material part of me will exist
but it does show that it will exist
years, whatever
to the nriiai,n,,1
in the meanwhile and if it will
exist under those
that
of time it
to remove the ob-made to the
of the
MEMORY.
-dE!finlite continuance of the soul because
(
Dr. Charles H.
of what
to the
at death.
If the
is such a live
as not
to be affected
disrobed and rec[re!,sec1,
existat
the
left
ence
is
in it
hesitalilt acceptthe world
is not
doctrine of
arrivirll!' at
unreasonableness inherent in
but somebut to the fact that
of a part of the
it involves so
as to exceed the comto imlmolrtality.
I
at
moment with absolute pass of the contracted human mind.
truth in order to be
bedistinctness--distinctness as absolute as
the
it were of
event lieved must be reduced to
occurred
In smallness of the mind, or the mind must
be
to match the measure of
some way that event wall
the
Francisco Call.
me, I can not tell
account that I should
But the
was
is upon me still.
It could not have been
my
for in that case
"'ould
for we are authc)rit:atiively il1folrll1led
the material
gr'ldual
course
so, the
would also
soon
as foot
thl! Bell·
when
left
the snow disiappe.ns
As the
still remains upon me,
dear and
and as it can not be
he
that it is the
that has nr,·<:prv,'c1
face or
il must be that it due to solnet:hillg
Divine
to me that is not
runs
shudder
too, that bas cor.tinued
the old awe
the whole of the
That in me which still carries
im- steals
of that event in my childhood must,
I am Brahman, not
all of the world.
be at least
old, and it has
110t been
the material never apart from Brahman, I am not the
nor have any
whatever. I
of
in the meantime been
U!1(:onditiom'
One.several times.
which it follows that my soul
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is an
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caste, or color.
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and other Eastern
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RECURRENCE.
It is a little surprising to find that reincarnation was a part of the philosophy
of
\Vhy have his innumerable commentators made no mention of
this fact. or only in terms so vague as
practically to conceal it? It seems now
:0 be a part of the prerogatives of the
commentator and the biographer to suppress whatever in their' subject is displeasing to themselves, or whatever they
may judge to be extravagant or irrelcrant.
Xietzsche believed that he had originated the idea of reincarnation, although
he must certainly have known that it was
ad....anced by some of the Greek philosophers. To him it seemed obvious that
[he principle of recurrence found every.....here in nature must be extended to human birth. He is inclined even to accept the ancient idea that the return of
the constellations to the same position
must imply a J;"epetition of the
events. Humanity was on a perpetual
treadmill, ever mounting and yet never
advancing. Lives that were ungoverned
ll)' will, by effort. must necessarily repeat themselves eternally. Without an
injection of self-eonquest, a voluntary
acceptance of pain, there could be no
hreaking away from the wheel of necessity. For such as these, that is to
say for the majority, there could be no
variation of experience. They could expect nothing but monotonous recurrence

without even the compensation of an
intervening rest, since the sense of time
must disappear with the physical body.
It was only the Superman who could
command new experiences, who could
force himself clear of the cycle of blank
recurrence. It mattered not at all to
Nietzsche that no link of memory should
unite life to life and therefore that there
should be no continuity of consciousness.
Why should there be continuity, he seems
to say, for those who can make no use
of it? Of what value to remember mere
recurrence?
This is, in very truth, a dark and
dreary doctrine, and we may suppose that
Nietzsche used it as a sort of cudgel
wherewith to belabor us onward toward
the Superman. For surely experience
must do something to push us, if ever
so little, beyond the circle of, a blank
and identical recurrence. No man so
dull as to learn nothing from experience, to change not at all under the spur
of pleasure and of pain. There can be
no day wholly unaffected by its yesterday, no day without some molding effect
upon its tomorrow.
Nietzsche is, of course, at fault on his
science. He usually is. Actually there
is no recurrence anywhere in nature.
.Kature seems to repeat herself, but she
never does. No two blades of grass
alike. Nature abhors straight lines and
circles. She moves in spirals and in
curves, but they may be so vast as to
look like straight lines or circles. The
. Di'Jll
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CYCLES.
every mO!rllllng
the immcnsities where
been before. If
his
her
and

never

is the Saras? What is the Mewhat vallie is a knO'llJlyears
to the
and it

If

is.

our
our
to what manner of
But the great
is to
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THE
The Turkish
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suppose
nomena arc
and more
more remarkable
believe that the

can not think without cr,eat:in:I<.-Dr. Alciltolls B. I UffliSOlI.

alone is
I f the tides are
motions of the
not believe that the
motions have also
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influence. even

we can not
? The moon
travels around the earth and
the terrestrial
with which we are
familiar. But the earth travels around
the sun
carries the moon with it and
motion of the moon thus becomes. not
circle. but a
But the sun himself
tr:I'{clilng around a centre of his own.
still another
to
lunar motion. But the
the
contracts and
the distance of the
from the sun.
There are also other variations which
,n'lncac\' to the course of
an
may we not
that
moon.
all these movements. and
sum,
whatever
may be, have their certain
life
effect upon
yet determine what

IX ]\"0 STRAXGE LAXD.

o

invisible. we view thee.

o world
we touch thee.
o world unknowable, we know thee,
we clutch thee!

to find the ocean.
airfind
of
stars in motion
have rumor of thee there?
where the
And
hen urn bed
The drift of
would we he'lrken,

Beats at our own

doors.

But (when so sad thou canst
upon
the traffic
betwixt Heaven
Cross.

For
ami
ami will hl', are hut
\lId all creation
one act at once.
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new creature in Christ Jesus.
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H
and are

and

true
teric
inner world
shell of phe,nornena.
In all
with of the
stress is
outside
lem of
the outside with the rest.
Sp,Jnl:!erlt has not a firm
the real

he
the akasic,
The desire
material
done here.
are
or
success,

will
will
the
the
divine truth that has been discovered. It
isn't criminal, however, to be orthodox.
there were not some truth in orthoit could not survive. It is the elesystem that perment of truth in
it and
it
All
and
creeds have some
however
of the truth.
is called
is the whole
truth. No system
it all. for
has' not evolved
to
all.
has been
Masters
literature to reaninlate
old systems

whatever
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to attain union with its
the "Father in
and so attain a co:ntinu:ing
To do this it must
The three stages of purga,tion,
and union are
in all
The churches have them in one
or another. The Freemasons illusof the
trate them. There is no
Truth. As in
the man
all die, so in
the man of
shall all be made alive. There is nothing
in this to assure
The flesh or
of death.
51. Paul. The New ThoUIl:hters
to be

If
older Thleo:sop,hi(:al
that the New Th,oujl'{hters take their
ideas in a diluted form from
first three articles in the
Years of
" for ex,alllple,
in the fullest way with this qucst:ion
of the life
the
can not be pelrpetualed
The
400
for more than
from the article.
Elixir of
u1'heos()ptlic,i! occultists claim to
with
intelan
wider
than is contemeven
the loftiest
of
morlern science. all the
and AUlerica·.....(jlabblers

his
for a more
then, is
all the rites.
meditations. initiations. and
of
various esoteric Eastern sects,"-To-

ronto

World.

aside;
their charities
open wide.

-Emerson,

Il':lrn in '" meet

will
the further
in a Universe
in its
confer permapossible substance.
of Inof

in
Such as
out muand recited verses in "'T"nn'"
Rich men furnished with
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were
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WATER BABIES.
wrote "\Vater Baadvent of the Theoand at a time when
there was
no
occult
to be found in the western world.
convey
to his inreaders, and we
wonder at the sources of his
courage thus
a
of the
in
utterance to
so heterous
says, not to
are "condo
afraid to say that
is
to nature, except what is
m'lth,eI11al:ic,l! truth: for two and
and two straight lines
a part cannot be as
and
on (at least, 50 it
but the wiser men are the
talk
"cannot." That is a
dangerous word, that "cannot";
use
too often
of
who
the
thunder
and the fleas bite, and
just as much
trouble about one as about the other, is apt
astonish them suddenly by
them,
that
they
she cannot,
can,
and what
more.
whether
approve
or not.

you came into tbis world, and became a land·
baby, you remembered nothing.
why
should he, when he became water-baby?
Then have
lived
dear child, who can tell? One can on I)'
tell that, by remembering
which
bappened where we lived before an<i as we
rememher
we know
about it;
and no book,
no
can ever teTl us cel"was a wise man once, a very wise
who wrote a
and a
about tbe
some children
about having lived before; and this is
what he said:
Our birth is but a
The
tbat rises
elsewhere
And cometh from afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness.
And not in utter nakedness,
But
clouds of
do we come
God,
is our borne.
know no more than that.
I would believe that. For
Science, who is likely to
for many a
to
and never
you
with some
as

comfortable,
seductive.
deductive,
inductive.

say that there are no
are contrarv to na'
of course, so much
mean
and
for the

as

When all
heart are
becomes
even here.

And
have a
water
when he
had no memory at
state:
That

an

we
The
a waterof any other

not strange: for you know, when

the
the mortal
Jives in
off
the
on the antand the Inordis:ern,boliieli, while yet
all
all
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NIETZSCHE.
The greatest
are the
events.
that come with the
the world.
of

Love
power.
All education

repose before rebirth---do not deceive
Hetw'een the last moment of
consciousness
the first appearance of
"no time"
is
as
a
flash. even
if
creatures measure
billions
of years or can not measure
all.
the mind is
timelessness and
are
with one

with obedience.

a man has cast aside his last
he cast aside his servitude.
You are too pure for the soil of the
words revenge,
re\Ve are buds on one tree--what do we
know of what can come out of us in the
mterests of the tree. .
No, Be"me" and "thee"! To feel cosI

I love him who will not save himself.
In the dream
the
we are
lITes who divine what he dreams.
One can not be
so
suffers and creates
about us.

M:f'n;thin,1Y

Twice better
self hated and

than make one's

Matter itself is
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sensa·

At
for

?

what's

kind-I won't insist
theorem in the list
one--willat chemical cornbine,

,,,...tir,,I,, ..

as

yester-

To
very
Into antarctic"
not
cheered to die,
as mankind has

nor

self, and COflQu,enng-,

man-

years

Let us

the

on our life.

con-

of
prove

Xot to look for
and
and
tbat we
wish
in the same way exter'nally
consolation
.as, is eternal

your

eVf:ryl:hirlg' that
up

I come
with
IIOt 10 a new life or a better
similar life; I come
this identical and self-same
its sITlallest,
gTeatest and also
the eternal return of
thlnll;>-to announce to man the superman.

man's a

ever

of fame
chance

There's
reaction-what's
Produce that in
can!

the
You

that you would have

The
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at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
UUj"""'''. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HtImaniity,
caste, or color.
without distinction of
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and other Eastern lit/-Tatuf'l's,
reli:giolns, philoslJphies, and
the imIlorl:alll:e of that
powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or
TRUTH. Hence in
profesl,ors of all
restriction is
mental prlinciDle--Unhrer:sal

found
condemnation of vice in every
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laws of Nature and the
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OBSESSION.
References to ps)'chism and to "spirit
':'mlmunion" are becoming more frequent
in the fiction of the day, and they are
u,ually condemnatory without being
.keptical of the reality of the phe,nomena.
Ire find such a reference in "The Quest
·,i Ledgar Dunstan," by Alfred Tresidlu Sheppard (Appleton's). The hero
ietls an inexplicable impulse to suicidc.
,';uppose the revolver should go off by
jccident. Or supposing he were forced
press the trigger against himself. If
,"me power took sudden possession of
him, making him use it. That was pos;:\'Ie. A malignant, evil spirit, say. He
nas recently read such a story. A young
;nan had fallen in love with the daughter
..i a local tradesman and she had died.
lIe had experimented with spiritualism
something strange had happened:
,H. determined to explore more deeply. A
.lr! at his home who lo\'ed him. seeing' his
dlnger, tried to save him. She spoke to a
nan wbo had been a Spiritualist, but had
".andoned Spiritualism in consequence of the
'tiscbief he had seen wrough t by these seances
'I mal and women of weak and nervous temThis man tried in vain to save
'in . . . He went to another seance at
'bcb it was promised that, if possible, the
'Ir! should be materialized. He was warned
n no account to touch her. There was a
"reen in the room. After a long spell of
;"wss. tension. and silence, a misty figure
':';.ooored above the screen, floated in the air,
:N,h'ed itself into shape and features of his
::''1 lo\'e. \Vith a cry he rushed forward"" worning and his promise forgotten-and
"'ed to clasp her. The screen clattered down;

Price Five Centa

lights were turned up; the medium and others
rushed forward. He crashed down into uncunsciousness.
Soon afterwards the
girl at his home was warned that he was
coming back, and that she must be prepared
for a great change in him. One evening he
appeared. His manner at once indicated
alteration; he was gloomy, sullen, taciturn,
would scarcely speak. For a minute he was
out of her sight. His mother la)' in bed; she
saw a distorted, animal, snarling, demoniac
face for a moment at the open door of her
room . . . but he passed again down the
stairs. And, through the night, the girl, brave
and pure and strong-and loving himwrestled for his soul. She tried to make him
pray; to make him rcpeat the Lord's Prayer.
She went down on her knees beside him, and
prayed for him. She named the name of
Christ.
Other Name"-and nine
people out of tcn in the world - have never
heard of Him.) And, at that Name, the lips
drew back in a snarl, savage, bitter, contemptuous, hostile; he shook himself tree angrily; from lips hitherto clean poured floods
of blasphemy and filth. Yet still she fought.
"Listen to me," she cried. "1I's You I'm
speaking to. You. You've been playing, and
you've got caught in the machinery." And so,
to the You hidden there, buried there. numbed
and half dead there, being strangled by the
e\'il spirit which, unhoused, had taken the
shape an,l features' of his lost love, she called
out. . . . :\nd, after long agony, she won;
he came to his right and clean mind.

Here, of cuurse, we have the trouhle
with an unguided and uninstructed psychislll-"sumething strangc" is always
likely to happen, and this lIIay easily he
something terrible and tragic. Passivity
is esscntial to succcss. and passivity
mcans the surn,nder of all safegnards
and of all discrimination, it means that
Die"t

j

hy

GoogIc
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the domain of the mind is allowed to become a
all and
to be
at
forces that will l"p,rt"inliv
not be
to the mind that
harbors
will
be
inferior.
Unfol'tUJllately the evil
chism
apparent.
acute form pictl1l:ed
the
of the novel
And even when
do take so terrible
a form the true source is not
known or is concealed. Moral deterioration
be slow and
or dethe
there.
world is about to witness a recrudescence of
in some of its extreme
and it is well that those
dispo:led to meddle with it should at least
some effort to
themselves
with its true nature.
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BIRDS

the wind's angry

the white seafrolll the broad

ocean of

Rise feathered
S,,'ec,pin!1:

tl'1'''<lH,h

dreamland in

the
Xow here and now
clouds some
of futlJrity.
111

the blue

the
seaward
waves. .
-Henrietta A.
.H''''''U' MOllitor.
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consciousness continues ·lI.'hile
is it that
of

are in
110t

This and
of a
like kind would be sinlplifie:d if we were
to realize that awareness and memory.
in the
of those
terms, are functions of the
and
are
and
the brain,
The average brain has been
to
",,,'tic'III,,r kinds of COl1Sciol1lSn,eSS and
no others. Thus there are brains that
are
to
art, but that are
and unrecepof music. There are com·
tive
mercial
and
and
there are brains that are inllospitable
ideas
any sort except of those of
These various brains
sensual
are
of the
kinds
with which
have been
of
as the muscular deare
of
has been
the
The
ment
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certain amount of
a few faint rays,
but
is none the less shllttinlZ out the
of the
The dim i1IUDlin:ation in the room
expres,ion of the radiance that
But
ior the window we should have no
all. On the other
but for the
dust on the window we should see
in its spleEldo'r.
Consciousness is freed from the brain
and it becomes omniscient.
if we are to become aware
that consciousness
the
brain that will
as the man who
business must proof brain if he wishes to
'1nderstand music or art. He must reits
and
them a
resist his efforts
do that. because inertia is a O,.(lO"',.,,,
oi matter. but
must
..,,,ntll·r
effort be
In
way
can train the brain to receive
record of a
consciousness.
The
consciousness is
it can not
itself upon
matter that is
and reluctant.
That
we are not aware of the
'tates of consciousness
:md
aware of

DEATH.
How strange it is that
home death
is so horrible with its
rel:lt!ClnS, its 6' d,,,U,dJ
in nine Ollt of every ten
I have seen there has been
even
This
the
and will
confirmed
who
worked here.
I have seen that strange flash
almost
interest,'
I have been consciotlsthe
news.
for
here it

so, that De'ath seems to
and the
of sOlnelhirlg
new and unexpe<:ted.
War
up,
not of
shells and
not of German defeats
and vi<:to:ries, Russian
or surrenders.
and
battles
sea and
not of smoke and U"'''T,tlC
and
of a million million
scenes. streets of
country towns,
hills; dark shelof the sea,
the
York, Lontraffic of
and of smaller
nll" ,..,,,Ie of dances at
at
of
the
sickrides on
sudden
momentary
God.

Identification
obscuration of the
with the rise
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at last face to
I
I saw that one was
with one's self.-From

vasts of silence and old

with
to
Dark

and ha,ggllfd wa\)-

Forest:'
PAN.
I
the All-the sole created One-The "nl'it",·v Life
Life
Which
me from gusty darkness, flawed
With uproar
elements:
And
I dwell throUll,h all thc

drawn on
cnchantment

unknown

are all the rlri,ftinO'
slime and
stars.
homes of life and

shall
Meteor

red storm. acres of colored
the sun and rain across

and movements

flames and visions

mountains
And the rich
like

of imI11em;ity.
and the iron

and the ""'t"r':l,,'t,,
and the

Of
unmastered and rebellious sea.
All flowers and
the roots
leaves and seeds:
whatsoe\·er
the gorgeous
and central chasms
and the hie'h-tov\'er'ed
builds:
All lower

the

my universal round.
and wild and
Brute
torn
The old rebellion
Strll'i"p'linp' with

of

The
and

obscure vitalities.
Dull
and pr()digicms
Monstrous
births.
Motes of intense
Faint atoms on sensation's
verge
All these are parts
: yea, more than
these.
All ccntral suns-cven to that
ccntre of all
vast,and orh their
""""''-''. and
fires
In me
Arc
me:
Mine
faced,
The lucid children

for

The
Forever
Behold!
hreast!
my

on

witI'
my head two

into heaven.
thrill
aSlliratiol1. deathless
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with

and resume his government in Hawaii.
and that.
the
time. the existiing
IlCliler'allion would sce and know their parand
all
who had died would
restored to life,
were all the n" lCt"'llknew' but added that

are
all hues, all odors.
of the
all
-From "Household JVords:
Charles Dicke1ls.

all
how
air!

EARLY HAW

conversation enresurrection of the dead
last
which had been
the address. The
it
""0 fnl'"'m,prlv

.1'110.
'r:at

w()uld
I asked
how this would be effected. and with what circumstances it
"'<"fiuld be attended: whether
would
on Hawaii. or in
the
of the Sandwich Islands.
said there were two
·(,ndueted the
to some
''''here was SUi[)p')se,d
chiefs
returned

The name

would
to live without
shion and
\Vould men
truth itself as
do. if it were attairlt'd without
and
alive
to make
with,mt hattIe? To battle
one's chosen cause
element
life.
truth in a beautiful
hook on "Heroes and
"It
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AND CRUMBS.
Albert Ernest St,lffclrd.
I closed
old year and
the
new
one of the remarkable books
of the time-"Priest of the
Graham
Macmillan
panyof
Martin's
ronto;
It is described as a
and while that
term has
been
cover all
literature, .J feel sure that the average novel
reader would feel much deceived
the
de:scription; while those in search
the
great
of the
the revealing
may overlook a treasure.
is less of a novel than Goethe's "Wilhelm
.lV.l':l:>'.Cl," and those who revel in "LaoI' the
aland illulmilnating
over tnlS one.
account of the
an
billion,aire syn-

acters, and

are all

There has

nor
and least of
to
have realized that neither
neither
nor
nor
are
Word. the
A
fesses to have neither
can 110t
ence for one

of
monuments,
for himself what could
dis"He is althe
at Glaston-

sermons. If
know
he
score alone."

rich
and patron of art, and two notable
wun":::,,. Vera Middleton and Celia Cosmo.
are the more
char-

than there
revolution
schismatic
munion? I am

worth

ss
in a case
is the
if inclinainclined to
to
rather than the
of any
set of enthusiasts to the eye or the brain.
-There is a Keltic
in all of us towrites
; "the earth
has made out of
own
we have grown out of
and in
sanctuary
our
is
the
seed which St.
his hermits bf()Ul;:ht.
J:ialnlXlen conducts
Alltler'icaln
quaultan,ce on a spildtual nilurim",Y".

hill.

the summit of the
the twelve
base of the
twelve caves and lived a herat
therein. St.
was buried in the same earth
Grail seventy years after his
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A SECOND COMING.
.\ number of eminent English clergymen are satised that the world is about
to witness a second coming of Christ,
and they are even banding themselves together into what may be called without
Irreverence a reception committee. An
expectation of this kind has been confor hundreds of years. It has
touud expression at every crisis in the
rn0dem history of the world. Whenever
lI"e are called upon to face the Nemesis
oj our cruelties and greeds we clamor for
,nperhuman aid. But it rarely occurs to
us to abandon our cruelties and greeds.
We consult the physician, not that we
may learn the laws of health, but that
he may show us how to break the laws
of health and evade the consequences.
HoI\' would these clergymen identify
the },lessiah if he should come. They
themselves tell us that he came two thousand )'ears ago to an expectant world,
and that because he came in an unwelcome guise he was rejected. This might
happen again. Suppose the Messiah
should come with stern and scornful rehuke for the churches represented on the
reception committee. Suppose he should
place upon them the responsibility for
the present horror. Suppose he should
choose his associates from the same
of society that he seems to have
tnored upon the previous occasion to the
eXclusion of all the orthdoxies and all the
respectabilities. Suppose he should refuse to go to church, or attend divine
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service with a whip of small cords, for
which also there is precedent. lt is not
impossible. What would the eminent
English clergymen do then? It is weIl
to face the possibilities in advance. One
can never tell.
lt is hard to see what Christ could do
for the world more than he did two thousand years ago. Are we certain that he
would stop the war? The men of old
were certain that he would rescue Palestine from tbe Roman yoke. On the contrary he pronounced a deeper doom than
any that had then befallen the land. He
said that the prophets had been sent to
them and they had murdered them, as
they were about to murder him. He said
that Jerusalem should be utterly destroyed. And in order to guard against a
repetition of such horrors in the future
and upon an even greater scale, he said
that they could be escaped only by fraternity, self-sacrifice, and devotion.
Have we obeyed these commands that
we should now expect others? On the
contrary we have elaborately, carefully,
and deliberately set them upon one side,
explained them away, and repudiated
them. vVe have avowed our preference
for Haeckel. for the "survival of the tit,"
for the establishment upon earth of the
law of the jlmgle. What right have we
to a divine interposition? How should
we profit by it?
It may be that there will be such an
interposition. but certainly there is no
reason to suppose so, and it is a pity to
Digitized by
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FROM THE SECRET DOCTRINE.
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HELP.
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.\ DIFFICULTY.
Theosophy, says a devotee, would
, make more rapid progress but for the inI berent materialism of the human mind.
Of course it would. Why be guilty of
• truism? On the other hand, but for
tbe inherent materialism of the human
mind there would be no need for Theostlphy at all. And then some busy people
would be out of a job.
Theosophy is hindered not so much by
the inherent materialism of the human
mmd as by the inherent silliness of some
oi its advocates. How is it these people
are able to force themselves into the
ioreground and to palm off their cerebral
;pa.ims as philosophy? Why are their
absurdities accepted as Theosophy withOlll any attempt at verification? No one
would be allowed to take such liberties
Ifith Darwinism, for example. A challenge to cite chapter and verse would be
Instant and inevitable. But any nonsense
may be advanced as Theosophy, and the
more arrant the nonsense the more
readily it is accepted. Or so it would
SCtm.

Take. for example, the case of Miss
Sinclair, who has just written a
valuable book on the philosophy of
Idealism. Miss Sinclair is a woman of
intelligence and of profound
tns.lght. She is practically a TheosophiSt. But she says she would rather bt,
a Pragmatist than a Theosophist, and
from this we may measure the depth of
her condemnation. Fortunately she ex-
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plains her antipathy. At once we know
what has befallen her. She has been
talking with Theosophists, and she has
our sympathy. She says she objects to
have the Bhagavad Gila thrown at her
head as though it were a portion of
Scripture appointed for the day's reading. So do we. She says she objects to
insistent assurances that if she will suppress her lower nature she can go to
She says she does not wish to
go to
yet. Nor do we.
She says she has suffered much from
Theosophists. and here we may claim a
community of pain. Xow it is easy to
sav that Miss Sinclair should have read
so;'le standard work on Theosophy instead of conversing with chattering incompetents, but then we have to take
things as we find them. And so we can
only regret that she should have been
frightened away by what we may call the
theosophical Bandar-log.
The Gila has, of course, been grossly
mistreated. It is intended for students.
and not for the public at large, as is sufficiently indicated hy its concluding stanzas. The metaphysics of Theosophy has
also been grossly mistreated. 1\letaphysics is for the student. and not for the
public at large. \\'hat can be more futile. more inane. than a platform effort
to explain Parabrahm? ,\nd what does
it matter? The ordinary charlatan
dressl's in a white rohe with the signs of
the zodiac around the hem. The more
subtle varietv is likclv to talk about
•
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THE DOti.
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THE VISIONS OF MONS.
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:;;urdial element.-Colond A. T. Fraser.
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OF THE MOON.
William Butler Yeats, Poet
Laureate. we believe, of Ireland, is al\\ays full of delicate imaginings and fine
iancies. and these are found in their periection in his latest work, "Per Arnica
Luna," just published by the
\lacmillan Company ($1.50). Mr. Yeats
"'ads the inner life, the reflective life.
lI'hen he withdraws from the world another world opens to him, and sometimes
he sees therein the beautiful and sometimes the weird. But wisdom of some
"m comes always. Thus he says:

THE

I think that all religious men have believed
th.t there is a hand not ours in the events

,

·;i life, and tbat, as somebody says in Wit·'d", Meister, accident is destiny; and I
think it was Heraclitus who said: the Daemon
I; our destiny.
When I think of life as a
,truggle with the Daemon, who would ever
'et us to tbe hardest work among those not
I understand why there is a deep
enllUty between a man and his destiny, and
..hy 3 man loves notbing but his destiny. In
an Anglo-Saxon poem a certain man is called,
l5 though to call him something that summed
up all herQism. "Doom eager." I am per',aded that the Daemon delivers and deceives
U'. and that he wove that netting from the
;:ars and tbrew the net from his shoulder.
'ihm my imagination runs from Daemon to
and I divine an analogy that
"';-ies the intellect. I remember that Greek
antiquity has bid us look for the principal
"us. that govern enemy and sweetheart
among those that are about to set, in
I.,. Seventh House as the astrologers say; and
it may be "sexual love," which is
lounded upon spiritual hate," is an image
'J\ the warfare of man and Daemon; and I
"to "onder if there may not be some secret
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communion, some whispering in the dark between Daemon and sweetheart. I remember
how often women, when in love, grow super·
stitious. and believe that they can bring their
10\'ers good luck; and I remember an old
Irish story of three young men who went seeking for help in battle into the bouse of the
gods at Slieve-na-mon. "You must first be
married," some Rod told them, "because a
man's good or evil luck comes to him through
a woman."

Mr. Yeats has discovered, he says, that
if you suspend the critical faculty, either
as the result of training or by passing
into a slight trance, images pass rapidly
before you. If you can suspend also desire, the images become more clear in
color and more precise, and they move in
the midst of a powerful light:
I had no natural gift for this clear quiet,
as I soon discovered, for my mind is abnormally restless; and I was seldom delighted by
that sudden luminous definition of form which
makes one understand almost in spite oi
one's self that one is not merely imagining,
I therefore invented a new process. I hall
found that after evocation my sleep became
at moments full of lil(ht and form, all that I
had failed to find while awake; and I elahorated a symholism of natural objects that I
mi,::ht give myself dreams during sleep. or
rather visions. for they had none of the con·
fusion of dreams. hy laying upon my pillow
or beside my bed certain flowers or leal'es.
Even today. after twenty years. the exalta·
tions and the messages that came to me from
hits of hawthorn or some other plant seem of
all moments of my liie the happiest and the
wisest. After a time. perhaps hecause the
novelty wearing off the symbol lost its powe,.
or hecause mv work at the Irish Theatre he,
come too ex,:iting. my sleep lost its respon·
siveness, I had fellow-"'holars. an,! now it
was I and now they who made some disDigitized by
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of lIome

death. says the
our
wishes may become our external
and even our beliefs may
haunt us as dreadful realities. Mr. Yeats
tells us that years
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as a del::aying
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said Mme. BI:IlVlltslkv.
was the
can not throw
that those who
rh,rthlnic
and to
of
were
Spen'ser said some-

tber re-

around they roam from old

is

Mr. Yeats has written a remarkable
and one that will repay pelrus:al.
ATTAINMENT.
Thus far of him who
under desire.
S ow as to him who is free from
who is
for whom the Soul
his
From him the
do not
one with the
" " 0 ' Ud,l, he enters into the Eternal.
When all desires that were hid in the
heart are let
the mortal becomes im·
and
the Eternal.
like as the
of a snake lies
cast forth
an
so
of man
when
holliless and
as
Etf:rmll, as the Rac1iarlce.
The small old
that stretches far
has been found and followed
me.
the Seers who know the
from this world to the

of life

the
what
he
what should he fret for

whom the awakened Soul is known
he dwells in the wilderness of the
he is creator of all and maker of
all:
is the
for he is the world.
Even here in the world have we
reached wisdom without wisdc,m,
were
loss.
who are iIllJlmine;d,
become
enter into sor·
row.
'\then a man
a vision of the
like
the
of what has been and
what
he fears no more.
rolls the cir,clinl!'
At whose
with all its
Him the
the one, the
of
tal Life.
In whom the five hierarchies of
aud the ether are set
him I know to
the Soul. And
that deathIus
too, am immortal.
who
the life of
tbe
the ear's ear. heart of
have
that eternal
Most
This
to be understood
the heart:
there is no
at
He goes

from death to death who beholds separateness.
This immeasurable and
is to be beheld as the One.
stainless Soul
than the heavens,
and sure.
Let the sage, the follower
the Eter·
nal,
strive to behold it
vision. Let him not meditate on many
for words are weariness.
This the
Soul UUIJUI i".
the
the heaven
the heart
the ruler of all, the master
the lord of all. He grows not
works, nor less tht'ouvh
overlord of
lord of
she,ph1erd of all
He is the
holds the
lest
should flow
he
the followers of the Eternal seek
to know
their
sacripenances,
ceasevil towards others.
who
knows this becomes a
This is the
in search of which
go forth
the men of old desired
What should we do with
since ours is the
ceasdesire
the
the
the desire of wealth. For
the desire of
is a desire for
the
wealth is a desire for the world. For these both are
desires. But the Soul
not
nO\
that.
is
for it can
not be cornplcehen<led
for it passes not
to
for it is free; the
fears not, suffers not.
He who knows is therefore full of
lord of himself; he has ceased
he
full of endurance.
he intends
wilt. In his soul he beholds the Soul. He
in the Soul. Nor
he
evil. He free from
from stain. free from
the Eternal.-Brihad
shad.
All outward vision
to that within.
Whereof nor
nor canon holds
the
that
have been
And evermore shall he.
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THE

OF

eye and ear
ex;ample fear; think

from the Greek
Fabre
D'Olivet and from the French
Redfield and puillisliled
Putnam's

choose.
and without
cause.
present, cOQtem-

PREPARATION.

Render to the Immortal Gods the consecrated cult
then
faith: Revere the memory
Of the Illustrious
of
demi-Gods.
spouse ten-

n ..,un",..

friend of
his
And for a
Ilriievam:e never leave
him;
thou
1110st
law
Binds Power to
and overthee to
is
come
foolish pa:5si()I1s: learn thou to subdue them.
sober.
and chaste; avoid all
wrath.
or in secret ne'er
: and above all

That which thou dost not
tend not that thou clost,
and
Il1struct
for
favor
not
health:

pre-

with

Food
the
and to the mind
Too much attention or too little
for
to
alike attached.
and avarice have similar results.
must choose in all
a mean
and
tired eyes
have

counsels; love them:
follow
To the divine virtues will
know how
lead thee.
the one who in our hearts
I swear it
The sacred Tetrad,

immense and

not nor act before thou hast reRemember that a power invincible
Ordains to
: that riches and the
honors
them
thou art able. to
to the most
the

the
have 110t

terminate.
shall then deceive
diverse
sound
essence
And thou shalt know
and
end of
it, thou shalt know that

()f

the same in every
Philflsfllllh,er approves
on vain
waits.
engrave

Thou shalt
vour

the evils which de-
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of their choice the fruit that these
unfortunates
.'n:k afar the
whose source
within
few know
of
the pa!,sic)ns,
thithler tossed
adverse waves,
a shoreless sea,
blinded roll,
to resist or to
tempest
Thou couldst save them
their
for
no:
humans of a race
divine
(I discern Error and to see the
serves them,
omed it,
man, rest in its haven,
I' wise and
observe my
from
the
\\hich

THE OLD PHILOSOPHERS.
Learn of the sea-shell to love thine
and to fill with
the
out to harm thee. Be
I;enerous than the hard rock;
with
rends
tree
upon those that
delicious fruits or n",.f"",.,p,rl nowe:rs.
voice
all nature
-hall man be the
heal the hand
him ?-Hafiz.

henefits on him
The Will
goes
forwarn is of faith, it models its own form
and overcomes all
it
receives
power of

influence in another
and of
most intimate essences.
it can overthrow mounit acts with
tains. break the
confound the
breathe
it can
and

saints,
All the elect
before
harm the one in
Boehme.
When

does a shameful
with
passes
the
When one does an exwith
trouble and labor
the excellence alone
follows ne(:es5iarily
bitter

the

wit hout evil

he will
one: vice
will make
Ormuzd hefore all the wClrl(l.--Zor£'asler
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instrument
one who
the
upon
he
agree
and
his
will add:
the eyes with
which this musician reads his
and
the hands with which he holds the
not also instruments? Can you
the
if the
are instruments, that
whole
may likewise
be an
different from the bewho makes use of it and who commands?
. For he who knows the
knows that it is
and is
To know his
as a
physi.cia,n or as a
an art, to
as a sage, is a science and
all sciences.-Plato.

The mountains wore the
transl>ar,eD(:Y of the
and as
track in the
the seven-foot
we
a favorite dream
childhood had
realized-that we had
suclde'nly shrunk to the stature of elves
and entered the new world of
creatures. But
the
from time
to time we had
the dark trees
and darker
inclosure.
There is
even disruins of
gracef'u! tpmnl,,.,,, of Philz.
to the
lost
in a
the wild

if not
desia content
the
can do

can win
for hardihood
L.
the Southern
teen miles of
mountain
self . . . to
The
are a
neetion with Mr. Mtlnclell's
bulk of the season's
done before our arrival.
In the
of the mountains and
the
of these immediate surgo near to forof our
of Zirnbalbw'e.

and the
At Groote Schur and in
Museum are
beams
at Zimbabwe.
with
a conventional
either hawk or
ture, the emblem
the gO(lde:ss
Mr. MacIver
sacred
of the tribe.
of an'll
kind have been
considerable
emblem!
of nature
in
and other
materials. Some of
are maRe<
with the rosette, which was the Phm
nician conventional
of the
this great
a
between
now at least not
differ,ent in aspect
some of the
causeways of rural
led to
narrow entrance between
and l
which the
wai
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these

the
more
here than elsewherethe gnomes of very
it is
whose fanare
castles
ne.igl1.bo·rirlg mountains.
the shadows

of
name of
commander of the
which took
him a remarkable
acc:or.ding to statefrom
it is
a
proplhec:y has been current among
other non-Turkish tribes
of the East that "he who shall save
and exalt her among the nawill enter the
and his
name will be God the P1"nnlhpt
GeDenl I\II!ent>y entl"lI'f'{\ ler!llsaJlem
the

been accept,ed

MEDITATE.
tVhat Izre the first steps toward beconsciolls
the invisible u'orldf
Is there
that one ,nay do
to
and the p01,'ers
to
in the
world'
There are several worlds now invisible
to
but of thest it is
one that we
strive to become conscious
the inner
or the
" And the first steps
are
stated in all
the world. It
lCl::lnIlJU, be summed
your heart"
in heart" that shall see
claim on all who want to scale
hellvenlv ladder it is very difficult for
present age to c
y
be,callse it doesn't commend itse to our
lower nature, nor is its in(lisl;>et:lsablene:ss
much understood. But unless it is met
to some considerable extent, it is not
but in some cases even danto climb
In some
of the
a
il
climber
or

sornethirlg that must
the vision
to function in the
Meditate ! Meditate /
have
the
meditatioll no vision
powers
function in that
And while strivirlll'
you are
nature, thus
your heart
concepltion of

The Thl:os()phlical
at New

which was fOlmdeu
three well-defined

form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htun:anity,
without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
reli:gic,ns, phiilos,oplhies, and
the imllorltall,ce of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
prc){e:isol,S of all
restriction is
mental prilnciple--Uni'vel'sal

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

CO'Jpc:ra,tirlg in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
to its one fundato be held
hold their
feillollllr-membelrs the
This tol.:ration
is believed that
foes
human
and all branches of
wherever
and
an
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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GION OF THE SOLDIER.
riter who is familiar with the life
trenches has sornethit1lg itlter'est:ing
us about the
of the
It is a
that the churches
repl.tdiate with pertlaps soDlethcing
scorn
the soldier himreIJiudilate the churches. But
reliigioln that the ethicist would
cOIltainir:tg aU the essentials
writer in quesThe 1I01'1JI1ICr,
detests and despiSles what he calls
and
he means the
mechanism of
and creed
other
the
He reit as his
and
man who
su!tains it as a
does not
waDt to hear about
and the
and
for hellfire
is reasollably
tam tIIat death can hide nothing
than life. And as he is not at
of the hellfire of the battlefield he has
but derision
any other sort
re that may
the battlesoldier has a readmiration
and courage, but
these have
to do with what he calls
He has never observed the conand be does not think it exists.
Cblristianity has told him
is
a diYiIle im;titli:lti()D and tbat
is
and resilgnlltlon.

PriCIl Five CllnUl

associates
with
that is hateful in the social
wboJe system of caste and orivil'eee and
class domination.
not? He does
not want to listen to
and he
that makes him
resents the
do so.

But the soldier has a code of conduct
and it is
like all
is summed up in the
He must be a
comrade.
share what he
with all who
even with Germans. He must
and wounds with a
And he
must
up his
also with
a
of another demands
are we to do to
the soldier with
Ch:ristialliity?
it would
better to ask what we are to do to reconcile
with the
of
soldier.

PASTOR RUSSELL.
We are all familiar with the extensive
advertisements of Pastor
and
some of us are familiar with
books.
also we
may have wondered who
it aD.
Now we know. The
censor
of Canada has decided that
cations are a
German
anarchistic
antiand the whole stock in trade
has
been seized. It
said that
Pastor Rus-
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have been sold in the United
while a report from
to the Christian .,r,nucp
since the recent Bible
cfprethe

crusade
enemy money.
. And yet some
wonder
churches do not now command
spect that was once theirs.

AMERICA.

the
reDr. Serviss' thinks that
may have
it was
case
to the
knew nothing

In
who

Hllm;phl:Y \Vard tells a curii111:eresl:ing story of a
in recent
years with her
to the home of
'IN ordsworth.
that
visit
told as
at the
time.
fOtUld
in
191
tenant
and rebuilt
autumn weeks.
and is still

be

at
corner room, over
I had drawn up the blind

nalt-'W3lV up the window before go-

said about it. But the
still

and
drawn the curtain
the back of a wooden armstood
the window.
was wide

room and I could
out in
was of
I became str'onlllv

PYTHAGORAS,

about Wnr,r1"'J.'nrth
had been
"W ordsworth's

which
menaces
the past
terior times.
part of men
remembrance
but that. c011ce:rniinga

should add that I had a distinct
lmIlrc"sican of the
collar and
same as in the
on the
in this house.
"Neither the seer

which man
been created
of his will,
as he ad',al1lces
has

I must
not. to

brain.

mUI::iC1I,

saw fall beuntil then
Nll-

necessublime

THE WAR ON SPIRITISM,
So ferocious are the current attacks 01
research
scientists an
the church
'n
ou

has seen
a
has seen himself
the same
He knows it is a fertil
field for fakers in search of
mone
from credulous and sUl:>erstiltiOlJS
He has been either
or
at it,
emine1nt and sci'lo!a.rlv
of
sees
and
table
lists to
to take the

of the senses,
lease
Thus it was explainc:d
Plato. These t)h!ikMlOpbe1rs
merous
vantages of au:tolliSY,
sometimes named this
of the te1estic science.
that the
could be carried so far

all
The enumeration
faculties
fix one's attention
of
essence. one has
: the principle
as has
end of

Vtrses

P. Putnam's Sons.
If the dull substance

way,

flesh were

would not

my

r.
h

of course, and not ours. We
standing on the side lines lookwe may
with
of these
is
materialist and the
who do not
in the immo,rt:>llin: of the soul at all and who stop
To tnem, of
existence at the
is
arrant nonsense.
for their
refuse to
offer
unscientific
men like
and
of them discuss
on
that it cart not
done and
refuse to discuss it furtherattitude of mind at least.
There is no reason
one should discni .. iti".n if he does not wish to any
:nore
he should discuss baseball or
",athematics or the crawl stroke.
Others rush into
with prieJuldu:e
and
to
their nellOlllannj·hirl9 else. Still
wi'thllOld assent
resource of
as it were,
the other
th,rullP'h the man on the side lines
pf()b<lbJly find it no more difficult to
than
in
wonders of
wonders thus
We rather like the attitude of Mark
Twain. who was neither scientist nor
but like O1Jrselves an innoat
was
Mrs.
now
of her
communications
of the American
says that the
humorist "was 'not a beJlie,rer
itualism and
he did
disbelieve."
often
his disapllOirltnlerlt, she
the tri'llialitv
that
have c:ome from
to him that
the' other

into greater
when
" And
her his last
on his
the attendirlg ptlysll:ian thotlIrht
he heard him
unfinished sentence "If we meet--.
:Mark Twain
not have been sure
that there was
world in which
he would
and he
was not
sure that if
were such a world it
could establish communication with the
one he was
Neither was he sure
that there was not such a world. Had
he been sure in either case, it is not to
and
be doubted that one of his
would have
so;
of his
and his
he
·not attempt to prevent other
from seekthe truth and
their own
conclusions.
That is
the
not
diums
he
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pltml:'ing into a revival of the most abFor
escape the embarrassments of
now, neither can it
the follies that are
and woman doesn't
company.
have
and

keenest
years.
Mrs. Gabrilowitsch also voiced another
nonn'Jar criticism of
as at
understood when
wrote Pr,ofe:ss()r
his communications with
deceased father were
unlike
real
and
trivial
be

deceased
not inhibit the
of his
records
sciousness
so to
mortal were to
that flitted

that confronts ""iirjj'i"'n
distrust Mrs. Gabrilowitsch
father.
know that if he
communicate he would
he loved. He would not
the

hear
nice
But
that
fied

ami

more alert at one
arc a writer.
write much better
environments than in others,
same
true of different methods of
your
on
least
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can not refute the
.. ;lc;d
the
of hypm>sls
11m a lunatic.
Xor does
<i,;cribe
these mediulms
witnesses
sOlllethi,ng
j"OU

mine-and yet no

in
shadows of a shadowworld.
of reincarnathis world or
Whatever has
once will
and

on at a distance
ra'c!lates influence to a
wraiths and
now so well substan-

into a

un-

which was founded
three well-defined
"'...
.•. form the nucleus of an Ul1iivc:rsod H.rol:herb()od of H\lmaniity,
without distinction' of
Second-To promote
of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent
man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
pr(lfeliSOifS of all
as well as those who
none whatever.. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental princiipll:-Urlivl:rs:al Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
of its
who all have a
hold their
respOlnsible for the
own views and to receive for them from
the
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolerllitio!n
is asked from aU member::. as a
since it is believed that
dOIg"matism and intolerallce have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
condemnation of vice in every
gate it.

wherever
and
IT
an unlflinchi:pg
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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SOME NOTES.
It was high time that some such organization as the Public School Protective League of California should make
its appearance. The object of the league
is sufficiently explained in its public
platform, which reads: "A free child
in a free school. It is the school that is
public, not the child. The function of
the public school is to educate, not to
medicate." That such a league should be
necessary is of course primarily the fault
of the parents themselves. They have
been willing enough to devolve their duties upon anyone willing to assume
them, or to pretend to, with the result
that the school is now the happy hunting
ground of the crank, the charlatan, and
the experimenter. It is time now to as;;ert the fact that the schoolchild is not
public property, still less the property of
churches, in<><;ulators, and vivisectors
who are ever in search of unresisting
victims.
Xothing of its kind is more remarkable than the number of books that are
now being published on what is called social progress and efficiency. The ideal
of the state seems to be a social system
.in which every individual is docketed.
I scheduled,
numbered, and passported,
so employed as to produce the greatr est possible number of dollars. The un'Orthodox philosopher must be pardoned
.for suggesting. that what we need just at

land

Price Ftve Cents

the present time is not so much progress
as a season of salutary quiesceilce unbroken by the voice of the reformer and
of which the dollar mark is not the distinguishing sign. \Ve want time for
thought. music. and art. and all the other
things that really matter. We want freedom from the menacing shadow of the
inspector with his note-book, surely the
most menacing shadow that ever fell
across a free people. Happiness is not
to be obtained by registrations, ball<>tings,
nor classifications. \Ve can not vote ourselves into the kingdom of heaven, nor
is the voice of God to be discerned in the
raucous shoutings of majorities. It is
leisure that we need. a certain divine
carelessness. the occasional exercise of
impulse. the right to possess our own
souls.
The religion of the soldier, says a recent writer. is to share whatever he has
with whomever needs it, to give his life
for a comrade. and to meet wounds and
death with a laugh and a joke. All the
more formal kinds of religion he detests.
nor does he believe that death can hide
any worse hell than that of the artillery
fire in which he now finds himself. It
seems to be a good religion, in fact the
only real religion. hut what a portent for
the future! The time will come, presumably. when these millions of soldiers
will go home again. and with the definite l;.onvictions and the hardihood that
war has given to them. It' to be .f[eared
Digitized by

oog e
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that
will then be found to be
in deference for the ecclesiastical powers
that be.
will he rebels
the
to
whale
Let
will be
a continuation in
of helotull-

the
consideration, to be inoculated
monia
as a test of peillulmonia
serum.
rum to he an
and
inoculation
mice to
is
sible for a
has nrclduced
the Western
the
stc)ck:yards to
the necessary
white
without teachiing
to breed these
in order that
may
them to be
tortured and
in the interest of
are
medical research.
as a

he

'im as a
as
A mental
tion which "Mr. Punch"
the hot metal of his
as a desirable clhJc<1lticln

KARMA.
I karmicallv
as a result

bad

wrong

Illy

karma that you should
where the wrong
impa:rted. The circumstances
birth are not due to cnance.
hut
merits or demerits of the past.
But
not
a false
of karma.
It is not
in the sense in
which that word is
Karma is
. condition
we
our character. That
have been led
you were
to bad
evidence of tendencies and dil,polsitiOllS
which karma will er:ldical:e,
than
Character
hellmsimam of
our lives. It steers
benefits
and into misfortunes.
it
not the
that caused the
bad habits.
did
more
to
such tendenwere
Those latent
were
manifestaand
in the form of
acter then
the
a matter
have been many great men whose
environment was evil.

ILLUSION BODIES.
IVhat is a
is an illusion
creationIt is self-ideation in
sense of the term. If
to be in some distant'
.
a
simuand tenuvery
ous. but none the less real. The more
the
the more substantial is the
It is
to
transfer the
to
thus created and to function thlrollgh
It is the
that accounts for
stories of the
of the
so
oftcn
and so well substantiated.
The
person,
of
scene or person, createS
of himself that
and
become visible.
or
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SOUL TO BODY.
And thus my Soul unto
With strenuous halrdlltle:Jld
"Hear thou this word I
The
that thou wert wonted to inFor eye, or
or for sweet IIp-QC:1l2'nt,
Shall not
this house
bored!
have been midniight-nlute, and not de!
shall I

To

ward the
attaint with

withnor vernal
cloak of Sin!
rooms, and gar-

And set
white
flower
There
Peace ser'en,elv
From the clear stroke of
renewed
hour;
Hereafter shall be incense lifted
To that pure Love which
no

o

thou shalt not be
comrade--I (}v I"
-,"' ....w',. S,collard.

REINCARNATION.
Edward Carnl"nter,
And here I will state what personthink and believe ahout this
the reasons for the
themselves. I think
animal and
Race-self is paraeach individual self proin much the same way as
from the stem of a
or even
cell
of
tissue of the stem and is absorbed into it
at death. There are
individual
prOlrluc:ed, apart from the Race-soul. In
race or
of
imltancie--though there are cerindividual differences of characas there are differences of

tissue-cells in the
of a
is
difficult to believe that there are individual and immortal souls. Each little
self
from the race, and is an emin various
bodiment of it,
at deathits
in some way which we
not
understand-returns
ylf:ldjng
to the stores
The same is pr<lbably
great mass of the
anlumlls,
to the
even
and earliest
Race-self
Man.
these cases
moves
the
ences of the indlividu'lls,
with
united
and rich with their
countless
And these tracts
of
and
memory,
in vague and gell1er'alized
sometimes in
indiand detailed
are transmitted from the Race-self to
later individuals and offshoots. Thus a kind of
broken
occurs,
which
streaks of memory and habit
down
from one individual to
and
which
us later races-the
of
lived before
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throws off
and
the laws and
and which
and

the

of subconscious activities. His
should 110t
disturbed.
father's
no matter what
nonsense the
he makes
talk or write.-Nett·
Times.

•

THE LAW.

ANNOYING.
Arlvtlodv who is at all well read in the
of "communications" ascribed
of
notables can
the
of
over the fact that a
•••• I of such
from
her
father is soon to appear. It not
to see, howe:ver.
what she or others
like case can
to
prevent the
of such a volume.
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What matter
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ANCIENT CORN.
WIs.-That the Indians
of North America had a sUIJerior
of maize or corn and that seeds produced in
times may be fertile and will still grow, are facts demonstrated
William A. Akin of this
in a remarkable .. y"""·;m'..... t
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a
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But at least we may
of a universal
since the laws

have
directed. But
such cases it is tyranny
that
oppose. It is
the force is emand not the force
restrain the
savage in
case of jll(iividll1al:s.
restrain the savage and the lunacase of nations. If ·we may diforce
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we are
force of an army
lm,..,.1',,,.;,wlO nation. If we may
a drunken ruffian from assaultwe may
nation from Vil»)ating
of a small c0l11lIlunity
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some reour own
But for
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while
is hard to
respect. \Ve can see no difference
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entitled
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protect one
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other with the aid of
The difference. once
of course,
mismay prevent
even
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But
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fact that
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efwhen He drove the money
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to what
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under all conditions. Science tells us
allows an animal in
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have done

far more painfullly
merciful
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HERTHA.

Our animal spirits or vehicles are
a condensation of the vehicle
and
substance to its im·
ages
the
of
com·
thought, or more grossly when
our visitor.

throws off
other forms of
than
and

SU.ENTIA LUNAE.

William

York: The

the form
soul.
Before ever land was,
Before ever the sea,
Or soft hair of the
Or fair limbs of
tree,
Or the flesh-colored fruit of my branches,
and
soul was in me.
I
First life on
sources
First
and swam;
Out of me are the forces
That save it or damn
Out of me man and
beast and bird; before
am.
or above me
there to go;
Love or unlove
Unknow me or
I am that
unloves me and
,
I
I am the blow.

I the mark that is missed
the arrows that
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And the breath in the
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\Vith hands uncreate
that measure the
limbs
the measure of fate.
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Fire that
Iron that
Dim
of water, what
all
these hast thou known of
found?

GHOSTS
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pel"· ,
Current
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in the
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in Modern
? have the winds
York: G. P. Putwith thee
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That thou sawest from afar
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as brethren
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nor throne
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mother alone.

. \ creed is a
And a crown
But this
be man
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:
causation. I only
at their infinite
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humanized in modern
man in appearance.
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wonderful
a.
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st"rllin!! siituations in every
So diabol
specimens, animals endowed wihuman or more than human craft-sometinlwith
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the new m
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supernatur
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more
to ha\'e more
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all the immense ere
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on the eal

creep.
unknown nameless monsters

REALITY.
Plato.)
I said, let
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unenllglltelled
Behold!

I see.
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nade of wood and stone
II':rials, which appear over
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others
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would
the shadows?
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.\nd if
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henamin'" what was

rxand it,.

is certain.
\.nd now look
follow
the
and disabused
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XEW THOUGHT.
It is time to say a word of some canllQr concerning the vagaries of a move, ment that calls itself New Thought and
that sometimes uses a terminology so
akin to that of Theosophy as to lead to
confusion. For some Xew Thought
writers it would be hard to speak in too
high praise. Their teachings are pure
and lofty, unsuIlied by self-interest, and
hreathing a spirit of altruism. It is unfortunate that they should wish to hide
their Theosophy under a name that is
misleading and illogical, but perhaps a
rather silly craving for novelty may be
their excuse.
But there is another kind of New
Thought for which no blame can be too
!-evere. It represents a spirit of frank
and unadulterated greed. Hidden under
a,guise of spirituality it is nearly wholly
hase. Its ideal is acquisition, self-service.
cupidity. It is saturated with the spirit
of dishonesty and thievery, and it empl'l)'s the appropriate methods of hypnotic suggestion and sorcery. These are
5lrong words. but they are merited. That
;uch abominations should group them,;,:Ives under the spiritual movements of
the day is a sinister and discouraging
phenomenon.
You have a right to wealth. say these
teachers. You have a right to comfort
and ease, freedom from anxietv, satisfactinn of the senses and a plC'asant life.
;\11 you need is to "hold the thought,"

Price Five Centll

to form the mental picture, and these
things will gravitate toward you. Selfexpression is a divine duty and how can
it be performed in sickness, poverty, and
disesteem? The argument is a specious
one. We are easily persuaded that God
wishes us to be wealthy and that by remaining poor we are frustrating the divine will. No dogma so pleasant as the
duty of greed, the sacred obligation to be
avaricious.
And this is supposed to be a sort of
esoteric Christianity, a new rendering of
the Gospels. But we were under the impression that Christ laid his chief emphasis upon the duty of giving, not of
getting. If the immediate followers of
Christ were actually New Thoughters, as
we are impudently told, the philosophy
must have been a lamentable failure in
their case. seeing that they were all poor,
and indeed were specifically warned that
nothing but sorrow and suffering- and
poverty could be their lot. Compare the
incitements to wealth of the Xew
Thought with the single injunction.
"Take no het·<! for the morrow."
An intlux of monev. we are told. is certain to ensue if we' resolutely "huld the
thought." Doubtless it will. .\n influx
of monev will follow a successful atte1llpl
at lmrg-Iary ur forgery. \ re all knlJ\\' lhe
mysterious powers of visualization. the
imag-c-making potencies oi I he lllilHl.
\\'t' all know also. or we
to kllo\\'.
the terrible :\cmesis that follo\\ s their
ahuse. for "what shall it protlt a man if
Digitized by
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:MY BIRTH.
I had
birth where stars were
In the
reons of the past:
cradle cosmic forces
to my first was linked my last.

he
soul?"
this

boundless space the shuttle
To weave the warp and woof of fate
In
were
small
great.
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and thank
are not as other men
subtle weapons of sorac.:ornpllisllm,ent of their mis-

the earth swung
the moon,
tune,
For me the forests grew for me
Th' electric force ran to and fro;
For me tribes wandered o'er the earth,
Kingdoltlls arose, and cities grew,
For
For me
For me
For me
lore;
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and blood and tears,
onward
from
broader

I,
breasts of

o\",n

The

of the
of the future
am:
much am I divine that God
Can not afford to let me die.
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culiar manner
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their appearance, which is
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and
business. I
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another
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whether it be remembered or f(
our descendants in the far-.
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be written forever in lett(
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is conceivable that the very name Christhat the very
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FINAL TRIUMPH.
There are two ways,
two
which man
possess
of the inmost truth of
He may
wait for a message to come to
from
the limits of Nature. He has
for such message, but to no
purpose; for every sound that seems
come to him from the other world
own cry
the echo of
Or he
strive
secrets
Nature
the
faculties-some
as
latent and

OLD AKD NEW YEAR DiTTIES.
away, saith the
away:
and

?
rOlJt-:strick:en, shalt not rebuild

away, saith my
away:
With
burden of fear and
of
labor and
Hearken what
doth witness and
say:
Rust in
:\ canker
at
one
La. the
not
;
Watch thou and
Then I ans'wer,ed

come

the

and 10 it
spouse, thou
shalt hear me
'fhen I answered:

-Christina Rossetti.
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THE CAUSES OF WAR.
Professor Stuart P; Sherman of the
University of Illinois has rendered some
substantial aid in our search for the
causes of war. In his new book, "On
Contemporary Literature" (Henry Holt
& Co.) he tells us that war "is the logical
conclusion of the naturalistic philosophy
which has been for many years subtly extending its influence in all countries and
in every field of human activity. It is the
logical conclusion of repudiating all
standards, teaching one's conscience to
trot in the rut of events, and making
one's truth as one needs it." The primitive savage believed that his happiness
depended on his observance of prohibitions or tabus. There were things that
he must and Illust not do, even though
his obedience were at the cost of his
apparent self-interest. The modern savage, says the author, seeks his happiness
hy the denial of all prohibitions, by identifying the divine power with his own
appetites, by the destruction of all re.;traints. The popular novelist is never
fjuite so popular as when he shows the
triumphant defiance of moral law in
dderence to the behests of the animal.
Do you wish to do something, asks Mr.
\rells, or Mr. Dreiser, or Mr. Moore?
Do yOlt covet your neighbor's wife, for
example? Then take her. God wills it.
Do vou ask how we know that God
\\ ills' it? Because you yourself desire it.
It is a "natural impulse," and therefore

Price Five C.nta

God-given. It is an effort at "self-expression," It is freedom, emancipation,
whatever you like to call it that happens
to sound well. Quite obviously it is the
law of the jungle, and what more can
otle wish? Says Professor Sherman:
We have trusted our instincts long enough
to sound the depths of their treacherousness,
We have followed nature to the last ditch
and ditchwater. In these (Ia)'s when the educator, returning from observation of the dogkennel with a treatise 011 animal behavior,
thinks he has a real clue to the education of
children; when the criminologist, with a handful of cranial measurements, imagines that
he has solved the problem. of evil; when the
c1erll:yman discovers the ethics of the spirit by
meuitating on the phagocytes in the blood;
when the no\'elist, returning from the zoo·
IORical garuens, wishes to revise the relations.
of the sexes so as to satisfy the average
man's natural craving for three wives; when
the statesman, after due reflection on "the
survival of the fittest:' feels justifieu in devouring his neighbors-in the presence of all
these appeals to nature we may wisely welcome any inuication of a counter-revolution.

If we apply to war the test of naturalism there is nothing to be said against it.
Every plane of visihle nature uelow that
of lIlall seems to he at war-aggressive
war. The animal takes whatever he wills
to take, relllorselesslY and ruthlessh', like
and
a Cerman official. :'Ibn. sav
the naturalists, should do the same.
There is no nature hut visible nature. In
search of a pattern we must look helow
ourselyes. where nothing is in sight but
the /,'x talio/lis. Putting this philosophy
into practice npon a wide scale, wc ha\'c
the invasion 1,If Belgiulll. Putting it
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I half remember-lo! the
The ranks
host
sun,

from me and deof
of conquest won,
Then
the crimson horror, cries of woe
And madness
about me, thee I saw
And hore upon
shoulder-so
his
from
war.
and afar
the
flake-like comes the past
fro III other lives that
hrain;
like leaves hefore a
Or
a lurid sunset cast.
Star-mist from interstellar spaces vast
; an echo from
; a

cobweh
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A

meteor in
to a
to the sun a sh()otlmg star;
of roses when no flower is
that have been dust for

are these scenes from lives remote
and far.
Yet
life
as love
strong.

Iliodor says that from the year 1900
the
of the Russian court was
COIi1dllcted. not
but
varilunatics. and saints hr,,"crht
courtiers who
influence

SUPERSTITION AT PETROGRAD.
Michailovich
and better known
.\lad
of Russia. rival of the unhas written his
speakablle
emph;;lsis on
Czar
the
The influence
upon the
Czar. who was
sUJlI<:Clitit.iOlJS as the most igtllOrllnt
For him the
voice of God. and
to
Wlse

inspired in
the geo,gr"lphi:cal
the
prescribes a
of Lent which stretches over six
and covers the
pllrt of the winter gea!IOn.
long winter months, when
the climate
most rigorous,
large part
the RUSlrian
In
autumn
rains
sion.
steppes are
Dismal forests stretch o\'er
of miles.
All these conditions communicate themselves
tbe underfed brain.
into a hrc'od:ing
individual like a nightmare.
bim ..-jth dread
hopeless

mansions. 0 my

lion.

than the
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PROBLEM

THE SOUL.
is due to Mr: Edmond
fine
conclusions

and
in his little
the Soul." The
Holmes is
itself.
certain
asks the nature
the influences that will
it and the exbe
to bear
tent of
reaction to those influences.
To what extent can it be transformed
education and
environwill the soul possess faculCalpa(:ities. and characteristics that
we can account for neither
nor
if
it
them
Mr. Holmes believes
we have
influence of lineal
has taken the
we have ad'[lpted

tia! infinitude,
for the work of self-realization,
for the idea of the soul
one's lineal ancestors, the
itself.

his
the

in-

inherits
from
line of ancestors,
from
But
must inherit also
own former selves" .

the
seems to
our
the limitasenses determine the
the
But this
fatal contraction of the idea
Nature which it involves, is a mere
tion. and, as an argument against
of reincarnation carries no
urc of biology to do the
of psycirlOliollY
compels us to accept
soul on
denC'e; and when ollce we
we
from its consehowen. irreconcilable these may be
unformulated axioms of popular
thought.
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THE PIlOHLE)[ OF THE

Holmes.

New York:

..

Edmond

Co.

TREE.
I was angry with my
I told my wrath. my wrath
I was angry with my foe:
told
my wrath did grow.

The doctrine of
says the
author. opens down the ages an
channel for the
soul. In the
doctrine of·
have the
the indiinv10kirlg the

evil.-pralo.
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ABRAHAM AND HIS GODS.
Beneath the tUII-e',ea
The Patrial'ch,
His
He knelt and

toward its central throne
The
not there
But
not its own
Drawn downwards
the western all'
Until it
sank
And the soft stars
sway.
rewaxed
their work
overflovvilll!: Sun.
Eastward he bent his
Creatures of
and
frail !
Take not the wc.rslilin
There is the
Fountain of
and love
He
bears our hearts above.
Yet was that One-that radiant One
\Vho seemed so absolute a
ordained his round to run
pass like each created
He rested
in nO')l1(lay
But fell beneath the strel1lrth

of

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
Arthur
am of course aware that there
nei:essar'ily connected with our work difficulties and obstructions in the way of
expe'ril11erlt with whieh scientific men are
fallrtiliar, and which not unilatunilly
minds both dislike and 5t1Sthere is the
"rilim,,'" scientific
of
strewn with
hC1JltI:es, but
he does not
them the dilJilctlllty presen:ted
He knows
pal·ticl1la,r, it
the fault
nh,... ,." .. ,.
fault of the
if
cr05Sobserved. He
examination of nature fails to elicit anYhecause he has not
how to
not because' nature when
in the witness-box tells
untruths.
in matters
with which
this
not
the case.
have come across, and it
is inevitable that
should come
where either deliberate fraud or
makes observaand
in the way of
inhis
brother in
the
and
science
not to contend with.
And there
another
in
our work frol11 which those who cultiscience are
free.
as the ultimate sources of
kn,)wledl!e. the "five senses" with
and whid1
inlet!
the truth of external na·
ture can penetrate into consciousness
But we of this
have ·n.·,.f,r...·'... p
deal with cases in
not
110rmal five
six
but
normal amI
comes into
to work, not
an
and normal
certain
can neither <:'''.l'ld.lU,
trol the "I011101rm" I
possess.
This
not
difl'iculty wit
which we
of a
many sCllcntlhc
the s'tIIJ1,ccl-m,lth:r
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thus become the
human
posse:ssi,on of the
...,L we should have
this
enabled
upon
nomena,
occult
and
same confidence
in the sources of our information that
we
in any of our
inof
material

these
no doubt one of
characteristics.-F ro m
Address to tile

PS'vcl,icll1 Research.
III

to further its success in the
for existence. To
that
the senses elaborated in obedience to
law should be in
with the
""'hole of external
be not
on
rational
absoThere must
countcountless real existline of an evolution
or had the
ancestors
would have
mane themselves known to us
senses the very character of which we
unable to
are at
if this
is
not in
that here
there we should come
of
across
senses

faculties which,
while, had
I'>"'ro(.",, in the
been

Freedom, the conqueror of the world
and of the evil one, ever ascends. It
in adoration towards
EterLord and
It
union and shall never
comes
turns
towards men, it has
all
all their needs, it stoops
eries, for it must
and
must
forth. Freedom
like
fire absorhs
fire it bums,
and d""Olllr<: and lifts
to heaven that
which it has devoured.
when it has
its work
it aSl:erlds
once more, ardent, with its
the
which leads
Let the earth desert
ever henceforth
name of l;ml!
Let there he
there

nor
there
mcntion'd the

The Thcm,ophical
is an int,erl1:atiomll
which was founded
of
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
VUI"',"'. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlun:aniity,
caste, or color.
without distinction of
Second-To promote
and other Eastern litt'rahlr'l's
reli:giolns. phiilO!.ophie:s. and
the IlIllPortallce of that
laws of Nature and the
therefore
with no creed or
its 1Il0tto
NO RELIGION n IGIIER
ranks and
in its work are to he found
as well as
who
none whatever. No
members save that of
to its one ftmdaoriincil>le--Univrer:sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
opiini()I1s of its
who all have a
their
own views and to receive for them from
fellovv-I'nelllbers the re!;pe:ct
in turn should show for the views of others. This toler'ltil:)ll
is asked from all member;, as a
since it is believed that
dOigllJatisll1 and intoler:lIlce have
been
foes to Imlll::ln
The
a II
and all branches 0 f
wherever
memlliers an unfHl1l:hinR:
feed
propa-
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THE CYCLIC LAW.
The extract from the monumental work
.)j Dr. Thomas A. Reed that appears
ri;ewhere in this issue of the Outlook
:uay almost be said to presage a new era
"j medical research. The book appeared
"'I'eral months ago and it has certainly
:J'J! yet received the attention that must
ultimately be given to it as its conclusions
are tested and confirmed. :\loreover, it
must prove so violent a shock to medical
(()f}vcntions as to repel alike orthodoxy
I.n,\ dogma. But these twin forces are
nrit invulnerable.
is im'ulnerahle to the force of a fact. And that
Dr. Reed is dealing in fact we need not
,jr,ubt.
With the direct contention of the author that sex is determinable we need not
concern ourselves. But he sustains it
with the broad and general assertion that
a definite cvclic la w is to be found at
in aU" bodily conditions. and espeCIally in those of disease, and that this
cyclic law is lunar in its ·nature. Charles
Darwin said something of the same kind.
In his "Descent of Man" we find this
suggestive remark; "AU vital functions
ltnd to run their course in fixed and reperiods. and in tidal animals
periods would probably be lunar,
lor such animals must have been left dry
Of covered deep with water, supplied with
f?Od or stinted during endless generaIl<lns at regular lunar intervals. If, then,
Ibe vertebrata are descended from an
,animal aUied to the existing tidal

Price Five Cents

aSl-idians, the mysterious fact that with
the higher and now terrestrial vertebrata'
many normal and abnormal vital processes run their course according to lunar
periods. is rendered intelligible:'
But a mere increase of our knowledge
of natnral law and its specific working
has relatively little importance to philosophy. But that the reign of universal
law should be established has very great
importance. From this comc confidence
and the banishment of fear, the certainty
of justice, the eternal sequence of cause
and effect. To this only one thing need
be added, the recognition that consciousness lies behind phenomena, al)d that it
is the unfolding of consciousness that
gi\-es regularity to the periodic changes
in the world of matter.

THE DIPRESS OF RUSSIA.
(By Marfa Monchanow.)
People have spoken at length of her
tastes for occultism and spiritism, and
said that she looked for consolation for
imaginary woes to the practices of turning tahles and other ruhhish of the samc
kind. Cnfortunatelv this was true to a
certain extent. hecause it is a sad fact
that the empress liked to sit at tahles for
hours in the hope that they would begin
turning. and she firmly believed that
people could come hack from the other
wurld and manifest themselves to their
friends. But what is not so generally
known is that it was the (irand Duke
l'icholas, the future generalissimo of the
Digitized by
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And knows not
When the last
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when
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That swifter
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world cold.
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When we take all
that a life of mere
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to
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New
and countless variations
of these are crowded.
who
Christheir intellect
calm
as IS
mental
its effects
it is as I
side issue.
and
on
abnormany fed that the
pe,:uliar as the disease.
the root principle
its

men
human.
resume the
And then
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the case, it call be
men grow tired
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The soul retreated from
hrain.
Whence it
world
these
me 111 hers.
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Here in
Of
power,
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tnllm's--tillat is
conversation with
time and the creatures-then must the
eye be hindered in its
that
is, in its
Germallica.

God-for
a flower
-that would he
whole world.-Ecklwrt.

IS

whole psythen,
know
he will
. God he will he

knows

is
You
now
your heart of

as
of con-

enlife
but
stimulus and at
are, in all their conltypes of
which
somewhere have
field
and
account
universe in its totalitv'
final which leaves
other
consciousness
li'iIIiam Jallles.
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find out what that
bathed. . . .
one hurried
vision of That

desires.

If
can
and attune our minds
we may at any moment
across sOI[l1ething which will arouse
('ur emotions, and it
when our
excited
passions, that our vision besulfficiently
enable
the ....
1
forever at the
agitatioin. -CarolillC

For I
that the Devil
hath his cOlltemlllaltiv,es as God hath his,
-Hilton,
the soul, f",r,,..,ttino
in that radiant darkness.
facultics and all its qualities.--S't.

liard.

man is
richer in his
in his
is infimore than he
or can
himself to be.-MartensCIl.

uether
him

claims to be able to know
Unkno\\'able without
from diameans
to
attain.
One of the marks of
tbe tenacious and heroic
which he
a definite
-L.'lIba.,
This strange
which the
to practice
careerwhich
with his
yj,ion and his Imre--delllallids
the self
which undertakes
same
dull
of the
work. the same
which lies behind
achievetrue
ment, and is the
It is the want
such
dril 1" -which
for the mass of
and sometimes harmful M'ysticism
ha;;
existed. the
emotion and
as it
on
skirts of the
true seekers of the Absolute and
discredit
their
Underhill.

held

The stars shall fade
sun himself
and nature sink in
Grow dim with
But
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The wrecks of

in immortal
of

Cease hut from thine own
thine eye upon one

the unbelief in
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THE FLYIl\G TEUTON.
The short story is now doing a gratiiying work in the spread of a philo;ophical mysticism. The ban once imposed by editors upon everything unorthodox seems to have been lifted. The
!,uulic demand has been recognized, and
it may be said that the standard attained' by the new fiction is usually a
high one.
Certainly the short stories hy Alice
RrtlWn a;e of a sort to satisfy the
most exacting. A new volume entitled "The Flying Teuton" has just
appeared from her pen, and among its
,-mtents we find some examples of mys, 'ic fiction of which it would be hard to
'peak too highly in praise. :'-iotahle
among these is "The Island," a war story
Jnd one that seems both vivid anti accu,ate. Jack Hatidon and Amy Lake arc
un the Artemisia when she is torpedoed.
.!u.-;t before the explosion they had been
!alking of the Island that is sometimes
\'isible from Innishmore and that is
,ailed the paradise of the pagan Irish.
Then comes the explosion, and Harldon,
describing his experiences, says that he
dfJC5 not know whcn his consciousness
'lopped, hut when he came to himself he
was alivc. delightfully alive, and apparfntlv on the Island. There seemed to he
IJthCr people there:

I

':Ob, there were other people?" I
"II uusy, and for a
"ScQrcs of 'ern,
"bile all hurrying and talking-, It was CYia time of unusual excitement.
For

Price Five Cents

there were ships coming in-sail uoats, beauties-and people landing from them. And
everyuod>' was met and e,-idently made to fet'!
it was tremendously nice they'd come, and
there was a good deal of laughing anlt relief.
That's it, There was relief in the air, as if
there'd been a cloudburst and now the sun
was out and people were saying to one another, 'It didn't do any damage after all:"
"And did you really think you were on the
fahulous Island?" I asked.
I wanted to pin him down to as literal fact
as he could manage.
He laughed,
"Not for an instant," he answered, "then.
Amy'd said so, you remember, and I partially
agreed, hut it was only because we were so
light-hearted we said the first things that
camc into our heads, Really I was perfectly
sure we were on the coast of Ireland, I assumed that, without a doubt.
And when
things had quieted down a little and our
passengers were dispersing. going on- hy ones
and twos with the Islano! people. I went up
to the Tall l\1an--"
"Who was he:" I interrupted.
"I don't know. I never heard his name:'
"You don't assume," I hesitated, "it was"and this was the only way I could end" some one supernatural ?"
"Hless you, no," said he, "I call him the
Tall Man simply because he was tall and I
don't know his name,
And he was most
certainly some one in authority, I went up
to him and said, 'Can we hire anv sort of
conveyance to take us to Queenstown or
somewht.'rc else where we C:ltl
passage
t" Eng land "
"And he looked at mc, a long look, and
smiled. And then I klll:W, But I didn't dare
look at Amy,
I thought it might frighten
her. you sec.
Rut I
1.-:110WI1.
She'" guessed it from the first,
She took
111\' ha'l(l, and we st""HI there like two chilnot in any way distn..' ssed, but
out oi a woorl-path to all open door, a little
curious
pretty excited.
DIM

joy
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Another
of Death.
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of the war and go to
the

Alice
Macmillan Comp'any; $
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•

not at
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from Brahman; am not th
whatever'
I
UIlCOlHlitional eternal
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race,
to us de!,ir'lble.
human
in
sentiment of
forth and trained? It
level
to a
that
before it has reached
to the
the tribe, race or
or
Conflict is necessary because
and
it to
conflict calls forth
the test. Small centres are formed, the
individuals in each of which are
to thdr
to their own leaders.
To
mind one
the most wonderful
the
in which Nature is
this
aims
CUIlIIll:l. HlfOlle:h the
existerrce,
while
throws his devotion 011
and him who casts it
ey,entuallv proves to
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tion at all.

Earth with
me!
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with eyes

ous sun
And thou
one
me of Him.
Oh!
Were those soft
ear;
,
divine of Nature's voice
Whose th!rililing accents
"Fond
we
not God: there is no hour
When we could live without His loveHis power.
"Each moment,
the
and
hlulshinJ{ rose,
"The
of
.\nd
flower thr'ough'rmt
fair

Crowned
",\h! not

shed
shrine

To hurn forever.

wl:1iSl>er'ed chorus

with sound'

His wOlt1drOIlS
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that
endure until the whole world
is redeeml:d; it is
inner
and
nalized as at the present. In 1914 men
so convinced of everthemand
and
awakened from their
the Lords of
in the situation
extent
which
of
which
it.
externalizasurmise
come
Karam could
the surface-

its freedom from
and sulifelrmg.
measure of its past
we venture
amount which a nation is
suffer for the Master's Cause
of
individual case of
of its worthiness rather than
What
has made the
French the leaders in
and
what past
was that
vision and that ardor
It
been hinted in the OIUll'terh·
is the chosen land
the trhUTI)lh

we find a more vivid
of Karmic action
into war,
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and ''''-ri,Fi....,.i
contest
and home! Then
the idealists
i"t,>n;lnO" to voices that bade them centre
rhtir
at
and seize this time
oi confusion to
the govelrnrnelltal
wrongs that their
suffered,
did not see this as treachbut dreamed of the
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of government for
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raised the old battle
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the turn of
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l\Jovement
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at
into
the theoSOC1<llIJsts the world over ha'd
IJrodaim1cd, In the name of the Brotherhood of Socialism we hear them
upon their German fellows
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dream
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SERVICE.
.-\ litt Ie group of imitation Theoso!,hists have expressed their intention to
from all practical efforts to alle-viatl' the miseries of war. They will contheir energies to the spread of a phiJ",;ophy that shall make war impossible.
It is an interesting decision. and one
"Jl011 which we are tempted to comment
with some warmth but for the fact that
it prohably proceeds from weakness of
mind. and not from a lack of 1lI0rals.
';(JIIe the less we may observe that
morality unsustained hy mentality is
liable to lead us into mischief. It implies the "loss uf diserimination" against
which we have heen warned hy high aurhnril\-. and which leads to "the loss of
all:' .
F'Jr how can there be a spiritual philo'Ophy wit hout a love of mankind?
How can there he a love of mankind
witham a love of the individual, and a
desire to serve him upon all planes of his
ilting? It was said. also upon high au;h'Jritv. "If VI.' love not vour brother
whon; ye ha;e seen. how
ye love
I ;1):1 whom VI.' have not seen?"'
Merelv
;<) repeat
teachings of Theosophy (s
"j very little value.
.-\. parrot or a
).hollograph could do that. To be etfectil"c they must
animated hy a spiritual
,Inti individual force. and that force is
not to he ohtained except hy personal
-ervice. hy "washing the feet of the
poor:'

Price Five Centa

----------

It would he interesting to ask some
questions of these curious Thl'osophists
who surprise us not so much by their
un willingness to do practical war relief
work as hy their ability to refrain from
it. \Vhat do they suppose an adept
.would do if con fronted with the miseries
of the battlefield. with the desolations of
war bereavement? Meditate on the
Recite the "three fundamentals"?
Or hasten to bind up wounds, to clothe
the naked. and to comfort the desolate?
We need not ask. \Ve know already. unless we are hypocrites and blinded by our
vanities. \Ve know at least of one adept
who said that "he who is not prepared to
share his last morsel with a weaker al\(I
poorer than himself is no Theosophist."
And in the whole of that rather tremendous utterance from which this
single sentence is cited there is not a
word said of a spiritual philosophy. nor
of those "teachings" at which we are so
fond of pointing, and which we deface
and defile.
\Vith vanity and conceit there can be
There can be no arguno
ment with spiritual pride. They rush
rapidly down that steep place that leads
to the sea of intolerance. higotry. :u\(1
cruelty. Their end is death.
\Vithout personal service there can ht'
no spiritual power. and the more intimate. the more physical. the service tht'
greater the power. TIlt' widow's mite.
the cup of culd water. are the s('eds of
the
There arc
whel it is
Digitized by
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remarkthe greater part of
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on "The Immortal Soul
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somewhat to onr
apart. Here we
that the idea of
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rather obbeen found
scure and
; "In
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and in
the
death.
foundation it is natural
have
of
or
The nearest
to Plato was Philo,
who saw in the
biblical names for the
Yuan, and "i!'snama-the three
souls
the Platonic
sensuous
soul, which has its seat
the
: the
courageous or emotional soul, situated in the
and the intellectual soul. which dwells
the
dilast is kept
physical environment as in
prison or grave, and ever
for liberation and reunion
God.
soul of the
enters the world
.hft

resurrection of
with the soul
a future life for
separated
released

There appears to have been no clear
in the
and consistent view of the
The
belief, we are
rabinic
told, was
Persian notions,
and was
the effect
the
near the
for a certain time after it
has
it, either from three to
or for an entire veal'. Furseven
thermore it was said that after death the
souls hovered between heaven and earth
the form of
to

In
true nature
the
we
the more to penetrate
The Cabbalah
three different
three biblical
to the
and

divides the soul into
to the
a
origins
the universe,
the pretransmi-
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entire absence
so far as
will thus be noted.
is free to follow
own reason
tver belief is most in accord
nature.
JEWISII
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DYING-SHALL MAN LIVE
AGAIN?
In
will the
breath
Renew our life-is
no death?
Go ask it of the winter's
Or of the winds that
Or ask it of the mo.an'iOll:
of the
barren
Or of dead leaves that wilthered
Where Autumn saw them
Ask of the stars that
Or ask it of the frozen
That in a
all g)(lri<lUs,
Lies buried thlrol:llzh
This
Go
it of old mother earth;
Ask it of her when she receives
The
of the newer leaves.

bnealcin2' o'er
some rock-bound
que,stlcm of foreve,rm,ore.
And vet the answer,
That'conquers
And
away
bitter tearIs
Him whose heart is pure'
This
the answer that He
"Who dies to
forever
-Albert FrO/lk Hoffman.
A fundamental law
Eastern PhilosThere
miracle.
is the result of law.-·H.

otherwise bewilde'rilll!
moves a number of
sttllnl)lillj.l
blocks which otherwise obstruct an atto realize
the
stages of
existence i
accounts
ralr)irlitv with
for the
which the de'veloplnell1 of an incliviidual
of ordithe
and death. It achieves all this
as the office for which it was
orivin::lllv
viz.. the elucidation
ex:pel'ieI1ces, such as those asand
great and
think(:rs, Plato,
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-yet when
wake out
materialized 'condition.
of

WISDOM FROM "ISIS U;";VEILED,"
The Astral
mutilated
ever
our lives

of all that
The minutest
of
it. and even
on its

The will creates:
the
and fon:e
tion

111 1110III at-

fer.

that when
was found tn
trihes

SOIl1.
in the Self. all
of defirm as .\\loulll
as fickle with-

That man
from his

the
truth
his
/lw.
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and
writes:
"When I lived in Canada the followmit C3-<:C occurred: an
and
try to
American clubbed
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before his death. This
some
conversation was known to none except
In
trance
to the two
have
to
Mrs.
was made to
" and
to reproinduce the
duce the conversation
Mrs.
As
absent and
with Mrs.

sufficient

itself. It
difficult to conbrain waves, the very name
a material medium.
obstacle of continents
brain
the uttermost
and to do so with
rise into conscious-

Whatever the
it is safe to say
in
have an indication that the

howevcr,
we
much
limitations of
is

COMPENSATION.

there is a
in the same
which
assumes to
onlniipres,ent; or are we to believe in the
of "brain waves,"
which the
aCltivitv of one brain is transferred to
another brain, as the air conveys waves
of sound from one man's voice to the
ear of another man; or, as a third
is the mind
free
of time and
and
the power
preto two persons at once,
of the earth?
oossllblv at remote
one
in
e. g., those conducted at
and
Podmore in the
Enlcyc!o,pe,dia Hritanniica. have shown that
more successes are obtained when the
and the person
are in the same room,
distance does have an influence on the transmission of th'oue:ht.
On the other hand, the fact that mestransferred from one
sages have
to
from Canada
that the

and Wealth
the tendrils twinl."
rirlglets thee deceive.
vine can reave.
infirm.

enell1ilCS which
within the
overcome-the evil
be
; who con-

shadow and
can
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whether sCIlar:ately
nation with other
influence

hase been

But when
know
The sweet keen
sound.

around

You have been
before.How
ago may not know:
But
at the swallow's soar
Your neck turned so,
veil did
knew it all of
yore.
Has this been thus before?
And shall not thus
Still
In

love restore>

:\nd

more ;--uamrc

THE "SECRET
DOCTR I 1\ E."

The
invented a
method to
assume a tallgible
do
to numbers and geo-

The
fast apJprc,acitllng when it
will be confessed
we
know are but the phenlJmenal manifestawe know
tions of
ahout.
In
as also in the Hebrew
and all other
every letter has
its occult
and its rationale it
is a cause and an effect of a
cause, and a combination of
often
the most m<lglcal
The vowels eSIJecialJly
occult and formildalJ,le
The
in the

Where is that
persume to
minerals a
AII he can
sciou,ness

in combian Occult
for evil.

ever

are disinNature
of new human
process
and forma-

item in the entire
and
much more then must
be filled with

The silent wc,rsll1ip of abstract or noudivine manimmal i\ature, the
is the one
Each week has a distinct occult charthe lunar month: each
of
has its
eharaceach of the twelve constel-

The historical
of the
and thC11 rest
that the present has
the same manner
the
and that the
remained

The
at New

which was founded
three well-defined

viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of H1JI1I,anity,
with(lUt distinction of race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
the
of that
religicons, pbillos,opillie:s, and
laws of Natllre and the
.powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or ....
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
TUAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and coi5pc:rating in its work are to be found
as well as those who
none whatever. No
pfl)fess()rs of all
members save that of
to its one fllndaBrotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
res:po:nsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
receive for them from
the
show for the views of others.
from all member!> as a
since it is believed that
intoler3llCe have
been
foes to human
and all
therefore
all
of
UUI!;II"" '"'' , wherever
mpl11h.... an l1nlflinchiing
feed or propa-
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MIRACLES.
nature that fail to arrest our attention
The problem of miracles seems to be because they are so commonplace. The
turning of water into wine is not nearly
;tn ever-present one to the theological
I mind.
A clergyman has just. written a so wonderful as the process that turns
luge and erudite volume in order to a piece of bread and butter into muscle.
prove that miracles belonged exclusively bone, blood, sinew, and tissue. 'We must
to Xew Testament days, that they never perforce believe in the greater miracle.
Why then refuse to believe in the lesser?
occurred before, and that they have
ature is performing the transmutation
never occurred since. One would think of metals every day. She is transformthat the author might have been better ing everything. She has transformed a
but there seems to be some- world of primordial mud into the bewilthing in the orthodox theology that in- dering panorama of variety and beauty
conduces to a certain mental that we see around us. Why should we
a magnification of the un- find it so hard to believe that water was
Important, a concentration upon the transformed into wine? Why should we
trivial. A time when the whole world deny or wish to deny that spirituality can
is at war, and when printing paper is so confer a wisdom and a vision that enseems. hardly appropriate to ables its possessor to look deep into the
profound disquisitions upon tweedle-dum processes of nature and imitate them in
and tweedle-dee and the differences be- a phenomenal way? Whv should not the
tween them. And then we wonder that individual saint be able to do the things
the churches should have fallen upon a that nature is doing at every instant?
So far from finding it difficult to helieve
stUOn of unpopularity.
Actually there is here no problem that in miracles, the real difficulty is to because such a fluttering in the cler- lieve in anything else. We can not exICal dovecotes. Miracles prove nothing clude miracles from a universe that is
except that their performer possessed a miraculous in its every part. where we
larger knowledge of natural law than see the ineffable miracle of a leaf falling
other men. The powers of the modern to the ground. presently to be snatched
scientist would seem miraculous to the up and welded into some other form, an
savage. A knowledge of spiritual laws .endless cYcle of. transformation and
enables its possessor to produce phe- recreation: "Vhen this rather foolish
IIOmena that are beyond the reach of clergyman tries to persuade us that the
I those who know only of material things. production of miracles was confined to
so-called miracle is outmatched some ten years in the life history of the
a Its wOIlder b¥ the normal processes of human race we must respectfully reply
I

.
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we
able
sce
the trees, and that
the
can
the universal
and mystery.

for

me:mIrlg of
have no

of
and mineral
or elementals. It has become an
animal
a monad in the animal
but its
is made up
mineral and
e1ementals
Ii yes that represent the stages of
evoand left behind.
lution that it has
It
be
to be the
of a pyramid
which the base
and
the·re is }td
difference between all these forms of lives.
The difference
in the material media
which
shine. But the
has
yet. It has
consciousness.
not
"I am 1."
But the
shows itself
mal

are no
difference is
nomenclature and of c1assithe mineral
has
is consciousness at
or rather consciousness
the maximum of maRemember that all cones;;entla.lly the same. It is
that
that filters
IS

The difference
in
and not
the SUfllig;ht.
\Vhen the mound reaches the
it is still
but
now has a more transparent vehicle and therefore shines more hl';rrhtlv
The
because it has
mineral
now collects mineral
elementals around it as a sort of base.
upon which to stand.
a matter of
fact the
contains a
amount of mineral matter.
process is
in
kmg<li)lll. The

the human
,
exercise downward attractive
ten,dCJlcy and become the forces of the
pa:ssi 1on:a1 nature. You will no\,'
meant
the statement that
have
until
111

n1en.

itself

an
so
make

n105t
to the

Let

an
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a
has under him the many
into which the crew
able seamen,
all alike men, The
them are the differences
exoerience
skill. But
the education,
skill of all of them,
represent
which he
ll<lssed on
command, He
himself was once an able seaman,
boatswain, and an officer. The
the human monad.
the
of the crew are also l1l(ma:ds,
are monads in the elemental
have all human
but
must wait
these are
the ne,cessal''! "·,n",,.i,·nr,, But there
arc
between
them. T'he differences are found in the
densities of the media that sur·
them, and those media become
more transparent with
and
eliort.
as everv member of the
aew is
man. from "the
downward.
all consciousnesses
monads.
fmm the human consciousness down to
(lim consciousness of the
Emlution is universallv
and
of the material
that veil
The life wave to the
termost confines of nature is monadic.
the monads are
to a certain
elemental. After that
flCcome human. and then

Who governs all
man and beast
is the
to
we
sacrifice
these snowy
He
whose
mountains arc,
with the distant
the
arc indeed
He of whom these
two arms;wholl1 we shall
the
offer sacrifice
awful heavens and
He
whom
made
the earth
whom the ether
and the firt:nalnellt
meaSllrc'd the air in the
whom
He
tr<?mblinli': in their mimi:
risen sun
to whol11 we

whom
looked even over
gel1lera,ted the

the
the
.\s soon as born, he
was
of all that
He established
earth and this
heaven
\\lho is the God to
we shall
offer sacrifice?
He who
breath.
who
Whose commands all
revere,
Whose shadow
whose
shadow is death
Who is the God
whom we shall
offer sacrifice?
He who
his
of the
The sole

and
shall

faith as vague as all un sweet :
Eternal form shall
eternal
from
I shall know him
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race,
Lame are their feet and w,"'inkl,.i1
face
\Vith humble mien and
eyes,

their

these daUIg-hllers of almighty
For
\Vhen man

mediate to the throne
humble suit

The sire revenges for the
commissioned. fierce
then
men.
De:sceillds to

nationalize or otherwise localize
universal
to make
i/ltoleru/lcc-the 1U0st anti-human of all
moods.
it
the very headhl"f1thlPrlv love-a
virtue
the
have
were in the
tolerance of the creeds
cornpa,tible with devotion to one's own. But the nation or
the institution that believes
to be
in exclusive
of the oracles of
lUust needs
it as its
communicate to the rest of ma.nkJind
truth that has been committed to it·
that
so,
can not
when other nations refuse to re!lpoind to
it tries to
the
of God
fire
sword.
two
whose
has been
stained
and pe:rsecu:tiolns--C:hristianiity
and it is a
fact that each of these claims to have
man

the one and
and that both are
offshoots from the parent stem of
ism. And
Israel
in his
with other
has been
doomled to suffer rather than inftict
the
and essentiailly
selfish intolerance which has
made him shrink from contact with
Gentiles,
one shrinks from the touch
of an unclean
is not less odious
than the active
of
the
allce, whether
the

dOI!l:lllati:sm, and that
fatal
that Israel
to manki:nd.
Another
a not less fatal
materialism-the externalization of the
inward
the
mechanical for vital action. The war that Isas the
of the
or was
to wage,
fre!ed'om of
was the outcome and counterpart
war which he
in
own inner life. The reathe
man dQes not wish
other persons to
is that he
not wish to
himself.
the effort and the
of
so
too great for
was reluctance to use his own freedom that
made Israel first banish from :-Jature.
and then localize
the limits of
. the universal God aud his
God reacted on and
gave bIrth to
For it
means
a
revelation from
the limits
that the universal God is localized in Nature; and
as it dot'S
dec:laraticm of what

and nec:es5iity
is the
material comcOlnp'ulsion from withand cOllupulsion from without. When
Israel
his freedom
decided to
under the control of
uecU!!ca to exforces in
and to maternalize his
the Power
terialize
as
Powers which he
preme. The freedom of man
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control of
is conceived of as

as God
one of His
the
that dwells
in man's heart: for in
of that
constraint
Divine
seen to be
to conone's own
and better
to be self-constrained
obto be free. The presence of
God in the inner life and the
of
God on the soul are realized
him who
not as
and
but as
tmeaus
other
as
and
But. the
tremendous demands
one's mental
and
resources
this
of
and man involves is one to
Israel was
to
The
that he had to
for
the
burdetlSOime
of freedom-the
and of Godwas a
he
it with
fanatical
as he
to
and his loss of
both creed and nrinrinl..
out
him with ch,lra,:telristic tllorOUI!hness
their last
sequences. That
left
10 his own initiative
conceived of
himself as
in the hands of the Potter; and
he
the
circle of his
he
the Potter in
himself.
Thus there
two main directions in which Israel's
of
a God who was at once universal and
local was
to dev
The
first was
i
nee,
is the
love.
second was that of mlltelrialisrn,
which is the
of
life.
The confluence
these two streams of
us Pharisaism. This fact
and final condemnation of the
phiJosoptly of Israel. If a tree is to be
its
then it must have
an evil tree
when
so
a
as
Phari:saic scheme of life. We have seen
whose heart overflowed with
that
and who looked on moral transwith
rather than anger,
Pharisaism with a stem and unand we can now unso. He hated it, not
vices
it deliberat.ely
that it
Ill!I'vlll:lin,,,,

COlmtenllnc:ed, but because it was
the
and the
bodiment in
of a corrupt
; because it was the natural and ineviital!>le outcome of a
false conof
of
and of Man.
-From "The Creed
Christ.
Published
the John Lane (,ompawv.

RESPONSIBILITY.

The mallgoles
as those
ishment.
be liable
erend
ever he
first
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it, the milk has
came
would

re-born.
rate from his
clever
Na,ga:sena.
dhist

Series.

have abused no man. I have
with violence.
have not
have not taken
have
overmuch. I have not
and have not worked
uttered
I have
I have not
I
not
made
I have not behaved
cursed
for
with insolence. I have not
not increased
I
that are
wealth except such
mine own posse: sSiiolll S.
have not
scorn of the
who

lower Manas, a
and
above
at each reil11c:arnatio.n.--Jt£n.
THE ::-lEGATIVE
(
"The Eg;;pti;iU1
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ne!g'ativc statement
have not
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I have not COI11man or
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I
be-

I
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was awake;
air strike my
me so that
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am alhear this

beawakened
Ttlerefc)re, till thcn.
referred to as
as
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This climb
the
kmlwled:Q"c. said the Victorine
is
necessary
to all illumination.
at its summit do we
as
Dante
the
of the pat:h\\ray
It is a
and an arduous
a sufficient test of courage
sinlceritv· for most men
and there to make
more obviclus characteristics a
which shall veil the naked truth.
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face to
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your eternal
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What
what
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?
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practhe state of
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you, conflict
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different sort, your mental muscles are
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GEORGE W. RUSSELL.
Even the despised mystic may, it
sometimes be of material usefulness to the world, and perhaps this may
have happened more often than we
usually suppose. Certainly Mr. George
W. Russell, better known as "£.," has
not only delighted the world with his
poetry, a gain to be viewed dubiously by
utilitarianism, but he has the more substantial credentials of an expertism on
political economy. On one occasion we
are told that he was invited to address
the members of an intellectual society in
Dublin, and amazed them by discoursing
on the subject of fertilizers and creameries, and made absolutely no reference
to Karma or Nirvana.
This we are told by Mr. Ernest A.
Boyd in his "Appreciations and Depreciations," just published by the John
Lane Company. But Mr. Boyd is rather
more interested in Russell the poet and
mystic than in Russell the economist:
The evolution of George W. Russell, the
economist, from "£.," the mystic poet, has
lJeen gradual. The one has so slowly merged
Into the other that it is now difficult to dis'''ciate them, In the beginning, "£." came
forward primarily as an exponent of mysticism, though in such an early pamphlet as
Priest or Hero r one can discern the later
polemicist on behalf of intellectual freedom,
With "John Eglinton," Charles Johnstoll, W.
R. Yeats, and Charles Weekes, he was one of
a group of young men who met together in
;>ublin, some twenty to twenty-five years ago,
lor the discussion and reading of the Vedas
and Upanishads.
These young enthusiasts
created in time a regular centre of intellectual

Price Five Cents

------------

activity, which was trauslated ill part illto
hume uf the lIIost interesting literature of the
Irish Revival. Their journals, the Irish Tlleosophist. the IlIteYl/(Jtioltll/ist, and the Illten',ltionlll 'fheosophist, contained a great deal of
mailer which has since taken a hiKh
in modern Anglo-Irish literature. It was in
the pages of
reviews that the first lJoems
uf ",'1-:." were Jlublished, and to them we owe
a numher of essays afterwards collected by
"John Eglinton" under the title, Pebbles from
(J Brook.
Of all who contributed to that intellectual awakening few remain, in the Hermetic Society, as it is now called. But ".E,"
is still the mystic teacher, the ardent seer,
whose visions and eloquence continue to influence those about him, One no longer enjoys the spectacle described by Standish
U'Grady, of the yonthful .. £ .... his hair flyinK
i'n the wind, perched on the hillside pre:.ching
pantheism to the idle crowd.
His friends
Johnston and \Veekes are elsewhere; the heroic days of intellectual and spiritual revolt
have
but .£." Inay
be seen, in
Jess roniantic surroundings, cunstantIy preaching the gospel of freedom and idealism.
H •

The first volume lluhlished by Russell
was "Homeward," a collection of songs
intended to be a narrative of his spiritual
adventures. the record of those ecstasies
which mark the search of the S9ul for
the Infinite. As he says in one of his
essays, "the 'quick rhythmic trick' is a
mcnmonic by which· the poet records,
though it he but an errant and faltering
tunc. the inner lTlusic of Ii fc":
His songs have, therefort..\ n sensuous, unearthly note; they do not speak uf """,'S experiences in his normal ullcxalted ,t"te. bllt
of those rare moments of tli,·ine Yisiull .111(1
intuition when his heing is Jissulvc:d in l'C'
static communion with the I·:tl'rnal,
It is
then
feels th"t he is OH<> with t 1e in·
Digitized by
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over,

unfold:

There are other
this volume.

111

truth

? \Vhat reasons can
them?
hand. admit
of nwn is
the same divine
Great Source of all being?

of the

Shall he,
one of these stories?
be
an d V <H',- al.
consequences we
we
suppose

homc:coming

a
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I ,hall he
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that I
"Spirituali"t:'
Tlleo'sohpist, or Occultist forcer of
a
of
one
liberal
Belief.
I hope your health will soon be rees!'lhIi shed.
Yours
JOHN
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::\frs. Besan! never turned her dreams into
as her teacher, Mme. B1avatsky, did.

Mr. Frank
article
much a man of honor and know 1to have
stich a baseless
cruel
on Mme.
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and the "Secret
two volumes, 1888. Of the first named
'-1me
thousand sets were
of the
lifetime. The
'elltailed
years of
lallor on
part.
entire revenue from
less than one thousand dollars.
I
of
.\merican
I"l:ntion.)
the "Secret Doctrine" three thousand sets were
of
her
liietime. and the
of the
ocher for four vears. She never
recei"cd one cent
its issue. It and
her other books. aside from "Isis UnI'eiled. were
the TheoLonowned
don. the stock
\rchihald and
entire
and
them for
She
at
India. in 18i9 and continued
H. S. Olcott in
with
control of that
death in 1891. The ma.gaZitlle
established Ollt
Olcott's
resources and upon it
their
in India there
wa" a loss
them
the
of
rupees.
a small re\'enue--a revenue so
'mall that Colonel Olcott recites in his
'Old
Leaves" that when H. P.
went to
under a doc-

1885
was without means
other than what he sent her; that he sent
per month for two
and
then ceased
her money as
had
none to send after
expellses.
which she started
London
1888 and
till her death,
its deficits

on
she ever gave, for
any
atIor'r!c<I, for any letlers
ever
lecture
eyer delivered.
contrary. she
all that
til;le. denergy, life
cause
held dear and
beneficiaries in eyerv
perland. known and unknown to
1874
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But
art.
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how different a horizon stretches
I
and more
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with almost
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FALSE THEOSOPHY.
The Theosophical Society has met and
weathered many storms since first it saw
the light in 1875. It encountered the bitter hostility of materialistic science, and
slowly and surely overcame it. It incurred the unrelenting hatred of theological orthodoxy, and worsted it. Opposition from without and dissensions
irom within were its daily diet. None
the less it thrived amazingly, and not
only established the outlines of its philosophy in the popular mind, but it threw
open the door and made safe the road
to a dozen dilutions and imitations.
Some of them were harmless, and may
even have been beneficent. Others were
perversions, and used the theosophical
dress to disguise their poisons. All this
was to be expected. It was a part 'of the
price. It was a procedure to which history could find a hundred precedents.
The real danger to Theosophy was to
be found in none of these. Not through
such agencies is the real attack ever to
be expected. It comes persuasively and
insidiously, and it makes its appeal to
friendship, to comradesliip, and to
loyalty. It poses as a growth, a develop, IDmt, and an advance. And it offers the
1In'be of wisdom, power, and immunity.
The latest warning of mischief comes
fG us from a pamphlet entitled "Theoso,
and Pseudo-Theosophy," issued by a
t· tilember of the Adyar Society. We have
our suspicions that the Adyar

t....
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Society was rapidly divesting itself of
the last traces of theosophical philosophy and was plunging into the quagmire
of superstition and pretense, but we were
not aware that things were quite so bad
as this pamphlet would portray. Certainly they could hardly be worse. If
the writer of the pamphlet in question
is well informed, and he seems to be, his
closing words are well justified. He
says, "It is high time that Theosophists,
even at the cost of sacrifice of devotion
to their leaders, should wake to the fact
that the devil, when he can not make use
of the snares of the world and the flesh,
can not tempt with personal ambition,
still has many a tool for turning the disciple from the Path, and I am convinced
this whole movement, backed though it
is by Adyar, is one of them. It is one
of the most suhtle devices of 'Satan the
Counsellor.' "
These are strong words, but they seem
to be justified. And so we may ask, who
is "Bishop" Leadbeater? Who is "Bishop" Wedgwood? Are these persons
Theosophists, and if so whence did they
get their ridiculous titles? Since when
have there been "bishops" in the Theosophical Society? Who created them,
and what are their functions?
A lingering hope that this disgusting
nonsense is no more than an exhibition
of childish vanities, a mere prancing
ahout of infantile conceits, is rudely dispelled by examination into the claims of
these bishops. The writer of the pamphDigitized by
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A STORY FROM THE DEAD.
In one
newspapers on the death
has some in..'din.".
to make.
that the great editor could
wonderful story if
he were
to
so.
he asks, would
the circulation
H crald tomorrow if the
announcement
made in the
Bennett,

l1\Ir.
nounce iu his own newspaper that tomorrow he will relate
what haJpp<:ned
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1';x:pectcll1t of a thrush.

have

as
Stead,
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SUllJp(Jsed to have communicated
times
his death. but
to say that was
in
value with what
he was still on earth. It
feared that a communication from
Bennett would be
that the
a
mournful
but
not conduce to
lion.
For
should
dead man know
more than a living- one?
should we
assume that the consciousness is bathed
because
a
flood of
?
in a material
and death are so
almost
believe

sug-

came with a quesli0J1,
Adventurous to find
Some remnants
the
That God had left behind.
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materialism. The
their teacher. He was never the "unarbiter" that the author
seems to think:

to

the
you
"We shall lie down to
dawns with
the
of the sea floats in
-Rabindranath
THE NEW DEATH.
Winifred.
"The
New Death" in the current
of the
Atlantic
says that the war has
shocked us into a novel realization
the
of death.
other
the
knew little of death
an
occasional bereavement. But now the
numbers of the
dead
our

We do not believe that the war has
caused
men and women to believe that
dead live.
have always believed it. A new realization may

There
much to
aufrom the trenches.
tion exists for the survival of sOlnc1thing.
may not self-immolation exist for
survival of

IRISH RELIGION.

The religion of
soldier is a denial
of all the
materialism and the effect
upon those that survive must be the
same:
After decades
ticism ill
some
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or that the dead warrior will use
are hut the
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lief
the
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A
It was inevitable that some readers
5hould be annoyed by our adverse comments on the pseudo-Theosophy that is
exciting the contcmpt and derision
(Ji the world.
1'\one the less we are so
far impenitent that we intend to continue a policy of protest wherever it
,hall seem necessary to defend Theosophy against pretense, vanity, and impo5ture.
Theosophy was given to the world as
an elaborate and comprehensive argument for human brotherhood, and for its
practice as the beginning and the end
of all human attainments. For this we
have the reiterateu assertions of the
Fotmders of the Society and we do not
admit that their authority has been in
any way delegated, transmittcd, or inherited. They stand unapproached and
unapproachable. There is no one with
authority to change their policy. to add
tf) it, or to take from it. And al1 claims
to the contrary are the result of ignorance, or conceit, or both. and sometimes
with the addition of conscious imposture.
Theosophy does not encourage psychism. On the contrary it believes it to
he dangerous and misleading.
Theosophy has nothing to say about
"invisible helpers." It will usually be
found that the "invisible helper" is particularly careful to abstain from any visihle help to any living heing. It will also
he found that the "invisihle helper" is
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usually saturated with conceit and spiritual pride. The dead can not be helped
except by a careful performance of duty
to the living. and while there is perfect
liherty of opinion upon this and al1 other
matters we have no right to label our
indolent superstitions as Theosophy any
morc than we have a right to cal1 them
Darwinism.
Theosophy docs not admit any sort of
spiritual authority. or the right of any
one to promulgate "tcachings." There
is only one credential to mcmbership in
the Society and that is a willingness to
preach and practice human brotherhood.
Theosophy has nothing to say about a
"coming Christ,"
Any memher has a
right to helieve what he pleases in this
respect or to waste his time in idle speculation. There is no one now visihle who
knows anything about it. and those who
profess to have knowledge have thereby
proved that they have none. AmI it may
he said that all those who claim to be
leaders, or teachers, or to be illuminated,
or initiated, or ordained. or tp he wiser
than others, or to have access to knowledge that is denied to others, are blind
leaders of the blind, misled by their own
vanities and by their own superstitions.
Spiritual knowledge is always humble.
unohtrusivc, and diffident.
Theosophy docs not teach that eith('r
health or wealth are to he ohtained hv
spiritual mcans, or that the desires
the lower nature are to be gratified.
Douhtless we have now givcn cause
Digitized by
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for further offense to those who are unable
think without the
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in those who seek to
and deference
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more than others.
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lernal
And accept
from any source whatsoever unless
to
to be true. The mistakes
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self-reliance do not matter.
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THE SOUL'S IMMORTAL SEARCH.
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think with
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-J oltn Davies (
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world
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under heaven she can not
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That with her
nature doth
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She can not in this world contented
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?
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Or.
mind?

was not vext

a bee which among weeds doth
Which seem sweet
fresh and
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on
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with lustre

aunt
therefore unaccountahle for

and tasteth
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with none, doth rise and
away.
when the soul finds here
content,
And like Noah's
can

own
true
sure

doth return from whence she first
was sent,
And flies to him who first her
did make.
all souls have a

not their
or omission, but his
should a
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and
for as
"The Moon is the
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are
science to believe with
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under the Sun
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THEOSOPHY
THE OLD
CATHOLIC CHURCH.
The
summed up
"First the

may be
of
the ear, then the
in the car, which
the stages of natural
unfoldment. The
com in the ear is
the
of the
self-evolution
man: he has attained his full
1
stature, he has reached the
lution which is-liberation-from mattel'; and he has
further need of rehe
remain in
for a
Gautama
until his

over a considerable
of time and
when the full consummation of
has arrived there may

to the
individual: and this
manifestation.
or
all
words, the seven
swallows all other sounds,
then are heard no more.
seven manners of the inner he,aY«MII"
transmuted
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therein" and this is the
of selfor, in other words--LiberaIl00.

As I have said
when one
reaches this stalge-li/molt with their own
Self-<me has almost lost the
their
self.
still
but the indi"iduaJ is conscious that the moti:ve comes
from the
the lower and
Self. that
nate. but One. As
self I can do
self alone he could
individual is conscious of
One, in the Eternal; he neither
the
nor in the future'
(ems
very little in the
he does in the past, after
past lives.
This little sketch
an
what
that
is the evolution of
of attainment thI'ough
that one
enters
follows it tuttil he reaches
conscious immorif he does not attain it in this life
that he will attain
in some
he
SOllllcthiing to strive
set be-

REINCARNATION.
reluctance of so-called New
writers to ind12de reincarnation
among their other
from the theostorehouses is doubtless due to
their desire to conciliate
as
well as to preserve their own credit for
Reincarnation
beto the ages, and he who teaches
it can
claim the laurels of the
whereas
easy to
The

and still to pose as a discoverer.
But at last we have a volmne on New
that ventures upon a direct asB.
sertion of Reincarnation. Mr.
Wilson in his "The Man of TOmCirrlYw.
R. F. Fenno & Co.,
avows fhat
conclusions on the nature
of the human soul are the result of his
PYnp,ri"n",." in
incarnations. It
doubl:1e!.s Mr. Wilson
Perso,nally we are inclined
are
result of readwritin,,.,, of H. P.
but
to our own

of
his
de-
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the ocean and
form and essence, and
to universal nature.
Now this is all
nice and Mr. WiIson has a
to adduce the evidence of
of reincarnation, although ....'rnh,,.hl',,
would never
have heard
or of any
of which he writes but for
But when Mr. Wilson
of rounds and races
of the dissame
coverer it seems time to call a halt and to
ask him if he thinks it honest to co:mp,ile
a book almost
from
ments of
with his own
and to claim credit for or:igi:tlality
further
research. It
to Mr. Wilson
when he quotes
the great world writers as well as from
the smaller writers of
he
at
least
their names N,'cr",rtl"
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Out
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Under the brown roofs
Yet
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In anone
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threads of human

I am the ancient one, the m:;m}'-nan,aelJ,
The merciful am I.
Here where the black
bends above
the sea
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to mefor'esll0r'e where the corals
Fishes of
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And carven
Green as the fretted
of the weeds.
after age, I watch the
sails
pass.
after
I see
come once
more
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grass,
The white crane
shore.
small
Goddess am I of heaven and
town
the beaches brown.
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And here the children
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to
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done!
mercy is my

of sorrow and of
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L.
Pickthall.
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The whole order of Nature evinces a
prclli!ressive march towards a
life.
in the action of the
see:minglly b'lin<lest forces.
shalt thou be
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Let
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ceed or
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MATERIALISM.
Francis GI·iel·son.
The difference between materialism of
the state and materialism of the individual is not difficult to define.
The cry of "Deutschland ueber Alles" meant that the Prussians believed
were able to dominate the world
impe,siltlg' their mode of materialism on
all other
while the materialism
of the
the
and
the American is based on
Both modes are illusions.
The instinct of wClrslhio is inherent ill
all
Men must reverence
when
cease to revthe Church
for
fix on
else.
or Kultur worshilDller:s. or wc,rslhiplpe'rs at the shrine of

after
the difference between the
of self and the worof
and kaisers? A man who
lives for
lives for
Idealism is
A man can not
live for himself and have any ideals.
And horrible as the moloch of materialistic statecraft
it
of the individual.
The millions of deluded
who
their
to Czar
Kaiser
still believed there were individuals better than themselves and
of all
reverence.
could still
when
hour for the
of
idols
that in all
believed
their
to be God's chosen instruments on earth. But it is not so with the
individual. The
in the
of the indlividu:d
is
own
hour.
himself
has
In Russia
while outside of himself all
void.
the
in
the Kaiser
And so,
the first time
lies Kultur, in other countries the
two forces of Mammon are at
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money
the control
the world. One
two
Prussia
the state, elsewhelre must be
And then what? It
adore money.
is not
that
headed
is it, asks the London
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and the
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"in the German attitude towards
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lions with
and science to support
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?
German materialism disBut what
"What is
in
the world in control
aPlJeairs and
what ol:ltllli'eilrhs the many excellencies
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its
that
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that case the new order would be
which
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better than the ald.-From "Illusiolls
death."
and Realities
the War. Published
Materialistic culture
men,
the John, Lalit: Coml'allV
but does not
them; cultivates
them, but does not free them; creates a
in
state.
defies
and And I know not if,
be allowed to man,
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out
three sounds he frame, not
carried to the limit wlllch
a
but a star.
recent years, breeds
and a
con- Consider it well: each tone of our scale
in itself is
tempt for all that is
in human
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nature. What makes the Prussian
soft.
all is
so
is that it is
conmix it with two
to so much in the modem Give it to me to use
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world."
And
!
have heard and seen:
Materialism in the individual
in no
consider and bow the head!
way
the Kultur of the state,
but on
contrary more
because less disinterested than
the
In Devachan the
state. As the writer in the Times preneeded to make it a
:;ents the case: "It is more
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and. for the great mass
manemboclied lMonad.-H. P. BlGfVa,fsk:}'.
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CREEDS.
\\'hy. asks a kindly correspondent, do

!

,
I

I

you denounce creeds while Theosophy it«Ii is full of creeds? Every statement
In the "Secret Doctrine," for example,
,,; a creed for the faithful and a dogma
('-.r the devout, and many of them seem
'luite as incredible as those offered for.
"ur acceptance by the orthodoxy of the
\Vhy should we be charged
with superstition for accepting the dogma of transubstantitiation and at the
..:lme time credited with wisdom for belu:ving in the septenary chain of worlos
..r the historical realitv of Lemuria?
What is the difference? •There is all the
difference in the world. Orthodoxy demands that we accept upon faith certain
unverifiable assertions, and threatens us
with pains aDd penalties if we do not
accept them. Many of those as!>ertions
are not only unverifiable. but also incredible, and it would sometimes seem
that the merit of belief is in the same
ratio with their incredibility. Theosophy
,Iemands no belief whatever except in
human brotherhood. It makes no threats.
Your future will be unaffected hv \'our
belief or disbelief in the septenar): c'hain
IJi worlds. or Lel1luria, or the existence
oi Adepts, or the First Logos, or anything else. 1\ othing matters except your
thoughts and your deeds. Your beliefs
;(rl" of no importance except in so far as
tht\' inflnenec conduct.
Let us suppose that you ask a pro-
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fessor of chemistry to solve for you some
chemical problem. He will doubtless do
so. He will fumish you with the information that you need. But his reply
does not constitnte a creed. It does not
become a dogma, no matter how readily
you lIlay accept it. or how implicitly )OU
may believe it. The information that he
giv'es you is the result of his own study
and research and his knowledge is attainable by any human being who will
comply with the necessary conditions.
indeed the mission of the professor is
to aid and encourage others to acquire
the same knO\-v1edge that he himself possesses. He is willing to place his acquisitions at the service of those whose inclinations or capacities may lie in other
directions, but he is willing to teach his
methods to all who wish to learn. He
ofters his knowledge tu those to whom
it may be useful, but his chief wish is
that they shall acquire it for themselves. He imparts facts to those who
may need them, hut he prefers to impart
the way tu knuwledge. The mathematician who tells us the distance frum
the earth tu the sun will evcn more readily explain and teach the methods of calculation hI' which he attains his results.
.\nd we shall acccpt the ligures that he
gi\'es us. not as a creed or a dugma. but
hccausc wc helievc in the science oi
mathematics and in his masterv of it.
evcn though we may not ha\'c' the in,
c1ination to master it for onrselves, The
st'iencc
is open to cvery OIlC. 1t
Digitized by
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everyone. It is not
It
revelation.
.. with the rules of aC(luisit:ion and
it is yours.
So
with the so-called "teacllinjgs"
of
are not put
ward as
or revelations
from heaven.
include information with
let us
to .LX""" I,d,
are
as the
of certain
of attainment, antI those meth·
ods are not secret nor exclusive.
arc not
Those who offer
"here are some of the
them
fruits
that is attainable
every
with the
You may accept
to you. Or
that seems
the
and

you
is

as a
reasonableness and
to make
in other
the
will wil.lingly tell you the
the earth to the sun,
more
which he has made
this bears no
creeds of
unverifiable.
Iieved,
can
be
devotee.
must be received wilthrmt
the
of an
to reason.
Those who
them for our consideration do not themselves know them
to be true.
do not
received
as an act of faith
transmit them.
that reason and faith
The more incredihle the
more merits
the

offered
our intelit may
it assumed that we shall
our intellectual
have an
not invilest human
of
India, for ex,lmj)Ie--\v'Qu'ld
all the cardinal nrill,"i"I,-" of
known as the
of TheosoThe current beliefs of
the
of
contain all
"Gita" is
the text-book
The
shads are read
the Orient. But these facts have not
India from an almost incredible
of
and sloth. Thanks
to the
and
human mind
have been found
consistent with the
of the
Brahmins and with
hideous evils
Suttee and child
Intellectual
belief has no
conduct unour intelon tlle
to have had little
upon
beman is
advana helief in reincarnation. Probof India believe imin reincarnation. but
go
tl1l1gl;iinjg.
it seems that
are
mllumerahle
who are saturated with the
of their
with
ideals of an
and who are
to
the dust and to kiss the feet
the first
that is offered to
value has been their

the
th.
nol

but to Cl1al1lg:C
to this eu(
conduce. Btll
do so.
without em
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and insistence. The mission of
inculcate human broththat
furnished
facts as reincarnano more than reasons for hubrotherhood. I f we accept the facts
fail to
them then
as well never have heard of
at all. There is not one
among the thousands advanced
!l1eoslJ,hvy that has any other undclrlvinl!
to sustain and demonstrate
To
the
an

THE ASTRAL

.\LL MEA:t\S TO
in a para[lle, the
met another traveler.
man demanded of the

\nd the
'ra"cler:
to ?H
"Where are YOU
traveler"Xow I come to think of it, I don't

"

this in-

to
anman.
said:
you
asked yourself
are
to?
"I have not."
"But do
mean to tell me."
te'ited the
man, now irritated.
to all this
of trains and
asked
the traveler
start and I
was, as too
and
ab-

of souls
from
forms withollt the
connected thf'TP'with

world is
old
man's acts
for many millions
the /\.stral
the Astral
ami
so those
allow'ed for, it is useless to try to
but in the
of the
sometimes arc
a class of
and
course from the
there is a
he
until
comr,lel:e
or extinction of that
the
of certain
hal ceases to have
which it once
know not
to
more about
not useful or necessary.

ISO
WHAT IS
Wilton Hack of

?

into
mall

soul
man's evolutil
becomes inunort,
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soul. And not till that soul
refined.
and sanctified
crucifixion of the Christ end.
each
of
from the cross and is
the soul in
; but
animals had to reincarnate
order that
t"

reincarnate

in
this. in
this
all
order to reach
a\\"aitinlZ our arrivaL
the "Human
me, and the articles
Samskaras. vou will sec in these additional
what
reasons' and argumcnts
eXI)('Jcted of and from us.
:\fan. then. is a comillex
('\'cr since the
Man. first. that
whom is all
who acts
to the immortal
mind in man which has
irom the
of the
<;('iousness.
advert
Christ elements as the
<livides itself into
The
is that mental C011SciOtlsness
that
more
under the
iluence of the Christ, and the lower
IInder the influence of the
out
...hich it sprung. This
would
mdeed be
a t ; hut
the line
distinct and

is much more
three
I

Thus

have the
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this triune aspect. That which contacts
world is your lower
That which
withIn is your soulcontacts the
Mind. Your soul
better than
lowest self. The submind is
nobler and more
advanced than the
\Ve are
and better
than we

AIR.
tions report
of
and eXI>IO!;iorls
can not account.
some as

time
its
which
the
the
indicated
be
have
around
teen miles
Outsicie
radius
vibrations can not
demonstrated
the
which
\Veather Bureau has used for a number
of years to
in the
of temfrom all this eviderlce.

we have the deduction: The earth is a
ball
around
an
of air fifteen miles
an
which must have
all
the sounds that have been made since the
world
The
is. where are those
sounds?
must be somewhere.
the radius
fifteen miles.
must be
unless their vibrations have died out. and
recent
have sho\'\t"tl. it is
that vibration
contended. the
is the real
movement. The
the wireless is
over
miles; so that. even at this comin electrical science.
that
are
to
operators
vibrations.
"breaks"
their
sounds.
which seem almost
and which
can not be accounted for on any other
than that of some
connected with the
vibrations
other
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ones.

The

of Brahma
absorbed nor

an
art-is an addil:io:nal
tional nature of the phen'o!l1lenon.

the animal-whose
the im1passaulle
and
human mind in its
aswhence comes it, if be not a porin some rare
of
essence
of

of
\Vhat

WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE.
We pro<luce Causes, and there awaken

cor:rcsl=loncling

of

elary system.
Spiri:tmllil:v is on its
animal or

are, and
it from

far is M1{sticism
the surmounted
it attain its
future.-Dll

The Themlophical
at New York

which
founded
three well-defined

vVI""""', VIZ

To form the nU<;ICtlS
without distinction of race,
Second-To
the
reli"gio,ns. l)hilosl)!>IJies, and

Universal Brotherhood
caste, or color.
and
imll>011<1l1Ce of that
laws of Nature and the

powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or
TUAN TRUTH, Hence in
of all
restriction is
mentall>rJincilJlle--Urnivelrsal

with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER

in its work are to be found
none whatever.
to its one fnndato be held
hold their
felloll\Hll,emlbelrs the

is believed that
foes to human
all branches of
uViii11.<",,," wherever
found
and
an 1tI1flillcllillig
condemnation of vice in every fOfm and of all that tends to feed or propagate it.
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SUBCONSCIOUSNESS.
The modern ps)'chologist ought to enlarge his vocabulary. He ought also to
attempt something in the way of classification and subdivision.
What can he mean, for example, by
the subconsciousness and the subliminal?
Obviously he means some sort of mind,
since he is dealing with psychology and
with physiology. But surely mind
lIlJplies consciousness. A mind that is
unconscious can not be a mind at all.
may almost say that mind and conare convertible terms. There
may be a consciousness that is not mind,
but certainly there can be no mind that
IS not consciousness.
How, then, can
there be a mind that is sub, or under,
consciousness'? It is hard to imagine a
more clumsy or meaningless term.
There may be a consciousness of which
we are not aware, but certainly there can
be no consciousness that is not consciQus. We may not be aware of our
dr;am states, but they can not be unconor they would not be. dreams.
\\'e may not be aware of a preceding
state of delirium or of insanity, but asSU:edly they were not states of unconSCIOusness. Indeed it would be well to
dismiss the term unconsciousness altogether as applied to the mind. The mind
may pass from one state of conscious; ness to another, and be oblivious of all
save one. But the mind can never be
unconscious.
But if the psychologist is determinl;d

Price Five Cents

to retain a barbarous term, he ought at
least to subdivide it. It means too much.
It is too inclusive. If one speaks of the
animal kingdom we wish to know if a
microbe or a mastodon is referred to, a
quadruped, a biped or a reptile, a fish or
a mammal. Generic terms may do well
enough for general purposes, but for
careful study we need specification and
classification.
Is the subconscious superior or inferior to the normal mind. higher or
lower, better or worse? Of what value
is it in the scheme of things? What are
its functions? Where did it come from,
and what will happen to it at death? Is
it a god or a devil, useful or mischiev":
ous?
Here we look in vain to the ps)'chologist for light or leading. The subconsciousness' has become a term to be applied indiscriminately to every state of
consciousness that happens to be abnormal. Saintship and sin are equally due
to the subconsciousness. Sometimes it
functions as a god, and sometimes as a
mischievous and irresponsible ape. It
hoards up forgotten experiences as a
magpie hoards pebbles, and does not
know what to do with them. Genius is
due to the subconsciousness, and so is
degeneracy. It is a vast warehouse that
treasures dust and diamonds with an
equal solicitude. It furnishes the ecstasy
of the saint and the ravings of the
maniac. It will solve your problems for
you while you sleep, and pre ent you as
Digitized by

oog e
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and so far we ncec
thanks to the
re·
The mind of man, like
oscillates betwecr
it are the un·
con·

below it are the unfath·
of the animal and the evil
\Ve may get
either. \Ve rna)
even learn to ascend and to descend
will. But to
the
th,
same name to the two,
intel·
as to
the North and the
Poles.
THE
OF THE DEAD
The dead man stood
the
throne
Wherefrom the ju'dglne'nt of the dead

ill our
crime
inter))retation is
to
subconsciousness
lurks on the
demon. But is
And when that
find on the other
chamber filled with

he be\vildlered. "wher
These evil
whereof I am accused
sore
been
but with·
stood.
From SP()!i.lti(lI1 I withheld my
And slew not.
my heart was
\vith hate.
Riches have
that men
sire
I have put from
for a blameless life
And
broken heart attesl
thll'0l11gh life withoul
in sorrow He who rules

what is its desire
its own! VV'herefore
much in

T.

de·

Grass in the Pa'l,'emc"t:'
E. Buh/cr. PIiWished

&
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TREASON.
The
passage is extracted
from an article entitled "\Voman Enin the

the Atlantic

we are
but
to seek it.
her occupation gone in Great Britain,
women have
constructive
and part of
Effort" she
the
and from Australia came a
;>[;j,intive
she was buzzing
the
!<lreets of
within the
:trea. At the
a
hetrayed the
who was
especial blend of theand treason to the scandalized natives
In vain the Madras government
explaiDed to
that she

were
the authorities murmured
that she would "move on."
In vain
autborities of Adelaide made the same pato Mrs. Pankhurst.
end
.Mrs. Pal.Okhulrst was
wonl.<i--hresisted arrest":
"'as
from
:nerly

dill. and great Atl!ltlralila
their unwelcome
-The landlord tben
.. isbed tlley would go
preaed

With
Besant's treasonable utterances we have no concern except to express our detestation of them. But with
.'.frs. Besant's identification of her treaS(mahle utterances with
we
have much concern. Let it then be said
that
as
have no interest whatsoever in
nor are
more concerned with
India than with
any other country. Mrs. Besanfs
which she
identifies with
treason is a
of her own invention. It bears
the
resemblance to the true Tllec,sophy, For
be a
time past it
mixture of
and priiesl:crllft.
treason
That
should be
a matter of
imto remain silent while Theosois thus
identified
powers of

THE PROMISE OF AIR.
An occult novel
Blackthe
of
intended and deliberated message.
the
is
different and
Le Valloll"
struck a note of its own. So did "The
Wave."
now we have "The Promise
of Air," with its sketch of a new age
where new powers shall
a realizaa human
born amid the wreck
worlds.
The hero is
agent who is
mner
little dallgnlter

breath, and
exhaustible reserve
mensions--height,
Time has only one--Iellgth .
forwards only, never
right.
hurts
leaned

taking

be corltinued

of
nor hesitation.
one's chance. It
mind.
to dream:

uro,itinO'

The

for cOlltit1lual
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a characteristic of the present race, and
But
yet movement
so
must somehow be commensurate
with the desire:

the

knowledge.

Wimble and his datlgl1iter are attracted
to a
of the
The
is a
railroad conand with an unHe expl,lin,s
certain use
to his audience that the Sun
in 1881 and
He

undeyour neigh-

about the
is etert"v,'rvthinO' in it. And
the natural inhlabiitallt
the
has its heart in the centre of its
That
fact is much
sized:

he
be

And then comes

of thEII
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THE TWO VOICES.
For how should I for certain hold
Because
so
That I

lower lives I camebecame
frameI
my weaker lot
For
not our first year
?
The haunts of memory echo not.

That
Like glirnps,cs
Of
here:
Of
know not where;
Such as no larlgtlagre may declare.
In a
man wrath lasts for a moment; in a middle man for two hours in
a base man
and a
in a
great sinner unti! de,aUI.--Sansk:rit.
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DEITY.
In incense before
He
In the blue smoke of the
curls.
He dwells in the
of the
He is in the lotus.

He
DU:UU,i1d

i

The delicate
He sways.
Over the roofs of
He stalks.
He is in the moon mirrored in a
He
in the

011

pealco,cks He a
sunflowers He a rose.
above an adoration of candles.
a cross.
-Louis Gilmore.

based 011
and on Iifethe
This Law-whether

in
Law of Retribution.
or
nothing and no one. It exists from and
for it is
itsincc no act can
cowith
it can not be said to
act, for it is Action itself. It is not
which drowns a man, but the
sonal action of the wretch who
and
himself
of the law that governs the ocean's motion. Karma creates
nor does it
It is man
and creates causes, and Karthe
which adjus:tment is not
act. but
hart"",""" ever to resume its

ranee of the
of
workfor the
of his fellow-men.
Karma is an Absolute and Eternal Law
the \V orId of Manifestation; and as
there can
be one
One
eternal ever-present
believers in
Karma can not be
as Atheists
Materialists--still less as
for Karma is
with the Unknowable.
of which
is an
its effects
in the
world.
or rather
connected with
then, is the Law of
or of the rerncarnahon of the
same
in a
almost
series of Pers{)n,.Iities. The latter are like the various
characters
the same actor,
with each
actor identifies
himself and is identified
the
for the
of a few hours. The
or real
who personates those characters, knows the whole time that he
Hamlet
for the brief
of a few
however, on
of
TPI)TPC:P"t the whole life
Hamalso that he was, the
the transformaa still
the
to Ix:
actual life
hut too
the permanent Indiu'.,I"·,I;.,,,
aware of
and it is
of the
that that knowlitself on th,:

The wise man is free from
filled with bliss. He fears nOlthlng
Without
true
there
no other
those desirous of liberation for
the
of conditioned Ii
When all the differences created
iI,
have heen
there remaim
a
s(lmethillg which
fixed. without
immeasurable'
without
withol;
inclestructible.-Sllankara.
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science called
some similar
that ethnic faiths
BudMohammedanism are real reof
not
Chrisnew
There was indeed in the last c,""uu,v_
when some
of these religillns
and their
to reach
average reader in our Western
a
artless and uncritical
Idealiii:atioI1, when what was non-Christian and unfamiliar was for that very
reason
a value
status often
unrelated to
actual content.
were too often transmutawith little or no critical sense of
and
sermons
ethical
ConUUUUUd., or
would not
for their own.
this sentimental
and the cornpa:rative
has come
method as
any of
Universities and
C'bristian
devoted to this :scIence.
interIJlation,dly em:inellt scholars
A. Montgomery.
members of this
ment united last winter to
a course
of
lectures on
of the
Past and
" fourteen in
the most
faiths
from
of

Professor
in some
is less satisf;lctlJry than the
one
Professor Arthur Howland. These come
at the end of
volume
do not in
any way look down with the ancient
upon
rivals. Rather
here is
and impartial
scientific

o could I tell
o could I

How should
it,
till he hrinu,,,th
been

believe it!
have seen I
ye receive
where I have

M)'sticism claims to be able
the
without
and is pel'su:ade:d
of love and
which
Listen within vOllr,;ch,cs and look into
and Time. There
the infinitude of
can
heard the
of the Constellathe voices of
Numbers, and the
harmolly of the Splileries.--J:j'ertnes.
where my soul

its

The The:osoJphic:al
which was fouuded
at New
three well-defined
UUleCUi. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HtllU,lnity,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
relllgjolDs, phlilO!iophiels, and
the ;nl1f\n,"b"rp of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
prclfellso:rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
respoll1sible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
tol,era.tio,n
which
in turn should show for the views of others.
believed that
and
is asked from all member!! as a
since it
foes to human
dOlgmatislll and intoleraflce have
been
and all branches of
The
therefore
all
dOlgmatism wherever
and
an unlflinchi.ng
found
condemnation of vice
and of all that tends to feed or propagate it.
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THE :\'EW DEATH.
\\"inifred Kirkland. wntlllg in the AIialllic M olllhly. tt'lls liS with no IIncertain
loice that if our soldiers in Europe know

how to die we ollght at least to know
how to live;
Ii in the tire and the Illud "out there" men
dis<:over things to' give them joy and
! faith. surely we at home can emulate a little
.i their serenity. As we read the records of
:heir hearts. as we meet corresponding experitnce in our own, we know that no holocaust
,,'" unseli the soul, and that the deathless
pri\ile;(es of friendship and of kinship and
,j the beauty of nature can he interrupted,
:rtj\ never destroyed.
on

The soldier. says the author. seems to
ha\'e no doubt about survival. He has
'hat utter inner confidence that gives
((jurage and derides wounds and death;
There is. however. in the fourfold sense of
;un-ival to be studied in soldier recordscomradeship of idealism. expectation of glad
:cJventure. the reassurance from the vitalit)
"j nature. the consciousness of something
eternal at the centre of the soul-little that is
!'1initely personal, just as there is little that
;'J;(j(csts the old conventional doctrines either
,.,j sci"nce or of theology.
In contrast there
fashes hefore us the warm personal hope of
[jonald Hankey, in his last recorded words:
!i wounded. B1ighty. If killed, the Resur·
rl'ction !"

The war has brought no new revcla·;on. says l\liss, Kirkland, but it has
I,rought to those who survive a new attiturle toward death;

l'- .,." ,.

:\fter decades of materialism. a new nwsti·
c;;m is beinl{ born. All of us today perc'eive

0"'
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destruction or our regeneration? . . . The
new thinl{ ahout faith today is that it is
voluntarily intuith'e. and that its mysticism
is not contemplati\'e, hut active. This mysticism is conscious. The scielllitic, the ma·
terialistic attitude was a stage of R'rowth ordained for our adolescence, hut it did not indicate the maturity that we thought it did.
. \Ve do not aTj.,'ue ahout survi\al: we
accept it.
Uni\ersal destruction has swel,t
from us every other depen<lcnce. It is frankly
an experiment, this new spirituality, this new
adjustment. this New Death. For the first
time in the world, millions of people are
makinR' the adYCl1turc of faith, cnR'TOssed in
thc effect of immortality. the effect of God,
not as a dogma of the next world, hut as a
practice for this one. There is nothing new
ahout immortality, there is nothing new about
God, there is e\,crything new in the fact
that we are :It last wilting to live as if we
helieved in both. This is the religion of the
;-';ew Death.

\Ve do not know quite what Miss
Kirkland means when she says that materialism was "ordained" for us except
as all diseases are "ordained:' 1\'1 aterialisll1 was a moral and mental leprosy
and like all moral and mental maladies it
was certain to find physical expression.
To describe it as a stage of evolution
may he gratifying to our vanities, hut it
does not commend itself to wisdom. \Ve
allowed science to search for the soul
with pick and shovel, and we creduiously
apljlauded its verdict that the soul did
not exist. Relieving that we had no
souls we helieved also that rapine was
the law of life. \Yhy not? IVlaterialism
took the form of
on its higher
and insensate grel'ds. On its
Digitized by
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of the
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mental research,
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viz:
To form the lIucleus
wi thout distinction
race,
Second-To promote the
rellgiclI1s, philos()phies, and scie:nce:s.
To
powers latent ill man.
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Brotherhood of
caste, or color.
and other Eastern Iite:ra1lufes,
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Nature and
no creed or
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PALLADI};O.
The obituary notice of Eusapia Pallaino. reprinted from the London Times,
,hich appears elsewhere in this issue, is
I just summary of the career of a rebubble medium. Its writer, being a
IIan of discernment. sees nothing incon:mous in the facts that Mme. Palladino
,roduced genuine phenomena and also
she was addicted to trickery and
laud. Mediumship, in the majority of
nstances, is a disease, and it produces
nental and moral irresponsibility. The
lledium is not in control of her own
Iorces--«berwise she would not be a
IIerlium--and when she finds herself trn10 produce the phenomena that she
paid to produce we may con·
expect a resort to trickery. This
15 one of the conditions that we have to
bee. Mme. Palladino was a poor
woman and she frankly sold her carious
capacities to the psychic investigator
"hen opportunity offered. Caveat Emplor.

•

PRAYERS.
It is not easy to understand why it
slloald be considered necessary or even
dNrable to publish volumes of prayers
on the supposition that the author
01 the prayers is in need of the money
that will accrue to him from the sale of
lhe book. The need that must be expressed for us by another. of which we
bt rnnin<led by another, can not be
01 a very insistent or emergent kind, and

• Price Five Cellta

we may even find something grotesque in
the idea of a supplication that is read
from the printed page.
But that, at the moment, is not the
question. In front of us is a little volume of prayers. the work of an eminent
divine, and published for the use of
those who are weary of "endless argument." We note that the volume is
copyrighted, and that "all rights are reserved." These prayers are therefore
the legal property of their author, and
we are unable to quote from them--even
if we should wish to do so-without incurring the pcnalties of the law.
But it is thc preface with which we
are more particularly concemed. and
from this we may permit ourseives a
single excerpt:
Preparalion for prayer is almost more important than prayer itself. That preparation
ought to include some effort to compose the
mind by bring"ing it to silence. This need
not be of any great duration. hut it ought to
be attained before one goes any further.
Some peol>le find this very difficult to accomplish; the modern mind can do anything but
be still. They are not helped by the advice
of
pseudo-mysticism,
which
recommends
concentration without providing anything on
which to concentrate. But it offers what is
sound enouKh advice when it recommends certain devices such as mental listening to the
tickinK of a clock for a few seconds, or
counling one's breathinK. though there is
nothin/{ mysterions or mystic ahout such practices; they simply sulliee to
the attention of certain areas of mental actidty and
thus 1ea,·e others free for their higher functions.

How typical of the dcrical mind.
Digitized by
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which first dispal'ag1es
Weare not aware
of mysor
which recommends concentration without
on which to concentrate.
is the author. There are certain
systems of mental control and de'lfel,ooment which advocate the aCl'luisition
the
of concentration which
then
to any desirable
as we may
arm without

The

We doubt if
in its
anyone human
more with
the aforesaid reservation-eould have
Trueblood" and A
Curran has no
Her friends descrihe her as of
But she
are distinctive
the
and that would decertain
mand a
modern author.
lines on
What
To
any of
the current
to be
foolish. To babble about the subconscious or elementals
not "fill the
bill.
To
these books is futile
and
say?
THE
REVELATION.
Sir
Conan
with a reminder that
tions even to the most brilliant
and that a marked Cal)acity
direction is no
find that same ca!)acity
it may be said
our common human
tion to
a
a
Arthur
has written
a book about
He calls it
"The New
and we must
assume that
definite
and intention. But
can not discover
what it is. If it is intended as a
the
of
be said
such
time when these ph,enclml:na
the attention of a
tific world. If it
are
these
of the dead. then we can
marvel at the weakness of the evtdence.
And we must marvel still more at the
and bland
that the establishment of the
themselves is P/l'lliv':Jlf'nt
way to a j ustilicalticm
For exa,mple, we find reference to the
feat attributed to the well-known mewho
D. D.
to have
out
window and into anat a
of seventy feet from
Prnh:lhllv the
is a trur
one.
be well 3tllthentical:ed,
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all
Sir Arthur shows a similar
the way
his
For eX;lm:ple,
he quotes from I aCOIIll:n
into the occultism of India.
that the Hindus
on the
were done
the
Sir Arthur at once
elusion that the Pitris are the
dead men and that the Indian phemml.ena
are due to
If he
a little
he would have learned
that the
are not the
of dead
hold
men, and that the Indian
of mediumin abhorrence every
many other
the author
shows a curious in.lbiJity to estimate the
value of evid"ence.
he
says:
One

of a

event?
man
must we
tion?
lieve in
mav become actual
more we are asked to
is true because
fact
true, and
even an effort to establish a
between them. Sir Arthur's int:er.esting
has no more
communion than it has upon
of
and the an:mzing
he does not seem to see
a
dream thereit came from
anybe more incOnlieqllential

of an almost inCOll1flllSicm
be noted.
the
Testacommunion,
were an obvious
we are told. is aras: "Here he

worked no wonders because the
We are asked
were
in faith.
this was not in accordlaw. Of course it
that to
with
conlwe are reminded
munion? And
that Christ
of the sick woman,
"Who has touched me? Much virtue
has
out of me."
savs Sir
is what a
.would
what has that
now. No doubt.
to
with
communion? Or indeed with
else ? We almost
shiver when we remember that these
are
the author
Holmes. But
Sherlock Holmes was a
a "control."
EUSAPIA PALLADINO.
The death is announced from
of the famous
dino.
About this remarkable woman
literature exists, and no name
known in the records of PS:i"Cllical
on the
and in America.
that she

about
stances were
as a kitchenmaid in
to be asked
she served to
eX[lerimelrlt was suc:ce!.sftll,
after she had recovered from
her trance, that the table had risen from
the floor. books untouched
had
about, and a decanter
risen in the air.
The records of her career relate of
manv such "levitations" witnessed and
atte;ted
the most
ohservers. She attracted the attention of the
scientific world in
and in 1891 Lomwith
went to
to inmany other invefitig'ate the

committees folCamand elsewhere
in them iududed
Sir Oliver
and Mme.
finest scientific inwere attracted to
her.
who bas
minute account of her
ph,rsjcal pectllia.rities, confessed to a
gret that
had
"combated
with so much
ties of the facts called
The
observed
her presence
constant levitations
touches,

lost seventeen
breeze is said to
blown
a
small scar on her forehead; a tambourine
three feet from the floor
could be taken
tiona I hands and fowes.
Eu:sapiia
exhibited
but not ....ill.. ":..
appal,ently not a woman of
nor one who un,der'stcloo
ph€:ROlrneI13 which she provoli:ed. If
the attention which she attracted and the
volumes which were written about her
are the test of greatness. she
the greatest of her kind.
resorted on occasion to deliberate
tion is notorious.

If there is instruction
for the

must seek

2IOS
MASTERY.
would not have a
shield me
And set
house of
Sor
with
my

"HOPE TRUEBLOOD.
the New York
whoever or whatas Patience
.
her'

out on a

the
two volumles,
Yost of the St.
has edited the
an introduction in
the
of this

and discusses
teristics and

been manifest in all the
whetber
oo¥els. stories,
or
that
have been ascribed to Patience Worth--a
strong sense of drama and a keen storyinSltin<:t. and both stand out preeminf:ntlly
tale. The dramatic
and

a woman belielred
unmarried. cOIlcerni,ng
father there
of
tongues. That
is
central
of the
but around it are
other
that
wkkedness and crimes and deeds
scenes and
blood and !.ead to
who has
No teller of
his craft could read the
without the keenest admiration for
finished technic with which Patience
W ortb handles this
now
the reader a little
what to exnow
presscent.
as she nears the end,
mystery after
ke,eping up the suspense.
tJlr,oullch al1 the first
hook,
from that
wtlettinJ! the reader's
small disclosures that
to denser
111ere is
which the nartoo, in the way
rator tells her own
from ChlildllO<JK!
and
weaves its de'velopments into
threads out of the
tate becomes as much
of her
mother's
as
of her
in her scenes of
Rome in the

unsee:! pelrsonality

The
one of the earlier
torian era and its scene is an £''''l';''''''''
There is little.
to the costume of
which its date can be
of the men and women ind,icates
the first half of the
Two
have

makes her
of Ii fe,
phIUf,ib]!y character-

all
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tures as did her men and women of an
earlier
and of Bethlehem and
and Rome. But the book
than either of the n...·v;(",,,
easier
ones, because of the modern EIIiglitsli
which it
written. But there are still
minded
evidences of an
PatielrlCE Worth who can not
up certain words and
and
forms
of eX):lrellsion.
There
dane
meated
with a cOrICel[lti<ln
sion of universal
characteristic
Worth's
most seem
be what she
to est'lbli:sh
humans
them that cOllceptil>n
serious
and tra2:e<!ies
the book has much
demure type, a kind
humor that stands out as a characteristic of all of her work and her per-

to lie in
coordinated
blind. In
consltanltly received and
talked with
his visitors
soon found
difficult to realize that he
was not in as full
of his
cal as he was
intellectual fal:ulties.
There was
that he was
adverse conditions.
any
of cheerful
of the
condi-

shut off to so
an extent from
contact with the outside
he came
to live
fuller intellectual
than
would
have been possi'ble to him
normal circumstances.
The
papers were read
mo,rning, as well

amrthinll about his corldiltiolrl,
not seem to be igrlOl'ing
continued to live a
intellectual
under conditions
that would have made this
to
anyone who had not a
character.
He was tlevoted to Yale
loved to
talk about
affairs and
men, about whom he was far better
formed than most of those who are able
to attend alumni
and reunions.
his last class
the
table at which his classmates sat
the
class
was connected
wire with his bedside in
talked with him and sang
old
songs to him as if he had been present.
So
the soul that is not unwolrtIlv
of that vIsIon
the
; freed from deceit and witdler'v
collected
calm. Calmed be the
for her
that
and the tumult
the flesh; ay, all that is about her calm
calm be the
the sea, the
let Heaven
still. Then let her
feel how into that silent Heaven the
Great Soul floweth in. ,
And
man's soul be sure of
when
sUlldenlv she is fitled with
this
and is
and then
know His
old
enters
of one that calleth Him,
futl of
And
for us
Let all
stone becomes a
a
a man; a man. a
beast; a
and the
a God.-Kabbala.
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FRAGMENTS.
From the dawn of
ism in the Eastern
tahlishment of Christianity
cross was
commonest and most
monuments.
Of the several
,arieties of the cross still in vogue . .
there
not one amongst them the existence of which may not be traced to the
remotest
were the comthe Eastern nations.-

now called the Christian reexisted among the
was
absent from the
of the human race until Christ came
the
from which time the true reexisted
to
Christian.-Saint

of the cross
certain
meani:ng attached to
Christian era.-ChamWe
find among all the ancient
nations that
astronomical systems
the cross as one of their most
cherished and

It
was traced on the forehead of the ne(>Dhvte with water or
now in
and confirmation; was
on the sacred vestand carried in the hand of the
officia:tirll:r
as
be seen in
This
and inthl,OIlI/Zh a tradition
but because
Crucifixion
an essential element in the career of
Christ.-The
It

cruciform
signifi:cat.ion:s, should have
among so
and symof

The catholic-minded man
all
em,bo!dvin/Z the same truths
narnlw-minlled man observes
their differences.-From the Chitlese.
There exists not a
Greek or
or
men,
whatsoever aplDeIlation or manners
may be
however
norant
arts or
whether
dwell in tents or wander about in

The
of the future will be the
fulfillment of all the
of the
true
in the
of
mains as the indestructible
so-called false
-Mas Muller.
Altar flowers are of
all
is one
God

but
are
the

Hind/I.

He who is beloved of God honors ev..:
form of
faith.-From the
One Life throu[rh all the immense crea·
tion runs,
the
the
is the

,

All forms in the air that
on the earth
that
And the unknown nameless monsters
the
Each h ..,."fhi,·,,,
one Mind's

which was founded
The
three well-defined
at New York on the
..."".".,..... viz:
.. ,,",-.au form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HIllD,lnity,
wilbout distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
reliigi<llns, phillos>oplilies, and
the
of that
s
laws of Natare and the """'riit"",,'
pO\yers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed OT
to enforce or
its motto
IS 11I0 anImoIII BIGHD
TRAM TRUTH. Heace in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
prl)fe:SS()rs of ali
as well as those who
none whatever. No
is
members save that of
to its ODe fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
tbe
of its
who all have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tol,eration
and
is asked from all memben as a
since it is believed that
and intolerall ce have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dqPJIati:sm wherever
JDe10bers an unftillcliling
tbat tends to feed or propa-
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SAVING THE WORLD.
What a number of people there are
. who want to save the world, who enter'uin no doubts of their ability to do so,
,and who write books of advice to that
'end and with their own indistinguished
portraits upon the title-page. At a time
when the world is face to face with the
greatest crisis in her history, and when
the wisest statesmen stand impotent before the disaster, there are so many
little minds that are ready, willing. and
:eager, to state the problem in a
..pages and to solve it in fifty.
. Clergymen, of course, come first, alike
• the number of books they write and in
the confidence of their tone. \Vith no
sense of existing failure, with no realiza: tion that they and their creeds have been
: tried in the balances and found wanting,
! they assume tranquilly that the world
It' ""i11 tum to them once more for solace
and direction. and that the coming policies of "the churches" is therefore a mat: ter of profound import. Church unity,
, it seems. must be affected at all costs.
and it can be done by an adjustment of
. the old dogmas. Chip a little from this
creed, shave a fragment from that. and
perhaps they will meet, and then all will
be well. And if even then they should
fail to meet perhaps we can agree to
say nothing much about them, to descrihe
them as non-essentials, and that will
e to the same thing. If only the
• Tehes can be united, the world will

'
f
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then be saved, and war will become forever an impossibility. Also the revenues and emoluments will be saved, anti
it must be admitted that at the moment
they seem to be in perilous state.
There is another kind of clergyman
who says that the churches must undertake social reform, and that salvation
can be found through politics. The
churches must no longer stand aside
from the great "movements" of the day.
But what kind of social reform? The
question is easily answered by the elaboration of a programme that happens to
constitute the particular faith of the author. The churches, we are told, OIUSt
welcome the feminist movement. They
must teach sex hygiene and eugenics.
They must advocate labor unionism, or
prohibition, or playgrounds. But suppose there are good Christians who do
not like the feminist movement, who
think that sex hygiene should be kept
at home, and who do not approve of
labor unionism, at least not at church?
But why stop here? Why should not
the churches hecome an advocate of, let
us say, Asiatic immigration. free silver,
or a protective tariff? But these good
clergymen need not trouble themselves.
They will not be called upon to save the
one
world, at least not very audibly.
is interested in their creeds. They have
had two thousand years in which to
change the hearts of men, and we see
now the exact measure of their Sllccess.
They have not had the smallest influence
Digitized by
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the hearts of men, except
harden them. And even now
seem not
have learned that the
function
sacnlH:e and
can ever matter.

IMMORTALITY.

a new volume
D.
who
his work '"Can \Ve Believe in Itnmor?"
Snowden
it
is the urgent
. of the
and
even more urgent than he
suspects. If the world is to be reconstructed upon
lines there can be 110
toleration
lil.1aterialism that destr'oy's
the soul
makes a mock
virtue.
I f Ii fe is to be
there /Can be
scientific
with somelike contempt.
knows
It is not its metier.
evidences go

The author is somewhat
on
research may yet throw
pfl)hl,cm
he advo-

fraud and

warned against

nervous
harm has been done, by
the
results
researchers are of a di ITercnt
arc
conducted
honest intentions alld rigorous
methods and are
of respect.
the
charge that all these
are
does
for some of
them are remarkable and impressive and do
unworthy. There are many
miracles, but these
not
genuine

n,

anymercetruth

to the nature of the future life the
author can do
more than
hut
he
he
incarnation.
vepace
soul,

know
that as the
and
the
the swi ft-winged insect, so is
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we sball

that glorified body with
clothed upon.

The book contains. of course, very
that is
and
It must be so where the
reincarnation is excluded from consideration. A hundred
must be
a
doubts unsolved.
the
it is an im.l)o,rt,mt
contribution to a
that
forth
itself ever more
to the
mind.

what

in
in

WI!

CATHOLICITY.

a letter while ago from
mirlist,er
had been
in
East. It was a frank

an honest soul
real reli12:il)USnC';s

risen

of the
Chrisadore

and £orl1l.-
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FROM THE DELPHIC ORACLE.
Pure sDilnt........,onl:e man-pure
now
Greet thee rejjoil:ing, and of these art
thou'
whole soul
Not
\\'ith one same battle and one same intent.
cloud and earth's beTo win her
shore.
mid the salt spume of this troublous
sea,
This death
Oft
unrest
A revelation
from
Showed close at hand the
would
Heaven's
round thee and
the eternal Guardians
confusion

heaven whose windless
enfold
and an age all
is with thee

Thine own

Plato in that sacred air,
hearts
all
In

what deathless Lovc
have scaled

To

pure
many

an

for evcl
LORD BUDDHA.

were strong
steps that

them steadfast

the he:lventv

way.
.:-..r or

even here on
was shed
The
which shrouds

broad brows
who
from thine
immense
round these m

manifest to man;
have seen
once to
her there.
to
for earth too
fair I
But now the tomb where once
had lain
and
tabernacle IS rent in
twain;
Now hom
new
above.
Has
life. and all hut
,\nd
Free

and full,

from the

forever hlows
The wind of
Across the
of our way.
Tomorrow's unborn
The sorrows
our yesterd:ay.
Dream
dream.
And Death unweaves the

of life.

For
the travail and the heat
The broken sltcrets of our
The strenuous lessons of
The flower
the fruit
But not the peace.
Lord Buddha of
\Vith
we seek to
Our
desire
Diviner summits to
With faith that
and feet that
tire.
But
shall corHIU,er or control
The heavenward
of our soul.
The end. elusive and afar,
lures us with its be1ckl)ning
all our mortal moments are
session of the Infinite.
we
the great unknown
Nirvana of the Lotus-throne?

Naidu.
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OF THE FAITH.
Graham in his
for the ideal face.
sometimes
for it within
Each
his separate vision
each learns at last that it
the
all human

a book of
the Russian, but
is on "The
ni,:tu'red so often
as
efiorts to
unless one has the
(10m
the
learns to
an ideal. And
upon the
us some atlltol)l(Ighere the author

The author discusses with Dushan
what
to be done to
the
dom of Heaven
earth. There are
that
he abolished he"old-fashioned" and

intolerance.

true

is He.
Him.
called life He just
worth while
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THE KINGS.
A man

man his
witless
! What matter
the wholc.-

no
Mr. Graham is
he knows and
so much betwhat others have
we have
in
THE

Graham.

"While
of eternal evil
Yet darken the hills
part is with broken sabre
rise on the last redoubt,
"To fear not sensible
Nor covet the
But figtlting, filghting, figllting,

OF

New York

a conflict of
with wrong.-

fervent
paltiellce in
mall
aClquires divine nature.
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IN NO STRAKGE LAND.
world inv,j"ilill.. we view
o world
we
world
we know
we clutch thee!

other

of prop-

where the
And our benumbed cOilce'ivinll':
The drift of
would we he,lrken,
Beats at our own c1a:v-:shllttlcn:d

,

so sad thou

not sad-

:-and upon
so
the traffic of
Pitched between heaven
Cross.

<!ic:talted over
of the late Mark
Twain. The
on file also name, as
one of the deferldll:nts, a Mrs. Hutchins of
St. Louis. whom the
to the hook
of the
represents to have been in
hoard which is
to have
the
novel so
\Vhen asked
Lark stated

Mr.
and

the sitllation are well estab-

\\-e must ourselves learn the wan of
and
and
must choose.-M aric

The Th,eOSIJphical
which was founded
is an
at New York on the
of
three well-defined
viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an L!n:iVClrsal Brotherhood of Huma.nity.
without distinction of race.
caste, or color.
Secolld-To promote the
and other Eastern
delllonstrat.e the il1llflOy'tmlce of that
pllilO!;opllies, and
laws of Natnre and the
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THE SCBCONSClOUS.
The battle of the subconscious goes on
aJ.lacc and with the usual disregard of
fact, or rather with the usual selection
of favorable fact and rejection of unfavorable. Among the latest contributors is Dr. Gustave A. Feingold, who
writes in the AI onist and draws attention to the views of Morton Prince.
Says Dr. Feingold
Instances of the conservation of forgotten
experiences abound both in normal and pathological life. They are such as lapses of memor)', forgotten acts, failure to recognize; or
in abnormal cases they become manifest in
automatic writing and speech, in post-hypnotic suggestion, and so forth. After examining the facts in great detail. Prince
comes to the conclusion that it does not matter at what period of life or in what state
experiences have occurred. "or how long a
time has intervened since their occurrence,
the)' may still be conserved. They beeome
dormant. but under favorahle conditions they
lila)' be awakened and may enter conscious
liie." Naturally these experiences must be
conserved in some form; and whatever the
n.1ture of this form ma)' be it is obvious that
lbe experiences themselves must have "a ver)'
specific and independent eJ<istence, some...here and somehow. outside of the awareness of consciousness."
Sow in order to account for normal memory we must posit that ideas which have
lJ:.ssed through the mind have been conserved
through some residuum left b)' the original
experience. This residuum must be either
l")'chological or physiological. Suppose we
con.ider the former alternative first. \Ve
-hall ha"e to assume that sensations, perceplions. emotions. and even complex systems of
ide,1S are capable of pursuing "autonomous
.,,,,1 contemporaneous activity outside of the
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various systems of ideas that make up the
personal consciousness." This is an
allie view. for it would necessitate the storm;:
up of millions of ideas and infinite forms oi
associations. Let us, therefore, consider the
other alternative, namely, conservation as
physical residua. This view is based on the
assumption that whenever we have a mental
experience of any sort some change of trace
is left in the neurones of the brain.

\Vhen a number of" neurones have
once been associated in an act they develop a tendency to re-associate, and the
stimulation of one is likely to result in
the stimulation of all. and consequently
in an act of memory:
The neurones in retaining the residua of
the original process have become organized
into a functioning system corresponding to
the system of the mental states-whether ideas,
perceptions, or emotions-which accompanied
that original experience and are now capable
of reproducinl{ it. Hence when we reproduce
the original ideas in the form of memory it
is because there is a refunctioning of the
physiological neural process. On hypnotizing
a person, therefore, and asking him to recall
a forgotten event, we simply start that process
by introducing what may be called a catalytic
agent i. r.. we stir one neurone or one brain
cell, or one part of the system, 'and that sets
the entire system working precisely as it did
on the original occasion. This physiological
functioning now reaches consciousness or motor expression, because all other mental processes are arrested for the time being, thus
facilitating a greater discharge of nen-e en·
ergy in this one direction.

\V e do not quite like the theory that
ideas arc conserved "through some residuum left hy the original experience."
\Vhy residuum? :\ man who commits
Digitized by
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to
be said to have left a residuum
would
has recorded them.
card

evident that
part

thefle.
that
sort of
the "tablets
consciousness seeks
and
sired
and then re-llC<IUllres it,
so to
the new
of
the neurones?
The citation
a little
unfortunate.
the introduction of a
the
of a
subconscious memory Illay become proactive witllOut any interference
from outside.

DRAGON OF
Lord Kelvin had an
'relit

of the sciences
In

1Il

siall.
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FOLLY.
The determination with which the
materialistic scientist puts the cart before the horse is
less than asOi this we have a recent
in Dr. M. G.
who
the MeJh'al Record on
of
Emotional instathis

Dr.
who could de(:iplaer
them. Tim..;; is
his efforts that
it has been learned that the Hittites were
nation of eastern Asia Minor
a
from the Mediteranean to the
Black Sea and
the headwaters of the
and at times into what is now
Persia.

Dr.
scum tablets

were
the
arc
and commercial. such as mortgages, contracts for
and
and some are
checks
as are Ul
There was an excellent system of
all over the rm'lnh'v c;::mrlecting

But would it not
sa.. that ftmetiona' ",","VIIV
hlL';; been lowered
the
emotional
Does a man blush
he embecause he is embarrassed. or
not
harrassed because he blushes
lhe embarrassment the cause, and the
blush the effect
Is an accelerated
bean-beat the cause of
or
the cause of the
heart-heat?
the state of consciousness comes
first and tbe functional
HITTITE TABLETS.
That our boasted progress in the matwomen
franchise with
ter of
men is not
a modern idea
to be
translati011 of cerof Penntain
of
them
were

5000

Ilumber of Hittite or
the treaS\lreS
the first
been translated for
there was no one, until

were
were
among
now called
is used for
unknown to the
many walled cities
Baihylolrliam mercenaries
of merchants
to have traded all
the then known world. Each
was under
and
or section
or
in
is
and
power
powers of
not known what
the letters is ad-
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the mayor,
been
some
had the attention of a physician and was
out under
with
words. "the Scribe
content in heart."
-Christiall
Monitor.

the Lontion

brain he
Dr.
means mind. For how can one hram inanother
mind behind
the hrain that exercises the force.
l'l'foreover. Dr.
must he wdl
aware that
dured. hut
with the
aware
minds.

Dr.
asks
and
then
to
all with that
blessed word. the "subconscious."
these
and
come
from the subconscious
thus seems
ha ve a greater
than
household cat. But
not tell tiS
where the subconsciousness procures
them.
how it
them. The
it
sort
told to
and someinfluence:

a
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..
ins;pil:atJion

UII

for the sailors
thrmJ;;ht that sailors had

now from the
blisters
their medical
drawn across their
usual hlister
Rut great is
science.

THE ASS IN THE LIOX'S SKIN.
flirtation
Catholic

view .-Zolw/'.

ame-

iul visioo then. There are hWldrreds of
these ok!
still
in Palestine. A
was a circle
twelve stones, with the Bethel or RockStone in the centre. The Lord
often referred to
the
Petros.
all
which the church was founded.
Church or Kirk is derived from circus
or circle, the ancient fonn of
Astronomical observations were made
theM
stones, and future events
calculated from these data. In Amos.
IV, 4,
denounces the practice of
in formation
Bethel and
Reference is made to divination
Urim
Thummim in
ter XXVIII, 6. The
..rl" ..
the Urim was is rather
In Genesis
7, reference
to Ur of the
In the
the affixed
or a
Mizraim, Eg:yp,tia,ns
from l
therefore.
of the Chaldees.

these stones were
could be used as
to observe
the
and shadows would
stone was
with
show.
the nalUt" of one of the
It was
also the- birthstone of each
would thus furnish data for the qwestiol1
for which answer was desired.
Priest
consulted the
matters of national
In
XVII and
it is related
how Micah made
and teraof
and an
and
ca-

from
of hurnanity,
vocations to
mim were the
rna. Of Th:autrnlitulrgists.
powers below the
necromancers, and were also versed in
the use of
which caused hallucina·
from
tions, Saul
the methods of the
sortile:lfe.
dreams and
ion. so he
Thauma
dor when
Samnel XXX,
the

In Genesis. XV. 8-18th. Abram practiced a method of divination,
slain animals. It is related
hammed did a similar
the hide of a
mountain top. and there
his revelation.
Sir \V alter Scott. in the
Lakt" refers to a similar
alllong
the
of
called the
In
XXVII.
had wandered into olle of
or
and received a wonder-

the
thliO,,,it1lli!: into
llt\ll1her of small sticks. like tOl>thpidt§,
mal(e of 3J)1)lctree wood. and
formed certain letttr>
from them
For instance,
the Runic

.<\NCIENT DlVINAnON.
H.
In
made to a silver cup. the pf()perty
which he was able to
and he himself declared that he was possessed of that
or auilo-lllJ!:motizllti(1I1
into a
That is a
tbe
is
ink
tance
who is en lillii",,,,J"
Then we
as a method of dh·ininv.
of the tribes of
breast
of the finest
stone5- It was
with
and a span
rover.
were a sar,dooyx, toa carbuncle,
third,

the

onyx,
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came
ward

northa venous, corSUIleflititiion. The Zend

Hea we
was the
Ineffahle
Races. The
but do not

Infernal
The Lnaldeans were
A. or
south from
as
were
to travel
III.
Genesis
1II.ere
Iteld tkat
the Sons of
and
to the
other autochthonous
that
came in contact with
-4, After the
of
,'as
the Earth
their orbit and collided with this
it out of
al1d <li;,pluding

me.

.J

over

out of
the
of season, summer and
who had survived
and eastward.
civilization
settled
their scilence"
of
of

from

The Th.ws()phical

which was founded
three well-defined

VIZ

First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of HIJmanity
without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern Iitc:ratur"es,
pllilo;;opllies, and scjE;nC(:s,
derl101lstr"ate the illlli>Ol"tallce of that
laws of Nature and the
therefore
with no creed or
its motto
NO RELIGION HIGUEI!
ranks and col:>pl:rating
work are to be found
as well as those
none whatever.
members save
to its one fundanrinc:inlle--Lfnivell'sal Brotherhoud.
be held
opilniolls of its members,
to hold their
views and to receive for them from
fello\\'-I11:em:belrs the
turn should show for the views of others. This
since it is believed that
asked from all memberl> as a
foes to human
intolerance have
been
therefore
all
and all branches of
wherever
fOlll1d
members an l.1nftilliching
condemnation of vice
or propait.
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tolerant of
is not
will
accept nothin,g else.
eV'l'r1{thliup"
the
condition
The

a
who
America than
had a
and whose
where else upon
est
of their nelg-Iected
a still more
interference
a still more vi/il;of()uS
the "reform"
up like mushrooms in
wonder that fake relllgu)Ils
OIled
the score and
invent them should

hut

comhave
anynew-

joke
foillow'ers would convince
been an
0 f God
and that
leadership
over to him.

That. of course, is

true.
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we may :lugto dc-
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SOl11ctll1in,g

the way
to
Mr. Sinclair may
walk upon the
In

what he
course he means
there can be
hut let that
the imlJre:ssi(Jn

their support
the well-to-do
who

and
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may be true

that the
withare those that pertam
But what
that?
to thc
oh'vsl,cal fact that
There can be
is 1I0t
of
law.
wisdom in every
occultist searches
of the material world, relink

for him every redoor
the shut
rccfacts

In

remember the wise apho:risms
student who said.
power; Silence
eth
foundation.

the
HIS

His
His
and

Him.
Him.
fear
wIse
before

Him.
sun and the
less in His presence.
submissive before His
The
and the
are abashed
in His presence.
the hermit nor
the
has any
in His
dam.
the
nor the
has a voice in His court. Therefore
count not on a mediator between you and
vour God.
• Raise me not
me not so that
abase me.
is
and free. I am also
among you all. Never make
tomb an idol for your
bow before my
I am,
ye are no less
and in human
are all
If I have any
it is that 1. His servant, one like
Bearer.
you all, am His
All in their turn will leave yOll,
whether it be your relations or
If there be any bliss relloainil1lg
it is the
which ye have
done
life.
of earth are far removed
All
from Divine
save those who have
of God. Those who
a constant
are in search
will inherit
the earth
be blessed
the
of Heaven.
Virtuous are those who are kind to
try to
the
and who
succour their fellow-men. Tho!le who
wish
for themselves in life should
wish
same for another.
to those
God does not show
in
hearts.
who have no
If ye will be
inhabitants of
the earth.
the Heavens will
send His
He who in
his heart and
is not with us, neither are we for him;
even hi!l love. which Olav have been the
cause of his bitterness •
another.
has no rewarn from
for such love
makes one blind and
is better than
even
bread. that ve
YOll1rself and others. and
anyone. I f here
there also ye shall
like
full moon.
among you
of

riches must
Do not undertake any

out
unto

with-

do
risk without COltlsideratiOil.

VISIT TO LEEDS.
Khan.
in the
West of the Sufi Order, has
,isited Leeds.
on the invitation
the
p'w'ni'na he addressed a crowded and apaudience. and in the afternoons he was at home to all who wished
see him,
On the
of his arrival he addressed the Lotus
: "It is
as necessary for children to learn the music of life
it for
them to learn how to
child
must
to realize how
can
be in
To have
a beautiful
a kind and
a sweet little song. to have refinement in all our actions is like a ar"r",f,,1
dance. All this music of life can he
learned
a
nature: to
be
our parents,
most
what
troubles
and
be
to our elders.
and
the outcome of
all of which
heart,"
from among the
children rose from his
"How can we love the ('Jermans?" Ina,at Khan was taken aback
the wit and
of the
a
so
met
.
in the East. He answered:
should not love those actions which
to vou
and cruel, hut
in
that
sho;'" your
those who are astray. In
and
way you do not hate
of
same time you fulfill
Christ. who
'Love
,,'ert:
In the afternoon
asked
the visitors.
were answered
Khan, Some of the
should address him.
to his re
He answered, "1'\0
used. for I ha ve not come
as a teacher of
as one among
and
you
Il\AYAT

your brother in your home, so you should
address me
my name,"
A
asked him if every soul had a
note. and if so, could he tell
her what
her note? He answered.
"It is true that
soul has
par·
ticular note. but
not tell you what
is the note of your soul, because I have
not
here to excite your
in
"U'lel'stiljOtlS; if I had told
their
colors. notes, characters, and for·
I should have made out of il a
prlClfitab11e business, but the
Divine Wisdom
: it is to
are here, what is your
abode. how
call
it. and how
can
reach your eternal
A venerable rl",ravtT",n
Khan how
India. He
India are
whom
Mussuhnans are first
Cblri;iti<lns and then Mussulmans. for
the Christ with as much reverence as would a true Christian, and Hindus are
to every
soul.
I have
and reverence and
every servant of
whatever relIgion he
as
as his motive was true.
needs servants of God. faithful workers.
of it is there
so few
be
but the
found!'
was then asked
if he
occult
He answered' "If
powers
not to he
order to attract attention
pU]Jhc:ity and
to
;
do not possess
powers
the loss is not
to a
heart
and a
sou1."
Some
from among
remarked: "We hear a
the wonder-workers
teachers in the East. hut
there we do not see anv."
smiled and answered: ' "You
find them under a
and
for vou to discover them.
in this way
to - find
are """"",-"!'I,,
The true
wonder-worker never works a
such to be child's
all other affairs
the same
such
which we
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PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
it is a common
among those
interested in what. for want of a better
term, may be called
that.
while
has been
lack of interest
in the
among scientific men as
as
institutions of

estautra:ini:ng of students in this
results will he
be advanced
attention of
and means
science and
as
were
he j"
foris
and

it
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of
the
owe
the establishment of the division
to the Ke:nel:osity of Mr. Thomas
Welton
a brother of the
founder of the
who contributed
fowldation
the
is also
to the
who.
not without careful consideration,
make
new
and ridicule.
monogr<lph forms
tome of
much of it rather alarmand
much of it
corisUll1ption of the
his
for or
"The research,
says, "is
with a zeal for
truth, and
and controlled
with an
the
of tbe
it is
which must bear
the strain of the
of men ot
men of
llIen of
from the shore
to the island of the llot-yctforbids bias or 1)l'ereport comof construction:'
ideal the volume
of
)
statisPYfV>rirnplnl In
tical

or
tion from discarnate intelliiglen,:es caoal'lle
facts in our
results of the first
this method."
The
work
the
di,ision
the
under review,
and here made matter of record, includes
other
ill
rete 1'as
communica -

a

pe:rscms interested
be
hold
EXPERIMENTS 1:-<
STANFORD JUNIOR

Coover,
net.

York

H,"Cllltlll"

Post.

SIKH HYMN.
And

its gl;HIrIC:';S.
The
The
who fondle
Are the two
watch o'er the world.
D. W., ill Sufi.
serene would the
that
illumined, I.
did not
the seer. of the

1.'.,

'j'he TheOliophical
is an
which was founded
at New York on the 17th
of Novenllber,
three well-defined
"V,I''','''. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an [Inil1l"lrsal Brotherhood of Humanity.
without distinction of race,
or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
detnOllst,'ate the '.u,nn,'ta"",,, of that
relilg'iorls, pll1i1ol so(l;h ies, and
s
ird-To
laws of Nature and the
powers latent
man.
with no creed or
The
is
THERE IS NO RELIGION IlIGIlEIt
to enforce or ""yu:>c,
TIIAN TRUTH. Hence in
in its work are to be found
!)r(lfc!;SOlrs of all
none whatever. No
restriction is
to its one fnndamental prilnciple--Uni'vel"sal
to be held
to hold their
fellloViHnlel11ibeliS the
This tol,eratio!ll
is believed that
gfl:atest
hnman
all hranche!l 0 f
wherev'l'T
and
an unl!tinchil1g
and of all that lends to feed or propn-
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AXCESTRAL MEMORIES.
There are signs of a certain perplexity
in the new views of immortality that an:
! heing put forward by their clerical exptments. Less and less do we find a reliance upon authority, while the appeal
to reason grows stronger and stronger.
So longer are we told that immortality
is a fact in nature because the Bible says
so. nor are we threatened with pain!l
and penalties for our incredulity. The
churches have discovered to their cost
that humanity will accept nothing upon
faith that does not appeal also to reason,
and that theology must be ready with its
evidences or suffer judgment by default.
But the search for evidence brings its
own difficulties with it, for the evidence
is inconveniently large. So many new
facts are disclosed for which theology
has not provided, and the new facts inconsiderately refuse to adapt themselves
to the old creeds. Religion asks of
:'<:ience that it furnish proof of a life
after death, and science replies not only
with proof that we shall live after our
death, but also that we have lived before
our birth. Religion is a little consternated by what seems to be rank Paganism and at once adopts some other conyenient theory that shall preserve a semblance of orthodoxy no matter at what
cost to logic.
•
Take. for example, the new book, Call
W" Bdieve in Immortalit)'? by James
H. Snowden. D. D., LL. D., just pub-

I

Price Five Cents

lished by the
Company. Dr.
Snowden is faced by the facts that have
been grouped under the name of the subconscious and of course he turns to the
theory of ancestral or racial memory.
Anything is better than reincarnation, although reincarnation is the only theory
that will in the least explain the facts.
Dr. Snowden says;.
Our human instincts have their roots and
springs down in our suhconsciousness. All
our associations. habits. instincts are stored
and preserved in this hidden chamber. There
is reason to think that this subconscious region is large compared with our conscious
Ii fe, as seven-eighths of an iceberg is suhmerged beneath the surface of the sea. Not
only our individual experiences, but our wilOlc
accumulated heredity is deposited in this deep.
\Ve are vastly g-reater and more ancient than
we know or dream. Our heredity runs back
through all the generations to the cave man
and on back through g-eological ages to primal
cells. Our souls are stratefied structures, full
of fossils. like the rocky strata in the crust
of the earth. There are deeply buried in us
ancient suhmerged continents and extinct constellations of racial experience, and at timc$
these continents push their peaks up as
islands and these constellations fitfully blaze
up as faint stars in our consciousness. Aunormal "multiple personalitics" are also
sometimcs buried in these mysterious depths.
This is the underground world and night life
the soul, full of shadows and ghosts and
stars.

It would perhaps be better if Dr.
Snowden had said that this ancestral
memorv is no 1110re than a theory that
has
tentati\'elv advanced: To
speak of it as thougl; it had been definitely accepted or proveu i '---a lit! Ie lmisDigitized by

oog e
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It
a
rather an untenable one.
that
of-for
_",,,,,,·i',,,,f s'ub:mc'rged continents"
of our
?
how indeed can we
should
of

reach
in the
conceivable prowe seem to recontinents"
stares us
the
resort to these
in
a
fact. We seem to rememher because we do remember. It
not more
remarkable that we should remember
"ancient
continents" than that
we should
the
our

cause
fact. But
believe in
does not accompany
that
be
to another.
hire
but

mits to cloud alike his vision and his

OCCULT NOVEL.

of

haps
that
tain mornings
thither
noon
fruits of gained
of them
tell the
was done and
other came to believe. If
over what fields did
roam throughout
no end. could
of this world
may be sure. It is
small and
othen, millions upon mil·
such an infinite
to shape the soul
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same thing,

we

and perhaps clairaudience as
The lad burst
wished
were s,

and said that he
more useiul.

with interest to the aualso interested.
said madame,
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which
he had
and he
now covereti
of a stick. a
man

to be accurate in his
or to
himself with more than the rudiof
research. Mme.
and
Hienner is his chief occult
no resemblance
any human
that ever lived. \Ve do not know
wrote this book
or whether he
field
fiction.
the one or the other it IllLl::-1
be
conceived and
careles:slv executed.
LOVE

En:RNAL.

New York: Longmans,

Mme. Riennes puts
trance
various
that the
becomes
young woman materializes itself

H.

Rider
& Co.;

PROFESSOR SHALER.
direct evidence that can claim
to show the
which
in(lividllal after death.
so-called occult
appearance
cOI:unlulliction with what
incluirel's to be the minds
their
meddle
of
have a natural
the few
in that

flutter;
at school
like
that life

learns
sudden
He feels

The whimwith emotional
It
and
a
emorestlessness
without Latin.
to aces.

over us.-Emersoll,

SUFI INITIATION.

side our
brother of all knowers of
call themselves Sufi or
the brother of every human
out distinction
or n:II);{I'on.
2. From the hour of initiation he
understood as
into connection with the
souls of the
Sufis
on earth and those who have
other side of
his soul
to
of the
initiation linked with the
and
enables him to
receive the
this
current
Masters.
3. From the hour of initiation the
initiate is taken into the confidence of
the Murshid and of the
and he
takes a vow to make use of all he receives from the Sufi
and pracnot
tices
the best of his
for selfish purposes. A strict
taken that these
which
have been
secret for thousands of
shall not go out of the Order unmureed were authorized
Pir0- M urshid to
them to others.
WHEN SHOULD ONE BECOME AN INITIATE?

1.
feel inclined to know
sornethilllg dliffererlt from the
that is
in the world.
When your heart
to become
sylnpatJ:letilc than ever before.
within you feel a "",·LeinO'
sOltnethitng which
do not know.
vour sense
to
.
before

Teacher from whose hand you desire
take initiation.
3. When
have read the te'::ldlillg
and
the
and the litera
heard lectures of the au
or have discussed wit
any teachers in the
and have bce
convinced
any of these
of the
of the message.
WHO

WOULD

BECOME

He who does not th(Jroul!:lhly
with the
and
Sufi Order.
2. He who
among
Masters of hUlmanity who wer
the one embodiment
the divin
and attaches
to til,
of the
of th
world's various faiths.
3. He who
to some secret or
M

fu

it wonld he as
as
tho
from two doctors at tIJ.
or
in two
om
in one and the
in the other
result would be that when each boa
will go its own way,
in the
meet at the same
traveler will sink in the sea.
OI!;CIIDle seeks
under two teach
his lack of patien,.
is either
with the first or the lack of confidenc.
to the fir:'
in the next that he still
one.
4. He who has advanced himself to ;
ideals
certain extent in some
and set before himself certain unmo,>
able
will
find that tht
and
to
erected upon
do not
such. some
go from one teacher
another. from one method to the other
and will never be able to
which can
be obtained
Ie
fastness. Those who have a
teach while
to learn should nol
pose as
teachers.

5.

who

from
a Sufi. When
one with the circle of Sufis.
soul feels drawn to the

RATHER NOT
INITIATE.

of curiiosit:y,
doubt
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the

first
one who deserves
llIureed may
to develloo
ture the same for all, as a
with the doll learns the lesson
another means
m,)tllerho,od.
from ouris the veil

which
Sufi never
will not he benefited

WITH WHAT OBJECTS SHOULD ONE TAKE
INITIATION?

1. To realize the self withm and
without.
2. To know and communicate with
the world worships.
3. To kindle the fire of
which alone
worth while.
4. To be able to read nature's manuand to be able to see into the world
unseen.
5. To learn how to
one's self.
6. To
the torch of the soul and
to kindle
fire of the heart.
7. To
the
existence and
life at the
at which
soul in the end
to
difference
that between the arrival in the
the dark. "Who
blind in the hereMORALS NECESSARY TO BE OBSERVED
DURIl:I:G DISCIPLESHIP.

in the

lame

shown
not
teacher in his
of others, bemoral view, to
comrlla,cellcy
unto learn

WHAT SHOUI.D BE AVOIDED
TIME OF DISCIPLESHIP.

1.

\V onder working,

TUB

to know
not common to

::l.

6.
7.
ness, and
before
which is as tI""O'",.,,,,"
medicine to another that
pr,escnl)ed to one's self.
are worth
The above-said
before
a
and
adafter
a l I l l l i ccu, but
vanced then one's own sense should
to think,
and one is at
act as
chooses
himself
The
in which the belief in an after
life shall vanish from the earth will wita terrific moral and
dedo
cadence. Some of liS
that others hold
without it,
it fast. But there is no lever
if once
an entire
lost
faith in
sou I.-Ernest Renall.

The Tl1leosolllHcal
at New

is an
of Novelub<:r

which was founded
three well-defined

of an Universal Brotherhood of HtUmlnity,
or color.
and other Eastern lit" .."hl1c....
imli>0r'tallce of that
laws of Natnre and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in its ranks and Co('ip<:ratinlg in its work are to be found
prl)fe'ss()rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
opiini(Jns of its
who all have a
to hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
in turn should
for the views of others. This toler:ation
asked from all mel1lberl>
since it is believed that
dOlgmatisl11 and
foes to human
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A NEW CHURCH.
What is a man to do who feels himself
impelled toward the religious lik but
who can find no association. no organization. that corresponds with his impulses? This is the question propounded
by Professor Silvanus P. Thompson. D.
Sc., F. R. S., in his new book. ":\ Not
Impossible Religion."
The title is a
clumsy one, but perhaps it is intended to
emphasize the fact that most of the religions of today arc impossible. They
are impossible because they violate reason. They are impossible because they
rest upon tradition and not upon knowledge. They are impossible because they
are trivial. They are impossible bethey are incredible.
What religion, then, is open to such an
nne? asks Professor Thompson. Is
there no place for him? Must he remain forever outside, alone. a solitarv
,;eekcr after truth? Or will the
produce some religion that shall not be
impossible for the man who will accept
nothing hut knowledge, and who repudiates the sort of "faith" that outrages reason?
These questions 1I1ust remain unanswered until they shall be answered by
the future. But in the meantime \ve mav
wonder if a religion, in the sense of a;l
organization or of a church, is in any
way necessary. Certainlv there seems
to . be nothing in the
history of
churches that would persnade us now to
create a new one. There is no guaranty
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that such a church would confine itself to
the simple functions of association and
fellowship that would be its only justification for existence. And unless it did
so confine itself it would go the way of
all others. It would become a mediator
and a medium. It would stand as gate
warden to the kingdom of heaven and
a keeper of the keys. It would loose and
bind. bless and ban. It would have its
creeds. its orthodoxies, its heresies, and
its persecutions, This is what churches
have always done and what they will always do so long as theology shall maintain what it calls its basic principles.
There is only one way in which
churches can be denatured. deodorized,
and disin fected. \Vhen we understand
that God and Man do not stand on two
sides of an ahyss that must be bridgetl.
but that they are identical. then we shall
be ahle to establish churches that will he
salutary and not harmful. Here we have
the supreme illusion that has been indus·
triously nourished by ecclesiasticism in
all ages. It has been a profitable illusion
for ecclesiasticism. So long as C...d and
Man can be separated. so long as heaven
and earth can he kept apart. there is not
only room for a bridge. a mediator. but
there is the ahsulute necessity for one.
and the churches ha\'(' always been ready
to assume that profitahle function.
thev can alwars maintain that
there is only' one bridge and that all
otilns are dangerous snares from which
the. faithful
by 'X' 'u
I rom
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
The Na/ion is the most important literary newspaper in Amcrica. To be noticed hy the Nation, even to be scolded
by the Naliol" may almost be taken as
evidential of literary importance or of
intellectual value.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found a
reprint of critical reviews of three books
that have just appeared in the A'atioll.
They relate to what is now known as psychical research, and to that particular
part of psychical research that is concerned with immortality and with "spirit
intercourse." It is unfortunate that our
vocabulary does not permit of a greater
precision of definition. Why, for instance. should the word "psychic" apply
only to the abnormal and the phenomenal? Why must we infer that "spirit
intercourse" relates only to the dead?
A casual request for a match is quite as
much "spirit intercourse" as the most
weird communication through a "medium." If we are spirits after death we
are certainly spirits before death. 'vVe
are grievously in need of some linguistic extension that shalI enable us to
say what we mean and to say it accurately.
Perhaps the most significant fact abollt
these three reviews is that they should
appear in the Nation, the lie pI ItS Itltra of
literary and intellectual orthodoxy. It
could hardly have happened forty years
ago, when psychic phenomena were still
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in the domain of the sneer and the jibe.
The psychic phenomena have not
changed. It is the embarrasing habit of
facts not to change. It is our attitude
toward the facts that changes, and here
we may learn a salutary lesson in the
actual value of the scientific dictum, no
matter how positive or how contemptuous. If Sir W ilIiam Barrett had written
his book forty years ago, if the editor
of the Natioll had reviewed that book,
those two distinguished men might have
found themselves in the lunatic asylum
with "none so poor as to do thcm reverence." But the facts recorded and approved by Sir William Barrett were facts
forty years ago. They have always been
facts. Occurrences of the kind are not
more numerous today than they have always been. It is the human mind, contemplating those occurrences, that passes
through its many cycles of stupidity, indifference, negation, and final acceptance.
Arc there other facts, still to be revealed,
and in their turn to be confronted with
the old round of follies, blilldnesses, denials ?
But there is another fact. stiil more
significant. in regard to these books.
They are in substantial agreement as to
the facts. hut they are in no way in
agreement as to the interpretation of
those facts. and the mnre eminent is the
writer the greater is his caution. Sir
\Villiam Barrett, arguing strictly frol11
the evidence and with a warning hand
held out against fancy ad spectl ation,
Digitized by
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COPYRIGHT.

Harper & Brothers have brought a
>uit against Mr. Mitchell KennerIey for
'an infringement of their copyright in
the name and works of l\-Iark Twain.
They base their action on the publication
by Mr. Kennerley of "Jap Herron," a
I1m'el that was communicated to Mrs.
Emily Grant Hutchings on the ouija
and that hears the name of Mark
Twain on its title-page.
The issues are many and complicated.
In the first place the court will be asked
to determine whether this novel was
actually and truly written by Mark
Twain. If it was not written by Mark
Twain then it is evident that Harper &
Brothers have a grievance against those
who illegitimately use his name. But no
suggestion has been made as to the way
in which this' knotty-and ghostlyprohlem is to be settled. Our sympathies
arc with the court.
But there is another question. and one
that IS even more formidable. \Vhen
Twain was alive he made a contract with Harper & Brothers to publish nothing except through their house.
There was no time limit to that agreement. \Ve may suppose that neither of
the parties foresaw the present difficnlty,
hut in the absence of any limiting clause
we must assume that the agreement ran
through time and eternity.
if
Twain has broken that agreement since
his death. whether through inadvertence
or otherwise, he has obviously laid hillJ-
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self open to action and damages. Rut
how does one bring suit against a
ghost? Moreover. is it likely that Mark
Twain would so far violate the proprieties as to take unfair advantage of his
own death in order to change publishers?
But perhaps he forgot. (jhosts do.
l\lr. William
Reedy of 51.
Louis knows a good deal about literature
and he is also interested in ghosts who
write through the ouija board. Mr.
Reedy participated in some of the sittings at which "Jap Herron" was produced. and it mav be remembered that he
in "Patience \Vorth"
is a strong
of contemporary and ghostly fame.
Asked for his opinion of ".Jap Herron,"
Mr. Reedy said: "Parts of it are good.
as typicat' of Mark Twain as I can remcmber from m)' early readings. but
other parts arc sloppy-awfully sloppy
and sweet and sentimental; usual bestseller stuff." Harper & I3rothers say
that "Jap Herron" is far below anything that ?\Iark Twain cver wrote, and
they give other cvidcnce of heing rank
unhelievers. But then that may he
prej udicc due to their copyright. The
unlucky court will ha \"e to determine
these things.
\Ve arc told that while the Look was
being written the ouija hoard would
sometimes
its literarY labors in order to chaff :\lr.
On one occasion it-Mark Twain-said:
Smoke up and cool of'l", old ho)'. Perhaps
I should apolog-ize. The: last s 'crclan' I had
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CONAN DOYLE AGAIN.
Elsewhere in this issue wiII be found
soble additional reflections upon Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's spiritualism. They
; are written by Mr. H. M. Nimmo, editor
of Black and White, and Mr. Nimmo
gays very truly that Sir Arthur's veracity
is not to be impugned, nor the veracity
of .many other men of equal emincnce
and who have testified voluminously to
the: same things.
We may not impugn Sir Arthur's
vcracity, but we may, and do, impugn
his judgment. Spiritualism, it seems,
has weaned him from atheism, and he
would have all other men weaned from
atheism by the same means. Now we
may doubt if atheism was ever quite so
pre.alent as the distinguished author
seems to suppose, and to atheism we attach the loose meaning·of disbelief in a
iuture life. As a matter of fact the vast
majority of our people believe, and have
always believed, and wiII always believe.
in a future life. A small coterie of
scientists have denied it. So havc a few
ultra-intellectuals, or those who wish to
be thought so. But the average man
has never denied it. It may be that he
has not been very much interested. With
the lack of logic that usually distinguishes him, he has vaguely identified a
belief in life after death with the rubbish of ecclesiastical creeds, and he has
suinmarily dismissed the whole cargo
from his mind. But he has not actually

Five, c.nt8

rejected a belief in immortality. Indeed
he would have avowed such a belief if
any avowal at all had been asked of
him. The harm done to the' average man
by materialism is not in the' production
of a definite incredulity. Ii: consists
rather in a slow degradation of 'his outlook upon life, in the gradual incukation
of a doctrine of irresponsibility, as illustrated in the popular teachings' of
heredity, and in a general accentuation
of his predatory instincts. These are
real evils, and of the gravest kind.
They have done more to debauch civilization than any other force that has ever
come into the world. But they are not
due to a definite and intelligent acceptance of the materialistic creed, for it has
never been accepted in this way. Materialism, by denying the soul, has denied
also the moral law, but the average man
has accepted the license that is implicd
without accepting the creed of negation
from which it came.
For this reason the' average' man will
not be benefited by a demonstration of
life after death, even supposing that
spiritualism can furnish it, which it can
not. For he never denied it, never
wanted to deny it. He will not amend
his life because of a conversation with
his dead grandmother. Human conduct
has never yet been modified by phenomenalism nor miracles. Moreover, we
strongly suspect that the average man
will not be so gullible as Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle simplv becaus'eerjlge
rJ,gltlzed by \...:J
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A LABORATORY.
It seems that there are certain Theosovhists who wish to start a theosophical
lahoratory for purposes of experiment
and research. They believe that a practical demonstration of abnormal powers
would have an influence upon the
thought of the world, that it would serve
as a basis for philosophy.
We are inclined to think that the promoters of this scheme are either self-deceived as to their own motives or that
they have a very inadequate conception
of the mission of Theosophy itself.
.\Ioreover, the work that they propose to
,10 is already being done, and done very
much better than they can do it.
At the present time there are scores,
literally scores, of scientific men who are
engaged in this work of psychical research. Their methods may leave much
to be desired, they may be tainted with
materialism, and their conclusions may
IJe narrow and prejudiced. None the
less they have collected a vast array of
iacts, and they are indisputable facts.
They cover the whole field of phenomena
'0 far as it is open to them.
A theosophical laboratory could do no more
than is already being done, and since
;nch a laboratory would necessarily be
t'onducted by minds largely untrained in
the work of precise observation and
record it would command no special at·
tention and would arouse no special interest. In point of fact it would be ab"Jllltely ignored, and rightly so.

Price Five Cents

There is not a single phenomenon that
would come within the scope of such a
laboratory that is 110t alrcady included in
thc investigations of the Society for
Psychical Research. Outside of this Society there are investigators of the highest eminence, entirely unprejudiced, and
whose results and conclusions are available to everyone. A theosophical laboratory would do no more than dupiicate
their experiments, while the reports of
their proceedings would have none of the
weight that is given only to training.
and to experience in methods of ahsolutc precision and caution. It would he
far better to offer the theosophical explanation of the results already obtained
than to enter a field of research that is
already so competently occupied.
It might be further suggested that the
object of Theosophy-at least the main
ohject-is not to prove the reality of
supernormal capacities, but rather to
recommend a philosophy that shall make
fratcrnity a living power in the minds of
men. All other things are immaterial
from the theosophical standpoint. No
man is necessarily the better because the
reality of clairvoyance, for exampk. has
been demonstrated to him. It has already been demonstrated past all possibility of honcst doubt. It has been
dcmonstrated hy innumerable independent and credible investigators, and a
theosophical laboratory could add nothing' to the weig'ht of evidence and proof
that has alreadv been coli ded. T lose
-
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THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.
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THE GREAT EXPECTANCY.
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sort of action. Perhaps we shall be
EDUCATION.
to a greater activity as we realize
The subject of education, much debated before the war, is likely to be still that education, or the lack of it, may be
more debated after the struggle is over. answerable for war.
Our educational systems proceed alLooking deeply into the causes of war,
we must necessarily recognize many ways from some general principle, and if
forces for which education 1s respon- the basis or the foundation be wrong it
is certain that the superstructure will be
,ible. \Ve shall demand such revision of
wrong. too. It is this basis that changes
our methods as shall tend to lessen from time to time. We have different
rather than to increase the combative in- conceptions of the task before us, and the
stincts of mankind.
conception of one day is not necessarily
The majority of people never think the conception of the next.
about education at all. They are quite
For example, what are we trying to do
willing that others shall think for them. when we set forth to educate a child? Is
With that pathetic reliance upon the ex- it our object to give to the child somepert that characterizes the American thing that he did not possess before, just
mind they consign their children to the as we might give him a coat or a dinner?
care of the theorists in the fuJI convic- Or are we trying to call forth something
tion that education is a precise science that he already possesses in the depths of
like chemistry or mathematics, and that his nature? It is a vital question. The
nothing is left to them but to conform. whole process of education depends upon
But education is not a precise science. our answer.
It is not a science at all. It is a vast exThere were once two great philosoperiment that is being played with the phers and their influence upon education
minds of our children, and an experi- has been a powerful one. Kant taught
ment that changes radically from age to that a child was born with certain innate
age. Sometimes we may suspect that knowledge and that education must call
things educational are not as they should this knowledge to the surface and make
be. and particularly when we find that it practical. Locke, on the other hand.
high school graduates have not enough said that the mind of the child was a
arithmetic for a linen draper's counter, clean slate. \Ve could write upon it anyand that a business college certificate is thing that we pleased. These two philosquite compatible with an inability to spell ophers may be said to have controlled
words of more than one syllable. Then education.
During the last few decades our teachwe are perplexed and wonder what is
wrong. But very rarely do we take any ing systems have been based upon the
Digitized by
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"KARMA."
Elsewhere will be found, reprinted
irom the New York Times, a review of
)Ir. Algernon Blackwood's drama of reincarnation. \Ve are a little in doubt
as to whether the more remarkable feature of this review is its ignorance or its
superciliousness. Weare told that "the
disquieting feature of this play is that
it has internal evidence that Mr. Blackwood really believes in its thesis." Mr.
Blackwood may take this as a compliment if he wishes. It is no small thing
to write in such a way that one's sincerity is evident. On the other hand, it
is quite easy to make evident one's folly
and without any particular effort.
The reviewer was apparently unaware
that Mr. Blackwood believes in reincarnation. although he has written some
capital stories of reincarnation. One
would have suppose that Mr. Blackwood's opinions would be fairly well
known even to a Times reviewer. Mr.
Blackwood has been before the public
iOT very many years and we do not remember that he has ever written about
anything else than occultism and reincamation. And now the Times reviewer
arouses himself with a start of surprise
to the fact that Mr. Blackwood actually
believes in these things and that he is
not merely working a literary vein for
whatever in the way of profit may happen to be ill it.
It is to be feared that there are other
;hocks and surprises in store for this in-

Price Five Cents

genious scribe. Strange as it may seem,
Mr. Blackwood is not the only considerable literary figure who believes in reincarnation. There are others. They have
even been known to flit in and out of the
literary sanctum of the Times itself, although they may have concealed their
heterodoxies in that chaste retreat.
There are certain persons who love to
adopt the pose of living upon such lofty
intellectual heights that the follies of the
multitude remain almost unknown to
them. They invite us to observe the
start of surprise with which they become
suddenly aware of the continuous existence of curious intellectual frailties that
they had supposed to be extinct. They
like to look over the edge, so to speak,
of their own mental altitudes upon the
unsuspected vagaries of lesser men. The
Times reviewer evidently belongs to this
category. He was unaware that anyone
believed in reincarnation and he is perturbed to find that Mr. Blackwood helieves in it. It is "disquieting." But if
he will take the trouble to make some
inquiries he will find that there are others
who believe in reincarnation and that
Mr. Blackwood is in quite respectable
company. He will find clergymen, lawyers, artists, authors. and soldiers who
believe in reincarnation. He will fin(1
that Plato believed in reincarnation. but
then the Times reviewer probahly does
not think much of Plato. He will prohahly be surprised. even "dislfuieted." hy
his discoveries. But let h'll) take leart.
Digitized by
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Blackwood and Violet Pearn.
: E. P. Dutton & Co.; $1.60.
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AS ABOVE, SO BELOW.
There are certain occult axioms that
would unlock all mysteries if we had
the courage to apply them. They come
down to us through the ages, and we
look at them incuriously, or at best with
but a faint perception of their import.
They are something more than the general statements of a vague philosophy.
They are veritably the key to all mysteries, and we may take from them whatwe have the hardihood to claim.
The ancients in their efforts to epitomize all wisdom said, "As above, so below." They meant that man was the
microcosm of the macrocosm, the universe in miniature. containing within
himself all the knowledge of the past, a:1
the potentialities of the future. Just ai>
the starry heavens can be mirrored in a
pond. so is the universe mirrored in man.
In him is the totality of deity, and all
can learn noththe powers of God.
ing of nature that is not true also of
himself. He can learn nothing of himself that is without its revelation also of
nature. Man knows no other limitations
than those that are self-imposed. Isolating from nature, he is hemmed in hy
the boundaries of his isolation. He is
entangled in the web of his own illusions.
The universe was created by the eternal thought in the eternal mind. It is
the image formed in the divine imagination, energizing itself into objectivity.
All manifestations of nature are the seif-

He

Price Five Cents

ideations of the divine mind, conceiving
of itself as at successive stages of unfolding, and those self-conceptions become the world of matter as we know it.
Just as the imagination of the musician
outstrips his execution, always preceding
each harmony and chord that would be
impossible but for the summons of the
imagination, so the mind of God imagines itself as at each successive stage
of evolution and, so imagining, calls that
stage into actuality. The mineral kingdom is God manifesting, or "thinking of
himself," as the mineral. The vegetable
kingdom is God manifesting, or "thinking of himself," as the vegetable. The
animal kingdom is God manifesting, or
"thinking of himself," as the animal.
And the human kingdom is God manifesting. or "thinking or himself," as the
human being. God imagines the harmony note by note, and the divine imagination energizes itself into what we
call the world of matter. The consciousness of nature in all its stages is that
mind of God which becomes whatever it
imagines itself to be, clothing itself with
matter that is consonant in complexity
with the subject and nature of its selfideation.
The mind of man is then also the divine mind which has not yet imagined itself as divine. It is still limited bv its
own self-conception. The evolutioil of
man is not then a matter of growth, as
that word is ordinarily used. It is a matter of realization. He wpo> conceives of
Digitized by
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THEOSOPHY.
(By Amru.)
times in the experience of the
writer he has been asked the questions:
Does Theosophy help olle in one's daily
life? and, Are Theosophists any hetter
or happier people by reason of their
Theosophy?
It is a sad commentary upon the limitations of human nature that the answers
to both these questions must he in the
negative. Of course there are many exceptions to the generalization, hut it must
he admitted that, on the whole, those
who are interested in studying theo,ophic teachings, who arc members of
the various societies. are in character
and ethics indistinguishahle from the
mass of humanity and compare if anything unfavorably with the Christian
(\e\·olee. Salvationists, :\ew Thoug-hters,
and Christian Scientists.
The writer has observed hackbitillK,
slander. jealousy, meanness,
e\"en untruth fulness and dishon('sl\'.
among some so-called Theosophists wh;).
understanding the law of Karma and
having constantly before them the hig-h
irleals of thought and conduct nccessary
for spiritual development, should, presumably, be the last to give way to such
.hase feelings and actions.
The reason jor this anomaly probably
lies in the fact that Theosophy. unlike
all religions and cults, appeals first to the
intellect. Its principal attraction is the

Price Five Cents

detailed explanation oi the varions laws
of the universe, the several quatities of
matter, states of consciousness, history
of the evolution of worlds, cycles. and
the human soul. and all the mass of specific teaching which is 11I0re scientific
than religious in its treatment.
The majority uf students. absorbed in
the etTort to get a thorough mental grasp
of all this information, seem to forget
that it is only of value in so far as it
can be applied, first, to right understanJing of ourselves, our relation to the divine ancl to others, and, secondly, to its
practical application to the building of
character, the cultivation of faculty, the
elimination of evil. and the striving to
attain to the highest ideals of conduct in
our intercourse with our fellow-men.
To such Theosophy relllains an intellectual concept only. The idea of applying the knowledge to daily Ii fe no more
occurs to them than it docs to the
church-goiug business lIlan tu put the
Christian precepts he hears on Sunday
into practice in his office on ?\londay.
It is strange that it should be so because
the business man docs not know any
rcal reasun why he should be good "nd
virtuous, only vag-ucl)' ft'els that he
should, when'as the student uf divine
wisdotll not only knows \\ilY but understands the prohahle consetiucnce of not
being so. :\ en'rtheless, strange as it
lIlay seem. the real liyinK of a 1'heosophic life is a rarity.
It has been stated ahov
' 11 03Digitized by
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ONCE MORE.
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l\IYSTICISM
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MEMORIES.
Indications of the present mystic trend
of human thought are now to be found
everywhere. There is no book too commonplace to reveal them and apparently
no topic to which they are irrelevant.
Duffield & Co. have just published a
little volume entitled "Memories," lJy
Alma Xewton. It is a record of a few
of the greater epochs of the author's Ii fe,
all of them tinged by mysticism and
some of them expressing it. For example. the author speaks as follows of
her friend Stella:
Her mind seemed a thousand )'ears old in
thc dcpth of its wisdom: her soul as though
had lived with thc immortals; her bod)'
young and heautiful-a combination I had
never known before. It was as though shc
had li,-ed before. lived in man)' forms from
thc hcights of idcalism bcfitting a priestess of
lOme Eastern temple to a C1copatra type of
heaut)' and desirc. down through the ag-es,
and now placed in so strange a setting-a
too new. too modern. It was not the
proper environment. . . .
I re\'eled in flights of fancy in an cffort to
diagnose this 'o'er)' unique character, Stella
Graham.
Louis was right in calling her Madonna.
In our walks she spoke of children; love of
them was a passion with her. ever present.
overmastering. This greatly interestcd me,
and I tricd to make her talk freely aud COIIfidingly.
"Sometimes." she said. "I am awakened at
r1awn by the indistinct memor)' of little children's voices chanting in a minor key. chanting of the digmty of their mission in lifc. the
living expression of human love. As I see
them. in my reverie. they are enveloped in expastel shades from the faintest hlue
to rose pink and pale lavender. From these
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colors spring a chord. a minor chord of almost happy sadness. for the sadness is more
a deep longing than the comlllOIl iorm of sadness--the longing for things supreme, the
longing for the consummation of all 10"e into
thc final call of Nin'ana, wherc only purity
and beauty dwell.
"Sometimes these little ones seem to take
pit)' upon my longing. and in my dreams they
draw near and, with their rose-petaled hands,
smooth my hair and kiss my lips, dropping
wildflowcrs and angels' wings at my fcet.
"This may sound fantastic to you," she
continued. "but to me it is vcry real, helieving as I do in the nearness of Paradise. May
it not he that little spirit childrcn hover vcr)'
closely around us bringing pcace and henediction?
"For there is no death. no absolute anihilation-there is only transition. And I
wondcr if those of us who have suffercd and
16st do not unconsciously attract the souls in
the world of Paradise so that we may be comfortcd? Many of us think of that other life
as heing far awa)', in the distance, when in
reality it is near-in, ahout. around usCt'crYll·"crc. True, we can not always touch
and see it with our physical hands and eyes:
hut we know that the Rreatest Forces are the
silent ones; electricity is silent, yet how near.
how potent, how marvelous! How can we
doubt? Does not modern science RO hand in
hand with occultism-proving. demonstratinR.
materializing,
the
so-called
supernatural
Forces-makinR us realize that the grcatest.
wisdom was uttered hy the I\azarene when
He said, 'Because seeing they see not. and
hearing they hear not. neither do they understal'd:
"Think of the suhtlety of tlte universe. the
constant, penctrating law of vihration!
Every sound is registered somewhere. Always there is a Kreat chorus of Suhjective
sound. for everythinl{ has its echo just as
evcrything has its complcmeut, only our
physical or objective cars hear not.
"Knowing this to be true,
quilte exDigitized by
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---THE NEW DEATH.
of priestcraft and hy an organized the:-'Iiss Winifred Kirkland. aut);or of ology that finds its profit in the creation
"The Xcw Death," quotes the testimony of terror. \Vhere there is no such the·
ology there is no such terror.
of an American soldier who has ken in
But it is easy to believe that a certhe ranks a long time and who writes: tain c1ain'oyance comes to those who
"When this war
the world I was face death day hy day, who are surmaterially prosperous. but religiously
rounded with the mechanism as well as
hopeless. And then I was pitched for- the atmosphere of death. 'fhev can nol
ward into this carnage of the \\'estel"ll themsdVl's express what they know. It
front. 1 learned that death. instead of comes in the natnre of din'ct perception.
heing a horror-something mysteriousand it is infinitelv more valuahle than
was just a casual thing and really just a any num!Jer of the' "dt'l1l0nstrations" that
part of the 'carryon,' of no more imporarc now so rife. \\ie may note. too. that
tance than many petty things that upset the firmest convictions of the continuity
our plans. 1\lany of us feared pain. of life do not come as a result of pieties
many feared for tasks not finished. many nor only to the religious. They do not
physical weakness-few or
seem to avoid the profanities and the
feared death. 1. we. any of us. might he coarsenesses that are more or less injllst torn bits of flesh or hone the uext separable from army Ii fe. They do not
dav or the next minute. hut we knew it conform in the least with our codes.
In;uld not he us-and tliat is not a belief. The aiminal is j ltst as likely as any
it is a /':/10:, IcdKC. ..... s I said. death has other to have these messal{es from the /
hecome casual. just casual. \\' c arc see- soul which stands aho\'l' and hevond all
ing things correctly. nut abnormally. 1 human frailties measuring them 'all from
can not give you any formula of this a vast and dwarfing perspective,
con\·ictioll. hut I know it is as correcl
an(1 accurate as any empirical formula I
OCCULT
lbe in my engineering."
Cyril Scott. author of "The PhiSuch an utterance is not
\'ery few men are afraid of death if it losophy of :\Iodernism in Its Connection
has soml'lhing interesting
h
in the performance of duty. and "'ith
to say on the suhject of on'ult physiology
especially under circumstances that
rendered it familiar. Over and above a and its relation to musical vihrations.
certain physical shrinking from hodily \\ie will not ask the source of his indissolution there is no such thing as a formation lest he should tell us that he
natural fear of death. It is a fear that is under a pleul{c not to reveal it. Says
has heen instilled into us hy gener;ltion, :\rr. Scol!: "1t is
t's't'n a .t.G/{)
, that
Dlgl[,zed by
U'
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THE WAR.
You ask me what I
think about the war from the occult
point of vic\\'. what its immediate results
""'ill he upon the worlll, anel what place
it has in the greater scheme of things.
a great many wise men
trying
to answer such questions as these, hut I
nlust confess that I have not read a
si nglc hook pertaining to them that has
not Ie ft me without a sense of disappointnlent and futility. l\10st of them arc
pitifully small in their outlook upon
events. There arc so many writers who
seem llnahle to measure anything except
bv the \"anlstick uf commerce. and tariff,
Such
fill their whole
horizon. There are others who speculate. and at such length. upon the status
of churches after the war, anel douhtless
they think this is a spiritual view. And
we have volume after volume, literally hundreds of them, ahout democracy.
would suppose that the Kingdom
Hea ven upon earth was expressible hy an
endless vista of hallot-boxes and all the
peoples of the world passing in and out
of them.
Frankly. I can not answer your questions hecause I have come to no COIlclusions. The thing is too big. ;\' olle
the less there are certain general considerations that may he useful as a sort
of background and you know ill every
picture it is the hackground that helps
DEAR

---:

Price Five Cents

us to appreciate the figures that stand
forward in the composition.
Perhaps the most important consideration is the historical. En:rything in life
appears small or great as a result of comparison. The gnat playing in the sunshine, and with a life span of only a few
hours, looks upon a few drops of rain
as a calamity of frightful llimcnsions. It
we can imagine it as using the terms of
speech common amon/{ oursdves it
would prohahly speak of that Sllllllller
shower vcry milch as we speak of the
war. It WOllid see most of its litt Ie trihe
sudell'nly heaten to the grollnd allll overwhelmed hy a rllthless death. Withont
any known precedent thc light of the slIn
wOllld he slIddenly dimllled. and desolation wOll1d he sprea(1 everywhere hy an
agency that wOllld certa in Iy seem to he
diaholic. hut that wc know to he heneficent. The slimmer shower would he the
greatcst visitation of wrath that its little
cosmos had ever known. The gnat has
no tillle cxperiencc by which to measure
the meaning and value of the event. It
is very II1l1ch the same way with thc
averagc writer who comlllcnts IIpon the
meaning anel import of the war. His
time standards arc ddecti\'e, and therefore his pcrspective is wrong, \-Il' assuml'S that this is thc
cvent that
has en'r happened, an,1 it is the greatest
e\'ent that has ever happenl:l1-in his
hook of histe,rY. Bnt if he cOIIll1 tllrn
hack to the
of historythat is to sa\" if he conltl cnlar 'e his tilllc
.
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SClEXCE Ai\D PSYCHISM.
Elsewhere in this issue will be fnulld a
(Omlllent hy Sci.·/Icc Progress on the ex'pcriments in the mechanism of mediumship recently undertaken hy Dr. \V. J.
Crawiord. It will be n:lIlembered that
TJr, Crawford applied various tests. such
as pressure gauges and the like. in order
'to isolate and idellti fy the force displaved in levitation and other similar
He published an accolillt of
his experiments in volume form, and no\\
.\'(iol':(, Progress explains why it is UII·
;.111" to pay attentioll to these I:xperilIIents, why it feels impelled to ignore
thelll. It is a curious commentary UpOIl
'eit'ntific methods and scientific logic.
Science. we are told, can concern it-eli with 110 inquiry in which the saml:
results do not always follow the same
':auses. Dr. Crawford. for example. oh, t,ins yarious phenomena, but it is hy no
1lJeans certain that a subsequent iuYestiwould ohtain the same phenomena.
no matter how carefully he complied with
the conditions. The elements of unceraud caprice must be banishc:d.
l auses and results must follow each other
with unwarying fidelity, just as they do
III the laboratory of the chemist.
Oxy;:en and hydrogen. when properly COll111111ed. invariably produce water. There
arc neither exceptions nor varial ions,
:'-f1ence will condescend to investiO"atc
Illcdiumship when it can produce a simi.
lar sequence of cause and effect.
How extraordinarily illogical; one

Price Five Cents

might say how extraordinarily silly. By
such a test as this the whole science of
medicine would fall to the ground at
once. seeing that there is nothing more
uncertain than the action of drugs upon
the human bo(ly, The results are never
the same. although the causes are the
same. One man will be sensitive tu a
drug that another man is unaffected by.
:\lmeo\·er. it is quite well known that
eyen the chemist is frequently baffled
hy his failure to repeat his experiments.
:'lIme. Curie ohtained results that Sir
\\'illiam Ramsey was quite unable to obtain. althoug-h he followed her procedure
with careful precision. If we llIHlerstand
.'le:,'lIcc Pror.rcss aright it would refuse
It) take any notice whatever of the phe·
nomenon of levitation hecause the table
is sometimes raised directly toward the
ceiling and somel imes it is carried
arouud the room. I f it were always
rais"d toward the ceiling. or alwa vs ca'r·
ried around the room, the matter' would
he worthy of attention, tiut hecause
there is {ariation it becomes negligihlc.
A further l'anse for criticism is found
in the fact that a certain state of mind
in the sitters is necessary to success. An
X- Ray photograph. we ;;re told. is equally
successful Ill) matter what the state of
mintl of the suhject. ,\nd \'accine is
equally efiecti\"C on the skeptic as on the
believer. \\'hv should it not I;e tbe same
in ml:dimnshij>?
\\'llI' should it be the same?
P"o",,;'ss miO'ht just as wei t -I
b
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AX INSECT MYSTERY.

WAR AND ITS RESULTS.

Dr. H. Knight Horsfield asks by what
method the sexes of certain insects managed to communicate with each other
over long distances. Take, for example,
the Oak Eggar moth. If the female be
imprisoned in a chip box and taken many
miles from the place of capture her
whereabouts will at once be discovered
hy the males and they will assemble unerringly around her place of captivity.
How is the communication made? "By
what manner of wireless telegraphy is
the imperious message sent which is responded to instantly by the Eggar gallants, who desert their fragrant habitat,
brave every obstacle, ignore adverse
winds, shape their course through a
strange
dusky wilderness of bricks
and mortar, find the identical house, and,
at length, laughing at locksmiths, cluster
in masses around the tiny prison wherein the young princess is interned?" The
problem has long been known, but
science has nothing to say. But Dr.
Horsfield himself has a suggestion. By
what right, he asks, do we restrict in·
sects to our own five senses? In other
realms of nature there may be fifty or
fifty thousand.
It would certainly be strange if science
should credit insects with more than five
senses while regarding a human claim
to more than the usual equipment as evidQnce of insanity.

DEAR - - : Let me try again to allswer one of the questions contained in
your letter. You ask if we may expect
the advent of a spiritual teacher after the
conclusion of peace, just as there have
been other spiritual teachers at various
epochs in human history.
I do not know. I have no ground either for expectation 010 for belief. It
is true that the world has seen a great
many spiritual teachers, and will certainly see many more, but we must I'emember that they come in obedience to
a cyclic law, and although we have some
slight knowledge of the scope of that
law we do not know of it with enough
precision to justify a prediction. I know
that there are some people who speak
with much apparent certainty as to the
coming of such a teacher, but you must
refer to them for the sources of their
knowledge. I have no knowledge on the
subject, nor even, as I say, an expectation. And I may add that speculations
on this point do not seem to me to be
very useful.
But there is one thing that is quite
sure. Humanity must save itself just
like the individual. It will not be saved
vicariously. The spiritual teachers of
the race have usuallv preceded and not
followed the great - world cataclysms.
Jesus, for example, came just before the
breaking up of the Roman Empire, not
after it, and we may note incidentally
that the dissolution of t (l. Roman EmDigitized by
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A CLERICAL DtJ:--JCE. .
The popular clergyman who attacks
Theosophy usually leaves us with a problem that it is by no means easy to solve.
We do not know whether he himself is
ignorant or whether he merely assumes
that his audience is ignorant. Perhaps
it is a case of ignorance communing with
ignorance-always a saddening sight.
Take, for example. the case of the Rev.
Kenneth Mackenzie, who writes on
"Theosophy and the Christian Faith" in
the June issue of the Amer;call Church
.lIon/hi)'. We do not know the origin of
Mr. Mackenzie's misinformation. He
does not tell us. Possibly, like the source
oi the l\ile or Mr. Yel1owplush's pedigree, it is "wropt in obscurity." Possibly
it is to be found in his subconscionsness.
But it does not matter. It is none the
less interesting to watch its course.
Theosophy, according to Mr. Mackenzie, is the same as Buddhism. This. of
course, simplifies the task of criticism,
because. as we all know. Buddhism is one
of the pagan religions of the world and
therefore stands self-condemned. \Ve
can only be grateful that Mr. Mackenzie
did not identify Theosophy with headhunting, or voodoo, or thuggery. It
would have been equally satisfying to his
audience.
hear what Mr. Mackenzie has to
say about Buddhism:
In India. its home and fertile ground of
growth. ';t bred and nourished a despicable
caste distinction. which ground to the earth
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the poorer classes; it degraded womankind;
it compelled the young widow to throw her·
self upon the funeral pyre of her deaJ husband; because Karma had no relief from the
agonies of a torturing conscience. frenzied
souls cast themselves under the crunching
wheels of the Juggernaut car or into the flowing GhanRes. their children. too, sharing thcir
miserable fate at times,

This reminds us of Mr. Bryce's comment on the Holy Roman Empire. He
said the name was a good one with the
exception that it was neither holy, nor
Roman. nor an empire. Mr. Mackenzie's
sketch of Buddhism is equally good with
the exception that Buddhism has no
castes, that it glorifies womanhood, that it
docs not practice widow burning. that it
has nothing to do with Juggernaut, and
that it docs not worship the Ghanges.
\Ve wonder what Mr. Mackenzie would
say if some Buddhist preacher should
identify Christianity with l\Iorm:mist11,
the Holy Rollers. and the Spanish Inquisition. But then 110 Buddhist would
he so ignorant. It is left to Mr. Mackenzie to be ignorant and unashamed, a discredit which attaches equal1y to the
A IIIcr;ctJll Church ill olllhlv, that must assureclly have passed under the editorship
of a choir hoy, and not a particularly
hright choir hoy at that.
Theosophy. of course, has nothing to
clo wit h Buddhism. Even a clergyman
ought to know that. At least there might
have been a reference to the encyclop:edia. hut perhaps stuff of this kind is
good enough for its audie -Tee
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ART :\:\D MYSTICISM.
.\Ir. Claude Bragdon in his new hook,
".\rchitecture allli Deltlocracy," asks
Il"hat effect the war will have upon art,
and particularly upon architecture, which
j, "the concrete presentiment in space of
the soul of a people." I f the soul be
petty and sordiel. there t'an he no great
archit<:eture. E\'ery change in the national soul IlIU,t find its reflection in the
"concrete preseutment" of our buildings.
\Iatcrialisltl. says .\fr. Brag<.lon. can
not produce architecturt'. This can he
done only by spirituality. Until we hecome a religious pcoplt' g-reat architecture is far from us.
This will he done for us hy war. which
,hake,; I\S frolll our lethargy'and scnds us
jar afield in the search for realit\'. Rut
we shall
to go to Asia, s,{vs .\Ir.
Bragdon, to find the tincture that neIther our civilization nor our past can
,upply:
This secret is Yoga, the method of self'!c\'elopment wherehy the seeker for union is
en "hIed to perceh'c the shinin;.: of the in·.·.'r<! Light. This is achie\'ed I,y daily discipline in stillin!,: the mind and ,lirectinJ.(
Ihe c"nsciousness inward inste,lrl of outward.
The Self is within. anrl the mind, which is
1:<><01all" centrifugal. must first he arrested.
u,ntroll;'d, and then turned hack upon itself,
,ad held with perfect steadiness. All this
i, naively expressed in the Cpanishads in the
p,Hsage. "The Seli-existent pierced the openof the senses so that the)' turn forwarJ,
Mt hack ward into himself. Some wise man,
however. with eyes closed and wishing for
;mmortality, saw the Self behind," This still·
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ing of the mind, its subjugation and control
wherehy' it may be concentrated on anything
at will, is particularly hard for persons of
our race and trainin!,:, a race the natural direction of whosc consciousness is strongly outwanl. a training in which the practice of introspec!i\'C meditation finds no place.
Yog,,-that "union" which brings inward
\'ision, the contrihution of the East to the
spiritual life of the West-will bring profound changes into the art of the \Vest, since
art sprin!,:s from consciousness. TIle consciousness of the \Vest now concerns itself
with the visible world almost exclusivelY
and \""stern art is thereforc characterized by
an almost s!aYish fidelity to the emphemeral
:'1'pearances of thinKs-the record of particular moods anti moments. The consciousness
of the East on the other hand is suhjecth·c.
in\ rusp"cth-e.
Its art accordingly
itself with eternal aspects, with a world of
archetypal ideas in which thin!,:s exist not
ior their own sake. but as symhols of supcrnill thinf.,:s. The Oriental artist an, ids as far
as possible trivial and individual rhythms,
sc"ing always the fundamental rhy·thm of the
lar!,:er. deeper Ii fe.
"ow this '1l1ality so earnestly sou!,:ht and S0
hiJ.(hly prized in Oriental art is the ,cry thing
which ollr art anti our architecture most conspicllollsly lacks.
To the eye sensitive to
rhythm, our essays in these fields appear awkward and Ullcnlldncing, lacking a certain in.,Til"bilil\'. \\'e must restore to art that first
J.(reat canon of Chinese :esthetics, "Rhythmic
7'i1"lily. or the life mO\'ement of the spirit
throllgh the rhythm of things." It can not
be interjecte'l from the outside. hut mllst be
inwardly realized hv the "stilling" of the
mind ai,o\-e descrihe;!.

The materialistic consciousness looks
upon tIl(' world of sense as a real world '
and as tlw onl" real world. But the 1l1\'Sti,' cOllsciol1S1;eSS looks I1pon nature' as
Digitized by
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THE DHARMA.
Dr. Paul Carus is to be congratulated
on the fact that his little work on "The
Dharma, or the 'Religion of Enlightenment," an exposition of Buddhism. has
reached its sixth edition that now appears with revisions and enlargements.
The success is well deserved. Buddhism
has no more sympathetic champion tha.n
Dr. Carus, nor one who brings to his
task so much intelligence and insight.
Into the theology of Buddhism there
IS no need here to enter. It is admirahly
,et forth. and the student can do no Iletter than confide himself to the guidance
I)f Dr. Caruso and to an insight that is
always illuminating and interpretive.
The doctrine of Buddha, savs Dr.
Caruso must have appeared bolll and
iconoclastic to the pious Brahmins, who
J!laced their trust in the special revelation
of the Vedas. who believed in the expiation of sin hv the blood of sacrifice. and
expected divine help hy the magic charm
of prayer. Their faith rested upon the
assumption of some divine or extranatural power that would overcome. or
hreak. or upset the law of causation.
Buddha teaches men to give up all faitil
in the miraculous. He teaches that the
origin and the end of all things depend
upon causation.
Dr. Carus finds no insurmountable di fticulties in the doctrine of the impcrnanence of the self. The boy that goes to
schools, he says, is a different person from
the young man who has completed his
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education; and yet in a certain sense we
are justified in speaking of him as being
otle and the same. For there is a continuity such as obtains between sowing
and harvesting. \Vhen a boy learns a
verse from his teacher, the verse is 'incarnated in the boy's mind, but there is
no transmigration of the verse in the
proper sense of transmigration. The
verse is impressed into the boy's mind,
hut there is no material transfer:
nut the annihilation of selfhood (sakkaya)
,loes not imply an annihilation of personality.
A follower of the Enlil{htened One regards his
property as property. hut not as his; he reI;anls his hody as hody, hut not as his; he
rt::.:tards his sensations as sensations. but not
as his: he regards his thoughts as thoughts,
hut not as his: he regards his sentiments as
sentiments. hut not as his.
For all these
things arC' transient. :lnd he knows there is no
truth in the ideas, "this is mind. or I am this
and that, or I have all these
l3earing
in mind the fruit of deeds. he abstains from
:111 passions. from hatred. and ill-will, but
and untiringly performs all those
,!eC'cls which tend toward enlightenment. He
('ndca,'ors to attain the truth and spreads it;
and his life is in
deeds. If there is
that man can call his own. it is not
what he possesses. hut what he docs. \Vhat
he does constitutes his character. what he
,loes li,'es after him. what he does is the
reality of his existence that endures.

Dr. Carus
in no subtleties on
the subject of 1\ irvana. Indeed no
subtleties exist save for those who desire
them. The state of ],\irvana. he tells us.
is characterized bv the ahsolute calm that
is prod/tced thrOl{gh the utter absence of
passion:
He who has attained the
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SO!\'lE :\EW FACTS.

was not unclerstood hy any onc else. On
the
contrary we have been told again
The extract from the St. Louis .lfirror
\oncerning Patience \\'orth to he found and again that 1\1 rs. Curran is a woman
in this issue is evidence of the of average mentality and attainments.
extraordinary difficulties to he encoun- without special facultit,s or powers, with
ten'd in am' effort to obtain the exact the exception that the ouija board under
facts with regard to a psychic phenom- her hands spelled out these mysterious
enon. :\ow we have always supposed communications purporting to come from
that the communications from Patience
Patience \ \. orth. :\ow it seems that we
\\'orth were ohtained directly through ha ve heen wholl\' misled. that the comthe ouija hoard. that is to say that they munications do 'not come through the
were spelled out letter hy letter by the . ouija hoard at all. which moves so fast
pointing finger of this little implement. as to he incomprehensihle. that
rs. Cur:\0 suggestion to the contrary has ever
ran hersd f is dain'oyant and c1airbeen cOI1\'eyed hy :\[1'. Marion Reedy audient. and that the function of the
nor hy any other obsen·er. But it seems ouija hoard. if it has any function at all.
1I0W that this is not the case. The moveis to induce the psychic cnndition in
tntnts of the board. says
r. ReedY. arc
Curran. ,
-0 rapicl that no eye' can fvllow 'them.
:\1 r. Reedy is. of course. \"'Hllly sinThe pointer. says ;\1 r. Rt·edy. docs not cere and hlameless. Douhtless he was
touch the letters as 1\1 rs. Curran calls told that the messages wcre spelled alit
them. for "no
could follow its mon', on the oui ia hoarcl. and he helitoved it
ments."
:\[on'oyer. :\1 rs. ('urran is to hl' true' on no hetter evidence than
t"!lally looking away from the hoard., that the ouija hoard moved. He was
allcl it is therefore evident that $he is told that :\[rs. Curran had no ahnormal
in no sense reading' a messag-c from the attainments and Ill' helieved that. too.
hoard and that it might he dispenscd
En'n now he seems to ha", no idea of
with.
t hc import of his casual rt'mark. "He it
Rut dsewlu.-rc ;\1 r. Reed\' kts the cat understood the communications come tu
entirely out of the hag'. . Speaking' of her in a comhination of clairvO\'ance and
:\[ rs. Curran. he sa vs : .. For hc it tmder- of a rll\'thmic dairaudience." ' For this
the cOnJmlll1'ications comc to her is prec{sely the thing that we did not
in a combination of c1airvovance and of a understand. anc! of which none of tIlt'
rhythmic clairaudience as 'well as 1)\' an ,apient psychic researchers seems to
exquisite refinement at times of ,;thcr ha\'c scen the significance.
senses."
this may havc hel'n un1', Reedv', rC\'elation detracts noth(Icrstood hy :\11'. Reedy: hut certainly it ing from
interest of the
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DR. CRAWFORD AGAIN.
Dr. W. J. Crawford, author of "The
Reality of Psychic Phenomena," pre\'iously reviewed in these columns, now
gives us another volume entitled "Hints
and Ohservations for Those lnvcstigating the Phenomena of Spiritualism."
It will be remembered that Dr. Crawford
conducted a series of experiments with
lJressure gages and other instruments of
lJrecision in order to determine the
physical source of mediumistic power,
and it lIlay be said once more that he
produced a valuahle book.
His latest volumc is of a somewhat
mure speculative kind. The reality of
the phcnomena is, hc says, beyond dispute. The only doubt is as to their cause:
he the interpretation. there is nowadays no douht of the actuality of the phenomena. Their occurrence has been estahlished as surely as any type of ordinar)' physical
phenomena. I advise my friends to pay no
need whate\'er to the various uninformed
;.rticles that appear from time to time in the
puhlic press or to the prejudiced diatrihes of
people who have never properly investigated
ior themseh'es: for it is one of the 1Il0st reo
markable facts ahout this subject that people
can l>e found
and even eager to pronounce opinions upon it who have n,,"er sat
in a single seance.

Dr. Crawford is a spiritualist. That
to say, he believes that many of'these
phenomena arc produced by human disin·
carnatcd entitics. None the less the
manifestations have a physical
and
the communicating entities must
in

l'i
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possession of some kind of body, which
may conveniently be called a psychic
body:
The psychic body if it really exists, and I
think it does, has the following qualities
amonRst others:
( 1) 11 is perfectly im'isihle to normal sight.
though it may o"casionally b" made visible to
clairvoyant sight.
None of the en'tities in my experimental
seance rooms has ever heen \'isihle to me; hut
various clainoyants ha"e describ"d spirit
forms as
present and the descriptions
have apparently been confirmed by ,'igorous
and
raps.
(2) II is '1uite impalp,(lJle to normal senses
I ,have ne\'er seen, heard, felt . .or "sensed"
the phycbic body 01' any entity in the seanc"
rOOtJl.

(3) It is use,\ as p:trt of tl\" mechan;sm for
producing physical phellomena.
I ha\'e strong experimental ""idence that
this is so. The operalors say that holh the
un freed psych;" body of the n",dium and their
own freed psychic bodies arc used in "onjunc·
tion.
(4) Physical maller )lresents no harrier to
its passage through space.
(5) It is of such a nature that whcn united
to the physical hody in a
p('rson it is
an exact dupli"ate of the physical hoely. It
would appear that each cell or e""1\ atom of
thc physical hody has som"how l'tllheddcd in
it. or
on it. or connt'cted with
it. a corresponding clement of the psychic
hody.
(6) Its <;omposition is not ,;,akrial in the
scnSt'
we know 1natter.
(7) It would seem to r:"liaic all round it
an

aura.

There are

of two distinct

auras round the 1I0dy ,;f a man. and it is
possillie thaI "ne is due to the physic,ll and
rhe other to the psychical body.
(8) It would appcar-10 11" tl", form or mould
upon which the physic;,1 hody 'n-. .g:
it
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DREAMS.
,:\ correspondent sends an article by
Professor Garrett P, Serviss on the subject of Dreams and asks that some comm(11t be made on it. Professor Serviss
writes often on such topics as this, and
although he usually shows a certain opp'Jrtunist tendency to osci lIate between
materialism and mysticism he succeeds
at least in being popular-and perhaps
this is the main consideration.
Of course he tells us some of the old
stories. There is, for example, the incident related by IVlaury, who tells us
that a bed pole fell across his neck while
he was asleep and that as a result he
passed through a long and tragic dream
Ili the French Revolution in which he
was arrested, condemned to death, and
taken to the guillotine. The dream culminated with the fall of the kni fe upon
his neck-that is to say by the fall of the
I'cd pole. How does it happen. we are
"sked, that so long and complicated a
dream can occupy so short a space of
time? Professor Serviss says, "The remarkable thing here is the wonderful
quickness and fertility exhibited by the
mind in inventing. instantaneously, a
Story to fit the suggestion given Ity the
[leculiar impression on the sleeper's nerv'JUS system that the blow of the falling
l"lle had produced."
Xow how does Professor Serviss know
that this was a story invented by the
mind? \Vhy should the mind invent slIch
" story? There are a hundred other in-
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cidents that might have been suggested
1>y the same occurrence. \Vhy should
the mind choose one anlOng them to the
exclusion of the others? The.' dream
might ha\'e 1>een of a railroad accident,
or a battle. or any other event involving
decapitation. But the mind selected a
scene of the Revolution. Why? What
is this strange selecti ve faculty that is
supposed to reside within the mind during sleep?
Let us take another theory that is at
least equally plausihle. Let us suppose
that the falling of the bed pole reminded
the sleeper. by the association of ideas.
of the concluding and dominant event
of a past incarnation. Why not? We
are all familiar with the association of
ideas. It sometimes happens to us all
that somc trivial happening, a whiff of
scent, for example. will summon up an
instantaneous panorama of some large
c\'ent in which we once bore a part.
The whole of that event in all its de·
tails is presented to us as a unifiecl picture and in a moment of time. In other
words. the phenomenon of the suggested
dream is sometimes presented to the
waking mind just as it is to the dreaming
mind, and just as rapidly. Why does the
scicntist so oitcn try to explain hy the
use of the inexplicable? Why is he so
in fatuatecl with chance?
But Professor Serviss is not wholly
materialistic. Sometimes he approaches
thc truth. hut with infinite caution and
{_ x·
with mal1\'• humhle Dlgl, zed bY '-.:J
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COLOR.
It is symptomatic of the tension of the
day that so many books should appear
on the treatment of nervousness. It
need hardly be said that, most of them
are materialistic. Malefic states of
consciousness are supposed always to be
due to physical deterioration. The cart
is put before the horse, and cause and
effect are compelled to change places.
Dr. H. Addington Bruce, himself a
psychologist of note, largely avoids this
error. Nervousness, he tells us, must he
overcome by effort. In the reactions between body and mind it is often the mind
that begins the trouble and so leads the
body into evil courses. The well-ordered
mind is the best of all physicians.
But it is with the author's chapter on
color that
are most concerned. Color
is one of nature's finer forces. and it is to
color that consciousness most quickly responds. So far as it is within our power
we should select for our association only
those colors that correspond with the desired states of consciousness:
Xature, as you must have observed, is exceedingly chary in the use of red. We do
not have red oceans or red skies or red
grass. Only in the autumn, when the days
are short and gray, is red used by nature to
any extent. Then our forests and meadows
are sprinkled with it, in bright patches that
afford a stimulating contrast to the general
dullness of the autumn landscape. In this
there is a hint which everybody ought to take.
Whether in articles of dress or. in household
decoration, red should be used sparingly.
Under some circumstances it should not be

11ISed at all

,
I
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So abnormally stimulating is red when used
in excess and for any length of time that it
sometimes causes serious nervous symptoms.
A medical man was once puzzled by the extreme nervousness of a whole family, whose
members often came to him to be treated for
headache, sleeplessness,- and other nervous
ills. He found it impossible to give them
permanent relief, until one day he was called
to their home. Then he noticed that red was
much in evidence in the color scheme of
almost every room in the house, particularly
in the wall papers. Being ;!ware of its irritating quality when used thus lavishly, he advised that the house be repapered in other
colors. This having been done, the nervousness from which the entire family had suffered soon disappeared.

Dr. Bruce does not consider it as part
of his duty to explain the relationship between color and "nerves." But the
student can do this for himself. Let him
cultivate within himself the perpetual
note of interrogation. Why is red an
irritant? Why is blue a sedative? What.
rates of vihration do these and other
colors represent? What place do they
hold in the septenaries of nature? What
are their correspondences? But none
the less, says Dr. Bruce, the color red
has its value:
As to the use of red in clothing, the rule
adopted by a friend of mine, a member of
the teaching staff of Wisconsin University,
is onc which everybody might follow to advantage. "When the day is dull or I feel depressed," he tells me, "I put on a necktie
wholly or partly red. This I find has a pleasantly stimulatinl'{ effect on me. But I never
wear such a tie on a bright day, or when r
am already in good spirits." As with neck·
ties, so with dresses. The dress partly r en·
Digitized by
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DR. HYSLOP'S BOOK.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found
an extract from Dr. Hyslop's new book
on psychic research. 'It may be said
once more that the inclusion of Dr.
Hyslop's opinions carries with it no implication of a general approval. Theosophy has no creeds and no dogmas. It
has no unorthodoxies and no forbidden
studies. If Theosophists hope to influence the thought of the world-and
they have already done so to an immeasurable degree-they should at least be
acquainted with the thought of" the
world. They should have their hands
upon the wires of speculation and research.
At least we shall all agree that there
is something refreshing about Dr.
Hyslop's defiance of the scientific orthodoxies. They ought to wake up, he says,
and learn something. They are too
sleepy, too self-satisfied and too conventional. There can be nothing superstitious about a fact. Interpretations of
fact may be superstitious, but there can
be nothing quite so superstitious as the
denial of a fact. This is the pet superstition of materialism, which seems still
to labor under the conviction that a fact
will cease to be a fact if only it be denied
loudly enough and often enough. The
world is now faced with a revival of
psychic phenomena, and this is partly
due to cyclic causes and partly to the
bereavements of the war. These facts
have to be faced, and it may be said at
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once that if thc materialist is guilty of the
superstitions of denial the occult student
is sometimes guilty of his own superstitions of affirmation and assertion. Psychic phenomena are not to be explained
by aphorisms, nor by curt references to
authoritative writings that are usually
misunderstood, and that were never intended to do more than to indicate profitable lines of thought and to establish
general principles. Psychic phenomena,
as that term is now used, include all the
ranges of abnormal consciousness, and
although their interpretations may be as
wide apart as the poles we gain nothing
by an avoidance of proved fact. Indeed
we lose very much. "Ve place ourselves on a level with the orthodox religionist
who supposes that all the mysteries oi
naturc are sufficiently solved by the citation of a biblical text. Dr. Hyslop and
those who are associated with him secm
to have fac(s to communicate. Thev
have also their interpretations of those
facts. Those interpretations are not
always our own: But to evade the facts
or to dispose of them by airy references
to authorities is not only to stulti fy our
own efforts, but it also evidences a certain stupidity that must go far to nullify
our work. VYe can never have too many
facts.
Psyc!-.ic
are usually the
concomitant of some deeper and "morl'
real movcmcnt in the minds of men.
Unquestionably it is so now. Humanity
has becn stirred to itscfound tions,
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THE MI:\D OF THE SAVAGE.
Proiessor George Winter Mitchell pf
Queen's L:niversity. Canaua, has a good
\rurd to say for the savage. Missionaries, he tells us. like to preach to the
cannibal heeause "he is so teachahle."
Current OpilliolJ for January, summarizing Professor Mitchell's reflections, says:
The two essentially savage characteristics,
however. are modesty and chastity. A different idea prevails only because the civilized
enjoy. as a rule, slight personal experience
with savages. The savage is truthful because
he is not sophisticated. He literally does not
know how to lie. In the same way. children
are spontaneously truthful. They learn to lie
irom thcir elders, who punish them for frankness.
In every family there arc circumstances which it is deemed wise to conceal
from the neiR"hbors. The child does not at
fic,t realize this. It is taught the need of
discretion under pains and penalties. Incapable of making discrimination at an early
age. the little one takes refuge in deceit. A
child in a reformatory was known to boast
openly of the wonderful lies tolel habitually
by its parents. This was no sign of depral;ty. It was sheer ignorance. In exactly
the same way the savage. detected in lies, is
i1l\'ariahly the victim of association with the
civilized. Anthropologists of renown have
testified from first-hand knowledge to the
wracity of the savage.

The savage. says the author. is not
immodest. He becomes immodest onlv
under the tutelage of the white ma.;.
:\or is he lacking in intellectual power.
\\"hich is the most egregrious delusion of
all. "There are many men of intellectual
p"wer among the savages. men who
rank as high mentally, perhaps, as Kant
or Darwin." Furthermore we are as-

Price Five Cents

sured that the savage does not worship
stocks and stones. For him they arc
sy.ilbols. They convey an idea.

•
GEORGE RUSSELL.
It is with somewhat mixed feelings
that we read the biography of George
VV. Russell, better known as
which
comes to us from the pen of Darrell
Figgis and from the publishing house of
Maunsel & Co. of Dublin. For here is
the greatest of living Irish pacts, whose
genius was nurtured by Theosophy and
who has practically been expelled from
that association In- its charlatanisms and
credulities.
r.. Russell, we are told,
now shrinks from the use of the word.
There arc thousands of other who do the
same. \Ve regret it. hut we can nor
blame. If blame is to be assigned it
must he visited upon those who have put
the spiritual purities of Theosophy behind them in favor of superstit:ons as
as they are vulgar.
With the general (ktails of NIr. Russell's Ii fe we need not concern ourselves
here. But we arc told something of an
unnamed cUlllmunity of mystics to which
al;<1 of an inciMr. Russell
dent that befell a memher of that communit v who had come to a crisis and to
the "t'wo paths." At last he had decided
to "let things take their course," and
r. Russell tells us that he has persuade(! his harassed friend to sleep an(!
then slept himself:
To slccp C:lme vision_

In a "sp:lCC opened
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E!'\TI FIe PREPOSSESSION.
The scientific prepossession, says Warler Fite, writing in the At/all/i,e MOI/IIz/y.
s the cOllception that after ages of dark11C'S, n,iscollception, and superstition we
ha\'c at last emerged into the realm of
co!,1 and pure fact, that all former ages
have viewed the world through the medium of human prejudices from which,
happily, we are free. That future ages
will smile at our convictions just as we
smile at the beliefs of the past seems
never to occur to the exponents of modern research.
To understand the scientific arepossession, sal's the writer, we must realize
that there' are two ways in which we
may consider any human action or condition of human life. \Ve may ask. How
docs it look? And we may also ask,
How does it feel?
For example, we
may ask what it means to be a parent
or a child, but it is not sufficient merely
to ohserve parenthood or childhood. w'c
must know also how it feels to he a parent or a child. In other words there is
an inside and an outside to the question.
Xow there was a time when men asked
themselves this double question abou!
everything. The world and all its parts
was the embodiment of an idea. Thought
an,1 design lay behind all things. :\
tree was not merely an aggregate of malerial characteristics. hut it was also
;;('llJething in itself of which the material
characetristics were the expression:
Rut here the natur:11 scientist cri.;,s. "Gorl
iorl'id1" Behold, then, the scientific pn,pos-

Price Five Cents

session. Common. senso
ItS ti\;l.t human
life, at least, has how' an outside an" an inside. Aristot¥! teaehe's tHat this applies to
all thing-s wh/ltsllll:'j.ur, that arc' e:t>l¥:rete an.'\
real. The scientific' p".'possession consists in
an exclusi"e <"tnph"sis upon the outsiUe, af·
·firming that no other -side exi!\ts. 'This is
what the scientist means, then, when he tells
us that the scientific point of "iew is the
point of "iew of simple fact. The primiti\'e
man assumed, (Iuite nai\'ety indeed, that, like
himself and his human neighbors, everything
in the uni\'erse has two sides; that of thc
stars. for exa111ple, you may ask, not only
what a star looks like, hut what it means to be
a star. The scientific prepossession began by
denying the inner "iew, first. to the stars.
then to all of what we call inanimate nature;
presently to the lower forms of animate na·
ture; and now it proposes, as a final step in
the extension of science, to deny the inner life
to you and me.

The inncr life being thus banished with
a wave of the scientific hand there is
thereforc nothing left to inquire about in
the domain of psychology. The mind itself heing non-existent it is ohviously
superfluous to inquire about feeling or to
ask what it is to be a mind. All that we
need do is to fddl forth our apparatus
and study extcrnals:
Thus is mind hanished from the psychological laboratory. For it is equally unneces·
sary that the subject of psycholog-ical experiment he endowerl with mind. As a recent
writer has remarked. in entering the psycho·
logical lahoratory you check your soul at the
,Ioor. The rules of scientific method, inrleecl,
forhid the admission of the soul; for to admit
the soul would mean that you intend to unrler·
stand your suhject as he fcels to himselfhy sympathetic appreciation; and sympathetic
appreciation, as we have seen. is the lueth",j
empl(lyed by unscientific primiti"e men. Thus
it comes ahout that, while th·
of
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OCCULT NOVELS.
(By C. A. G.)
I
Novelists are beginning to realize the
unlimited possibilities of reincarnation as
a basis for the making of stories; furthermore, the "occult," or hidden side of
things is receiving more and more attention from popular writers. We seldom
pick up a magazine that does not have
at least one story that comes within the
,pecial purview of the third object of the
Theoscophical Society, while of the
writing of occult novels there is beginning to be no end. It would seem to be
the duty of the Qucwterly to mention
the. e from time to time, although that
nally results in a state of exasperation
trom which it takes some time to rever.
ince Bulwer Lytton we have had very
Ittle on occult themes which is in any
ay worthy of so great a subject. F.
Crawford's "Mr. Isaacs" almost
Ion s to theosophical literature, but his
ther essays into this type of literature
'ere not so sucecssful. Du Maurier was.
t least, interesting. "Peter Ibbetson" is
charming tale that comes much closer
being possible than most efforts to deribe the workings of the astral plane.
Riled a good record by writing ''The
.fartian," which is thin and uncon\-incing. Perhaps the best occult story
ince Bulwer Lytton is Kipling's "Brush\'00<1 Boy," which has human interest,
literary excellence, and so far as the occult element is concerned, is quite pos-

I
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sible, if not- very probable. The underlying idea is similar to that of "Peter Ibbetson." Even Mr. Sinnett, with all his
advantages, was lamentably inadequate
in his two efforts, "Karma" and
"United," which are as impossible,
artistically, as they are travesties of the
occult. Marie Corelli has all the faults
of Marie Corelli, and that is saying
enough. W. L. Comfort, a newcomer in
the field, several of whose books have
been reviewed in the Quarterly, has as
special characteristics a perfervid imagination fed on ignorance, and an almost total inability to write: and so it
goes. The Ql4arterly would welcome a
really good occult novel, for the world
needs to have its attention turned away
from the purely material interests of life,
and even if we can not wholly commend
the novel as a means of propaganda, it
reaches individuals who would not be
in any other way.
One recent book, "The Promise of the
Air," hy Algernon Blackwood,
heen
extensively advertised and favorably reviewed. People are talking about it. I
do not know why_ It is not interesting.
and lacks substance. The theme is fantastic and leads nowhere. A lower middle
class man. who is fond of birds, develops
a type of irresponsibility and inconsequence which he and the author claim to
be like the irresponsibility and inconsequence of birds. It is gay, almost joy·
ous. at times. although through most of
the book. the· sordid. c1etail s of COl
DIM
joy
oog C

c
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arts' but it
well
not
not too unbelievable.
ex; the moral
there is restraint:
many
admirable
we
space and
Olle
must serve.
than
of the eternal
the heart
it
incarnated themselves in
that
destined
for a while.

and con:vin.cingly WlIllea.sarlt.
not a book for nervous and imagiinatm
to read
and
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a
of the
from the
quanl:itativc standards.
was
materialism and the adoraHitherto men had been
henceforth
The world
and it
delnocr<lcy Human· liberty

way of
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or even
the
The answer we
must determine for ourselves, but at lea,t
we may be
to Dr. Cram for the
which he has
the
to our attention.
THE

SINS

Dr.
tells
their status "not
Then
whose mo-

By RaIVb
Jones Com-

THE

Cram.

,

ATLANTIS
In the

Selena Monitor
the
National

eX)Joedi1tion
"",nr,,,rv

It
on an
the
after
the

over

spare in
activity;

is that
make
mental
its own creative and beneficent

Therefore we may ask ourselves if

Past masters in the art
it
volumes
of this
tient
so many centuries of
these remarkable wall;
staircases still remain
were an
and all the
of
cultivated even 011
mountain top, and the masonry of
terraces shows that the same care
finish were bestowed on them as on
houses and
in the
proper.
The
of the conquest are
to
as far as
occasional trea"
rli.:tll,rh,·rl the
in
The natives have
been inveterate treasure seekers.
tion tells of how the Indians jOllmeying
from the south with
of AtahllallJa
ransom turned in
tracks and
the treasure when
heard that Pizarro's minions had murdered the
of the Inca race. Since then
treasure seekers have come and
tained
and
and
instinct of
has
ransom has never conte
can
how strange
of the geographic

4S
children of the
came in contact
tions' and how
that any one
take so much
trouble to
mere stones, and
bones and potshe:rds.
The remains of Tiahuanaco on the
shores of Lake Titicaca doubtless owe
their
to the same
race
Manchu-Picchu.
the
reminiscent
These ruins are in a
the
stones
and
show a much
civilization than
art
stones of
wild cool air and
common to both
to whether
world's
the races resipolrlsible
monuments had not
a land like the
ancients. the fair
wrote of as about some
...,,,,,
and not a mere child of
in
which he contends
that the Peruvians were a
but that all
the past
tions
mon source, and
in some
to the
are to be met with among many
both in the old and new world.
It is rPlrt",inlv
one which

survived to tell the tale after "the
Montesinos
not be so very far
wrong

"When one considers the
attractive features of thi:; ancient clv'tlt:zation-the
of the
towns, the be'lUtlifu! stoine'work, the symmetry of
enin ,
pot-

COLOR AND SOUND.
co'rre'sp'On1deI1l asks for some definite
to the correinformation with
spl)l1clences between sound and color and
chemical elements. It can not he
not because of
'
but
that there is such cOlrreSpl)l1l!en.ce, that
is a cOIFrespcmdenl:e
the
and the
of nature, and
them and
The
first step in wisdom
to
the
immanence of
not of a
and non-ethicaI
one centra! and
governs all movements
as the maim;priing
of
no matter
those movements may be.
But there
no reason
of
not discover
for ourselves. There is no
inter:
between us and
no
that are
upon
kn:o\',ledge from 11S, no secrets
others or
no
that
of a sustail1ed
concentration
mistreated
meanat-

di·
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reet toward the affairs of life. It means
that we must
and expec:tarltly seek.
want

tween
lowest color rate
That
of etheric
manifest themselves
either sound or
that
manifest themselves to our
represent dark worlds
we can not penetrate.
ments of nature from
as eff,ectllJally
the other
filled with lives for all we
and that are 110
of us than we are of
worlds

methc'ds, that is to

with
made up of a
various rates of vilhr:ltiIJn.
five senses are no
of contact with
and that
you

facts around
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due to
who had
his lifetime.
"From 1902
the

was
accidental. I
radio
"and I am
disturbances on
unlkindly act per-

r ..,::mlbritv

from him
in the case
Mr. Willits
of his time with
in ........."'i!iv.
seances
Mr. Wila

and
him
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The
which was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
uu,:<:u.... viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllmanity,
without distinction
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
reli:gi<l;ns, philos()phies, and
the imllOrltal1l:e of that

laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
as well as those who
none whatever. No
prc,fel;sors of all
to its one fundarestriction is
members save that of
mental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
of its
who all have a
hold their
respolnsible for the
the
own views and to receive for them from
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This
and
is asked from all member:. as a
since it is believed that
do,gmatism and intoleral1ce- have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOlgmatisl11 wherever
melnbers an unflinc:hil1lg
that tends to feed or propa-
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FROM

THE LEGENDS OF THE times. For in those days. the days I am
GIANTS.
trying to take you back to, the North
Pole had only just begun to grow; it
(By Minnie B. Theobald.)
was
not yet a proper pole like a may-pole
Once upon a time when the world was
all slime and there was no air anywhere, around which all the dear little icebut only hot steam and vapor rising from fairies dance on Christmas Day, as it is
the mud, there lived a Great Giant, the now; it had not yet solidified, for it was
sole occupant of our earth. He was hot and watery; it was years after that
built like man in all respects except one it condensed and became a proper North
-he did not breathe. His body was of' Pole.
And there was no equator, for the
fire and water and earth; it was moulded
and ·formed. but it contained no air. and world was all slime. and had not quite
the world contained no air, and no one decided what shave it would finally he
breathed. There were no plants to and in what manner it would divide itbreathe. and there were no animals to self into zones. So you must try to picbreathe: and of course the earth did not ture an earth very different from our
breathe. because earth. even when it is present one.
Our Giant pondered over air. as to
slime. can not breathe.
So this Giant did not breathe, but he how it would be possible to eat some·
had heard some of his Giant friends thing quite new and different. He was
dwelling in other worlds speak of an- exceedingly eager to find the way. for
other race of Giants still greater than he was a greedy Giant, and was hoping
themselves. who breathed and drew into for some new delicacv in the wav of
"
"
their bodies a different element-nei- diet.
Now
Giants
have
very
peculiar
custher earth. nor fire,' nor water-an element called air. This puzzled our Giant toms in all things, and I think their cusvery much; for though it may seem toms with regard to eating are the
strange to you and me, he could not strangest of all. though perhaps we might
imagine how anyone cmfld draw any- learn something even from these.
thing into his body that was neither
\Vhen Giants ate fire they always stood
tarth, nor fire, nor water.
on tip-toe. when they ate earth they alHe was himself a great fire-cater. and ways sat dowll. and when they drank
found earth quite digestible, thoug'h he water thev alwavs stood on their heads.
preferred wet mud. He often drank This last "as of
quite natural. for
boiling water, too, for there was a great thus the water from the water-spout fell
geyser at the North Pole in those days. into their mouths more convenientl\'. So
that poured forth boiling water at all our (iiant's only idea was to try' some
Digitized by
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new and unheard of
in order
obtain
new
much-coveted deliother
fore it will
our Giant:
his one
knows
I sUPllOse
not
thinkllTlg
than
Iieved
that he was
and that the
contain anytlling;
his
the water-spout
hut there is no :tI"IY"inIY
have
little brain and too much
of
over the world
So
search of this new element as any
sensible mall would have
he sat
down and
to search
his
for
new and strange elefor he knew that as soon as he
had
it within his
he would
find it in the world
his
and the world were one to him.
So our Giant sat down
eat earth: but it was
as before-no
new tastc. Then he stood up and ate
some fire' but the fire had the same old
it was
flavor.
he tried water,
the same as ever. Thcn he knelt.
for Giants
was
a new
never kneel; but he did not
that it
hnJtarht any new flavor into his
nor
further satisfaction to his stomdown flat on his
ach.
he tried
never done
back. This he
restand he found it
fuL He felt a
of himfor Giants
themselves on
their great
and are not
ever to want rest. But the
far
to
of shame.
til! at las!

re-

one
attitude of
that
this.
be
stretch your mind twists
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direction
be

that in some
would out-do
make them in their turn sorry
sins.

now came In answer to the call
his
breath and
him with
breezes
and refreshed him with sweet scents.
The other Giants watched and could
understand
he lived, for
not the Power
the
A",-dr,,,A not the mode
called
Breath.
watched astounded as he
lived century after
on, such

hut

Giants.
His
never moved becontinued even
to crave. And
nn"tri!" felt the thrill of
had never
before.
life-wave swept on
brain;
it
awakened his
un·
he had never understood before: and in
moment he realized
he
He breathed; he lived:
He had
over all
enemies. He was not
but
was
not idle. He was satisvet not
he
he
more and more how
breathe.
life uulsed
him more and
more and he was
of new
and
of
Air

dOli.

what
but to do
and to walk 1. ... _ , " , ..
Micah.
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DREAMS.
book 'of cOllno'rehemlivc
Fabric of Dr,'arns'
, Mrs, Katheri!le
on
alithur;;
have found
and even
or
she shows. evohred
his work out of his dream3 aad
the many others who ack'u)\\
assistance
received from
dreams she mentions
Hood, William
Charles
and
Now comes another instance of this eerie
influence. and one of the most sensational
of them all. For Edward Lu':as Whitt.
author of "EI
and "The Unnew book of shori
VestaL"
''The
of the Sirens. E. P.
Dutton & Co.
within a week
or two, tells in
an
l1umher
tale of how he came to write
of these
of fiction. All
life. ht·
says, he
been
c1rcanis "such
as visit few dreamers.
continues. "I
with the most distinc:
recollection
a
definite and with
Such
tht·
a multitude of
dream in which I saw the vision on which
is based the tale of 'The Man Who Had
Seen Them'; saw not as a
ture, but
J had been on the crosstrees
a vessel under that
hIm'
at the
islet
its Jltlrdream
the
since there
either literature
art
which I beheld in that
me

wake with the
of
finished
a hook or
the form
I can
the hook and can alof type.
the last Sl'lltences. Such
was that from which J
with the horror
the
cnd of 'The Flambean Bracket: with thc
three senas
tenccs of it. word for
brawled 011 my
to
in its en·
I had
read; for in
whole action took
on
and

CHILD

tion
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merited and the belgirming
sorrow is a rel:Oftllitioin
It

now

lion will draw upon

the force derivable from
supposed to be.
The alchemists contended the reverse of this
true,
to

will compel acceptance;
know it,
the cause
the

the author is a little
elusive.
are inclined to
of our misfortunes are
of
present life
rooted in the far
what can
more lamentable
a
lec:t of the causative weaknesses that are
in
and a search of the far
the causes that so
heto the here and now.
author touches on the
transmutation.
he says,
grossness,
materialist

The volume
a short one and untechnical. We should like to hear
from Mr. Gewurz.
DIARY

OF

By

A CIHI.D

Chicago Yogi

So-

TWEXTIETH CENTURY
PROPHECIES.
Bear

for
and Nine shall
two.

twice
shall
en-

that nations have disowned.
Her

of increase reach to seventy·

Then cOp1es the flood: the sun shall shine
more.
in

sown.
Her strenl1'th in Seventeen wasted

•• "_

the
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renews the

of the Lord!

vagrant sons a hove have

To taste the
Sun:
from the
Then furthest
and furthest West
shall be
United in a bond of

In Salem shall a British
be
crowned;
For
years and one his tree shall
And
The ihn:'''''ltv
Four
renewed
fourscore.

The
reach

West:
The sea is
In
An

n.l'IK ..r

shall turn its amble to the
the river Russ is red,
rears its head,
..JUI.......

alliance in the midst

war
Will
In

a sea and heal an ancient sore.
Lands the seed reserved is

Her coasts aflame shall
her dread
amaze:
In :Se'{enty·tOtlr her str,elll,h shall wasted
be.
Thus runs the rote of Holland's ue:,lIl11Y.

sown;
Behold it to a
Thrust forth.
toil,

Two hundred years and more shall not
avail
To
the lustre of the Latin fame:
rUmlirlSI all enemies shall France
add
to her
name.
Then
shall
to a more
hue
And wider conquests shall her sons pursue.

Venus ·Merx and Moon in ':'''.1;\''''''.
;fhe Bull will die in Andallusiia
Taurus on
with Leo Mars ascend,.
For all their woes the Gauls will make
amends;
is sweet and Nineteen
ment
While
decide twixt friends
and foes.
home
in France shall find

An
In
While over all the
her Branches
run,
The Root itself hurt in I<n,rt".nnp
Then shall her targe be
the centuries we dread the
recleelmel::!, her
work
in
four
never shall her ral1npaLrts
Lion ends
Then wealth shall
around,
Lifted in air and treasured undelrl!r'ound
shelter
The ancient bond shall be renewed
Across the frozen
the Bear
run

A

up on Afric

bel
shall two
France shall lead the way in Si.
three.
deitacheli, and nervous as the ree,
From Twelve to
no re
know
Hestia comes and o'er the

The earth shall tremble in
West
And
unrest
Then
Forth from
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led

Relduc:ed,

One of

But few of that great flock will understand.

shall come

upon

the

old

built will prove a maniac's
shall
be scarce and
Chaos and strife for

Out of the West

Aouarlan Child shall

wine
Dove wi1tho·ut, satanic Red
mouth of
a heart
the Babel of ambition's
craze,
felon's grave, and none to
his

Child shall then be born
When lead and tin are in the Urn combined
soul of Russ shall search its heart
and mind:
Slav reborn then France shall test
her
And
rises in the selfsame hour
en'thr'oned, revolt shall have an
and poor

and lost in :"lll(tv-se,ven.

Saturn and Mars to meet in
Seven years reviled and twelve in
of trust,
Then Draco
thrust:
Nineteen
unfix;
His star shall dis,appe,lr

years shall

,

uu"uuc,

,

outcast; Peace comes a year too
late
To

the fires of his malignatlt hate.

The

no more from East to West
flow
But turn at
and backward

make
A

thousand years and six revulsion
!"I",;r::ll'n;;; her devastated homes:
:::'e'velltv'-SI.X the Turkish rout
shall
away her
sins'
In
shall Gaul renew
stress
Errlerlg-in,g on an age of ha»pilless.
Poland knows no peace while Merx
doth

another wrong:
years of durance
vile:
And then for
smile.

fool;
And T\VeI1tv'-nine shall terminate

rule.

Wondrous in Labor
in arts of War
reborn in Tvverltv-fo,ur:
in T\Velltv'-t}lTl"e

years her fortunes
S",,,n,,,,',I,, lie suo

tween:
mischief done
insurrections
more:
Stricken in
Heaven;

The fact is rec:ogui2:ed
For then will
the
And when the sun has set it shall be

power he

he-

scourge of

reveals the measure of her loss;
Her treasure
and her lifeblood
The Week
now tulifilled

The Th.eOl'ophical
which was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
uUJ<::\;U', viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htlm:aniity,
without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
promote the
and other Eastern
reli,giolns, phiilm,opihies, and
the imIlorl:alll:e of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent
man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HICHER
TIUN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and ceXlpE!rating in its work are to be found
prc)fe,ss()rs of all
as well as those who
nOlle whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental p'rincip.le--(Jni'ver·sal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
respoll1sible for the
of
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This
and
is asked from all member:. as a
since it is believed that
and into!er:lIlce have
been
foes to hnman
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
wherever
found
and
an unlflinching
condemnation of vice in every
and of all that tends to feed or propagate it.
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some mysterious way a synchronization
GIANTS IN THOSE DAYS.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found of demand and supply, a conscious and
intended fulfillment of a nation's need?
an extract from Mr. Asquith's Romanes
In the light of reincarnation we incline
Lectures on the giants of the Victorian toward the latter theory. If nature is
era. Mr. Asquith asks why these grea! a harmonious unity there must be a law
men came so closely together. He says of periodicity in the movements of its
that there is no theory of causation that parts. If the same drama is played again
can adequately explain the indisputable and again upon the stage of human evofact.
lution there is no reason why we should
But Mr. Asquith might have gone far- not expect the reappearance of the same
ther afield and he would have found simi- actors. Indeed it would seem that they
lar phenomena all the way through his- must reappear, if we realize that death
tory. Sometimes the giants come singly. . can produce no fundamental change in
but more often they come in groups, as the great characteristics of human nathough they were inseparable compan- ture. The dead poet is as much a poet as
ions summoned from some limbo for the the living poet. The soldier docs not
accomplishment of a common purpose. change his traits because he has passed
In the market place of ancient Athens through the portals of death. The artist
we find philosophers enough to stock a remains an artist. and the saint remains
world, thinkers who. as it were, supplied a saint, even though their dominant
the philosophy for the consumption of tendencies sink for a time under the tide
ages. There have been similar colIcc- of sleep. And those characteristics can
tions of artists and statesmen and sol- be expressed only in human communion.
diers. Sometimes the groups mingle as amid the affairs of life, in the storm
in the Elizabethan age, when we find the and stress amid which they were nur·
greatest of writers, the greatest of ex· tured.
plorers, and the greatest of sailors. At
It is not more astonishing that the
one moment the stage is crowded with giants of genius should apear in groups
mighty men, and at the next moment it than that members of Congress should
is empty. The American revolution assemhle at the opening of a legislative
called forth a galaxy of stars of the first session and at no other time. Or that
magnitude, and then with the exception armies should congregate when war is
of the solitary figure of Abraham Lin- threatened. That we are not able always
coln the lights are dimmed and a dreary to discern the cause is no evidence that
mediocrity holds sway. Is it the great- no cause exists. The workings of a loom
ness of the age that produces the great- with its thousands of parts, its maze of
ness of human genius? Or is there in flashing shuttles, is a mystery to one unDigitized by
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ordained fate to fulfill. Ah! could I but
be like one of you, a self with a determined lot! But I have none, I
the one who sits in the
nowhere and nowhen, while
life. Is it
rebel?
neilghbo['s, who
the seventh self thus
other six selves looked with
him. but said
more
grew
one after the other
to
with a new

inanifested

self who
madman.
Fourth Self:
the most
me but odious
It
I.
the one born in the black
who would protest
of this madman.
Fifth

eternal forms-it
who would rebel
madman.
Seventh Self: How strange
you
man, because
has a

EDUCATION.
Eliot of Harvard TT.,,;u'n·c;"
lack of
Because there
reliigi<>us teaching the road is left
to materialism.
is taken
in an
that has been
of
bUl materialism
In this way
evils of our social life
the road is cleared
and war.
what
sectariarls will nol
school chiltheir own
verother sectarians air
and
one
while
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Saviors
it because it was
true.
we not avoid the
at
sectarianism and at the same
teach
to children the beauties of service?
Nothing more than
is needed. The
child
not ask
authorities. It is
foolish adults who do that. The
an
without
dilliculty and
for
ter
verse.
President Eliot
that he
But
The church'es
as cats watch mice.
teach ethics would result
a dozen instant deand we
mean.
nlT'rv., "",np Articles,
and
The
schools must
thl:
sectarians.
The relne,dy,
must be found
in the
and not
the schools.
There are some duties that
can
not
and the
them. And actuallv
Let children
and
and wrongs are
callal()glled in some
sacred
but because
is within the
UfillverSll1 intuition to which no
ever
and that is pel:uliarl,y
active
children. Let
of their own nature,
uneOlling conflict between the
Let them be
beimIJul:;es, and
or the
should
And let them
those
jmlpulses with the desire to serve
":"'U'''''', and not to
upon their
fellows. It may be that
can not
understand these
but it
will
found that children
understand
that
as
and
not
nor
The child that has been
discriminate between its
lower nature will not later on
the
.. and still less in
ch'ildlren not to be

or microbes.
of
hostilities.
the "divine carelessness" which is
best of all
the surest shield
Teach them to love
It will be easy because
them.
not new creation waitmolded
schools
teachers. Growth
the
of its
and all we can
is
the
and the nurture.
we prodarkness and starvation,
as
nature concerned. \Ve careteach it the
of self-interest,
self-assertion, and
it around
We teach it to be
when
with terrors, and
should be
the fruit is
it will ineasv so to train a child
•
choose the
before
MEDIUMSHIP.
in
accents heard
can the thl)U15:ht
to us but little ch,mged;

come
that

liberation,
not
with the mind
another. The
of
submission to
God's will above
is to make certain
the
of the vehicle where it
most pure and most tenuous. When
we are
where the vehicle is
we become mediumistic, and the
who would mould themselves in
coarse vehicle can
and
with
their own
and
own memory.
are
a kind
drunkenness and are
old writers
as if with
mistake our
memory for
themselves whom and what we
bewilder and overmaster
are among the pe"ceiptiIJns
cessive
our reason,
strument created and
is
than
can
repeat with brief
glilrnpses from another state. our' knowland our words.-From "Per Amico
.)uenna Lunoe." Published
the MacmiJian Com/!'an.y.
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PARACELSUS.
Be sure that God
Ne'er dooms to waste the
Ask

he

she stoops at

once
Into the vast
What
from
she

LOGIA OF THE LJRD.

when
a new

That
death.

I go
prove my soul!
I see
way
birds their trackless
wayshall arrive.
what circuit
[ ask not. but unless God sends His hail
or
or
snow,
[n some
time-His
time--l
arrive:
me and the bird. In His
He
If I
Into a
tremendous sea of cloud.
It
for a time
press
Close to my breast-its splendor,

I shall emerge

The
Man!
Nor shall I deem
end
Attained,

man's self

IS

not yel

served, his

While
here
there a
The darkness. here and there a

put
t(v,,,,,,,.i"IO

O'erlooks its prostrate fellows:
host
Is out at once to the
mankind
in full-blown oowers·-tlleIL
then.
I say.

upon
that are either
documents or ad,ditiorls
An
1905 in
consists
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and all 'wickedness. But
have
dipped in
'IJ.'aters
tram . . . But
l'rho thow

a

nor
lIid.
Jesus saith, Thou hearest tl"ith one ear, (but
Ihe other Ihou hasl closed).

In' addition
In

found
roll form
which the

the for'el!loinl!' the excaof a
a lost
is a

tion:

said, The key of kn'nd'ed!1e
nol j" )'ourselves a.. d In
entering in ye opened nol.

Dr. Grenfell

out that the anto

anin a
to the
to several
and
Clement of
thus: H\Vhen Salome asked
death would
the Lord
ve women hear chilcome to
the
female. And Salome said
Did I
well in
Lord answered
hut eat nl)t that
When Salome
about which
made known.
d

may test his
meani.ng of these
manifestation
the Kosmos
form
an
was the
diffused belief
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GIANTS IN THOSE DAYS.
it will be
names of
men and

But
worth recoUiltirlJ;
In 1809
1811 Th'lckeray.
1812 Dickens,
1816 Charlotte Bronte.
1819
birth year of
and Gladof their
accession the eloest of
and the VOIlnll'esl
That year (
scene of the Victorian dr::lma--htlv
heralded the future; for in it were
world two immortal
to the
as the
in charac·
the first time
of its author: Dickens
and
"French
the
which
followed our literature
Fair."
volume of "Modern
first two volumes of Mclcau]a,y's
of EnJ'l:larld.
Sir Edward Clarke
proan
I will not got
one should read
I
take two
three
sometimes
one
Clarke's sp<:cirnetlls.

;:,pecles."

Darwin's

Even

later
vitalized
new
confines of the Victe,rieLD
blows where it lists: and
of causation with which I am
of
or envit'onme,nt, or of
combination or pernWitation of po!:isb,le or
antecedents--ean adeq\lat cly account for
these
facts. It is
record
the Vi.-t,,,ri:tn
the street at whom
the subscribers
to the
which then
went far to
or unmake the fortunes of an
were neither unapnor
in their appreIt
true that the two gr,ealtesl
women writers of the
Bronte and
at
their careers.
the ouest
handled
the orthodox and fa:ihionabk
both
very soon int<l
their own. In the case of another
the most
authors of the
Robert
and
Meredith.
each of whom
before he
could make
from
recognized Panttleon.
much with the
with the dullness of
Afr.
R(tI1UlneS
1

the Victorian
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THE PILGRIM.
I

A screen was needed a sClllpe!':"o,at
the
evident injillstiice, per'peltra1ted
whom
gO()dness were c1ailmed.

And in the beam
God.
self,
words
tongue.
songs
have sung,
I have not fared alone,
In mount and dell
The one I fain would be
Stands
me
And bids my man's
list
To the far bell.
Give me nor ease nor
the
A bit of bread
Where the white waters
The
the
stars,
the new
WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE,
This Doctrine teaches that the whole
Universe is ruled
and semiintelliglent Forces and Powers,
The
every natiol1 was imbedded
it was never
many words.
all the leal'nirl"
vealed and aC<luil'ed.
found their metol'lal ex·pn:ssiion
and

the
other
awaken the
with which pr<lduces
as the case may be,
Satan never ass:ullied
individualized
man of the "one
been
as a matter

is far
it folp'rl1ll1n1i" that
God
or stand as the direct
surrender
claims

The Th,eOllophical
which was founded
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
UU]'I:I;\,li. viz:
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Htunan:ity,
without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
reli:gio,ns, phillosoplilie:s, and
the
of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent
man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHEI!
to enforce or ""I!V"''', its motto
THAN TRUTIi. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
prclfel,sors of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
res,polnsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the
This toleraltio!l1
and
is asked from all member!> as a
is believed that
dOigmatism and intolerallce
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOl,:"mati:sm wherever
and
an unli:ltnchling
found
and of all that tends to feed or propacondemnation of vice in ever}
gate it.
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THE EARY CHURCH.
(By 'H. G. Wells.)
The entire history of the growth of the
Christian doctrine in those disordered
early centuries is a history of theology
by committee; a history of furious
wrangling, of hasty compromises, and
still more hasty atten'Pts to clinch mat,ers by anathema. When the muddle was
at its verv worst, the church was conenormous political opportunifronted
ties. In order that it should seize these
one chief thing appeared imperative:
doctrinal uniformity. The emperor himself. albeit unbaptized and very ignorant
of Greek. came and seated himself in the
midst of Christian thought upon a golden
throne. At the end of it all Eusebius,
that supreme Trimmer. was prepared to
damn everylastingly all those who
doubted that consubstantiality he himself had doubted at the beginning of the
conference. It is quite clear that Constantine did not care who was damned or
for what period. so long as the Christians
ceased to wrangle among themselves.
The practical unanimity of Nicrea was secured by threats. and then, turning upon
the victors, he sought by threats to restore Arius to communion. The imperial
aim was a common faith to unite the empire. The crushing out of the Arians and
of the Paulicians and suchlike heretics,
and more particularly the systematic obstruction by the orthodox of all heretical
writings. had about it none of that quality

by

Price Five Cents

of honest conviction which comes to
those who have a real knowledge of
God; it was a bawling dOWIl of diss 11sions that, left to work themselves out.
would have spoilt good business; it was
the fist of Nicolas of Myra over again.
except that after the days of Ambrose
the sword of the executioner and the
fires of the book-burner were added to
the weapon of the human voice. Priscillian was the first human sacrifice formally offered up under these improved
conditions to the greater glory of the
reinforced Trinity. Thereafter the blood
of the heretics was the cement of Christian unity.
It is with these things in mind that
those who profess the new faith are becoming so markedly anxious to distinguish God from the Trinitarian's deity.
At present if anyone who has left the
Christian communion declares himself a
believer in God, priest and parson swell
with self-complacency. There is no reason why they should do so. That many
of us have gone from them and found
God is no concern of theirs. It is not
that we who went out into the wilderness which we thought to he a desert,
away from tqeir creeds and dogmas. have
torned back and are returning. It is that
we have gone still further, and are beyond that desolation. Never more shall
we return to those who gather under the
cross. By faith we dishelieved and denied. By faith we said of that stuffed
scarecrow of divinity. that incoherent acDigitized by
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cumulation of
is
the Nicene
faith we have
God." And
the 'Invisible
God.-From
the Macmillan Comp'on::y.
Published
KARMA.
Consider with me that the individual
existence is a
which stretches from
the infinite
infinite and has no
end and no cOlmnlerlcement, neither is it
of
rope is
formed of

as
strange
thread is
or
is
from its even
time it is disor<lered.
whole. Sometimes one
dirt or with color and
stain run on
than
contact, but it discolors other
threads. And remember that the threads
are
like electric
more,
are
nerves. How
the

but a small
of the truth; it
dwell on it;
may be
to
it is necessary first to understand
not that the future is arbiformed
any separate acts of
but
the whole of the
unbroken
with
as the present is
the
On
from one
of
the illustration of the rope is correct.
It
said that a little attention to
cultism
Karmic results.
That
it
to
attention to occultism without mak-

between what arc
and evil. The firsl
the student to
He must

their
confused manner.
threshold of
confusion
the
results in<:rease
because all are
in the
direction 011 all the different
the occultist can not
llallt-tleartel:1,
can he return when
threshold. These
sible as that the man
child
The
the state of
reason of
; it can not
from it.
He who would
from the bondage of Karma must
his imlividulalit\"
out of the shadow into the shine:
so elevate his existence that these thread;
do not come in contact with
sub"La"''''''', do not become so
as w
be
He
out of
In
rates. He does not
which he is eXl?eriencin:g
The
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himevil that
to the
to
uneonworld while all
sciously embraced the
of
and
benefit he works for is for
himself. A man may refuse to allow
himself to think of reward. But in that
refusal is seen the fact that reward
And it is useless for the disto strive to learn
means of
himself. The
must be unfetter'ed, the desires free. But until
are
on that state wherein there
is neither reward nor punisihnlerlt,
nor
it is in vain
He may seem to make great
but some
he will come face to
with his own
and will
that when he came to the tree of knowlhe chose the bitter fruit and not the
sweet and then the veil will fall
and
will
his freedom
come a slave of
Therefore
,,,,,nlt:u, you who are but
towards
the life of occultism. Learn now
there is no cure for
no cure for the
love of
no cure
the
of
save that which
and
even now to
tice
and so a thousand ser'OClnts
your
Live
The
of the actual laws of
Karma are not to be studied until the dishas reached the
at which
affect himself. The initiate
to demand the secrets
lure
to know the rules which
human life. He obtains
es(:a[led from the limits
nature and
freed himself from the rules
govern human life. He has hecome a
of the divine
affected
He then
the laws which
conditions. Thereto understand the
laws
attempt first to free yourfrom these laws; and this can
be done
your attention on that
'Which
them.-From
on the Path."
ph,eno1me'nal

Cosmic Ideation-like
chaos. or

" '1 think it must be
one
. . even to the most
we
are
than
our own, that as the cards fall from the
are
suband

have obtained
with
has occurred
me that even the fall of the cards is the
result
of more remote conting,endes,
resolvable into laws and systems similar to those to which
are
afterwards
was led at first
to form this
an oracular
which 1 once
whether in
trance or vision 1 can not
The
words 1 heard were somewhat
these:
'If we could
extend our
we should
every
chance
but
of
combinations
exten,de,d, that the relation
is seen to be the
result of such
that all existence is but the
and that chance is
But
side with this
another of more stulpelr1d()Us
as far as this truth is
so far
into existence a
abl:ol!'ated. and
apparellt course of its iron nece',i>il:v
To these senseless cards
dOllbtless the game
but
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an
law of fate.
that we
a power
fall of
cards is sy!;telnal:ized
trolled. To a
ours,
combinations
to us
are as
and controlled. In
lect advances we know
and these two would
side
side into the
Intellect which
arrive at the insoluble
Law is
result of Intellect,
of
able words I heard.
THE ANCIENT SAGE.
the
of
A thousand
Christ
From out
Whom one that
and
\Vas no UI"<;'l"",
From
hand
verse-till that
A scroll
fore
cavern
affluent fountain
From darkness

But
As man
The nameless
rule
\Vere never heard or seen."

that

If thou would'st hear the
and
wilt dive
Into the leIUDle-,ca,re of thine own self.
the central altar,
There,
thou
learn the Nameless hath
which thou wilt abide, if thou be
if thou knewest. tho' thou canst not
know;
For
swallow on
lake
That sees and stirs the surface-shadow
there
But never yet hath
The
and sea, the green
in
million-mollionth of
Which cleft
cleft

It

ever-

daylight. tum'd and
than

This wealth of waters
but seem to
draw
From
dark cave, but, son, the source
is
Yon summit half a
in air-and
The

that hides
the
heavens
the cloud was
and
whereout
The cloud descended. Force is from the
our
son, and go
I am wearied
To
my one last year among the

What has thou there? Some deaUlsong
for the Ghouls
To make their
relish? let me
read.
"How far thro' all the hloom and brake
That
is heard
What power but the bird's could make
This music in the bird?
How
are
in
of
the green and

Or even than the Nameless is to me.
And when thou sendest
free
thro' 1!"',,,"V'OI!.
understandest bound nor boundlessThou seest the Nameless of the hundred
names.
And if
Nameless
from all
like

shadow in
earth be-

never came
us, never
with man.
never
the Name"Thou canst not prove
Nameless.
my son,
Nor canst thou prove the world
movest
Thou canst not prove that thou art
N or canst thou prove that thou art
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The

and hours are ever glalnc:ing

And seem to flicker past thro' sun and
nay my

l\or

disDr<lven: wherefore thou be

Cleave ere to the sunnier side of
And
to Faith
the forms
She reels not in the storm of
She briighterls at the clash of "Yes" and
She sees the Best that glimlll1er's thro' the
She feels the Sun
hid but for a
She
the summer thro' the winter

Or

or
as Pleasure
or
Pain;
But with the Nameless is nor
nor
Hour;
Tho' we, thin
who creep from
thotlght to thOllght
Break into
and "Whens" the
Eternal Now:
This double
of the
world!words are like the
in a
dream
Of
when the
break
dream.
But thou be wise in this dream-world of
ours,
Nor take
But make
shadow serve
will.
stripling wise

She tastes the fruit

the blossom

She hears the lark within the
She

wail'd

So
All work
man,
with defect-till That which
knows,
And is not
but felt thro' what
we feel
Within ourselves
On this half-deed.
last
Ac,cor'dirlg to the
in the
"What Power but the Years that make
And break the vase of
And stir the
earth,
The bloom
What rulers but the
Hours
That cancel weal
And wind the front
with
flowers,
.>\nd cap our age with snow

Who
dare
heat or Arctic
now one breath of cooler air
Would loose him from his hold;
His winter calls him to the root,
He withers marrow and mind;
The kernel of the shrivell'd fruit
thro' the rind;
spasms tear his
wags his
;
who love him best
that he were dead;
which he once was wrung
never worth the while"or whether this
and

in the

\
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ASTROLOGY.
asks
the
advised to
it may be
ThleosoIlhical student
an1,thing but himself. But the
may lead him to
i\J.cnenIY,
in a dozen

can
the
In nature
The atom
and the solar
is a matter of
for the student. If he shall use
his lower
in such a
as to
to
nature, to
the
increase his interest in
and in poswill retard
sessions he
find that
his
and not
it.
has suffered much from
SUI)ersti:tio:n, p,erIlaIls more than any other
most of the' astraare to be found in

erected to determine the
of
congress. Some of these
set up for the moment
President Wilson
his foot on the
that was to carry him to
p';art:icular
should
?
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anxious,

when he
of the fixed
astlrol()ge:rs do.
of the
exampl!e,

ABOU BEX ADHEM.
Abot! Ben
crease!
Awoke one

his tribe infrom a

dream of
in the

amid the

And with a
cord,

Pantheism manifests itself in the vast
expanse of the starry
the
hH:atlhil1ll/.' of the seas and oceans. and in
the
of life of the smallest blade of
grass.
WAR.
Men said the War
over. And I
wondered
The end had come so
confused. bewildered-it did not
have ended.
Instead of the roar of guns there
silence. No shells were sct·eaming.
birds flew overhead undisturbed.
There
that

his fellowThe next
great
names whom love of
all the
The
the sense, of
in statcs unknown

The Thleosllphical
which was founded
is an international
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
of November,
uU,I"""", viz
First-To form the lIucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm:llniity,
without distinction of race,
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern
plltilo,sop,hies, and
the i1111>orltall,ce
that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is
with no creed or
to enforce
motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
TUAN TRUTH. Hence in its ranks and
its work are to be found
Dnlfe:ss()fS of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
opiini(ms of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the ''''''1''::''''
in turn should show for the views of others. This
is asked from all member!> as a
since it is believed that
and intoleral.ce have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOJgmatism wherever
tnPtnh,,,r,,, an unfiiltdlinlg
of all that tends to feed or propa-
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---------Prince of Peace instead of at a ballotA LETTER.
hox, I think we might have the millenFRANCISCO, March 4, 1919.
EDITOR OL'TLOOK: In regard to the nium yet in spite of Mr. Huxley.
I f you ask an architect what is the
discussion following the lecture Sunday
evening. am craving indulgence for a first thing to do in erecting a building
shor:t voice also, as there is a certain di- he will tell you to "excavate"-and the
vision of humanity totally unable to be spiritual architects all say the same
happy unless they at least try to have the thing. "Repent ye; turn inwards, throw
"last word." And that word is taken out the dirt-abase yourselves; look at
from Wendell Phillips, who has said, your own imperfections. stupidities, and
"What you gain by force-you always impotences-Thou art the man."
Aren't "sacrifices" something in the
lose half. hut what you gain by argunature of law-making?
it seems
ment is yours forever."
This seems applicahle in a sense, for so when we give up the cherished rights
surely the passing of laws is an appeal and the la ws restrict our libertv. At
to force. And I think the attitude back least I felt it so in the "mask" epidemic
of that spirit of eternally passing laws is (I wanted oxygen). And yet we are exan attitude of looking Out ward. \V e are pressly told that "God does not require
all so anxious to reform our neighbor, it . sacrifice:' It is "1.m'e. and do what
is somehody else or conditions outside you like."
How Isaiah railed at the congresses of
that are at fault. Who now attempts
to gaze inward at his own imperfections, his dav. "\v hat unto me is the multistupidities, and impotencies, and point tude of your sacrifices? . . . away with
the solemn meeting-the calling of asthe finger of accusation at himself?
Surely he who is said to be the great- semhlies . . . they are a trouble unto mc
. . I am weary of bearing them . . .
est of all those born of women, and who
represents the Intellect-John the Bap- I have had enough!"
Persollally. in looking owr the field of
tist-would have demanded "primaries"
or an amendment to the Constitution at scientists I prefer Isaiah to :\1 r. Huxleast if there were any efficacy in legis- Icy. and Isaiah was in 110 doubt as to
lation. And yet we find the naming th'c millennium. In fact he (Iesrrihed it
lamp of his argument held the
on in detail and said the leopard w()uld lie
one path only-the INWARD. "Repent down with tht' lal11h. and the people
ye." turn inwards--for there only can would heat their swords into plowshares
h.: fonnd the well-heing all crave. And and the whole earth would he full of thc
ii humanity would turn ahout face and knowledge and understandiug of God.
But how this plerol11a of wisdol11 and
actually do this-looking inward for the
Digitized by
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forts

all artist
vision to
and writers of
what

cumulative.
time is the answer
On this
great modern
produce
cation.
educ'lt;on,
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us
as it af-

we have
have assumed
portant except the
the soul. \Ve have
men and women

to
.determined nature.
Whatever the outcome of the war,
appears to be 110 salvation. Life
on
before
industrialism
versus
the
cOIltilming condition:

and
\Ve know better now.
"'ar has not touched the
all, nor the religjous nor
tbe
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new life on the ruins of an old that
passed
in blood and flame and dishonor.
If none of these things
nelloti,ation,,?f an inc:onclulsh'e

him
the best of
minor
!ish poets
his time. He took an
with Professor Barrett,
fmmding of the
for Psvcllical
search and was its
years. He
wrote much on
and conclusions of his
Since he
culture and so di'ititlctin
the communications
to come from him will be
severe test.
a

DARK WORLDS.

THE GATE

LIFE

The
instrument;
of
rcal
mad: there arc colors that

WI' (
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A GREAT LITTLE SOLDIER.

with that between the Pandus and
Kurus. He searches for a confirmapassage:
"Here it is!" he
search; "listen
know not right
nor
them.
or firm fotmdation.

and.
111

Lee
and
fierce flame
small frame.
that the war
de,.cril:>ed In

I.ee

much
that the
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APOSTROPHE TO DEATH.
Great silent
of the
Brows
mo.on-sllve,r, thru the

Born
of
marvelous Death
became
denizens of that strange
where thou
Lord
That

whom

Earth,

arms
of

willowthe
bloom
un-

I fix my gaze on those darl-<
wrest the final secret from the
arc writ. Almost
\Vhereover
swoon
Into that
ones
life that waits
touch: but firm my purpose
Sealed

un fathomed

that

me.

mv own. Altho' the soleml1
hour .
Ordained for our last encounter strikes
Not
I
gage, and
matched
With
vast power
"Thou shalt

conqueror of self and thee.
But well I know thou art

unkind
Thou hast dis-

wells of

tender

ness.
read the

Discover and it

That bound

with that

: Death!
H.

for
I've watched the
earth-shriv'n;
I've
in

souls.
like clouds
to their

Pallas from

of Zeus.
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THE

Widdcmer.

Doctrille.
l.'nknown Maiters of Life and
afraid of the dark,
soul
to he done with its flesh and
bound

difwould go hack to the
safe-dead fathers
the

A

fri"nrllv

to

and
vari-

friend;

love

and

The
is
organ, the tool of
the
Man.
charlatan

me
One

not of

thinkiing of
as this. that.
the
factor in tAc
every kind of
or

The
at New

which was founded
three well-defined

is an
of Novernbe'r.

viz
First-To form the nucleus of
without distinction of
Second-To promote
reli!iti"rls, pllilollopllies, and sciellces,

QUII:(;[5,

Brotherhood of
caste, or color.
and other Eastern litf'ratnr"C!'L
deillonstral:e the im'rlOI"tallce of that
laws of Nature and the

powers latent in man.
The
is
to enforce or uUl!u"""
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
prclfe!;Sol'S of all
restriction is
mental

found
condemnation of vice in ever}
gate it.

with no creed or
THERE IS NO REUGION HIGHER

in its work are to be
none whatever.
to its one fundato be held
hold their
tell[O\'II'-membelrs the
This
is believed that
foes to
and all branches of
dOIg-matism wherever
and
an unflillclling
and of all that tends to feed or propa-
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MENTAL MALPRACTICE.
(By Upton Sinclair.)
This is the other side of the fair shield
)f religious faith. Why, if there be a
lower which loves and can be persuaded
,0 aid us. may there not also be a power
which hates, and can be persuaded to
lestroy? No religion has ever been able
to answer this, and therefore none has
been able to escape from devil-terrors. Even Jesus was pursued by Satan.
md the Holy Catholic Church has its
for the exorcising of demons,
lnd a most frightful formula for cursing.
,\nd here are our friends the Christian
Scielltists. proclaiming the unreality o{
111 evil. their ability to banish disease by
:onvincing themselves that they arc perfect in God-yet tormented by a squ:llid
phobia called "Mental Malpractice." or
'Malicious Animal Magnetism."
Christian Science is the most characteristic of American religious contrilmlions. Just as Billy Sunday is the price
we pay for failing to educate our baseball
plavers. so Marv Baker Glover Patterson
r..d;ly is the price we pay for failing to
our farmer's daughters.
That she had a power to curse clisease
I do not doubt. because I have a little of
it myself. At first my opinion was that
her "Science" made its way by curing
Ibe imaginary ailments of the idle rich.
If a person has nothing to do hut think
Ihat he is sick. vou can work cas\'
miracles by persuading him to think th;t
he is well; and if he ha!'l nothing to clo
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but think that he is well, he will \lelp you
to build marhle churches and maintain
propaganda societies. But recently J
have experimented with mental healing-enough to satisfy myself that the subconscious mind which controls OUl
physical functions can be powerfully influenced by the will.
I told the story of some of these experiments in Hellrst's
for
April. 1914. Suffice it here to say that
if you will lay your hands upon a sick
person, fnrming a vivid mental picture
of the bodily changes you desire, and concentrating' the )lower of your will upon
them, you may he slll')lriscd by the results. especially if you possess anything
in the way of psychic gifts. You do not
have to adopt any theories,' you do not
have to do it in the name of any divinity,
lInt'ient or modern; the only bearing ol
such ideas is that they serve to persuade
people to make the experiment. and to
make it with persistence and intensity.
So it has come ahout that "mirades" of
healing- are associated with "faith"; and
so it comes ahout that scientists are apt
to flout the suhject. Rut read' of the
work of I am't :lnd Charcot and their .followers
thl' Salpetriere; they have
proven that all kinds of seeming-organic
ailllH'nts nl<l\' he entirelY h\'sterical in natme, and
he curctl by the simplest
form of sugg-estion. Understanding this.
you may find it more easy to credit the
fact that cripples tlo sometimes throw
away their crutches in the grotto of
Digitized by
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INTROVERSION.
Some interesting experiments have recently been tried by Mr. F. W. H. Myers
and his colleagues of the Psychic Research Society of London, which, if
properly examined. are capable of yielding highly important results. \Vith the
details of these we are not at present
concerned; it wi1l suffice for our purpose
to state, for the benefit of readers unacquainted with the experiments, that in
a very large majority of cases, too numerous to be the result of mere chance,
it was found that the thought-reading
sensitive obtained but an inverted mental picture of the object given him to
read. A piece of paper, containing the
representation of an arrow, was held 1>eiore a carefully blindiolded thoughtreader, who was requested to mentally
see the arrow as it was turned round.
In these circumstances it was found that
when the arrowhead pointed to the right.
it was read off as pointing to the left,
and so on. This led some to imagine
that there was a mirage in the inner as
well as on the outer plane of optical
sensation. But the real explanation of
the phenomenon lies deeper.
It is well known that an object as seen
bv us and its image on the retina of the
are not the same in position, but
the reverse. How the image of an
object on the retina is inverted in sensation is a mystery which physical science
is admittedly incapable of solving. \Vest-
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ern metaphysics,' too, with regard to this
point, hardly fares any better; there are
as many theories as there arc metaphysicians. The only philosopher who
has obtained a glimpse of the truth is
the idealist Berkeley, who says that a
child does really see a thing inverted
from our standpoint; to touch its head
it stretches out its hands in the same direction of its hody as we do of ours to
reach our feet. Repeated failures give
experience and lead to the correction of
the notions born of one sense by those
derived through another; the sensations
of distance and solidity are produced in
the same way.
The application of this knowledge to
the ahove-mentioned experiments of the
Psychic Research Societv will lead to
suggestive results. 'If the trained
adept is a person who has developed all
his interior faculties. and is on the psychic plane in the full possession of his
senses, the individual who accidentally.
that is, without occult training, gains
the inner sight, is in the position of a
helpless child-a sport of the freaks of
one isolated inner sense. Such was the
case with the sensitives with whom Mr.
]\lycrs and his colleagues experimented.
Therc arc instances, however, when thc
corrcction of one sense hy anothcr takes
place involuntarily and accurate results
are brought out. \Vhen the sensiti,'c
reads the thoughts in a man's mind this
correction is not required, for the will
of the thinker shoots the thoughts, as it
Digitized by
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our time and
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SAYS "THE GODS
DEAD"
Who says "The Gods
As withered branch hung loose
a
tree
Are such lack-lustre thoughlS
From native truth divorced.
But yesterday. as
walked down the strect.
with amazement. saw
path
Ncar to the corner of the Stock Exchange.
Where, surely. path had never be'en before,
tho' on maRie mischief bent;
That little path re-wound
a
course, and J
intrigued. turned 'round

a clear stream
dover field.

With rush and shout. lhat darling pa!h
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string, uphill
. I sware it mocked at me, and dared

with my city-shortened bruth.
And patent boots! But I
on,
Determined I would
Flung by that upstart trail.
And I had ardent company.
For
June, and the hot sun
Of full
climbed the sky
Above
So I was glad
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Where waters dripped from tiny falls
That were like little goddess-girls
Whom Pan had
To their undoing,
stood
Forever locked in stone,
wept
Forevermore their silver tears.
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remote from
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I
sun sink in
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And saw the earth flare into wonderous
Its
transmuted by an alchemy
Wrought in the crucible of sun-set sky,
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And soon the rounded moon stepped
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I may not tell it all indeed,
can not, for it does not lend
Itself to patter of mere words.

now:' thought I,
rhc path will be all blurred,
nd erie 'neath the light 0' moon
I will sleep awhile, and with the dawn
and fare me forth on this
idle quest,"
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A yearning to

his heart
truly wise.
o
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Who know
well that gracious hour
When the high Gods pass by.
For, in the contact with such men
knowledge will unfold
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And that his
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(Perhaps
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Read me this riddle:
it
woke or was it then
r. really, fell asleep 'Twas then,
\t any rate, I seemed to wake.
fhe sun streamed in across
bed.
\nd
sat up,
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thought
•A jolly dream;
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town.
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more,
whit above
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that
faery, just as

And. presently.
A fairy

(J

believe

me)
turned my
upon the Stock Exchange.
And took the lumberinlf boat across the bay.
And climbed the friendly
there I had good e"idenc'e
'fhat all
dream was true.
you allk.

-J. A. Hyde.
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"THEY WHO U:-;DERSTAND."
Lilian Whiting is among those
verv numerous authors who are aware
of 'what they call the "great spiritual
awakening" and who feel impelled to
write about it. Miss Whiting has written books along the same line and she
now gives us a new volume entitle9
"They \Vho Understand," finely written
as is all her work, but none the less
marred by the emotionalism that leaves
the inteligent reader with a sense of
irustration and disappointment.
In point of fact Miss Whiting gives
us nothing that the mind can lay hold
lIpon and possess. Spirituality for her
seems to mean nothing more than vague
and undefined yearnings mingled with a
liberal allowance of rather sickly spiritism. It is true that we have some vague
reflection on what Miss Whiting calls
the "spiritual body," but we are not told
what this is, its nature, source, or functions. One would suppose that the main
object of all human endeavor is to converse with the dead. although what there
is about the dead that makes them such
desirable companions we are not informed.
:\s an example of !\Iiss Whiting's
methods we may cite her chapter on
"Evidential Communication and ProaL"
Now even if the possibility of communicating with the dead were established
we are not able to see in what way humanity would benefit. \V e are able to
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see many ways in which humanity would
suffer. The plea that actual proofs of
survival would in itself have a sort of
redemptive' effect is a weak one. It is
not likely to have any such result. As a
matter of fact there is hardly anyone
who now doubts such survival with the
exception of a few pseudo-scientific
poseurs who have quite lost their influence on the public mind. A number
of insufficiently employed and neurotic
people would doubtless indulge in a dehauch of sickly and emotional astralism.
but then they are doing that now and
are obviously the worse for it. vVe can
see no advantage in increasing their
numbers.
Miss \Vhiting says, "Communication
between those in the unseen and in the
seen is so abundantly proven that from
thi;; time on, in all discussion of the
matter in these pages, it wil1 be taken for
granted. .
Communication is as
well attested as is the working of the
telegraph. Its experience in some form
is an almost universal one." \Vith such
a preface we wonder why there shoulcl
be any chapter on "Evidential Communication and Proof."
Xow Miss Whiting must surely he
aware that the case for communication
is by no means so settled as she represents. To say that it is as well attested
as the working of the telegraph is a
flagrant misuse of terms. No civilized
person has the smallest doubt about the
telegraph, hut a great many I!.ersons, and
Di9itizedbyGOq
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THEY WHO UNDERSTAND. By Lilian \\'biting,
Boston: Little. Brown & Co. $1.25.
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-Plo/inos.
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Leaf. New York; George H. Doran Company; $1. SO net.
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DR. STEINER'S

SAN FRANCISCO. Seturday. April 12. 11119.

BOOK.

Dr. Rudolph Steiner in his introduction to "The Threshold of the Spiritual
\V orld," just published by G. P. Putnam's sons, says that the object of his
book is to give some descriptions of
those parts of the univase and of the human being which come into view when
spiritual knowledge crosses the boundary
hetween the physical and spiritual
worlds. We do not know what Dr.
Steiner's credentials may be for such a
work as this nor are we qualified to express an opinion upon them. This, and
all works of its kind, must stand upon
their own merits and readers must form
their own conclusions. It is enough to
sav that Dr. Steiner writes with evident
and with an enviable intellectual power.
Dr. Steiner has many recommendations to offer on the subject of meditation. He advises an effort to identify
oneself with the stream of cosmic events
and to attain to a sense of securitv in
their ceaseless and measured flow: It may he a good preparation for the apprehension of spiritual knowledge to have felt
frequently what invigorating force there is in
the attitude of soul which says, "I feel myself to he one in thought with the stream of
cosmic events."
In this c:'se it is less a
«uestion of the abstract value of this thought
as knowledge _than of having often felt in
our souls the powcrful effect which is experienced when such a 1hought flows with
force through the inner Ii fe and circulates
like a hreath of spiritual oxygen throu!/h the
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soul. It is not only a question of recognizing
what there is in a thought of this kind, but
of experiencing it. The thought is recognized whcn once it has been present in the
soul with sufficient power of conviction; but
if it is to ripen and bear fruit which shall
promote understanding of the spiritual world.
its beings and facts, it must, after having
been understood. be made to live in the soul
again and again. The soul must again and
again be filled with the thought, allowing
nothing else to be present in it, and shutting
out all other thoughts, feelings, memories,
and so forth. Repeated concentration of this
kind on such a thoroughly grasped thought
draws together forces in the soul 'which in
ordinary life are to some extent dissipated.
The soul concentrates and strengthens these
forces within itself, and they become the
organs for the perception of the spiritual
world and its truths.

The soul looking for the first time into
the spiritual world may see in it an absolute void and thus comes something like
fear and dread. Its search for reasoned
evidence against the spiritnal world is
actually the search for a kind of narcotic that shall dull this dread. From
this comes an inclination to materialism
which is a "psychic phenomenon of
fear" :
This dread of I the spiritual becomes intelligihle when we have won our way through
to a recognition of the spiritual; when we
have come to see that the events and beings
of the physical world are the outward expression of supersensible. spiritual events
and beings. We arrive at this understanding when we can see that the body belonging
to man. which is perceptible to the senses
and with which alone ordinary science is
concerned, is the expression of a subtle.
supersensihle. or etheric hody, in which the
Digitized by
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THE SUPERSENSUOUS WORLD.
The true oLject of the mystic is to become conscious on a supersensuous plane,
or perhaps it would be better to say to
become conscious of a supersensuous
plane. Obviously the first thing that he
has to do is to realize that he is not now
conscious of a supersensuous plane, but
only of a sensuous plane. The traveler
who would find his way by means of a
map must first of all identify his own
present situation on the map. and he may
then plan his advance toward his destina.'In. But first of all he must know where
:5.

, is just here that the tyro makes his
..•"Ial mistake. The forces that he must
overcome are not material forces. Thev
are much more powerful than materi;1
forces. They are preconceived ideas and
ialse assumptions. and
no effort
can actually be lost they will prove an
effective bar to the realization of success.
The most usual mistake is the persistence with which we regard the material
world as a real one and the slIpcrsenSUO\l.;;
world as a continuation of it. Actually
have no right to any expectation with
regard to it. \Ve can know nothing of
it wltil we reach it. And a false expectation is a bar to tht· supersensllous
world.
The world that we see around us and
from which we wish to escape is an
unreal world. That does not mean that
it does not exist and that tht'rc is no
such thing as ohjectivity. But it docs
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mean that it is not what we suppose it to
he. It is a picture displayed by the
senses for the observation of the mind.
but the mind is looking at the picture
and not at whatever causes the picture.
The only thing that the mind actually
knows is its own state or conditionfear. anger. joy. grief, indifference. It
does not experience the o\ltside world. It
experiences only its own states as they
are produced by what it supposes to be
objectivity. The child describiug its experiences of an earthquake will speak of
the trembling of the ground and the fall
of buildings. The adult will group all
those phehomena under the single word
earthquake. The scientist will go still
further back and his concept of an earthquake win be subterranean steam and
rock pressures. The mystic philosopher
may go further back still and conceive
of psychic conflicts resulting in seismic
disturbances. To him the tremhling
ground and the falling buildings will not
constitute the earthquake. They are the
results of the earthquake which is
actually psychic or spiritual. Ina somewhat similar way we may say that tht'
scnses thcmselvcs create the material
world. or at least the only conception of
the material world that is at all possible
to us. Thc mind. imprisoned within the
hody, loows at the perpetual panorama of
pictures prescnted to us hy the senses.
just as the photographer looks at the
image of the landscape thrown by the
lens on the ground glass of his focussing
Digit;zed by
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can have no
to
may

s.lith
well-

tran scendentalism.
to
to
Science herself has sounded
it is as difficult
knell.

a

that

fa7.

at En-dor.-I Samuel

The road to Endor
Mother or
There.
Dead
As
were even in life.
Earth has not dreamed of the hlessing III
store
For
hearts on the
EI1dar.
shall comfort
Hands-ah God !-that we
Visions and voices-look
Shall prove that our talc
And that those who
further shore
be hailed-at 1I.
to En-dor.

ou! of the

the

add that the Astral
out nothbut what it has
that it is
terrestrial crucible. in which..
emanations
the earth
which the
their
converted
and radiated back

visibel
and 7th

and those
ments and are
Once divorced
and their
their

on the
terrestrial
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rage.
and
mania
been co""·''',..",,l
treacherous an artifice as
the annals of the world.
These facts are

not for
but as an
not without its
student, and
who allow themselves to
bemodern spiritualisnl1.
Ii/hat 'was the source
commtmicated
the L!l'ar"ffa
sean.cc!'
from her mediumistic vaj"{3Iri,es,
the
was
woman.
There is no reason to suppose that she
was
at least not
more credulous than the
those who allow their
influenced
she allowed
influenced. We
demanded the usual
in the
of
doknow that she
Doubtless she was satisfied that her
were reliable.
those
to immeasurled her
disaster. to
action that culminated in the loss of thousands of lives,
and to a situation that
now so full
portents for the future.
t(as the source
t/wt nu'ss'lge
Was it one of those reckless and
sp()Ilsiible drhrel,iml", that seem to have so
to
reason
of evidence
the
same kind
the "comthat are now
volumes of
reOr was it so:methiing more than
this
We do not know, but it may have been.
door
At least we see a
which the dark forces
enter to the destruction of the
woman
almost
\\' e see a
numbered
human lives in
hands. with an immeasurable influence
the fate of
sullielctinl!: herself to the
which she knows n01thilng,
who are
able to answer
of which the mind of man can conceive.
Indeed, it does not matter
whether the Czarina was the
or of
nant
none of us know
folwhat we are cOll1frnntinv when
these devious
But

know that the Czarina allowed herself to
to influences
the Feach
be
of
and we
that the
the graves of
and
whom she had
WHITMAN'S PROPHECY.
readers
found
world situation in
and in
writers, but an
attention to Wall

W.
to the London
makes an extract
from Walt's "Years of the
first
in "Drum
and asks, "Is not this
the human utterance of the
America

men
swift millions
see the frontiers
seeoldthe
moved
I see
marks

boundaries of the
of European kings re-

be but one heart
forming, en masse ?-for
tyrants
crowns Rrow dim;
The .earth. restive. confronts a new era.

Is

The

America and
grow
me,
shadow
more gigantic than e\'er.
The
advance, advance upon me.

be shown,
to be no better than cobwebs,
her scientific fancies and
l11sion5.
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SWEDEN BORG'S VISION.
In
one of a party of sixteen guests at the
house of Mr. William Castel.
Gottenhad arrived from
where
at 4 p. m., says
"DarsteJlung des Lebens und
ImKants.
About 6
he
went out, and returned to the
and alarmed. He said
fire
broken out

ogy . of insects.
IIn,rl...,.. r'JPn

The ant,.
it
like
attribute the
calamtity to a combination
see
it .the
sin of the first parent.

A SOMETIME
every SetlSC:-may be, within the
Immanence!
\Vere I not of
too, how shou!rl I
aware you are?
As one in
divines
the noon·
sun a star,
divine at times-and then, I
you for an age.
\\'here are you now-as I
hand
this unwritten page
For you have come

news

commotion
You were
was
shot th"onah
same You-far above
Swedenthat did mv thcllIghts
governor, And
the
C"0l1C"l'rni,nll' the
,
you made the
the fire But, when I would
what
shadow
lalJlghter
it
That such as
the
would

what

an
erty. .
senger

h!ll

know

the
fire, of the
and of
ruined. not
that which S\\rc!lenlDorg
moment
fire' was extingl1lis}lCd
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he is re-horn
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"-From
'Buddhist
,. translated
E.
'. Thomas,
it) Wisdom
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'iast SerifS.
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that men
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thjnk ling of oneself as
that,
the chief factor in the
every kind of

which was founded
The Theoliophical
three well-defined
at New York on the 17th
UUJlCClli, viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlllnanity.
without distinctioll of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern Iitl:ratm"es,
denl0n!ltrate the il1l(IOrl:anlce
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or
its motto
THERlIl'. IS NO RELIGION IIIG n ER
Tll,\N TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundaBrotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
for the
of ils
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the ....
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This to),era,tioln
and
is asked from all memberl> as a
since it
believed that
dOlgmatislll and intolerallce have
been
foes to human
The
therefore
all
and all branches of
dOi:;t11atism wherever
found
and
an unlHtlc:1lin,g
and of all that tends to feed or propacondemnation of vice in ever}
gate it.
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ISIS
The following article IS reprinted from
the Occult R'Tie-.<' for )iovcmber. 1918.
It was writt@n by Edward Russell. ami
based on his experiences with Mme. Bla'
vatsky. It forms a fitting recognition of
\\'hite Lotus Day and is here reproduced
to that end:
(L'aspect en esl colossal, "'ysl"rieu.... Duols
fill/t'rieur r,'gne Un clairobscur d'u" saississunl eHel. Des p,mls conduisenl a des t'oliles
IIJ(,'rales doni les I"ncbres sonJ resl<'es im/'t·n.'trables. Ailleurs. au·dessus des plales{ormes, des p,'rislyles, s'''lelld Ie del
,./ lour a lour Ie globe de {ell au." rayons
au Ie disque argenl,' des nuils
,./ les eloiles Ctinalanles ell sonl les divins
flllmbeaux. lei. un radieuse IlImi,'re. Iii '/lIC
,'/'aiss.· obscurilc. EI/ g"Ileral les dit'il/ilt's
du ranlh"llll hindou so1l1 rel'r"selll ....s sous ,'''''
i(irmes

bi;arres, m01ufrllClfses (Jue firomlll ...

iml'ri",.. a ses diellx qual/d Ie symbol.. "
demllCc l' arl.)

She was the last of the mammoths.
Only the cave-temples of India can descrihe her.
She was E/cphallta, its sculptured
gods in ruins. Ajunta dOllied with faded
frescoes of golden glory.
Why in ruins? That is the tragedy of
our present earth-condition. That is
what we are fighting for today. It will
not always be thus. There shall be no
more shattered Parthenons. no more devastated Louyains. But the Kingdom
of Heaven Within. the much-talked-of
League of Nations. will not come till
pan-humanity can build a temple beyond
destruction-impervious to decay.

Price Five Cents

I have known many near in stature to
the gods-Salyini. Gladstone. Rohert
Browning, William Morris, Rodin, Sarah
Bernhardt-none had her cosmic sweep
of power. though all carried the same
infantine charm when away from the
treadmill. The great always remain
children and occasionally let themselves
out of the cage.
She was certainly the greatest personality I ever met. Even her enemies
-and she had many-acknowledged this.
Those of consistent conventionality could
not understand her absence of pose.
Her instantaneous change from laughing
childhood to grave old age. It was indeccnt. Tlte)' never dropped the mask.
Thev saw her naked hut inscrutable a11(1
not comprehend.
Baba llharati. now too gone from us.
once told 111e a story of as a hoy entering
a concealed cayern in
Himalavas and
finding three great seateu beings: silent.
alone. with long beards flowing over their
knees like silver streams. One a hundred and fifty feet high who had sat
there in holv meditation for thousands
of years and forgot to die-one a hundred-one fifty feet. He could neyer
find the entrance to the cave again. She
secmed akin to sllch. One felt in the
shadow of the everlasting hills when beside her. Shadow and sadness were in
the (Iroop of her chrysoberyl eyes. The
ineffable despair of heing great and living-. She put this aside in her long day
of work. She climbed over it in her
Digitized by
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short
of frolic. But it was always with her. Alone as Dante-as
or Turner or '17_ -"oCi:asiorlalllv hear of some one who
"didn't like" or was
of her. As
well not like the
Marbles or be
of the
She was
", ....
sweet and radiant in
who when a very old man after
endless
said to a little
I can
'that your life may be as heauas mine has been.
source, torrent,
and
in the
the
serpents.
u"

Most disand lovmoUlntain
the mystery
been se:llrchirlll:
crossed the seas and
their idol-dream
veils of Isis were lifted for
She looked ilke
a Iioness-a toad.
all.
monsterism of
Blake drew;
tures, seem part
the rocks
which surround them; who walk
with the Zodiac
hold converse with
the
sacred books of India reflea'tedly
state the JivG has
the ensheaths
on from time to
it. Jt
indicated also that
must
both kinds
of
turn
turn. and
action
and re-action from
lesson
ence to another.
Those who did not reach the altar
were of whom e1irist
"Let the dead
their
"--m,ej1l1ing of course the

had wider influence.
tholus,lnd
count the
the

It wa,

make a
dinner
conversation to
J let
drift till
the middle of the repast,
"Mrs. Livermore! Did you
Mme. Bhlva,ts):v
The 'effect was
All awoke
one was brilliant from that
I mane lee
ment
attack or defense
to find how
the
of
church had
her
HOII
familiar
were with
work
t>1l b/(Jc her docpelnetralted to their
to
struck
home.

'"

'"

'"

'"

'"

IS

world and
the bands
which held souls apart. She broke seals
Un,eO,!er new beauties. She
reveal nohler
modern

clamored for
nPr·,,,,,,rl,,,1 her
go with
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What a
Wind
and rain
scurries of autumn leaves.
She had no out-of-door clothes.
was
as soon as
arl'ivinll' at the
both her
exc:hallge for the
she
had been
remain till
York.
it

let all the devil in you shine
eyes.

of those

chanceof her seamless garall around.
I
"bossed" and
a

chord of matter, PM",r,rv·
imDulse·-!;o the universe was to
conscious-suhconscious-nonconThe
and life
of sun
stars as real as
of the soul of man.
soul incarnate
the
but the incarnation exevery atom and she read the
of
antithetical
the
lowest in
-the
God as well as God to man-Father.
Son; Son, Father. She
corlst,mtly and
a
COlltilrUl()US chain
intelligences. Pre-Christian hierarchies
with
Cherubim.
orders and with differ,ent
laborers.
remained what Dickens called
of
She had
pel"so:nal care and

taken
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our 'vude-meclIms, Braina
comworld. which
incarnations we
of, Then.
universal
of

*

Conflict
She
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she took a very different
and my
I knew her.
outgrew
neither
She worked like a
desk 6 o'clock in the me,rnling
till 6 at
brclUl:!:1ht
her there.
she did not go out
the house for half a year. 2\ot even for
walk in her
The influence of
such
was the secret of the asand
of the
five
sometimes wrote
as many
Docaround her.
would move to the
dr:awilll!-rOOllTI and
her cards.
the game of
understand
but
it and
have never
one to
manas that the bltddhi
Does it occupy
left free
soar.
Thus she welcomed a constant
guests every
of her life.
a fternonos were more

is.
the da wn of the world."
('all unitivt'-consciousncss OCIOllll;rS
dawn of
church. In
we lost the other. She se:an:h(id
of hath. Creative-consciousness
she
not claim, nor even attrihute
man.
Samadhi
ideal. She

truth.

with

Dut

I am careful
heard from her
miracles
her PUI'pOI,e

the gIamOllr
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She frolicked as in the chateau
her childhood. Let off steam in f'lrl'.farte
Rode on all the
fair and
rounds
the
own Charlie
cruel. The
with. But
that the
seldom.
ways. The
the time.
Some left thirlkil1lg
hour with the
ever after
their hearts more
One of the worst enemies "knowlshe carried little
for the corpus dOJ>:maticI4:m and was
reves and
deed a saccagellSi?
these
ESlpeciallly
when some keen J01Jrl1lall.sts
fessor
He found a
than
had
her stop
cry'
an old
with her fist,
I
! Dear friend
him before
wrong.

nUWf'rs.

and it stunts ours, while
us more useful members of
rages-tantrums one
animal
not fear.
be sht'll·

she
her friends to
of comic relief.
In her first
years she gave her·
self
to the
of
veils. but
as I
much was
for
she realized that the more veils
the
secret do the
become.
One
I witnessed an
before her
devotee,
should set at rest forever her atli·
towards
words are

II

There is a
Whose awful
Into a tombed
The

SEPULCHERED.
pre:cipitOlJS wall

Void of all unlierstanding,
Shorn of the
(
'tis
be
fore.
neither Of animals nor
Self-control
She was both. Our respect
artificial and the
was
not for her. It would

to see,
these wan
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Tho' from

bome
rotted them.
From that dark DI\'ot··nl1:1c-e releas,ed.
The radiant
Into the bosom of the HIIIIII II U:,
To rest in ul\conditioned
the listener's heart who
autumn rain come whisover the dead

the final end of men
to ravish their own
The Star
Forevermore the self-doomed stalk

In aimless

you get from

nothingness to
WHAT PASSES?

another
flavor of
Define for
test-tubists the material

oh skillful
of

What is it that

over to you when
orchestra
a
from
number, such as the
or the intermezzo from
"Cavalieria RUlsticana, or
of
faintoximiliar thrillers? Some
enters into
fumes thr·ough,cmt
What is it?

you hear an

now

view
the
to Maidstone,
the
you
from the car phltfiDflll
from
to Chamonix?
And do
remember the first
read
Count of Monte Cristo"
and
and "Les Miserables" and
Son" ? What was that
from these books into

The
world are
the

The Theosiophical
is an
which was founded
at New
of Noverllbe:r.
three well-defined
viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hilluanity
without distinction of race.
caste, or color,
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern IIt<:ratur"es,
delll10nsltrale the im'''Ol"l:llU',. of that
pllilo,;opllies, and scie:nc<:s,
laws of Nature and

with no creed or
THERE

NO RELIGION BIGIIEII

in its work are to be found
none whatever. No
to its olie fundato be held
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ielllow"-membel's the
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foes to human
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\S TO THE CAUSES OF WAR.
(From the San Francisco Argonaut.)
During the decade or the two decades
!)receding the war there were certain
mices raised in protest against some
:endencies of world thought that seemed
:0 promise disaskr. They were not
voices, nor military. They were
unconcerned with trade advantages 0:with balances of power. They did not
Ippeal to the !><tcred principle of competition nor stimulate the rivalries of nationality. And for these reasons they
were nearlv uhheard amid the din against
which they protested.
Xone the less they were notable utterances. They came from such men as
.\rthur Grierson, Thomas Carlyle G. K.
Chesterton, Alfred Russell Wallace. Ferrero, and Ralph Adams Cram. These
men said more or less implicitly that a
world war with ensuing revolution and
anarchy had become nearly inevitable.
and that no matter what its immediate
causes might be its actual source would
he the slough of mater.ialislll into which
we had fallen. Civilization. the v said.
had become a thing so unclean,
evil.
that it would perish because it was hecoming too hateful to sun·ive. The neglect that we gave to their predictions
and they were tremendously solemn prec1ictions, can hardly be continued in view
of so tragic a fulfillment.
It was a scientific materialism and
the filtration ,of its poison through all the

Price Five Cents

social strata against which these men and
a dozen others protested. The elaborate
demonstration by Haeckel and his like
that man was no more than a tiger with
an intellect and a halo, and that, like the
tiger, he must govern hims,elf by the
laws of a glorified jungle, was hailed
with delight by a civiilzation eager for
voluptuous debasement. Haeckel had destroyed the human soul and thereiore he
had destroyed individual responsibility.
Henceforth only the "fit"-that is to say
those with long teeth and sharp c1awswere to "survive." Honor, virtue, and
duty were myths for children, since there
was no moral law, no surviving principle
in man, nothing anywhere but a vast and
soulless mechanism, engendered by
chance. sustained bv "force," without
guidance or destination. Self-preservation had become the first law of nature.
It was taught to children, it became the
axiom of the school and university, the
t1l1challeng"ed pilot of human relationship.
These poisonous teachings saturated
the world. (;ermany put them into practice. hut it was onlv because she "got
there first." Religio,;sly and philosophicallv we were all headed the same way.
are all headed the same way stiiI.
\Ve are materialists. hut when
ism reaches its inevitable destination of
the battlefield we sland aghast. We believed that we could restrain the law of
the jungle within a rampart of national
constitutions and acts of Ie 'slatu eSiethat
Digitized by
0

We

8

been
recent years.
German dr:aglJman
from
those
to
elELhoira'te crimof Na-
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we to continue forever to measure all human advance in terms of
to consider the
of
the
of
as the
be-all and the
of
endeavor? If so. then we have no cause
of
with Socialism and
for that is what
teach, amI
it to them, That
hate
forms of
because
tradition of
its

about a
awful
a
thoiuglht that
and is. world wide.
was
of a science invented in
received from
many and
that
us a standard of
has
has not
It will end in
the
still more evil than war unless
otrong
there shall be
to

LIBRARY TREASURES.
have for
took
when
are
relaxation of the nervous
ahnormal
attracts to the
It is the latter
furnishes the various hallucin:ltiom
however. are not
nhv<:iri,,"<: would make
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the methe
transtorrned under the
and Seer into
the tnlthf1l1 representathat which he wills to come withn the
of his pelrception.
JfA TERIALlZA TlONS.
lIalism the word

ter'ializ,ation" seances,
and the medium who l'rcate
likeness of the ''''n'lritin''''
"form-mani festations"
statues."
call
mainadmissible, for
animated por-

I.

the disembodied

hold that when
genCline-and it is a fact of rarer occurrence
than is
believed- it is prorluc-cd
the eidola of Kalllaof the
lokic
Kamaloka is on the
'Iiffers from its
in the
,ciousness, for which reason
cealed from our normal
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not a
turned
Ibis-headed
to
"ViThen
in
the Double
in
Land
the
thou were known as
eviland defend
"I am not one who telleth lies instead
of truth."
"Darest
of
"Hast thou tn'Ferr,He."

"I
Thoth. "thou art not
hut.
thou not in
the son
to those who
him-and thou tookest
share of
Thou hast done worse than
kills for 'tis indeed
to be
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not
milk
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"This thou hast not done
thine
own children died of starvation in the
arms of
mother-and she. too, died
?
and, for this. wert thou not

second
have led a
where
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reward, should this miscreant be
? Because he is an evil doer.
o LordI"
who wouldst
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Thou who art
a meddler
worse than he who
for
of much evil.
as
the mounstrenl5th like bronze.
scale. Wh;:;·

outer world.
the observing
hands belong to our

were thrown in
seemd that a
incline in the

Ihe

that
Osiris
'·This.
Bennu will return
Pharoah. There he
among
I have no

Dr. Steiner seems
the
whole material world becomes
for the consciousness of til('
that his own
limit him. or
may
called his awareness. But
wish that Dr. Steiner had
the processes
which
this state may be reached.
Care must be
not to form
world.

will

life.

shall then
no
the shade who had
need not
Thou hast
Come
shall open the
Golden Gate and
thee to peace ever"-O'm:rlalld 2\'t'Clni'IIlV.
SELF-KNOWLEDGE.
Dr.
Steiner undertook a difficult task
he tried to
the
consciousness to
nature of
of its
those without
teries. His new
A Road to
makes the
and it
may be
that it is as
as the
nature of the task will
the attainment of a consciouscan
transcends the
al't'H.llv know the facts of
world. says Dr. Steiner:

:s Ow

an experience that

side the
from one
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the very
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tbe soul is
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thought or emotion,
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thought which
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world a stern l<uardian is st;m,ling,
vents man from knowing what
the
world are. For
uncertainly concerninlJ: that
to
than
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cross the threshold.

those which it
The character
di ITerent
the two
life
know that
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FROM THE GLOSSARY.
(By H. P. Blavatsky.)

BULL-WORSHIP. The worship of
the Bull and the Ram was addressed to
onc and the same power, that of generative creation, under two aspects-the celestial or cosmic. and the terrestrial or
human. The ram-headed gods all belong
to the latter aspect: the hull-to the former. Osiris, to whom the hull was sacred. was never regarded as a phallic
deity: neither was Siva with his hull
.\'midi. in spite of the \ingham. As
.\'GlIdi is of a pure milk-white color. so
was Apis. Both were the emblems of
the generative. or of evolutionary power
in the LTniversal Kosmos. Those who
regard the solar gods and the hulls as of
a phallic character, or connect the Sun
with it. are mistaken. It is only the
lunar gods and the rams. and l·amhs.
which arc priapic, and it little becomes a
religion which. howe\·er. unconscionsly.
has still adopted for its worship a god
preeminently 1111101', and acc('ntnaterl its
choice hv the selection of the lamh,
whose sire is the ram. a glyph as preeminently phallic, for its most sacred
svmhol-to vilif\· the older rdigions for
u'sing the same symholism. The worship
of the Bull, Apis. Hopi AI/kh, or the living Osiris. ceased Ovt'r 3000 years ago;
the worship of the lamh and ram continues to this day. Mariette Bey (Iiscovered the SerapclIlH, the Kecropolis of
the Apis Bulls, ncar }Iemphis, an im-
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posing subterranean crypt 2000 feet long
and twentv feet widt', containing the
mummies
thirty sacred bulls. If 1000
vears hence, a' Roman Catholic Caihedral with the Easter lamb in it. were
discovered under the ashes of Vesuvius
or Etna, would future generations he
justified in inferring therefrom that
Christians were "Iamh" or "dove" worshippers ? Yet the two symbols would
give them as much right in the one casc
as in the other. Moreover, not all of
the sacred "hulls" were phallic, i. c.
males: there were hemaphrodite and
"bulls." The hlack hull Jfl/{,1'is.
the son of Ptah. was sacred to the (;od
Ra at Heliopilis: the Pacis of Hermonthis-to Amoun Horus. etc.. etc.. and
Apis himself was a hermaphrodite and
not a male anima\, which shows his cosmic character. As \\'('11 call the Tallrus
of the Zodiac and all nature phallic.
KARMA. Physically. action; metaphysit'ally, the Law of Retrihution, the
Law of cause and effect or Ethical
Causation. Kemcsis. only in one sense,
that of had Karma. It 'is the eleventh
.\'idalia in the concatenation of causes
and effects in orthodox Buddhism: yet
it is the power that controls all thitigs.
the resultant of moral action, th.. metaphysical St//IIslwra, or the 1110ral effect of
an act committed for the attainnwnt of
sOll1ething- which gratifies a personal desire. There is the Karma of merit and
the Karma of demerit. Karma neither
punishes nor rewards, it is simply 111,'
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who
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in the Christian Science movement. The
"'llirlit" of Christian Science as a
medium
not
all at issue. It
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In
of aumisuset!, and of extravagances ill
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STORIES OF THE FAR NORTH.
before the white men
to
the Indians
to wonder what made the sun
up
and how fire
came into
and where the
birds and animals
their colorsto wonder. in
all the
that most children wonder. And
cause there was no one who could exto
tried to
for themselves
little stories about them.
as often
make up stories.
these tales for some time,
them. Even after the
men came and said the stories weren't
true, the Indians
on
them,
for
had
to love them. And
there are
not
be sure-who know
many are
and tell these old, strange tales.
The Indian
are often as
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tales.
say that first the Great
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with hammer
the
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see.
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not see, but the Immortals
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-From "The Shoes
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what he
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ages
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-Julia A.
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A NEW BOOK.
is intellectual proof that we demand.
.-\ certain malign influepce seems to And yet, perhaps, one should not sa>vershadow the average student of psy- proof. There can be no communicable
hic phenomena. In all other branches proof. But there may be evidence. If
f human research we find that keen in- it can be shown that the human mind
is directed without prejudice possesses unsuspected powers, that it can
)ward the assembling of facts and their communicate at a distance. that it can
llcrpretation. But not here. It would force its way into worlds other than the
eem that to approach the borderland is world of matter around us, then we are
) say farewell to the open mind and the the more justified in believing that it
npartial vision. A few half-digested may survive the body. But let us be
lcts j usti fy a verdict that becomes at cautious. Let us 'TIot say that survival
nee a dogma to be defcnded with em- has been proved when actually it is somehasis and even passion. It may be the thing quite other than survival that has
ogma of denial or it may be that of been proved. Let us not be satisfied
ffirmation. That will depend upon overmuch with the seeming of things.
letors other than those of' testimonv. Let us be careful that we do not label as
lut indefensible dogma of some kind, proof what is actually no more than innwarranted assumption. unsustained ference.
For example, Mr. Frank deals with
al1viction. seem to bar the portals to
the. question of thought photography and
s\'chic research.
'For these reasons it is pleasant to find spirit identity. He believes that a
uch a volume as the one just given to thought can he photographed, that it has'
s by Mr. Henry Frank and published hy heen done. But what, he asks, is a
Ie Stratford Company of Boston. It is thought? Is it a material something?
ntitled "The Challengc of the War:' I t would seem so. since it can impress
nel it attempts to answer some of the the photographic plate.
uestions that have never been absent
But it is necessary to be more precise.
rom the human mind, but that have now It is not actually the thought that is phoonce more c1amorouslv to tIll' front tographed. It is something that is ereI this crisis of a world tragedy.
Do the atecl hy thought, something that lies midead survive? Is the human soul some- way hetween thought and the brain:
ling that can exist independently of the
The mind. hy this hypothesis, does not act
uman body? Can we look to science r1irectly on the hrain and the cells and the
T'en-es,
on a much finer suhstance. The
)r a solution to the problem of death? . action ofbut
the will is exercised directly throUKh
It is not religious assurances that we the medium of "radiant matter," or streams of
cell. 'vVe have them in abundance. It electrons, a suhstance which e ercises reo
Di,
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MOON WORSHIP.
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EXIT GOD.
Of old

fathers' God was
almost saw,
to a stern ideal
SC()U!'2'ed them into awe.
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feared eternal
of bell.
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AMERICANIZATION.
(From the Nation.)
If the proposed plan toscrve genuine
educational ends. therefore, we must
have clear answers to certain questions.
Is it designed to increase or diminish
the power of the "administrators" who
alreadv overload our schools, from kindergarten to university. by comparison
with the power of the teachers who
teach?
Four-fifths of the so-called
"Americanization" work now carried on
is an ignorant and narrow attempt to
iorce our immigrants into the straitjacket of a provincial. materialistic. and
inllrbane "American" life. Is it for such
work that we are to spend seven and a
half millions, or is it for the mutual enrichment of their life and ours. and for
the sturdy maintenance of the older
;\merican ideals that many have been
ready to forget during the war?
physical education intended to make of
the people good working cattle. or is it
designed to develop the sound body that
shaII be the instrument of the sane. keen
mind. serving the serene and honest
spirit? In heqllalizing opportunities." is
it planned simply to have better huildings and to hraise the standard" of
teachers by requiring a longer period of
preparation? In a word. is the
Department of Education to be machinery, or is it to be embodied spirit? Is
it planned to make our children think
more or less alike? Is it intended to
produce standardized citizens, guaran-
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teed to think right when Washington
pushes the lJutton, or is it designed to
train thoughtful, independent. kindly
,
endowed in mind
men and
and
'That
central question /' it can
too are fully POIlder fj"
IT
rking of the
rtof
too narrowly
exat .
0 its effect in
this I iP.QAf'()Jti)):. :1fIan shall not live
by bread iirolle; hut by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God.

•
A PROPHECY.
(From a sermon by the Rt. Rev. Charles
Gore. Bishop of Oxford, delivered
on March 26th.)
•
Hilaire Belloc, whose prophecies have
not alwavs been fulfilled. ventured on a
prophecy' which so far has looked horribl" like the truth. Please God the
will not be fulfilled. hut in a verv
clever article. written as in retrospect
from the year 3000 A. D. out of a supposed just recovering civilization. looking hack upon the dark age of total barharism which had followed the extinction
of our race after the great war, he descrihed how the scattered fragments of
in formation which had heen retained
through the destruction of that civilization intimated what had happened. That
is to say. that after the great war the
nations har! broken out into social strife
and civil war hetween capital and labor;
that meall\dlile. in their anxiety to hurry
Digitized by
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"MY \VANDERING
following aTe some
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llmost at random from a poem entitled "My
IV",nderi,n" Soul" that
a
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the John Lane Company.
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th rough out, is
"Songs While
")
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a
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a
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not he
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Sir William Crookes,
the suband undertook
from the
similar tests. But
efforts were
of a more limited
than those of
Dr. Crawford. The latter
meand lecturer
a unichanical
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invent and utilize
most sensitive
which to
force
detect the presence
that
emanated from
of the medium.
scales which he
vented he
to determine the
actual amount of the energy that entered
or
from her
determined
the
is illustrated
the instruments
the tests,
the
reader to understantl the scientific method
One of the most
features of the work
the deduction
what Dr. Crawford calls "the cantilever
" This embodies his scientific
the ph,encllllc,na.
passes from the
trance states and when
what he calls the
onf'r:,t.,rs" a sort of bar or rod invisible
to curve
out as jf
which it
this rod.

which
this
lai"
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indicatr
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the chemical atom.
down ('\'en
than the electrical
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secret
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as well as the
matter,
the force that 100
so-called occult
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The work of Dr. Crawford,
this detail. will ha\'e
that
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with
who

of
to

manifestations are Ihr
resilient in
the human or,gam,;m.
evolution. and
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like Dr. Crawford
and
discern the operalaws of this energy.

FATAL NUMBER TWO.
IS
a correin the
Guardia"
the numher 2. when
the
succession of monarchs of
has a sinister sig;nificlln<:e
it. \Ve are told
curious that the second
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either in
The

France.
perors
cess in kil!lglcnlft.
that the
more
II. nrooerlv
claimed
died. a mere shadow
of his own

all
Scotland we have the same

beheaded
stant
we
the Danes. There are Malcolm II
Duncan II. murdered David II,
oned in
In France the
tinues; Francis II
his
with debt and a prey
eries of civil war
wounds
received.
"Charles II earned the title of 'bad:
II was
and
covered
ulcers. Theodor
Rusisa was mnrdered. Peter II was
Alexander II and Nicholas
both murdered.
a
record."
It is. without doubt.
record
and can
with instances adduced from
There is Sweden. Its greatest
ruler. Gustavus
better known under
the name
his last
with
Christian
the house
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years of Turkish corlquest.
the inventor of this cabalistic
also has overlooked what
classical
01
may be
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SATURN.
(Anonymous. )
I am the First and the LasL. I am
the Beginning an,d the End.
I am the Dread (iuardian of tht'
Threshold.
I come to you with gaunt and pallicl
face. cold and Ii fcless as the dead. I
stretch out my arms as a barrier to stop
YOllr progress until yOIl have met me fat'e
to face.
Come. look into my dead and lusterless
...yes. Look at my ghastly face if you
dare! Look me in the face and recognize me for what I am: for until yOll
meet me face to face and know me and
conquer me ye can not pass Oil.
I am the Guardian whom all neophytes must meet and recognize before
I will let them' advance. I am Saturn.
the First and the Last. the Cireat Heaper.
I am He that binds. that congeals. that
solidifies. I am He that seems like a
corpse; for I am all that is dead and
lifeless.
Look! Look into my dead faee ancl
recognize me! \-Vhat do I mean? I am
the sadness and the darkness and the
eoldness of death, and these aspects the
neophyte must overcome.
The planetary forces that give you life
ever push you onward and outwarcl on
the Great Spiral of Life. Day after day
they push you farther and farther ;lIyay
onward and outward. until \'1.' reach my
domains. Here I stretch out m)'
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arms and bid you halt; for I am He that
says. "So far shall ye go and no farther," and not even can the forces of the
gods pass my domain. The neophyte
meets each planetary condition and
evolves with it until the confines of the
Spiral of Life reach the domain of
Saturn. Here do I meet him and say.
"Thus far shalt thou go." Stand. look
me in the face! Are you proof against
the frozen hreath of this dread god?
Can you bear to have your Ideals shattered. vour advance retarded. all that
seemec(good and true fail you? Can you
meet those forces unelaunteel., anel seize
thel1l and turn discouragement into
power?
Can ye be still and reach the stage of
calm contemplation while all that you
love and believe in seems to wither and
e1ie in your grasp? For not until ye
have grasped Illy weapons and gained
power can ye pass me anel go onward.
Think ye there is no reason why
Saturn stands at the threshold? At the
outpost of Life and Evolution? In' the
foundation of the Universe it was Saturn
who iliadI.' the cosmic centre and g-ave
stahility and inertia upon which the
other planetary forces act. It was the
force sent out in the beginning anel the
last to return, the (lower of holding still.
of holding fixed and immovahle. It is
the dot that expanded into a circle. containing all that can he useel in a COSlllil'
lIIani festation.
It corresponds to the aura of a man.
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IMMORTALITY.
Sir William Robertson Nicoll is presumably a representative theologian. He
is editor of the British Weekly, a religious periodical published in London.
and his name is usually to be found associated with the church movements of the
day. These facts give a certain importance to his new book entitled "Reunion
in Eternity," just published by the
r.eorge H. Doran Company.'
The book is a disappointment, not only
because of its narrow vision, but also
hecause of a certain placid fanaticism
that evokes alike surprise and resentment. A collection of Christian utterances on the subject of immortality is
not without interest and even importance, and doubtless deserves an audience
from those who are sensitive to pious
opinions unsustained either by research
or knowledge. So far as the author has
given us such a collection he has done
well. But he should have stopped there.
Unfortunately he goes further afield.
.\s though aware of the criticisms that
would be leveled at his book he tells us
frankly that the subject of immortality
is of interest only to Christians, and that
Christians will need no other evidcnce
than the Bible. Why. then. does he give
us the evidence of the worthies whose
opinions crowd his pages?
One would suppose that an honest
anxiety to establish the truth of immortality would produce a favorable, at least
a tolerant, attitude toward psychic rc-
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search. Not at all. That scores of scientists have approached the problem of immortality in a spirit of earnest inquiry
has no interest for Sir \V. Robertson
He has no curiosity as to their
methods, their theories, or their results.
Unless you are a Christian, and an orinodox Christian at that, you have no
right to be concerned with immortality.
And if you are an orthodox Christian,
still you have no right to be concerned.
All that you have to do is to accept the
statements of Holy Writ.
Sir William Robertson N'icoll is, of
course-be it said respectful1y-a theological curiosity. He belongs to a day
that has ceased to be. None the less, and
in a restricted way, he is representative
of a class. Whatever disapproval may
be felt for the methods of the scientific
researcher, however certainly those
methods mav be doomed to rela'tive failure so far' as a demonstration of ii11mortality is concerned. one would suppose that an orthodox theology would
at least be interested. But there arc no
goes
signs of interest. Thc
way uncheered hy clerical applause. Hc
is doing the work that the churches
should have heen doing for two thousand years. He is doing it clumsily. with
gross implcmcnts. and ineffcctively. Bm
he is doing it. And the theologians remain hlankly indifferent.
It is a curious spectacle. these reverscd roles.
Science. penitent but
stupiel, is devoting its best energies to a
Die"t
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THE SOUL.
The following suggestive passages are
from a little book entitled The Immortality of the Soul, published by Sir Olivcr Lodge in 1908:
"The theory of a larger and permanent
personality of which the conscious self is
only a fraction in process of individualization, the fraction being greater or less
according to the magnitude of the individual-this doctrine as a working hypothesis, illuminates many obscure facts,
and serves as a thread through an otherwise bewildering labyrinth. It removes
a number of elementary stumbling blocks
which otherwise obstruct an attempt to
realize vividly the incipient stages of
personal existence; it accounts for the
extraordinary rapidity with which the
development of an individual proceeds;
and it eases the theory of ordinary birth
and death. It achieves all this as well
as the office for which it was originally
designed. viz.. the elucidation of unusual
experiences, such as those associated
with dreams, premonitions, and prodigies
of genius. Many great and universally
recognized thinkers. Plato, Virgil, Kant.
I think, and Wordsworth. all had room
ior an idea more or less of this kind:
which indeed in some form is almost necessitated by a consideration of our
habitually unconscious performance of
organic function. . . .
"Our present state may he likened to
that of the hulls of ships submerged in a
dim ocean among many strange beasts.
propelled in a blind manner throug-h
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space: proud perhaps of accumulating
many barnacles as decorations; only
recognizing our destination by bumping
against the dock wall. With no cognizance of the deck and the cabins. the
spars and the sails; no thought of the
sextant and the compass and the captain:
no perception of the lookout on the mast.
of the distant horizon; no vision of ohjects far ahead, dangers to be avoided,
destinations to be reached, other ships to
be spoken with by other means than
bodily contact-a region of sunshine and
cloud. of space. of perception, and of intelligence. utterly inaccessible to the
parts helow the water-line. . . .
"The analogy pointed to is that wherea;; we living men and women, while associated with this mortal organism, are
ignorant of whatever experience our
larger selves may have gone through in
the past-yet when we wake out of this
present materialized condition. and enter
the region of larger consciousness. we
may gradually realize in what a curious
though legitimate cClIldition of ignorance
we now are: and mav become aware of
our fuller possession: with all that has
happened here anrl now fully rememhered and incorporated as an additional
experience into the wide range of knowledge which that larger entity must have
accumulated since its inlelligence and
memory began. The transition called
death may thus he an awaking rather
than a sleeping: it may be that we. still
;nvolvcd in mortal coil. are in the morc
dream-like and unreal condition."
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THE INDIA:" ROPE TRICK.
While the world was worrying over
:hc prohlems of reconstruction, the professional ami amateur conjurers of England gathered in solemn conclave and (IeIlated the vexed qnestion of the Indian
rapl' trick. And after grave deliheration
thev failed to come to any satisfactory
on the sUhject." Some wer'e
;keptical. and inclined to helieve that the
trick had never been performed. Some
lttributed it to hypnotism. while others
insisted it would be impossible to hypnotize an entire audience. For Ollce, in
fact, the mystifiers admitted themselves
mystified (says the London Times in deicrihing the meeting).
The history of the trick was interestingly traced hy S. \V. Clarke, editor of
till' :l[agic Circular, who said that it was
the "most elusive trick in the world, with
the peculiarity that nohody who wanted
to see it had eyer seen it." This statement. however, was later controverted
by other speakers who claimed to have
seen a version of the trick performed.
Clarke traced reference to the
illusion as far back as 1355, when Ibu
l3atuta, an Arah, described the trick as
performed hy one Hang Chua. Batuta
wrote. according to the records of the
time:
I was entertained bv the Emir in his
own house in a most s'plendid manner. At
the han'luet
were
present
the
Khan's
jUI-:!:lers. the ehief of whom took a wooden
sphere. in which there wer" holes, and in

Price Five Cents

these long straps. and threw it up into the
air till it went out of sil(ht, while Ihe strap
remained in his hand.
He then commanded one of his disciples to take holll of
and to ascend by this strap, which he did
until he also went out of sight. His master
Ihen called him Ihrec times, hut no answ..r
eame; he then took a kni fe in his hand.
apparently in anl{er, laid -hold of tht· strap
and also went 'lui Ie out of sight. He then
threw the hand of the hoy upon the ground.
then his foot, Ihen his other hand, then his
other foot. then his body, then. his head.
He then came down, panting for hreath, an,1
his clothes stained with hlood. . . , The
juggler then took the limbs of the boy and
applied them one to another; he then stamped
upon them, and it stood up complete and
erect. I was astonished, and was seized in
consequence hy a palpitation at the heart;
but they Rave me some drink and I reco\'ereu.
The judl(e of the Mohammedans was sittin!(
by my side. who swore Ihat there was neither ascent, descent. nor cuttinl(. away of
Jimbs, hut the whole was mere jugglinl(.

r. Clarke was inclined to think that
the writer had mixec1 up the rope Irick
with the decapitation trick, which, he
said. was being performed when the
Great Pyramids were being built. Hl'
quoted another account of the illusion
from a German source in 1550, which,
of course. added little to its authcnticitv.
This version stated:
.
At MaRdeburg a certain mal(ical jllg'!(ler
declared that he could I-:et hut little mon.. )'
amon!': men, and would therefore go up to
hea\'en. \Vhercnpon he would throw a t'ord
up in the air and his little horse would go
up it; he himself. laking hold of the horse's
tail. would f"llow him; he wife, takinK hulll
of him, would follnw a1>;o, and a maid sen-ant
would foll"w her. alld so mount up on th,'
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MOODS.
(By]. A. H.)
It sounds the merest truism to say
that a man's character is molded by the
tenor of his thoughts. But who
among us acts as tho' he believed it
true? "As a man thinketh in his heart,
;0 is he." We have heard the words so
)ften, have so glibly mouthed them our;el\'es, that no longer do they hold for us
1 personal warning and a personal en:ouragement. Our ears and our tongues
lre accessories to the crime of indifferThe most profound of all occult
mysteries are open before us in those
ten words, but we are incredibly heed:ess of the fact.
Yet every passing thought lea\'es its
lefinite impress, its delicate but durable
upon the plastic brain. And
thought repeating itself will do something more: it will carve deep channels
:hru which it may flow with ever les;ening resistance. For consciousness has
:he insistent power of flowing water. It
may cleanse and bless the land thru
...·hich it flows, or it may prove a devas:ating and demoniacal force.
The mind is but one department of the
rightful dominion of Ihe soul of man.
But who of us, looking inward. beholding the plague-breeding morass and the
I,arren plain, is willing to admit that he.
md he alone. is responsible for those con:Iitions? Or, if he so admits. is he grimly
:Ietcrmined 10 set himself to the task of
:Iiverting the waters that they feed one
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central stream. a stream whose bed shall
he cut from the rock of spiritual will?
For the channel of a pure, life-giving
stream must be hewn from the rock of
pure spiritual will. Granite must he the
bed of its stream, granite its uncompromising walls. N' 0 other foundation is
there strong enough to withstand the
sheer weight of those gathered waters or
endure the pound and the sweep of their
terrific energies.
\Ve can not choose hut he conscious,
since consciousness is the law of our
beings. But we can choose that of which
we shall be conscious. Nor may the decision be forever delayed. The appointed moment shall certainly arrive.
when, in a flash of clairvovant vision. we
arc not and
shall understand that
never were creatures of chance. or supine puppets of an alien and exterior
god, With the results of our inexplicable follies and our laxness hefore us,
we shall know that we have been idle
and wasteful stewards of that marvelously rich kingdom over which we have
control.
That 1110 l1Iellt is the moment of reckonings between the man. the little. personal man. ane! his immortal soul. The
Master has returned to inquire of
stewardship. And before that probinK
the secrets of our hearts stand revealed.
\V e shall hehold them all, that fleeting.
unhuman impulse. that vacuity of purpose which made of our minds the playground for any mischievous entity who
Digitized by
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HISTORY AND LIGHT.
William of Normandy is still to be
seen fighting the Saxon King Harold for
the possession of England; the minions
of the Pharaohs are still to be observed
huilding the Pyramids; even primeval
man has not yet ceased to roam the
earth, fighting his slow way up from
savagery. Ancient as these things are,
they are still alive and vital-somewhere
in space; light rays are eternal, and they
carry the picture of everything that ever
was on and on forever.
The speed of light traveling through
space is 186,000 miles a second. Get out
your pencil and pad of paper and get to
work, and you will find that in a year
light travels about 6,000,000,000,000
miles. That is a light-year, the measure
of astronomical space. The sun is nearly
100,000,000 miles away from the earth,
hence light travels from our source of
life to us in about eight minutes. But
pick your way outside of the solar system, and it is a matter, not of minutes,
but of light-years, when you speak of the
time required for the passage of light.
The nearest star to us is the first-magnitude giant of the southern skies, Alpha
Centauri. Between that star and the
earth four years are required for the
pasage.
Polaris, another of our comparatively
near neighbors, being 116 light-years
away, it takes light that many years to
come to us from that sentinel of the
:\orth Pole; hence, as we gaze at Polaris,
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Dr. C. S. Brainin of Columbia University
points out in a reccnt exposition of the
distances of space: "We really get on
our retina the light which left Polaris
that many years ago; and we see it as
it was then, not as it is now, at the
moment of observation. A star might
suffer some cosmic catastrophe, such as
a collision with another star; in the case
of Polaris we would not know of it until
116 years after its occurrence.
"The stars being at different distances
from us, we see one star as it was approximately 100 years ago, another as it
was 1500 years ago, and so on. Of
course, the case has been reversed. Suppose Polaris, which on the whole is a
body something like our sun, has an attendant planet upon which there live inhabitants whose science is so developed
that they possess instruments so powerful that they can see, not only the earth,
hut also what goes on upon this planet.
They would know nothing of the great
war, nothing of the earth's present activities, for they would be getting the light
which left us 116 years ago, hence they
would be watching the events of 1803.
. "On a possihle planet of Alpha Centauri the inhabitants would be seeing the
earthly events of 1915, while an inhabitant of a possible Pleiades system would
see the inhabitants of the earth making
history as far back as ahout 1200. Some
planetarian out in space may be at this
1110ment watching the arrival of \Villiam
the Conqueror in England and another
Digitized by
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SCBJECTIVITY.
John Mills. ill his new book on "The
Realities of Modern Science" (Macmillan Company), deals briefly with the
subjectivity of Sonnd and Light. They
are states of consciousness. he says, and
not objective-a notable admission from
a scientist of such eminence. There was
a time, he tells us. when a iense classification of physical phenomena was considered satisfactorv. but it is ';0 no
longer:
.
Light does not exist for one who is hlind.
nor sound for one who is totall>' deaf. Either
exists only in so far as we ourselves are concemed and have certain nerves.
For the
color-blind. as, for example. those who fail
to perceive the i(reens, light of this color does
not exist. although it may for others. Those
of normal vision may have a sensation which
they call !(reen light. hut this means. not that
!'reen lil(ht is real. hut only that an impression is real to them. Lil(ht is not an ohjective. hut a suhjective reality.

Light and souml are the ways in which
we express the nature of a sensatiQn. hut
it is only the sensation that we knQw.
and not the cause of the sensation. Consciousness hecomes aware of a sensation
and interprets it. usually in terms of ohjectivity. hut actually it knows only of
the sensation. The interpretation is an
inference unverified and llnverifiahle.
Imagine. says the author. that a card
is held in contact with th.: teeth of a
revolving gear wheel:
Consider now the means hy which the motion of a sounding hody reaches the ear of the
The intervenini( air consists of

Price Five Cents

small discrete particles or molecules.
the
\'ibrating card is pushed out hy a tooth it
forces ahead of it the adjacent layer of molecules. which in turn push against those adjacent to them. A city crowd around some
object of interest. as it suq{es away under
the commands and shoves of the policeman
at the centre. pictures a somewhat similar
action. The push or pulse. started at the
centre, travels outward through the crowd.

Let us extend the analogy a little farther. Let us say that a man at the edge
of the crowd is aware that he is being
pushed by his neighhors and he assumes
that the pressure is heing initiated hy
some unseen policeman at the centre of
the crowd. Rut he <Ioes not know that
the policeman is there. It is an inference. In the same way our consciousness assumes an ohjectfve cause for the
sensations that it ohsen'es. hut
docs
not know of that ohjective cause. It is
an inference.
Sound is our awareness of a vibrating
medium. The vihrations produce a sensation. and consciousness interprets it and
calls it a sounl\. But there are vibrations that produce ItO s('nsation and
therefore no sound. I f the air vihrations
are helow lO.()OO per sl'cond they are received by th(' ear and produce a sensation. and therefore sound. But if the v
are aho\'e lO.OOn per second most peopfe
are unable to ren'ive them and therefore there is no sound. "The difference:' sal'S the author. "is in our own
hrains. i(;r sound is a suhjective reality."
The hook is a suggestive one in many
ways and particularly for th(' occult stuDigitized by
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AMERICA'S TOMORROW.
The doctrine of reincarnation must indeed be making headway when we find
it included in otherwise prosaic volumes
of historv and economics. One such
work is ;lOW before us. It is entitled
"America's Tomorrow"; its author is
Snell Smith and it is prefaced by
some words of warm recommendation
from
Leonard Wood and
Hudson l.. .l axim. The author deals
at some length and from many points of
"iew with the results of the war upon the
political status of the world in general
and of America in partinllar. He considers the trade and cOllllllercial destinv
of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
the modifications in the system of American government to which we may look
forward. A world leader, says Mr.
Smith, is likely to appear and then, after
a few words abont some of the leaders
of the past, he coutin ues :
If thcse figures of thc past had thc same
intuitive perception of destiny. may not the
reason for this he that they \\;cre the samc
spirit, born again from life to life. showing
quite naturally the same mighty talents and
aspirations? May it not he. prepostcrous as
it seems bccause new to our thought. that the
line of Da\'id and Daniel. who saw them,,<:lyes returninR in anothcr age. is as follows:
David. Sheshonk. Shalmonesser IT. Sargon.
Psammeticus 1. Daniel. Militiades. Alcibiades.
.\lexander the (ireat. Ptolcmy Philadelphlls.
Hannibal. Mithradates I. Jnlius C...sar. Tiuerius. Trajan. Septimus Seyerus. Anrelian.
\laxitnin. Julian, Attila. Justinian. Heraclcus.
Lco the Isaurian, Harun al Raschid. Alfred.
the Great, Canutc, Grcgory \'11. Alphonso . VB, Jinghis Kahn, Boniface VIIf,
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Timur, Casimir IV, Suleiman the Magnificent.
Turenne. Charles 11, and Napoleon?

Mr. Smith finds some biblical authorifor his prevision, and he then says:
The Old Testament seers are perhaps the
first to lay down the principle of everlasting
life, but they ha\'e had many successors.
Socrates. greatest of teachers of free Athens,.
said that death was only the separation of
the soul frOln the body; that the intelligence
is soul. likc the Di"ine Mind. and both are
immortal; that we recollect afterwards things
which we ac,!uired before onr birth; that "if
the soul exists hefore birth and when it
comcs into life and is born from anything
else tban d..ath an,l a state of death, must it
not also .. xist after dying, since it must be
born again ?'1 "These souls." he says, uftit
about until. throu!(h the desirc of the corporeal which c1in!(s to theIl), they arc again
imprisoned in a body-."
And again: "God
and the prineiple of life and c\,erything that
is immortal can ne\'er perish. The soul being
immortal is also
Aristotle says: ":-;ow. though only one of
tbe powers of the soul. intellect alone of
these powers has no uoqity organ; it alone
immortal; it alone is '}(Yine." In the Upani·
shads. seven
before Jesus, Death
answers j\ aehiketas: "The knowing self
not born; it dies not; it sprang from nothing:
nothinj( sprang from it. The ancient is un,
born. et(·rnal. en·r1asting: he is not killed
though the IlO,ly is killed.
If the slayer
thinks that hI' sbys. or if the slain thinks he
is slain, the\' do not understand. for this one
docs not sl,;,' nor is that one slain." "There
can he 110 "questiun," says Professor Pratt.
"that the helid in immortality IS much
st ronger :lnd l11t1ch more prevalent in ] ndia
than it is in Europe or America. Almost
one accepts it. 1akcs it as a lnatter of
anti plans his life in reference to it."
Philo of ,\1cxandria beforc Christian thought
had pafeeted itself and Giordano Bruno in
later times attt>stt>d to the same belief. Hume
Digitized by
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A LETTER FROM A STUDENT.
.\11 of the current statements with regard to the nature of Occultism, the road
to its attainment, the milestones upon that
road, are individual opinions, and no
more. There is no one now before the
public who speaks with the voice of authority. Those who have real knowledge
are the most modest and the most diffident. They are hard to identify. We
shall do well always to distrust the voice
that has the authoritative tone. The wise
man says: "Thus I have heard."
With such foreword hy way of disclaimer of all save a personal opinion
let it be said in answer to many questions that psychism is not to be consirlered as a step to occult kno\\'le(l!{e. It
<Ioes not even lie upon the road. It is a
1Iypath that leads nowhere.
On every hand we hear of psychic development and of its confusion with occultism. Usually it has nothing to do
with occultism. It is a har and a hin(lrance.
If we are engaged in the search for
anything whatsoever it is necessary to
success that we proceed upon certain
definite plans or principles, just as a
traveler to a foreign country must know
in what direction his goal is to be found
and must supply himself with maps and
compasses.
it is generally agreed
that occultism is the search for Divine
Wisdom. and we must therefore determine whether it is to be found within
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ourselves or without. It is evident that
the within and the without are diametrically opposed to one another, like
the north and the south. We can never
find the within by looking outwardly, nor
can we find what is outside of ourselves
hy looking within. If, then, we are iu
agreement that wisdom is the appanage
of the human God, or ourselves, dwelling ahove and heyond the mind, and that
we must approach that god before he
can commnnicate his wisdom to us, of
what avail can it be to pay attention to
the sights and the sounds that may come
from anv other source whatsoever. Indeed it
certain that such attention
must frustrate our aim, and that it will
he better for us wholly to close our eyes
and our ears to whatsoever is not of the
g'ml. :\nd it has been credibly said that
when the god speaks we shall not be under any misapprehension as to the source
of the voice.
For this reason the wise men of all
times ha\'e warned us to pay no attention to the visions that throng the road,
nor to their seeming voices, no matter
how they may seek to beguile us by
th"t it is veritably they of
whom we arc in search. Nor does it
matter at all in what language they seem
to speak. for they may readily clothe
themselves in the semblance of whatever
has heen said by others, so great is their
desire to attract to themselves the attention th:,t sustains and strengthens
them. The mind that fil's its I, unDigitized by
00 e
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A LIVIKG DEAD MAK.
Elsa Barker has now given us another volume of her automatic writings.
She calls it "Last Letters from the Living Dead Man," and we may infer the
series is now closed.
But why should it he closed? Why
should Elsa Barker object to be the medium for communications that she believes to be of such vital importance to
the world? Has she any doubt-let us
say subconscious doubt-as to the true
source of these communications? If
she has no doubt, if she believes these
messages to be valuable, why does she
wish to close the door so far as her own
mediation is concerned?
There can be no question that she did,
and does, wish to close the door.
says that before the publication of her
latest hook, "I was growing more and
more restive at the swamping of my
literary career by automatic writings, and
my mountainous correspondence left me
less and less time for original work.
Finally, in February, 1918, the 'inner conflict' culminated in a complete cessation
of automatic writing."
And then we have another significant
fact, and perhaps it would be hard to
lay too mnch importance upon its
gravity. It seems that the communications were presently resumed. although
we are not told in what wav the author's
reluctance was overcome.• But we mav
(Iraw our own conclusions from the te;mination of the first of tilt' ktters noll'
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recorded. The "Living Dead Man"
says: "Blocked by your will to avoid
this labor, I sought another entrance;
but it was too much encumbered by
prejudices and preconceived ideas, and
all the litter of mental fragments that
had accumulated through years of residence in a creed-bound place. You who
have dwelt but briefly in many tents have
no obstructions at vour door, save such
as are placed by your will, and those I
now sweep away. I shall pass in ami
alit, and speak to you as I choose."
Coercion, apparently. No longer a
voluntary mediumship, but an involuntary obsession. The silken cord of inclination gives way to the steel links of
compulsion. \Ve wonder how many have
trod the same declivity, only to discover
too late the quality of their servitnde.
Frankly we are disappointed with Elsa
llarker's latest volume. After a careful
reading we can find nothing whatever at
all worth the labor of transcription. The
preface, by Elsa Barker herself, with its
disquisition on Freud and Silberer, is
immeasurably the best part of th<.' book.
Th<.' "communications" for the .most part
arc commonplace to the last degree. Nowhere clo we find an ill'uhlihating-thought,
a new idea, or a stlggestivc"fact. \Ve
must he patieut, we tnllst be helpful, we
must be hopdl)!. \Ve knew all this h<.'fort'. \Ve must believ<.' in the future of
the country. We helievecl in this alreadv.
\Ve Illust 'be charitabl<.' to tll<.' people ;Ii
Europe, we must not hoard our Illoney,
Digitized by
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HALLUCI:-.JATIONS.
:\Iodern scicnce is bccoming mcasurahly helpful to thc student of occultism
as it gradually hreaks away from its precunceptions and rids itsd f of its dogmas.
Of this we are reminded by a little volume entitled "The Sense of Sight," hy
Frank ='1 icholas Spindler, professor of
psychology in the State orilla! School
of \Visconsin, With the author's admirable dissection of the eve and its
mechanism we are not at the moment
concerned, but our attention is arrested
hv what he has to tell us of visual il·Iusions. There is a tendencv. he savs, to
project or to see all mental 'images 'as in
space outside of ourselves. \Vhen ihese
images arc intense the illusion may he
cc)mplete. That is to say if a menta! picture is strong enough it will seem to be
exterior. It will become a trne illusion
or hallucination. Very often we are
aware of the subjective nature of the picture. \Ve know that it is not externallv
real, hut onlv hecause it is weakt'r o'i'
fainter than the normal. I f the ml"l!;<!
concept be stronger so .\'ill !.. the illnsion
of externality. It may be so strong as to
cleceive. Thus the author savs: "111deed the only way we know an' image of
a real.
ohject from an hallucina,
tion is by the superior clearness and
persistence of the real image. Weare
often aware of what may he called false
hallucinations when a figure is seen in
space. but we know that it is a purely
subjective picture: but we can not tell
how many true hallucinations we have
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·had, for a true hallucination appears at
the time like a real perception and we
may nevcr becomc aware that our visual
experience was not rea!."
I f it were appropriate to consider the
question from the metaphy!'ical illSlcarl
of frolll thc physical standpoint we might
ask if the whole range of phenomena is
anything 11Iore than the projection into
space of our mental images, if anything
can he said to be real except our own
changing states of consciousness. But it
would be hardly relevant to advance such
a contention 'against a \vork that is
frankly physiological and anatomical.
Xone the less we are gratified for a
valuable hint on the true nature of sOllie
psychical phenomena. Any mcntal picture, says the author, llIay become exter·
nalized. If we arc aware of its nonsubstantiality wc may explain it in one of
two ways according to our convictions
or prej udices. We may helieve that it
is a real objective apparition or a
"spirit"; or we may n'cognize its true
nature as the externalization of a mental image. Nor arc we necessarily
aware of the existence of the mental
image, which Illay he an old and forgotten one. now projecteu from the suhconsciousness into a seeming objectivity.
Macbeth, followed by the accusing face
of the murdere(1 Ranquo. was looking at
the externalization of his own mental
picture of the victim. But the modern
psychic would prnhahly tt'll him that he
was haunted by the "spirit" of Ilanqllo.
f a
In the same way. the e,'lre" i
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MEDIUMSHIP.

III J'Ollr frequent deprecatioll of the
practices of IIIcdi/llllship do yOIl I/ot overlook one iI/estimable
If lIIedi/llnship prM'CS Ihe il/llllorllJlily of Ihe
soul to those a 110 110W dO/lbt it, 1IIay il
"at b,' said to
jllslifiL'd ils exislellcc!
Eyen if it can be proved that the communicating intelligences are truly the
souls of the dead, in what way does that
prove their immortality? Even with the
11Iost favorable interpretation it proves
no more than that they are still alive.
It contains no evidence that they will be
alive tomorrow, or next month, or next
year; still less that they will be alive forever. If my friend writes me a letter
to say that he has arrived safely in
Europe, I may regard his letter as evidence of the fact that he announces. It
is no evidence of any other fact, SUell
as that he will be in Europe in a year's
time or that he will reside in Europe
forever. In the same way, if my friend
tells me through a medium that he is
still alive, he gives me no assurance of
his immortality. The fact that I am still
alive on Tuesday is no proof that I shall
he alive on Saturday.
If you look for proofs of
you will look in vain. Even if yon conld
prove the truth of reincarnation VUlI
woulU still have no evidence that 'the
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soul lives forever. The soul may outlive the body. It llIay outlive a succession of hOllies, but the last of its
it may not outlive. You may remember
that Simmias asked a somewhat similar
question of Socrates, who replier!: "For
suppose that we grant even more than
you affirm as within the range of possibility, and besides acknowledging that
the soul existed before birth, admit also
that after death the souls of some are
existing still, and will exist, and will be
born and die again and again, and that
there is a natural strength in the soul
which will hold out and be born many
times-for all this, we ma v be still inclined to think that she will' weary in the
labors o£ sllccessive births, and may at
last sncculllb in one of her deaths and
utterly perish: and this death and dissolution of the body which brings destruction to the soul llIay he unknown to any
of us. for no one of us can have had
any experience of it: and if this he true,
then I say that he who is confident in
death has bnt a foolish confidence. unless
he is ahle to prove that the soul is altogether immortal amI imperishable."
Perhaps it woul(! hc better to think
more of the quality of tr.le sonl than of
continuity. By a cousideration of
eternity we {night 'attain to a knowledge
of immortality.
:\ man must not cia re\'crence tn
own sect hy disparag-ing that of another
man.-Elllpcror .·/soka.
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to the Traveler:
No head
the
sill
Leaned over and looked into his grey
n,p"nl"YP,t! and still.
a host of
listeners
in the lone house then
Jist:eniing in the
of the moon-

voice from the world of men:
thron.ginlg the faint moonbeams
hall.
shaken
strange'
ness,
Their stillness an,sw,erinlr
While his horse
dark
'N eath the starred and
For he
smote on the
his head:came, and no one

Fell ech()ing
the
house
From the one man left awake:
heard his foot upon the
sound of iron on stone.
how the silence
pluinging hoofs were goo<
_IVi/'Tlt" .. de la Marc.

\Vorldliness
a more decisive test
a man's spintual state than even sin.
sin
sudden.-Frederick Rober/·
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BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES.
And in the same way, a"I:Hlla, there
are these five
in the Disof the Noble
which are
"veils" and
called "hinand are
and
are
Which are
five?
The hindrance of lustful desire:
The hindrance of malice:
hindrance of sloth and idleness:
The hindrance of
and sell-fle-nlteousness
The hindrance
doubt.
as the brethren shall exercise

If a Bhikkhu
should
brl,th,re:n. to exercise one
one each
the different Iddhis:
one to become
mUllti1torlrll to become
one' to become
or to become in; to go
to
the further side of a
or
a
as if
trate
down th"Ol1luh
as if
water: If
to hear
and
men,
and
whether
let him then fulfill all
eousness,
him be devoted to
of heart which
from
let him not drive
the ecstasy of
let him look
him be much
!

to
the
of the East.
erner who has dwelt
ways afterwards carries wistfullv
memory the endless
gongs. What were
messages that lIlclunted
after
to strike
his alien consciousness?
mere mechanical reverberations of an
outworn creed or were
vcl1iclcs of
a universal truth that
reincarnated for

every environment and every
is written in the
of
"Truth is eternal and will still remain
heaven and earth shall pass
even
away." The old Buddhist
the
fish-mouthed gong
the
services
seem
a
occuBut at the
frontiers of his
can
the esoteric
the' heart of
and
with his brothers of the
he has words of wisdom for the
for the weary. comfort
and
for those who are troubled in
heart.-From "Buddha's Path itl
"
Elsie F.
in Asia MClgllr.:::itle
He who issues out of his own will and
of this
lets go
the
whatever name it
be
will into Christ,
will
Christ. His soul
the eternal flesh
wherein God became Man; an illl;ornp'rehensible flesh of eternal
Not that the Adamic flesh becomes celestial flesh' but within the
man is
hidden
eternal
and
into
the
like a fire in iron, or
in a
is the noble and
esteemed
Stone,
the
and tinctured
nature.
him
finds it it will be more valuable
than this whole world for the son is
thousand times
than the
Christ says,
and
will
find." The
will not
and
even if he
of
he
would
he to whom
it becomes
will have great
for
no end to its virtue.
the
which the builders
He
crushed, and it
him. All the
in their
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Yorl< on the 17th
I1l1j"""", viz:
First-To form the
distinction of race,
promote the
plliloliopllies, and

is an
of Novel:nber.

was founded
well-defined

Brotherhood of
color.
and other Eastern
uernOllstr'ate the imlPortallce of. that
of Nature

the

latent in man.
The

is therefore
with no creed
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGIII!¥
to enforce or
TIlAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and cOl5p€:rating in its work are to be found
of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction 'is
members save that of
to its one funda,
to be
mental pr:illc:i.,lle--Uflllvelisal Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
opiini()Ils of its
who all have a
hold their
the
own views and to receive for them from
turn should show for the views of others. This tolenlticm
is asked from all member!. as a
since it
believed
and
been
foes to
The
all
and all branches of
do,gmatism wherever
melnbers an
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THE HILL OF VISIOX,
Dr. Ralph Adams Cram writes a
pn;face to a volume of psychic communications. and thereby compels the attention even of the incredulous. The volume in question is entitled "The Hill of
Vision" and it is otherwise described as
"a forecast of the Great War anJ of
S'.lcial Revolution with the coming of
the Xew Race, gathered from automatic
writings obtained between 1909 and 1912
and also, in 1918, through the hand of
Jnhn Alleyne, under the supervision of
the author," The author is Frederick
Bligh Bond, F, R. I. B. A., and the puhlisher is the Marshall Jones Company of
Boston.
It seems that in the year 1907 Bond
was put in charge of certain archreological work in connection with excavations in search of "Edgar Chapel" at
Glaston in England. For:J. long' time
the excavations were a failure, hut at
last, almost by chance, there was a resort
to "automatic writing." The result wa"
a rough plan of the abbey showing the
situation of the "Edgar Chapel.·' The
drawing was signed "Guliehnus Mon;;chus," and it may be said that the plan
was so far correct that the chapel was
easily found and the figures ghocn in the
automatic writings were proved allllost
to an inch.
But at the moment we art' not conet'rned with the archreologkal aspeds of
the story except in so far as they Illay
Illspire confidence in what was to follow.

Price Five Cents

Dr. Cram tells us that when next he saw
Bond he hao a hundred foolscap pages
of automatic writing, and much of it
relating to matters other than the work
of excavation. J Ie puhlished such portions as had an arch;eological interest
under the title of "The Cate of }{emembrance.'· With the aid of Dr. Cralll he
now gives us this further volume. Dr.
Cram says:
Ko sooner was this first work sllc('essfully
accomplished than the fountains of psychic
cnergy seemed to be unsealed. and for five
years followcd an enormous JIlass of JIli-ccllaneous writings, partly in "monk Latin."
partly in sixtecnth-century English. tOJ(cther
with more sketchcs, this time of a 'Inite diffcrent chapel, every trace of which has disappearcd from ahove ground, an,l the actnality
of which has not yet heen proved hy the
necessary cxcavation5. These. g-hostly conl·
munications wcre signed by "Johannes Bryant, monachns et lapidator." Ahbot Here. the
martyred Ahhot Whiting (who spells his name
hWhyttingc") and many other religious.
Early in the experience, however, the crahhed
script would·hrcak off from time to time and a
clearer and firmer writing take its place.
Thcsc communications usualh' had Iitt Ie to
do directly with the Abbey.
ha"e stranlo(e
signatures, such. for example, as "\\'e who
are thc \\' atchers," "One of the Controllers of
things that are," "The Kamel"ss One," and
"The (;uardian of things that he as they were
meant to he."
Amongst them, howe,·er.
camc suddenly the hol,1 si/-(nature ""np('rator." then
and
All/-(ustus. Pacifit'ator et Impcrator." This was
t:"itlently a somewhat dominating- anti
irritahle
, ?) who, on one uccasion.
hnrst out "keele. I said it I:O\' 1 sai,1 not
Ralph of the Kill/-( lIenricu_. hut Ralph the
Norman.
Ta ....dct d;ttnnosum.
Lege !-lmperalor. Audi mc. harhari stultissill1i. Ego
Imperator 'lui fcci interprctat;OI1l's pro anima
Digitized by
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insularium.-unar,'· It
from him and
various abstractions named
surprising communications have

be foJ!' a time
and no creeds
{or a time;
the lea\'en
because
the world.

-,c

of the West
men man'd.

pre-

know we.
Da)' oi

so to
of the communications
the war. On October
questic.n "What is
The
horrid war. Mars
of the
blood. Before the great
Christus, the Nazarene. it cometh. The
weak must suffer. The strong must die.
Those who are neither will suffer and
live. Chaos
darkness
and a new
Two years
dawn in crimson skies.
In
1911. we have another
message.
Arise!
has
shall
Now thingh
the
in new
shall return.
have been great. Ye
be great in
other garments, as Rome hath been:
in
new realms, new possessions, new joysbut still the same.
change
?
the

Since the
of the war
its conclusion were so
filled Dr. Cram asks
if we may
credence
forecasts: .
Now since

cometh

{or
and the predic·
arises as
to
same
Consider the "call to
which was at the
same time the valedictory of "Imperator,"
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The book
terest, oe1rh'lDs
duction of
us.

in-

down
the worlds of men
with their little lives and fates. To
the mind must he
as far
away from the immediate
and
aspect of death and the war.
The more often we can use the
which we are at
the
of our consciousness
inner
of
the more
shall we grow in
hear
our
the
clash
of common

By Frederick Bligh
Boston: Marshall Jones

THE HILL OF VISION.

Bond, F. R. L B.
Compan)·.

DEATII AND THE WAR.
Minnie B. Thleo1bald.
Man has two distinct
which may
called
soul or lifestantial nature, the other
nriinr';nl",: the one mav he said
for
'
time, the other
in the world of
peets of
the
are reflected thl'oul!h,out
(

is known
in its lower
its connecour little selves, with our temwill not
fate. This mundane
dwelt
in the present
but
rather
relation to our greater life
be dealt with.
is at the root
of all
and
at the
ent
is not
is a fact
students of relil2.'ion
to
howel,er retrv
a dearer
Let
of what a',stro!c,l2.'V and
holism stand forth pr,eernirlel1ltly to teach.
the
of these two great
opv'ositiions.
sVlll1hcllism of
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moon controls functions connected
human
also the
flower,
and other
neeted with the creative
all the various
it seems
that
our
part and our eternal
be studied and in some
tion
Ion un.r1er·stclod
co:nsidcril1lg the imerconsciousncs'
seven lunar month,
before

and

1
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have been
in all
to teach
of the activities of the
to
that
forth of the ultimate Life
or Cause into the worlds of
and form. In all
of
or that
of which He

comes about at the first
the Life
and after this there is
born into it the power to create form.
"Sound" is the
upon which we turn
back from the
of form to
where
ultimate
PrinBreath or
should be
borne in mind that the words breath and
are
their root meanwhen we have left
have transmuted
waves. Hence

confusion of thCIUll;ht,
is nOithiing
use it
have not
to

untutored
more science
of the
are inclined

to be
to

In the olden
science and religiion
were not sep;aralted, the
sages, and the
The formal
evolved to
used, Then
eXlrJresse:d in that form of
is accurate
lower
of science:
was exis accurate
the
form.

tion or
stance,

of breath, soun(1, and
ch;anl;;-es breath
sound?
a limit upon the
it.
Sound
limita-

a further
to express
fir;;t vowels or
nants. or the :H'lrl"stini'"
stich a wav as to nr()ch',,,,l"
not he that the
into matter in this
Breath enters the
nlteration occurs anak,g-oiuS
from breath to

an
as
unis not
which
God
form to
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zodiacal arena it comes in contact with
the creators of
the
of
form. After death the
pure sound,
back
Hfetern·

forms ani.
that spouse
forth into form,
become the astral
mind the means to come
in
first cOl1lditionilog

in sub,stance corresponding
mental COllditiolning
heart-beat cOfTel,ponding
and
the
result,
into manifestation Here we
distinct moments at each of which Tim-:
and
embrace, and the soul ii
rivett,ed down into substance, is cTucifid
upon matter, the
consciousness {'",,,,,inu
in substance.
have to be
can he
into the more
Let liS
consider,
death; not the
Can we trace
of death the uncloinlg
sequeno,'
rivets? The natural order
death is first loss of breath. next cessa
tion of the heart-beat. and
the'
withdrawal of the soul from the
and its
at the top
are reclognizIC'l'
These three
science. If either
undone death ensues. \Ve
die from loss of breath. from a
wound which causes loss of blood. ()C
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a broken
blood nor breath
everance still takes
he moment call these three deaths the
IUy"'Ld', astral, and mental.
It is natural
the soul to indraw from the pn:yslcal
this phy'sic:al
irst. If
'urred, this
IOssible to
cases of driJwlrlin.gso
and
In cases of
rance the breath may cease for
or
veeks and still the soul be able to
and return to
,ctive control of its
instances the
lormal life. In some
leart, too, may
its
yet the third
leath does not
and so the
oul comes back to life and takes
ion once more. The natural
.reath, blood, mind; and these
of birth
o the three
ioned. At
these
one
the other in
ion. But
this
onnected with
there
another similar sequence which occurs
..ithin the soul substance of man, within
lis sidereal aura or that life-breath which
his mouth and
s not bounded
,"t is
the motions of
tars." There occurs a
the
from the sidereal aura
the
astral, and mental coun·
are shed.
may die at any moment from loss
If breath or blood or severance of the
marrow, but this
translates
from his
he is still
within
sidereal aura, he has
started upon his
home.
first full-moon after death suband soul
tance and
It is
neet, Time and
:t this moment
he first
rom
birth,
nind sutlmits
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wishes.-Published
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to the whole
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In this way the
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the One God
the manifold powers
to cause his one power to
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is affirmed that the
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that anyone shall offer
-From
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lated
A. S.
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which was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
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First-To form the nucleus of all Universal Brotherhood of Hlummil:y,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To
and other Eastern
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laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
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therefore
with no creed 1)1
to enforce or ""li'V"". its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
prclfe:ss()rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is it as a
to be held
res,ponsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
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which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tollerailion
and
is asked from all member:. as a
since it is believed
dOigm.atism and intolerance have
been
foes to human
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all
and all branches of
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DHAMMAPADA.
( Chapter 1.)
THE TWIN VERSER.

1. All that we are is the result of
what we have thought: it is founded on
our thoughts, it is made up of our
thoughts. I f a man speaks or acts with
an evil thought, a pain follows him, as
the wheel follows the foot of the ox that
draws the carriage.
2. All that we are is the result of
what we have thought; it is founded on
our thoughts, it is made up of our
thoughts. If a man speaks or acts with
a pure thought, happiness follows him,
like a shadow that never leaves him.
3. "He abused me, he beat me, he defeated me, he robbed me"-in those who
harbor such thoughts hatred will never
cease.
4. "He abused me, he beat me, he defeated me, he robbed me"-in those who
do not harbor such thoughts hatred will
cease.
5. For hatred does not cease by hatred
at any time; hatred ceases by love, this
is an old rule.
6. The world does not know that we
must all come to an end here; but those
who know it, their quarrels cease at
once.
7. He who lives looking for pleasure
only, his senses uncontrolled, immoderate
in his food, idle, and weak, Mara (the
tempter) will certainly overthrow him,
as the wind throws down a weak tree.
8. He who lives without looking for

Price Five Cents

pleasures, his senses well controlled,
moderate in his food, faithful and
strong, him Mara will certainly not
overthrow, any more than the wind
throws down a rocky mountain.
9. He who wishes to put on the yellow dress without having cleansed himself from sin, who disregards also temperance and truth, is unworthy of the
yellow dress.
10. But he who has cleansed himself
from sin, is well grounded in all virtues,
and regards also temperance and truth,
he is indeed worthy of the yellow dress.
11. They who imagine truth in untruth, and see untruth in truth, never arrive at truth, but follow vain desires.
12. They who know truth in truth,
and untruth in untruth, arrive at truth,
and follow true desires.
13. As rain breaks through an illthatched house, passion will break
through an unreflecting mind.
14. As rain does not break through a
well-thatched house, passion will not
break through a well-reflecting mind.
15. The evil-doer mourns in this
world, and he mourns in the next; he
mourns in both. He mourns and suffers
when he sees the evil of his own work.
16. The virtuous man delights in this
world, and he delights in the next; he delights in both. He delights ana rejoices,
when he sees the purity of his own
work.
.
17. The evil-doer suffers in this
world, and he suffers in the next; he
Digitized by
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PLATO ON MAN AND NATURE.
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ARE NOT TERRESTRIAL
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NEW ROOMS.
The Blavatsky Lodge of Theosophists
will move at once to its larger and hetter
quarters on the fourth floor of the huilding that it now occupies at 126 Post
Street. Its p':>stal address therefore remains as before. The change is from
the third floor to the fourth.
The new and larger rooms are made
necessary hy the increasing numbers of
those who wish to hear something of
Theosophy. For some months now·summer months, too--the seating accommodation has been inadequate, and the
rooms have been crowded and uncolllfortable.
It need hardly be said that there will
be no change in the kind of Theosophy
to be offered. As before, it will be free
from dogmas, extravagances, excrescences, and superstitions. There will be
no intrusion of personalities, and so far
as the lodge mechanism is concerned
there will he no officers, rules. hy-Iaws.
nor subscriptions.

•
ASTROLOGY?
People born in January are f;t\'ored so
far as strength, intelligence. and health
are concerned. That is the conclusinll
arrived at hv Dr. Marcello Bolhimi. one
ui Italy's greatest scientists, who, as a

Price Five Cents

result of investigations, has discovered
that men born between January 1st and
March 31st are stronger, taller, and superior in intelligence to those whose
birthdays fall in other months. This
view is horne alit by the researches of
another Italian scientist, Decla Rovere.
who found the proportion of children of
inferior intelligence lowest among those
bom in January and February, and highest in August and September.

•

THE ROSICRUCIANS.
\Vho can imagine or descrihe the
glories and beauties of the tmiverse?
Living in a world of gross material form.
we know nothing alJout the ethereal
forms of Ii fe which inhahit the immensity of space; we are prone to imagine that we know all that exists, hut
our reflection tells us that the infinite
realm of the Unknown is as much greater
than the realm of that which is known
as the ocean is greater than a pebble
lying upon its shore. Nature is one great
living whole. and the spiritual acting
within her is omnipotent and eternal.
He who desires to know Universal 1\ature and the Eternal Spirit IllUSt risc
ahove personal and temporal consideration, and look upon nature from the
standpoint of the Eternal and Infinite.
He mllst. so to say. step out of thc sheD
of his limited and circl1Il1scriht'll personal
consciollslless. and risc "l' to the top oj
the moulltain, frum which he may cnjoy
a view of the willc expanse of thc :\11.
who lives at t!t<[., J>esip re
»lnly
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A DUEL.
One wonders what there is about psychic research and spiritualism that seems
to rob men of their judgment, their intellectual capacities, and their sense of evidential values. What strange power is
this that can produce the extremes of a
pathetic credulity on the one hand, and
on the other a blankness of negation that
can be described only as stupidity in its
most dense form?
Take, for example, the duel between
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Mr. Jerome
K. Jerome. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle is
a spiritualist. Mr. Jerome is not. Both
are men of literary eminence and with
trained minds, well versed in the literature of the day, and with all the facts at
their disposal. We might reasonably expect a discussion that would at least be
aimed at some definite goal. that would
at least show some slight wish to arrive
at the truth.
There is no sign of either. The disputants seem unable even to talk about
the same thing, to arrive at some understanding as to the point in contention.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle relates a number of psychic phenomena of the most
ordinary kind, and assumes without a
word of argument that they are produced
hy the spirits of the dead. For the most
part they are not even good phenomcna.
They are plain ordinary ghost stories.
such as schoolgirls tell each other after
they have gone to bed. There is hardly
an intelligent human being in civiliza-

Price Five Cents

tion who has not had experiences of this
kind. But to Sir Arthur they rank with
the discovery of a new gospel. A young
man is redeemed from drink after a clairvoyant has seen the spirit of his mother
hovering over him. Here then is the
new religion, and it is so simple that we
wonder what the sages and saints of thc
world made such a pother about. All
that we need do is to watch out for the
hovering spirits, and cmploy a medium at
$2 an hour to tell us what they are saying. All the mvsteries of nature vield
to the key so ol;ligingly extended to us
by Sir Arthur, and for the moment wc
are inclined to wonder if this can reallv
be the creator of Sherlock Holmes. We
should like to employ Sherlock Holmes
on some of the problems submitted to us
bv Sir Arthur. :"Jever was there so eng;lging a simplicity, such winning candor. There is nothing that Sir Arthur
will not helievc. There is nothing that
he will not offer to us on the overwhelming evidence that some one told him so.
All this is amusing enough. It is silly,
hut it is not actually stupid, and it seems
that we must choose between the two.
For the stupidity we must go to Mr. JerOlllc. M r. Jerome docs not stay to inquirc whethl'r psychic phcnomcna actually
occur. lIe dot'S not stay to inquire about
He
denies. Evidence
has no weight with him whatever. Faced
with psychic phenomena now to be numbered Ly tens of thonsan<!s, guaranteed
by countless ohservcrs, 1 G .i D the
Digitized by
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DEATH AND AFTER.
When Dr. Johnson saw a troupe of
performing dogs he said that there was
nothing remarkable in what they did, but
it was remarkable that they should do it
at all. In the same way we may say that
there is nothing remarkable about Sir
Oliver Lodge's article in the Yale Re'l/;e1tJ, but it is remarkable that it shoulrl
be there at all. That the organ of one
of our greatest universities should print
an article favorable to spiritualism is n
presage of which it would be hard to
exaggerate the significance.
But the article itself is disappointing.
It is partially reproduced in these columns, not because it adds in any way to
our knowledge, for it does not, but in
order that we may record what the world
is saying and doing in matters psychic.
It is a rather pitiful record, take it all
in all, but none the less there may be
some comfort in the fact that the world
does move, however slowly.
Sir Oliver Lodge' has all the misguided and narrow-angle enthusiasm of
the pioneer. His whole horizon is filled
with the few dust specks he thinks he
has discovered, and he is quite unaware
that they seem to be so large only because they are so close to his eye, in the
same way that a penny can be used to
hide the moon. In common with Sir
Conan Doyle he believes that he
been in communication with the dead,
and at once he can see nothing in the
whole range of spiritual philosophy except a similarity of aim and of method.

Price Five Cents

One would suppose that the whole hierarchy of saints and sages had lived for
no othet: reason than to preach the doctrine of spirit communication, and that
they may now be invited to make way
for Sludge the medium with his trumpet
his materializations, and all the
horrid paraphernalia of modern research.
Every Gospel, says Sir Oliver, "concludes with incidents of this nature."
This is not true of anyone of the Gospels, although it is true that the Gospels
contain incidents related to mediumship
and to what is called spirit communication. They tell us of men possessed of
devils that were driven forth by those
who had the requisite spiritual knowledge, and who would have looked upon
mediumship as equivalent to spiritual
death and damnation. These are the
only parallels to modern psychic phenomena that are to he found in the Gospels, although the Old Testament gives
us the story of the Witch of Endor, another example of mediumship, and from
an operator who would probably have
laughed to scorn the efforts of her' modern imitators. That the mighty works of
initiated adepts should thus he identified
with the maunderings and gibberings of
a Paladino is calculated to arouse a feeling of physical nausea that is in no way
mitigated by the colossal conceit that inspires the comparison, Modern psychical science has discovered nothing except what may he called the kitchen middens of antiquity. Exploring the garbage
l unces
pails of the astral. worl ;- i
Digitized by
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tormented. He
to himself; how
much less
and wealth?
The fool who knows his foolishness is
wise at least so far. But a fool who
thinks himself wise, he
called a fool
indeed.
If a fool be associated with a wise
even all his life he will
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truth
little as a spoon
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have
for their greatest
evil deeds which

bear

That deed
man must
which he
tearful face.
No, that deed is well done of which
man does not repent, and the reward of
which he receives
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As
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deed done does not
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the fool thinks it is like
but when it
then the fool suffers
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like fire
fool.
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Let the fool
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done" thus is the mind of the
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his desire and
increase.
"One is the road that leads to
another the road that leads to Nirvana"
if the
the
of Buddha,
has learntd
he
not yearn for
he will strive after
from the world.-Translatcd
the
Sanskrit
F. ilJa.r Mueller.
DEATH'S SECRET.
"And the
Death's
is no
When an
Is that death his
Doth he live

Passes

DEATH AND AFTER.
(Sir Oliver
in the Yale Review.
Evidence
a cumulative and "trlklnf1
forthl:olliling to show that an
which
mechanism can, under certain condibon,s.
the mechanism of others.
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that
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can passivelv
allow their nerve-muscle
to
be
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in
other than their own.
may be one form of this
trusion-a
form-but there
other
troublesome and
variants when the intrusion
control
to manIn such
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Be attended
Such as these
Ask for every boon
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"Plea,sures that will pass
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of comfort and
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person

and transmissive facis called a medium.
to account for the
any more than we can accounl
musical or artistic or matheor for the
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not how
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of what
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not
connected or
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instrument. The function of
that was
to enable their manifestation in the world of matter.
go on to tell us that
have
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communica·
one I will
to say
the Christian
cornplete wil·hOillt these
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Underneath
ill-informed
have a real
love
and this has
to be
liberated from the crust of
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their real
The
new
is a bonus conferred
upon this
and
sort of
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honest labor of the last
few centuries in the eager search fOI
truth whithersoever it may lead.
comment on these extracts will be
found in our edlitolrial CQIUltlns.
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make such a
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ment bar
Karmic retribution.
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THE CROSS.
(By Godfrey Higgins.)
Few causes have been more powerful
in producing mistakes in ancient history
than the idea hastily taken up by the
Christians in all ages that every monument of antiquity marked with a cross,
or with any of those symbols which they
conceived to be monograms of Christ,
were of Christian origin.
I believe many of those called Christian antiquities, which cover the walls
of the Vatican, have no more relation to
Christianity than they have to the Emperor of China.
These are bold assertions, and it is
necessary to substantiate them in order
to elucidate several important points in
the following treatise before I proceed
further.
Before all other symbols, the cross
has been thought to be the most decisive;
when, in fact, of all symbols it is the
most equivocal. It is right to observe
that I make a great distinction between
a cross and a human figure nailed to a
cross, two things which, under the name
of crucifix, are so often confounded that
now the word crucifix conveys no certain idea.
Upon several of the most curiol1s of
the ancient monuments of Britain the
cross is found-monuments which this
cross alone prevents being ascribed to the
Druids. Long previously to the time of
Christ it was, very certainly, in common
use among the Gentiles: it was sacred
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with the Egyptians. The Ibis was represented with human hands and feet,
holding the staff of Isis in one hand, and
a globe and a cross ill the other. It is on
most of the Egyptian obelisks, and was
used as an amulet.
Saturn's monogram or symbol was a
cross and a ram's horn. Jupiter also bore
a cross with a horn. Venus a circle with
a cross. Justin says that Plato in his
Tim<eus, philosophizing about the Son
of God, reports that he was expressed
upon the universe in the form of the
letter x. Again, that the second power
of the supreme God was figured on the
universe in the shape of a cross. Tertul!ian says that the devil signed his soldiers on the forehead in imitation of the
Christians. It is related both by Socrates
and Sozomon that when the temple of
Serapis at Alexandria was demolished hy
one of the Christian emperors beneath
the foundation was discovered the monogram of Christ, and that the Christians
made use of the circumstance as an argument in favor of their religion, thereby
making many converts. The Gentiles
also used it in their favor; but the Chris"
tians had clearly the best of the argument. The cross, being uneasy under the
weight or dominion of the temple, overthrew it. . . .
There is also a medal of Ptolemy, King
of Cyrene, having an eagle carrying a
thunderbolt and the cross. On a Phrenician medal, found in the ruins of
Citium, and engraved '.n. Dr. ,lark's
Digitized by
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A WORD FROM BERN ARD SHAW.
\"Ie do not read Bernard Shaw's plays,
reserving them for another world where
we may have more leisure. But invariably we read his prefaces. It would be
a crime and-worse still-a folly to postpone them.
Here, for example, is a volume containing two plays and a· Ilumber of what
Mr. Shaw calls playlets. First comes
"Heartbreak House," from which the
book takes its name. It is a picture of
"cultured, leisurely Europe before the
war," and it has a satisfactory preface
to tell us what it is all ahout. \V e need
hardly say that it is about the war.
Everything nowadays is about the war.
There is nothing else to write about.
The war, says Mr. Shaw, is Nature's
punishment for our wrongdoing. Nature holds her tongue and gives long
credits. Then suddenly she strikes with
fearful force:
This is what has just happened in our polito
ical hygiene. Political science has been as
recklessly neglected by gO\'ernments and electorates during my lifetime as sanitary science
was in the days of Charles the Second. In
international relations diplomacy has been a
boyishly lawless affair of family intrigues,
commercial and territorial brigandage, tor·
pors of pseudo·good nature produced by laziness and spasms of ferocious activity produced
by terror. But in these islands we muddled
through. Nature gave us a longer credit than
she. gave to France or Germany of Russia.
To British centenarians who died in their !>eds
in 1914 any dread of havinA' to hide underground in London from the shells of an enemy
seemed more remote and fantastic than a
dread of the appearance of a colony of cobras
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and rattlesnakes in Kensington Gardens. In
the prophetic work of Charles Dickens we
were warned against many evils which have
since come to pass; but of the evil of being
slaughtered by a foreign foe on our own doorsteps there was no shadow. Nature gave us a
very long credit; but we abused it to the ut·
most. But when she struck at last she struck
with a vengeance. For four years she smote
our first-born and heaped on us plagues of
which Egypt never dreamed. They were all
as preventible as the Great Plague of London,
and came solely because they had not been
prevented. They were not undone by winning
the war. The earth is still bursting with the
dead bodies of the victors.

Karma-Nemesis, says the mystic.
Quite so! \Ve will now reconstruct, says
the economist. But what shall we reconstruct? Lamentably we seem to have
no other idea than to build again upon
the old plan, only more so. That Karma has tried to destroy something intolerahle and hateful, that she acted intelligently, does not occur to us. That
Karma can not be resisted. we do not believe. That she may strike again is an
idea I\ot to be entertained.
Mr. Shaw reminds us of some of our
sins, grievous enough, in all conscience:
For half a century before the war civiliza·
tion had been going to the devil very precipi.
tatdy under the influence of a pseudo-science
as disastrous as the blackest Calvinism. Cal·
\'inism taught that as we are predestinate!}'
or damned. nothing that we can do can
alter our destiny. Still.
Calvinism gave the
individual no clue as to whether he had drawn
a lncky number or an unlucky one. it left him
a fairly strong interest in encouraging his
hopes of sah'ation and allaying his fear of
damnation by hehaving as one of the elect
might be expected to beh e f th I-han as
DigitIzed
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A SYMPOSIUM.

Leslie's Weekly for September 27th
prints a sort of symposium on the question, "Are the Dead Alive?" If we were
inclined to be hypercritical we might
say th:lt it is a rather foolish question,
since death and life are opposite and
mutually destructive terms. If the
"dead" are alive it is obvious that they
are not dead. If the "alive" are dead, it
is obvious that they are not alive.
But there is a more obvious fallacy
in such a symposium as this. Among
the weaknesses of the popular mind is
the assumption that proficiency along
one line of mental endeavor implies proficiency
all lines. A man makes a
good automobile engine and therefore
we assume that he will make a good senator. Another man has been a good soldier, and so we elect him to the presidency. It is about as intelligent as going
to the postoffice to have one's hair cut on
the ground that the mails are dispatched
with regulaflty.
And so we can see no reason why we
should seek the opinion of Mr. Champ
Clark on immortality. 'rVe may wish to
know what he thinks about the peace
treaty, or free silver, or the tariff, seeing that these are along the lines ?f
proficiency. But of what value IS his
opinion on immortality. And yet there
are certainly large numbers of people
who will allow their opinions on immortality to be somewhat swayed by the
views of Mr. Champ Clark. And it may
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be that those same people are quite un·
affected by the writing of Paul or of
Plato.
Anu why should we consult Senator
Owen, or Mrs. Fiske, or Hudson Maxim?
Who made them judges in Israel? What
does it matter what they think about
immortality? \Vhat can it matter? Mrs.
Fiske's opinions on the drama or Senator Owen's opinions on the league of
nations may, and do, have great value.
But of what conceivable value are their
opinions on a life after death? For the
matter of that, of what value are the
opinions of anyone unless they are sustained by knowle:ige or advanced with
argument?
Poultney Bigelow is among the few
who gives us sncll opinions. He says:
You ask my view on the life
the
grave-a view which at my age lIlay soon open
to my weary eyes! Why then anticipatc?
All I can do is to share with others who
have sutTered my belief that our real life is
that of the spirit; and that, therefore. we
(h'e best when no longer burdened hy our
material body. I have nevcr yet known a
people in any part of this world or at any
time in antiquity that did not believe in a
God and a Life beyond the grave; in the
glory of dying for one's country and the duty
of sacrificing all for the sake of protecting
wife, childrcn, home, and the institutions we
hold sacred. I have talked on these matters with Mohammedans, Bramins. and Buddhists and find that it is no theological matter merely. but a profound and universal impulse planted in each healthy human by the
great author of all Good.

l\-lr. Bernard Shaw in 1h.;(e ..r
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VISIOX.
(By Wesley Bradshaw,)
The last time that I ever saw Antony
Sherman was on July 4, 1859, in Independence Square. He was then ninetynine, and becoming very feeble; but
though so old, his dimming eyes rekindled as he looked at Independence
Hall, which he said he had rome to gaze
upon once more before he was gathered
home.
"\Vhat time is it?" said he, raising hi.s
tremhling eyes to the clock in the steeple,
and endeavoring to shade the former
with a shaking hand; "what time is it?
I can't see so well now as I used to."
"Half-past 3."
"Come, then," he continued, "let us go
into the hall. I want to tell \'OU an incident of Washington's life,
which
no one alive knows of excepting myself; and if you live. you will before
long see it verified. Mark me, I am not
superstitious; but you will sec it verified."
Reaching the visitors' room, in which
the sacred relics of our early days are
preserved, we sat down on one of the
old-fashioned wooden benches, and my
venerable companion related to me the
following singular narrative, which, from
the peculiarity of our national affairs :It
the present time, I have heen induced
to give to the world. I give it
nearly
as possible in his own words.
"\Vhen the bold action of our Congress in asserting the independence of

Price Five Cents

the colonies became known to the 0111
world. we were laughed and scoffed at
as silly, presumptuous rebels, whom
British grenadiers would very soon
tame into submission; hut undanntedly
we prepared to make good )\'hat we had
said. The keen encounter came, and
the world knows the result. It is eas\'
and pleasant for those of the presel{t
generation tb talk and write of the
of 'seventy-six, but they little
neither can they imagine, the trials and
sufferings of those fearful days. And
there is one thing that I much 'fear, and
that is that the American people do not
properly appreciate the boon of freedom. Party spirit is yearly hecomingstronger and stronger, and, without it
is checked, will at no distant day undermine and tumble into ruins tl;e nohle
structure of the Republic. But let me
hasten to my narrative.
"From the opening of the Revolution.
we experienced all phases of fortunenow good, now ill, one time victorious.
and another conquered. The darkest
period we had, howeYer, was. I think.
when \Vashington. after several
retreated to Valley Forge, where he resaIyed to pass the winter of 'Ii. Ah, I
have often seen the tears coursing down
our dear old commander's careworn
cheeks as he would be conversing with
a confidential officer ahout the condition
of his poor solrliers.
"You have doubtless heard the storv
of Washington going to he thi 'ket t:l
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MOUKTAIN PATHS.
It is not surprising that Mr. Maurice
with the glare of war perpetually in his eyes and the sound of it
in his ears, should write about death and
should challenge its reality. Indeed he
may be said to write about nothing else
in this new hook of his which he calls
"Mountain Paths" and that has been so
admirably translated by Mr. Alexander
Teixeira de l\lattos. If he writes about
the laws of chance, ahout gambling, or
about the insect world. we may always
detect his search for a way through the
clouds, for the universal solvent that may
bc applied to all of the tremendous pro!;.
lems presented by the last five years.
It may be said, moreover, that Mr.
Maeterlinck has measurably advanced in
his philosophy since the appearance of
his preceding work. We find no longer
the deference to the materialistic guesses
of psychic research. the assumption that
those guesses are necessarily or even
probably the truth. Mr. Maeterlinck no
longer hows down before the fetish of
modern speculation. The ancient philosophy is no longer the lispings of an infant humanity. On the contrary hc invites m; to jump right across the abyss
of the years to the fount of all religion
and of all philosophy. to the Theosophia
of the ages. It may be. he says, that we
can not prove it to he true. But what of
that? Only a God could have conceivecl
it, and therefore it hecomes divinc. We
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may take of it what we will, but we
must still admire the "prodigious spiritual
edifice":
This respect and admiration, how eyer. do
not militate against our liberty to choose or
reject many things, or to reserye them while
we wait fur further light. When we are told,
for instance that the Cosmos is guided by an
infinite series of hierarchies of sensient beings, each haYing a mission to fulfill, which
are the agents of the Karmic and Cosmic laws:
when it is added that each of these beings
was a man in an earlier Manvantara, or is preparing to become one in the present or in a
future Manvatara, that they are perfected men,
or nascent men. and that, in their higher and
less material spheres. they ·do not differ
morally from terrestrial human beings Sln-e in
that they do not possess the sense of personality and of emotional nature: when. lastly.
we are l\SSUre'! that what we call unconscious
Nature is in reality a complex of forces
manipulated by semi-intelligent beings (Elementals) directed by the Higher Planetary
Spirits (Dhyani-Shohansl. whose total forms
the Word Manifest of the non-manifest Logos
and constitutes at the same time both the intelligence of the universe and its immutable
law. we can do homage to the ingenuity of
these speculations, as to that of thousands of
others which perhaps embrace the truth more
closely than our best and most recent scientific hypotheses: we arc free to take what we
please from them aud to leave what we please.
All this. I grant, is hy no means proved, is
not verified, or can not he verified, savc in
certain details, whereas the great fundamental
outlines will probably always escape the con·
trol of our unequipped intelligence. But what
we must, I repeat, admire without reserve is
the prodigious spiritual edifice offered by the
SUIll total of this revelation, the immense in·
tellectual effort which, since the dawn of humanity, has attempted to unravel the unfathomable chaos of the
progress.
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FROM KATHA UPANISHAD.
There are the two.
their reo
ward in the world of their own works.
entered into the cave (of the heart).
dwelling on the highest summit (the
ether in the heart). Those who know
Brahman called them shade and light;
likewise those householders who perform
the Trinakiketa sacrifice.
May we be able to master that Nakiketa rite which is a bridge for sacrificers; also that which is the highest. imperishable Brahman for those who wish
to cross over to the fearless shore.
Know the Self to be sitting in the
chariot. the body to be the chariot. the intellect the charioteer. and the mind the
reins.
The senses they call the horses, the
objects of the senses their roads. When
He (the Higher Self) is in union with
the body. the senses. and the mind. then
wise people call him the Enjoyer.
He who has no understanding and
whose mind (the reins) is never firmly
held. his senses (horses) are unmanageable, like vicious horses of a charioteer.
But he who has understanding anci
whose mind is always firmly held. his
senses are under control. like good horses
of a charioteer.
He who has no understanding. who is
unmindful and always impure. never
reaches that place, but enters into the
round of births.
But he who has understanding. who is
mindful and always pure. reaches indeed
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that place, from whence he is not born
again.
But he who has understanding for his
charioteer, and who holds the reins of
the mind. he reaches the end of the journey, and that is the highest place of
Vishnu.
Beyond the senses there are the objects. beyond the objects there is the
mind, bevond the mind there is the intellect. the Great Self is bevond the intellect.
.
Beyond the Great there is the Undeveloped. Beyond the Undeveloped there
is the Person (Purusha). Beyond the
Person there is nothing-this is the goal,
the highest road.
That Self is hidden in all beings and
does not shine forth, but it is seen hy
subtle seers through their sharp and
subtle intellect.
.
A wise man should keep down speech
and mind; he should keep them within
the Self which is knowledge; he should
keep knowledge within the Self which
is the Great; and he should keep the (the
Great) within the Self which is the
Quiet.
Rise. awake! having obtained your
hoons. understand them!
The sharp end of a razor is difficult
to pass over; thus the wise say the path
(to the self) is hard.
He who has perceived that which is
without sound. without touch, without
form. without decav. without taste, eternal. without smell, wit. out be inning,
Digitized by
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MRS.
It is natural that the popular novelist
shoulu be constantly watchful for the
topic of' the day, and that above all
things he should he timely in his choice
of suhjects. But in his desire to he opportune he should not he perfunctory.
He should respect his theme sufficiently
to study it. And it is always dangerO\ls
to flout one's audience hy assullling that
it is ignorant.
:!'vIr. Robert Hichens never wrote a
poorer novel than
rs, l\larden." It is
hard to believc that it camc from thc
same pen as "The (;anktl of Albh:' It
is a novel of spiritualism. anti it is easy
to see that
r. Hichens knows nothing
whatever about his suhject. Any report
of the Society for Psychical Research
would have given him an immeasurahly
better equipment than he seems to possess. Any dahbler in psychislIl could
have saveu him from such absurdities.
Mrs. Marden's son has been killed in
the war, and she is persuaded hy a friend
to seck consolation frolll thc lIledium
Orwvn. Mrs. l\Iarden and her friend arc
both' women of education. while On\'vn
is a veritable Sludg-e. London is full 'of
hetter mediums than ()rw\,n, but we are
asked to believe that his
tamhourine and "spirit voice" tricks have produced a sensation throughout the cit",
that they constitute the :'cYideuce" th;l!
has satisfied Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir
Conan Doyle. although Orwyn today
could not impress a colored servant girl.
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--------------\ Ve arc givcn an account of the first
seance:

A fter a while the usual tallie-turning and
rappings took place. Thcse did not interest
her at all. On the contrary. they irritated her
and seemed to j:(et in the way of something
which she wished to know more of, and which
W:lS interfered with by them. Messages pur·
ported to come for Lady Terrerton and Arthur
finrnley. S,'Yeral were from "\\'illie," according to the t:lhlc, Finall\' the table for an
instant rose from the ground without apparently heing touched by any of them. The
curtains of the cabinet swayed violently as if
hlown by a wind, and there were rappings in
""rious parts of the room.
After all this Pt:ler On\'\'n seemed to fall
into a deep sleep. He bre;thed loudly, painfully. His eyes closed. Drops of pcrspiration
rolled down his red face. Then Arthur BurnI<>y, who eyidently knew wh:lt ought to he
done on such occasions, got up softly, turned
out the one lamp, plunging the room in complete hlackness, and returncd to his place.
The medium moyed uneasily in the dark,
tremhled :lnd groaned as if in pain. Presently
he hegan to speak, at first in an almost in,
audible ,·oice. Finalh' he said "Mother" twice
loufllv.
'
"\Vho is it ?" said Lady Terrerton eaj:(erly
in the dark.
.
"Mother. I was wronf'(-I know the truth
now!" said the voice, which was quite unlike
Pekr Orwvn's.
It sounded like a young vniee, not a child's,
hut a young man's voice, typical of well-hrcd
England. It sUf'(!-:ested to :\frs, :\1anlen
the puhlic school, Sandhurs!. e\'l'n the (juards.
She coultl not imagine Peta ()I'wyn speaking
like that. After a pause the yoice said:
"You are ,Ioing the right thing. Keep on!
I can't say any more now. I ha,'en't enouf'(h
stn.:ngth somchow. Rut l'm--"
The yoice had becollle much fainter. After
a half-second of silence the word "Ronald"
was just audihle. Then the mediulIl shh·er('d,
rolled in his chair,
lfor two
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THE HERMETIC ART.
The alchemist Alipili (H. A., p. 34)
writes: "The highest wisdom consists
in this, for man to know himself, hecause
in him God has placed his eternal Word.
, . . Therefore let the high inquirers
and searchers into the deep mysteries of
nature learn to know what they have in
themselves, and by the divine power
within them let them first heal themselves and transmute their own souls,
. . . if that which thou seekest thou
findest not within thee thou wilt never
find it without thee. If thou lrnowest not
the excellency of thine own house, why
dost thou seek and search after the excellency of other things? The universal
Orb of the world contains not so great
mysteries and excellences as does a little
man formed by God in His own image.
And he who desires thc primary amongst
the student of nature will nowhere find
a greater or better field of study than
himself. Therefore will I here follow
the example of the Egyptians and . . .
from certain true experience proclaim, 0
Man, know thyself; in thee is hid the
treasure of treasurcs."
Anyone that makes a thorough study
of the alchemistic literature must be
struck with the religious seriousness thaI
prevails in the writings of the more im,
portant authors. Every "master" who
enjoyed the highest honor among his fellows in the hermetic art has a certain
lofty manner that keeps aloof from the
detailed description of chemical labora-

Price Five Cents

tory work, although they do not depart
from the alchemistic technical language.
They obviously have a leaning toward
some themes that are far more important than the production of chemical
preparation can be, even if this is a
tincture with which they can tinge lead
into gold. Looking forth to higher,
nobler things, these authors, whose
homely language frequently touches our
feelings deeply, make the reader notice
that they have nothing in common with
sloppy cooks who boil their pots in chemical kitchens, and that the gold they
write about is not the gold of the multitude; not the venal gold that they can
exchange for money. Their language
secms to sound as if they said, "Our gold
is not of this world." Indeed they use
expressions that can with absolute clearness he shown to have this sense.
Authors of this typc did not weary of
enjoining on the novices of the art that
belief, scripture, and righteousness were
the most important requisites for the aI,
chemistic process. (With the sloppers it
was indeed a prime question, how many
and what kinds of stoves, retorts. kettles,
crucibles. orcs, fires. etc., in short, what
necessary implements they needed, for
the great work.)
He whose eyes are open needs no special hints to sec, in reading, that the socalled alchemistic prescription did not
ccntrc upon a chemical process. A faint
notion of the circumstance that even in
their beginning§igit
gfl reories
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TO OUR READERS.
The Theosophical Outlook is issued in
the most unbusiness-like way. With or
without the payment of a sub!icription it
is mailed to anyone' who wishes to receive it. A subscription, once paid, is
allowed to run indefinitely, and no notices of expiration are issued. The an.
nual subscription of one dollar does not
cover the cost of printing and mailing.
Open con fession such as this may be
the excuse for the first request that the
Outlook has made to its readers. Will
they please express the wish to remain
upon its mailing list or to he removed
from it? As before, it will be sent to
anyone wishing to receive it. There is
no other condition. But if there are
those upon its mailing list who do not
wish to receive it, a notification to that
effect will be appreciated in the interests
of economy.

THE SENSE PRISOX.
Mr. A. P. Sinnett continues to render
notable service to theosophical thought,
a service that is performed always the
more easily as the puhlic mind frees itself from its materialistic entanglements.
In a recent issue of the Nil/l'tcenfh Cel/tury, perhaps the weightiest of British
magazines, we find an article from his
pen entitled "Imprisoned in the Five
Senses," in which he once more strikes
the keynote of the conflict between the
senses and
Man, he says,
lives in a palace which is also a prison:
The walls of the palace are the senses in-

Price Five Cents

herent in the vehicle of li fe on the physical
plane. As long as they are our only avenues
to consciousness they are not windows through
which we gaze out into infinity. but dead
walls confining our survey of nature's mysteries to one aspect only of their manifold
variety. Human intelligence of the usual type
is, in truth. impressed in the five senses.

The senses bar us from a knowledge
alike of the infinitely great and of the
infinitely small. They obstruct the memory of the past, and they veil the progressive steps that lead to the omniscience of divinity:
The limitations of sense. besides obscuring
the past. veil the prospects of the future.
Once they are broken through. the divine plan
of human evolution stretches out before us on
a scale of startling magnificence. Oairvoyance of the higher order introduces us, as
already explained. to those advanced leaders
of our race described above as Masters of
Wisdom and Knowledge. We are enabled to
recognize them as linking ordinary humanity
with the divine hierarchy. This extends upwards to infinity. but we touch a sublime truth
in realizing that on what may he called
(though only by' comparison) its lower levels
it is recruited from ordinary humanity. The
priettiest among conventional conceptions of
the after life show us no more than happy
conditions of super-physical existence. dignified no douht by the actual recognition of divinity. But such heatitude secms I'egarded by
ordinary religious teaching as a finality.
Clearer vision shows the spiritual future as
infinitely progressive. and the sublime conditions
hy Masters of Wisdom merely
a step of progress; a stage which the majority of the human race ought to attain in
the Ion!'. run. thouRh the length of that run
is heyond the reach of the imagination. As
some ha\"c attained it already, many more may
do so in the future greatly in advance of its
:tttainment I)\" the majorit\". ('Fhe conditions
•

•

T

)

C
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INDIAN THOUGHT.
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the matter more
and not be
troubled at
when
he sees my
nor
say at the funeral that
OUI
or
Socrates to the
For you must
that wrong
a fault
themselves.
the soul. Be
you are
you may
to you, and as custom
nay.
us a
to the other.
be.

n ..'rmitt,pc!
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BUDDHIST

THE SACK OF THE GODS.

a man would hasten towards the
he
his thclUghts
from
slothif a man
mind delights

the ends of the
were we;

man commits a
, let him
in
outco,me of sin.

Valhalla Hall tile toell·

He

tvitll

it
is

If a man does what
; let him
outcome of

Even an evil-doer
as his evil deed has not
hut when his evil deed has r1J:ll:neu,
does the evil-doer see evil.
man sees evil
deed has not
deed has npenea,
man see

the stars was under our
of stars aboveour wrath
as we
and we strove.
Worlds upon worlds
tossed
and scattered them to and
The
that we stormed
years ago
all

all

as my

Let no man think
as a
mercrlant. if he has few
and
carries much
avoids a dang,erclUs
road; as a man who loves life avoids
He who has no wound on his hand
may toucn
with his hand,
does not
one who has no wound,
nor
there evil for one who does not
commit evil.
If a man offends a ha1rmless,
innocent
that
dust

million
will come back--eome back
as
as the red Earth rills.
never wasted
leaf or a tree. Do
you think he would
souls?
In itlcll/sit1e
PI/blished
& Co.

not
the midst of the
into the clefts of the
there known a
the
whole world where death
not over·

Give us what is
whether
pray
for it or not; and avert from us the
even if we pray for it.-Socrates.

are contented because we are
not
because we are ('ontented.-Landor.

not if we

is an
of NovclIllber,

The
at New

which was founded
three well-defined

iorm the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hlllnanlity,
without distillction of race.
caste, or color.
Second-To promote the
and other Eastern Iitl:ratur'es.
reli.giolOs, philoslophies, and
the imJlorl:aIH:e of that
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed 'JI
to enforce or
its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGIlEil
TU,\N TRUTH. Hence in
and
in its work are to be found
pnofe:ss()rs of all
as well as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
opilni(ms of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolerllti(m
asked from all memberb as a
since it
that
dOlglllatislI1 and intolerallce have
been
greatest foes to human
The
therefore
all creeds and all branches of
sUllersti1tiOll. clre<1lull:tv. and
wherever
an 11l11f1illch!ing
and
found
and of all that tends to feed or propacondemnation of vice in ever)'
gate it.
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UP AND DOWN.
English novelists, always attentive to
the drift of public thought, are reflecting
the interest in mysticism that has followed inevitably on the wake of the war.
Some of the novels are very poor and
without evidence either of thought or
study. Some of them are very good, the
evident result of attention and conviction. And perhaps "Up and Down," by
Mr. E. F. Benson, is the best of them all.
It is the story of two young Englishmen who are leading a retired and indolent life on the island of Alatri in the
Bay of Naples. Their chief occupation
seems to be to bathe and to bask in the
sun, but this is conducive to reflections
that show a mental calibre from which
we may expect much. Thus the narrator
tens us in his opening pages:
Already my book has slipped from my knee
on to the pebbles, and gradually-a phenomenon to which I am getting accustomed in'
these noonday baskings-thought fades also,
and I am only conscious. though very vividly
conscious; I know vividly, acutely, that this
is Italy, that here is the sea and the baking
beach, and the tumbled fragments of Tiberius'
palace, that a dozen yards away Francis.
having sat up, is clasping his knees with his
arms, and is looking seaward; b,ut all these
things are not objects of thought, but only of
consciousness. They seem part of me, or I
of them; the welding of the world to me gets
closer and more complete every moment; I am
50 nearly the same thing as the stones on the
beach, and the liquid rim of the sea; so nearly,
too, am I Francis. or. indeed, any other of
the quiet dreaming basking figures. The line
of the steamer's wash which is now on the
point of breaking along the shore is so nearly

Price Five Centa

realizable as one with the sun or the sky, or
me, or any visible or tangible part of the
whole, for each is the expression of the Absolute. . • •
I do not know whether this is Paganism or
Pantheism, or what. but that it is true seems
beyond all power of doubt; it is certain, invariable. all that varies is our power of feeling
it. To me personally the sense of home that
Italy gives quickens my perception and assimilation of it, and this is further fulfilled
by the intimacy with external things produced
by these sun-soaked and sea-pickled mornings.
Here in the south one gets closer to the
simple facts of the world, one is welded to sun
and sea; the communications between soul
and body and the external world are cleaned
and fortified. It is as if the buzz and clatter
of a telephone suddenly cleared away and the
voice came through unhindered. In England
the distraction and complications that neces·
sarily crowd in on one in the land where one
lives and earns one's living, and is responsible
for a house and is making arrangements and
fitting them into the hours of the day, choke
the lines of communication; here I strip them
off even as I strip off my clothes to wallow
in the sea and lie in the sand. The barriers
of individualism, in which are situated both
the sense of identity and the loneliness which
the sense of being oneself brings, are drawn
up like the sluices of a lock, letting the pour
of external things, of sun and sea and human
beinRs into the quiet sundered pool. I begin
to realize with experience that I am part of
the whole creation to which I belong.

You will find something of this consciousness, says the writer, in all the
schools of mysticism. It is their common
hasis. Here is the meaning of the myths
of Karcisuss and of Hyacinthus. It is
the death of the body because it has ful·
filled its misiiion:
Here is the pagan view. f the tAli-em.
'II(] ardly
bracing, AII-containingzeGo,c;l, rtal
'0
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horne from the war on
is ,.n"",.r,intpr!
his aunt to take her
a seance
to commune
with her
husband. This leads
to some
of
on the

Then comes
war
Francis hurries back to London, where his friend
It is
enlists as a
m]l'sticism that
him. He
we all suffer from the "ense of
It
the illusion
ourselves. \:Ve can
rid
until we

"And perhaps there's another
drama, another
"
remember

What happens?

bel'ea'ved mother
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Once more. this
admirable. Xo betwithin the limits of a
been
That it coyers
a:'isumed. But
need not
much of
most of it.
and
friend agree upon a
test. Each writes a secret message with
the
that the survivor shall
consult a medium and trv to find out the
contents of t h e '
for
that
After the
of Franis carried out and the methe message with exactness.
says:

ous.

THE TRIUMPH OF CHRIST.
man in a narrow
each

to
man.
wan

mall.
harm
With
arm.

"You hade me conquer
hut this weak
consent

His naked
bands.
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way,

of this
Cancer and the Lion is a
Sigllify'ing that
first px'ner'ierlce intoxication in that
part of the
the influx of
matter. Hence
the
of
creep into the recesses
the soul.
if souls retained in their descent to
the
of divine concerns, of
which
were conscious
the heavens, there would be no dissension
men about
But
of oblivion;
more, and others less. On this accOlmt,
truth is not
to all
men on
all exerci;;e their
a
those
least of obl.IVioh.
what
this
from the zodiac
into each of the
not
clothed with the acc:ession
nalrtu'uluminouil
Jar motions
the

latter thr'ouvh
As
tates towards
tion of herself.
a material
into her
remarks in the
drawn into
intoxication;
imlflet'1I0l1S
drink of
thI'ough which the soul, be,:ornirll!
and
is drawn into
But the starry
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which we
immortal. For
extinguistled
it.;; own
overwhelmed
the benefit
tp,nnnr"l demersion.
be

AT SAGAMORE HILL.
The rail fence
the corn
to lean on as we stand and talk
country
turn,
Sit for some moments
a
house
On which a rose vine· clambers all in

He

Catches the rernirlis(:ence, quotes the lines
-and then
of
look of
grass
\Vhere the wind
it,
little
breaths
between
roses;
too.
hamhands
sonllethinig of these
evokes
and Inuue(liately
of this he
achieved

have
at all

.,

I say.

you, timid

bec:om.ing skilled with

No
no

No

Of our America to thrill and liveas I say, we let
state your case
.tu'all[JS[ you as
remains
says,
What are you, a
I don't
know.
I know some men ac!hieve a
Like courage,
in this
tion;
You have achieved some
I think
That this
some for a man whose
Are conln1clnplace
-From "Starved
Jfasters.
lall Compan:v.

And from this
Of water from the
Below some several terraces of
Where
and
are 1I!'fIOWin I"J'.
resembles
A scene in Milton that I've read.

No mar'ksnlan,

TRANSMUTATION.
Francisco

made
Sir
the world has not
awakened to the incalculable po:ssfbilitiE$
it
up in theoretical
Here
how the El1iglish·ma.n reasoned
and arrived at his
The atom is formed
tral
loaded
which revolve
loaded
and which are known
The difference between an iron atom
and a
atom is
in the number
of electrons and
contained in each.
An electron
one-milHanth
of onle-billion1th
a millionth
of a
\-Vhen an atom
her of
one or several of these
infinitesimal
not
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sucldenly cease to be attracted
the atomic sun and are
into
electrons lost to the
are
know as Beta (
rays. Radium comes
from another metal,
which is
transformed into radium after
atom
has
three electrons. After
further five
atomic
radium becomes lead.
is
natural
transmutation. Heretofore
been unable to hasten or retard this
"lOW Rutherford

cows into the
so does age and
death drive the life of men.
A fool does not know when he commits his evil deeds; but the wicked man
burns
his 0""11
as
burnt
fire.
He who inflicts
on innocent and
soon come to one
harmelss persons
of the ten states:
He will have cruel sullfelrin,g,
of the
mind.
Or a misfortune
from the
or
fearful
or loss of
tions. or destruction
treasures.
Or
will burn his houses;
and
is
the fool
will go

will soon be
manufacture
manner would cost more than
we can at
affirm that the
been
DHAMMAPADA.
Max
All men tremble at pUlllishn:lent,
fear death;
unto them, and do
caU5e
men tremble at
all
men love life remember that thou are
like unto
and do not
nor
cause to slaug'hter.
He
does not
for
after death.
Do not
those who are
in the same
ful, blows for
like shattered metal
thou utter not, then thou
Nirv"n,,: C"ontention is not
a cowherd with his staff drives

with fruitmeditation.
turned to
the
In a
unable to fix my
mind for more than three minutes to-
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upon him whom
loved more
than all the world. But I
Obedience to those whose splnrual
is not
as one'ii own-so far,
from
obstacle
become in
itself a
the
far more
the brilliant excursions and adventures in which a less
obedient
own
consolasal:ril5ce one
If
had been
upon
me I know
none that I would not very
have

part is with broken sabre
rise on the last redoubt
"To fear not sensible
Nor covet the
But figrlting, filg"htlng, fighlting,

THE DRUIDS,
The Druids now, while
more,
A
And
The

who treads a

THE KINGS.
man said unto
are fallen
And can not carry
brother, where

the
and these of all mankind
are sure
or sure unknown.
mortals' dooms
descend to

No
Nor seek
low:
But forth

be-

immortal in their
bodies in new worlds

"The terrible
With spears
me
the
fate and my fathers
Then said to
"Thou
Back
the
To win or to

are heard no

for a moment
future
past.
between the northern
Who that worst

the fear of

no cares for this frail
But
untaunted on the
Provoke
scorn
To spare the life which must so soon return.
-From Rowe's "Lucern."

"While
of eternal evil
Yet darken the hills

The
themselves can not annihi-.
late the action

The
which was founded
at New York on the 17th
three well-defined
UUI''''..... l>. viz
First-To form the nucleus of an Universal Brotherhood of Hllm:ilni,ty,
without distinction of
caste, or color.
Second-To promote
and other Eastern
reliigi(Jlns, philos()phies, and
the imllorltall1ce of that
s
'rd-To
laws of Nature and the
powers latent in man.
The
is therefore
with no creed or
to enforce or ....I!"....' its motto
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER
THAN TRUTH. Hence in
ranks and
in its work are to be found
pr()feSS(lrS of aIJ
as weIJ as those who
none whatever. No
restriction is
members save that of
to its one fundamental
Brotherhood. Nor is as a
to be held
resipolnsible for the
of its
who all have a
hold their
own views and to receive for them from
the
which
in turn should show for the views of others. This tolera,tio,n
and
since it is believed that
foes to human
and all branches of
dOlgmatism wherever
an unlHinching
and
found
and of all that tends to feed or propacondemnation of vice in ever"
gate it.
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THE ALTERN ATIVE.
Dr. Ralph Adams Cram is a sacerdotalist, an advocate of ecclesiasticism,
a defender of monasticism and of a th('ology with which Theosophy finds itself
at sharpest variance. None the lcss
there is much to admire and to applaud
in his writings. He predicted the war,
not from a study of statecraft nor from
an analysis of power, but because he
knew that civilization had reached its
breaking point under thc crushing weight
of its materialism. He knew that there is
a "tide in the affairs of men," and that
the pendulum of fate swings to and fro
with an equal beat. He told us that he
had found a thousand-year cycle, and
that humanity was thus brought, as it
were, to the judgmen.t bar to give an
account of its deeds. The war was the
end of such a cycle and the beginning of
a new one, but he had small toleration
for those who cry peace, peace, when
there is no peace. It was for humanity
to decide whether it wonld now return
to the old paths or seek new ones. It
was a moment of choice. The war itself
was no more than a warning, a stern admonition. Humanity might turn its back
upon its materialism and seek henceforth
quality rather than quantity. It might
honor j nstice and mercy even at the
seeming cost of a temporal loss. If it
should so elect, then all would be wcll.
But if it should look backward, if it
should demand the restoration of "business as usnal," then the fate of Russia
::..- ..

Price Pive Cents

might scrve as a portent and a prediction
for ourselves. Dr. Cram's message was
(Jilt: uf terrible alternatives.
He told us
t hat we could not bc saved by mechanisms nor by machinery, by democracies
nor by leagues of· nations. Our only
hope was in a change of heart a revaluation of our powers.
'
Dr. Cram now gives us another volume. He calls it "\Valled Towns," and
he believes that it indicates a way out
of our present sorrows. We do not
agree with him. He seems to recommend the very mechanisms that he formerly decried, and to paint for us a system of government that might conceivably result from a change of heart, but
that certainly could not produce it. It
would be better if Dr. Cram had adhered to his original text. There is none
be.tter. For it was said, "Seek ye first the
Kmgdom of Heaven," and it was said
also that the Kingdom of Heaven is
within you, and not, presumably, in
"walled cities." Dr. Cram seems to see
this himself, for he says:
From the "Nemesis of Mediocrity" it should
be sufficiently clear that I do not believe that
any mechanical devices whatever will serve
the purpose: neither the buoyant plan to
"make the. world safc for democracy," nor
any extensIon and amplification of "democratic" methods onward to woman's suffrage
or direct legislation or proletarian absolutism
through
SO\·;cts, nor socialistic panaceas varYing from a mild collectivism to
Marxism and the lnl<'rnationale, nor a league
of nations and an imposing but impotent
"covenant," nor even a world-wide "league to
enforce peace." We have heard something
T

)
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and that not so
hosanraised
march of
evolution.
we saw the millenahead of us and awaitof some ridiculous
of a
a new wage scale.
our
as a
from

ness.

war has been followed
an
of meanness, maand
and then
the emergence of
who have striven to arouse
and to create a better type of
better now.
smoke on our self-dedicated
wavered before the
scent has lost
that we were not
downward
and to a

At
two
is

present moment the
has
or in

histor'v-the
war, while the
the nineteenth cen-

of
generated

the

Dr. Cram has no doubt that these wiII
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come in the
but in the
what lies ahead of us
does not much
matters except the pelrfo,rnlarlce
the
of
the ideals
have
to feed the flame of a
otherwise flicker to extinction.

shown. An anonymous author
was ordered to be extinlgu:islled
of Dublin. in the year
cause it seemed to be an imitation of
the vestal fire
Numa
But
he
that it was not
till
monasteries in

WALLED

susinto

D.,

SACRED FIRE.
Like the ancient
the Druids had a
which was
est care. At
from the most remote
an
order of LJr1uides'ies, who were succeeded
in the later times
an order of Christian nuns.
Dr. Aikin observes that Cresar and
Tacitus
full of the
and
creel
of the
women:
looked up
Northerns
Alawith

1111-

the
to
or wise men,
of
of
or monastic
the Druids.
may
ccrbe discerned.
of thc
named in the books of
Ulrc'ni'c!es, are discernible
simhut
with more certhan those of
Druids, but
each case their nature must remain a
of doubt.
the monks and nuns were here, as
it is
before the arrival of
can
We
or not.

to be
It was, I believe, in
where I some
met with an assertion that the
of Ireland was fed with
wood of the same tree called Hawm.
the Roman
relates that
at Kildare the
V\"3S rendered illustrious
and
notable
which is the sacred fire of
which was
nUlls evcr since the timc

In
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more than a
treated of in

ence

of the persons
book of Numbers.
there
no
as that the existorders in it may not

"Celtic

THE GUEST.
To

'cross the prairie of the sky,
in sable, hiding
E'en from
darkness their shut browns,
Come creatures panther-mounted,
who be one,
feign the many:
adversary,

fell horron:
im:itl:mlent of thrice vengeful powers
native scent.
whirled
wild
The scenes set like a monstrous stage
Waiting more monstrous action.
my soul, we be the mummeries
We
the needed foil
Whereby
be lent
To that superior player, Destiny,
III.
Ever th'
bestial shapes
in heaving wave
Blur and
That dares the
fire's brave
shore,
Then, beaten, surges to the middle dark
To be re,.hllpE,d once more.
or
But be
their hot eyes
And in the spurn of that strange sea
Roll hatefully.

logs
one, in

Hark
myriad,
feet.
Insistent, tirelen, surrounding
My cabin's lonely steep.

,

have urived, the hard-riding,
The hellish, brutal
Amongst the rude fOllfl<latiorls
They
for
For point of swift attack.

know
Their white core. I chose them
most thoro care
hour The Guest
me here.

Never had castle moat so
Nor wall so
that it
keep
Such enemy a\fay,
How shall I fare
built with what care
I Shall
Well, and what
Shrivel. supine, within its
Or, seeking to
the
Plunge down the
of

soul

Come, soul, we dice with Fate tonight
to win,
to lose.
e'en
such losing-win
three times.
Th' accepted number

II.
Then enler, you of the hooded
! Warmly the hearth·lire glows,
Tho' for another and
different Guesl
Was the just flame invoked.

IV.
phantom-things
beasts you ride
. or . • • are they
permanency
do not answer. It may be
You can
There be
wo'rlds
Wide as the space betwixt
Breached 'tween what slight, inconsequential
Th'

man may grasp

The hour is late. It shall be later
insidious weakness of the ftesh
Betray me to the
Tho' their dammed
heat

in COl1fllslon'5
Wisdom hath made a
he who will
in speech

listen
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One whose unique syllables
Are coin'ed new for every man.

The vigil's tension is transferred
To some department of the brain
bear sucb burden,
Nor count it undue strain.
And with renewed
VJJIK<:'. better
to
quiet
Of a heart steadfast
its
And glad expectancy.

VI.
You bastard brood!
Most jea.lolJlsly
shall contest
the corruption
your
first leap shall your

Of my life's blood.
Or is it that your lust is set
On fairer quarry?
Plot
snatch
Extension of that
Whose
holds too
an hour
Your
forms intact
you to mix
beings one bright drop
soul?
to
for that end
this, my flash?
I had
known
Could stoop so

'Till the calmed mind responds
\Vith an exultant chord,
Chanling the
spake
Out of
Eastern mystery,
of the Dawn's
space;
A
that bade me
out the world
And, reeking naught
pain or fear,
Set this foundation. raise these beams,
Make all things ready for The Guest
And wait his coming here.

hell

Look you:
I
match
Tho' thru the night
steel
Another battle shall be fought.
Tho' I move not from
my place,
Nor you advance.
the morn.
bones,
your feast,
afore such time
shall
The soul you
flesh

And
it shall
the
to that Star
From whence, an exile. it hath roalllcd
Companioning
final word,
foe
To

VII.

VIII.
their
Is cut the
Of that white hour that came
and long ago.
There have been lesser fears
(Tho' fuJI tormenting) than this spawn
I face
Vindictive
Of weariness,
Seeking to tempt me from
I
with an eternal
I
these many years,
Tho' ne'er in tender dusk
with morning's glow bas come
The promised Guest,
heart my heart would say:
; be very
tomorrows are of God.
is his
for that Guest
he
come, wilt speak
The glory of thy God
thee."

Or,
it that I'm dead,
That the grim figbt is lost to me
That I
dream in a surcease
Death breathes on my tired beart
These limbs seem stable to support my frame,
I will rise up then, I will prove
What's
condition.
Fi rst I
mend the fire.
fire I The fire! 0 double coward,
To leave thy fire unguarded, and thy soul
Alone in
Yes, it must be that I am
To earth, and to a land more
dreams foreshadow have I come
Tho'
unworthy.
I see,
seem to see, the fire
More ruddy than before. Each ember glows
a transcendent
As tho' th' earth-lire nursed
Upon its breast a heav'n-begotten flame.
The room is clean of th' abhorr'ed things
That hnunted it.
must have gone
On
ray of the

x.
You, little mind
you,
Tumultuous
whose hard tyranny
Contrived your downfall:
If in
eup of bitter lees
There
one
saving drop
Untainted, it
be
By the

Word.

For now, in the far corner of the room,
\Vhere not at any June's high noon
The sun
shone,
Presence stands,
And a Voice
Voice
have kept
\Vhose accents
In the heart's rosemary.
child,
the
gave
that
counted heritage for me,
ere
first twelH
had struck
\Vatcber's alert ear:
who am Power your will released.
Of mine own substance
Unseen, thruout the
Beside thee; from thy
took the
swung
In a
circle, when the trance
Of deep
claimed thee for a
I,
than life
to use
Give thee
More
I,
Whom, until the
You may not
Of this nr"no,r',.<l
I,
Fire of hearth, and
do I do, that
That, veril)', The Guest

WISDOM FROM "THE SECRET
DOCTRINE."
The ant may
for all we know, see
the
of a Personal God in
the hand of
urchin
under the
of
one moment, its
the labor
weeks
years in the chlronio!(I!ii:'Y
it
man, attribute the
and sin,
to combination of
and
in it the result of the sin of the
first parent.
Science
before a dead wall. on the
face of which she traces. as she imand
everyone of which
be
later on.
be no better than cobwebs. spun
her scientific fancies and
illusions,
learned Occult-Alchemist
and Adventures of an
Atom:' he would secure
the suof the modern
also his
Occultists . . .
the most perfect
in their own exact records. as,
tronomical and mathematical, calculate
the age of
and assert that men
have existed in
as the Brah,
somc Hindu
calcndars declare.
A monad.
, is not of this world or
and may
be
to an
'star of divine
and
firc, thrown
our
as a
of salvation for the Personalities in
which it indwells. It is for the latter to
it; and thus
of its
nature, obtain

Atma neither
It
; it is but the
which shines upon. and
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SOME OCCULT STORIES.
It is not often that modern stories of
mystic and psychic visions are written
from the religious point of view; still
less from tPe Catholic point of view.
But there seems no reason against it.
The records of the ancient and mediceval
churches are full of such
The lives of the saints abound in them.
And that today they have almost the
status of articles of faith helps us to understand the progress of Catholicism
against the crass and brutal material isms
of the
sects. Humanitv dethe mystic and the superht;man.
The theology that divorces itself from
the
world has uttered its own condemnation.
Mr. Robert Keable. who appears to be
a British soldier and who writes in his
dedication from the army in France. has
written a volume of occult stories from
the Catholic standpoint. That is to say
we find a sort of Catholic moral in all of
them. In his dedication to "Stephanie"
he says that these stories arc true
although the facts have been disguised.
He says; "Trust me; I tell you that I
know.. that the land that is very far off
is very near. and that the King may he
seen there in His Beauty."
Some of these stories-there are sixteen of them-arc placed in South Africa.
and as an example we may take the one
entitled "Black Magic," Father Paul on
his missionary way through the country
learns of a native living alone on a hill-

Price Five Centa

side and determines to visit him.
courteously received by Sethlare:

He is

"I am glad to see ),ou also, my father,"
said the native. "Has the father come far?
Is he tired? Will he stay here the night?
I am the servant of my father, and will kill
a sheep if he will stay?"
"Have you a sheep?" asked Father Paul.
"I saw no kraaL"
"There is a sheep that is lost in the valley
behind this, my father. Its owner is on his
way here to me to find it. and he will not
mind if I kill it. for I will pay him well. He
knows me."
Father Paul looked at him curiously.
(Laurence made the sign of the cross unper·
ceived.) Then his eyes strayed round the hut
and over Sethlare, and he found all, as I
have said, clean and tidy.
"How do you know there is a sheep yonder?" i:sked he.
"I know." said Sethlare, simply. "Will the
father stay here one night?"
"The father Roes on to the chief Gunning
at the store. 0 Sethlare," said Laurence. "and
the white man expects him, so that he can
not stay,"
Father Paul glanced from one to the other.
quickly. Laurence knew the man's name, and
had not told him. Laurence was strongly opposed to staying the night-and the man li,'ed
alone. and knew of the sheep.
"What are you?" said Father Paul.
"I am a doctor," said Sethlare, simply.
For myself I should like to have heard
Father Paul talk. for the old man is no fool.
He knew perfectl)' well that there was black
maRic and white mag-ic. and that both hide
secrets that have not yet been docketed and
reduced to a collection of Greek syllables by
your intellig-ent men of science who journey
with regularity and a larRe entouraRe through
the wilder portions of Africa solei)' to that
end. So he neither laughed nor ran away,
just yet. Instead, I helieve. he talked first
of the weather, and then of the crops, and
then of the cattle. and only' ,nally 0 doctor·
Digitized by
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